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ESTABLISHMENT OF ASIAN STUDIES INSTITUTE

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1972

IIousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SEL..c.r Su ncom-strrrm C: ON EDUATIoN

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
110//011/1//,, Ha wail.

The hearing before the Select Education Subcommittee of the House
Cominittee on Education and Labor on H.R. 6168, to provide for the
establishment of an Institute of Asian Studies at the University of
Hawaii, convened in the Asia Room, Jefferson East-West Cen-
ter, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, at 10 a.m., August 24,
1972, Hon. John Brademas, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Brademas and Anil:.
Also present : Representatives Hawkins and I3urton.
Staff members present : Jack G. Duncan, counsel ; Christine 7 Jail,

staff assistant ; and Marty LaVor, minority legislative associm
Also present : William Cable, counsel, Education and Labor Com-

mittee; John Warren, staff assistant ; Mattie 'Maynard, staff assistant.
(Text of H.R. 6168 follows :)

MR. 6168, 92d Cong., First Sess.1

A BILL To amend the International Education Act of 1966 to provide for the establishment
under that Act of an Asian Studies Institute

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the International Education Act of 196(1
(20 U.S.C. ch. 29) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
title:

"TITLE `' ASIAN STUDIES INSTITUTE

"ESTABLISH M ENT OF ASIAN STUDIES INSTITUTE

"SEc. 501. In order to promote understanding between the United States and
nations of Asia and the Pacific, the Secretary shall, through grants, contracts,
or other arrangements with the University of Hawaii or other nonprofit in-
stitutions or organizations (or combination thereof), provide for the estab-
lishment and operation in Hawaii of an Asian Studies Institute. The Institute
will be a national and international resource for academic and scholarly educa-
tion. Asian history, language. and culture. and for research into problems of
particular concern to Asians or of interest to non-Asians.

"POWERS OF THE SECRETARY

"Sic. 502. In carrying out. this title, the Secretary shall provide the supplies.
equipment, and properly (including real property) necessary to permit the
operation of the Institute. in such a manner as to provide high quality ojiportmli-
ties. for scholarly study and research. In carrying out this title. the Secretary
shall also provide programs for bringing visiting scholars :Ind faculty to the

(1)



Institnte and for training, improvement, and travel of the staff. The Secretary
alsoilrovido stipends for individuals !wing trained at the Institute on the

Maw basis as is authorized by section 101(10.

"Arrifo atz.vrioN OF APPROMATIONS

"Six. 503. There is authorized to be approprialed to carry out this title the
NUM or smouo,000 for the fiscal year 1972, $15.000,000 fur the fiscal year 1978,
$20.000.0(K1'for the fiscal yea- 197,1. $25,00(1,000 for the fiscal year 1975. and such
sums as may be necessary 1' act succeeding fiscal year.

50.1, (a) The Seca .ry shall provide for the construction. maintenance,
and operation of a library which will be adequate to meet the needs of the Asian
Studies Institute.

(Ili In addition to ti!' funds authorized to he appropriated by section 503.
there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $5,000,000 for the fiscal year
1972 to remain available until expended) for the construction of the library
provided for in subsection (a). There is further authorized to be appropriated
such sums as may be necessary for the maintenance and operation of such
libra ry.**

Mr. I3rtAinzrAs. The Select Subcommittee on Education of the
Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives
will come to order for the purpose, of receiving testimony on H.R.
6168.:1 measure to amend the International Education Act of 1966
to provide for the establishment, of an Asian Studies Institute in the
State of Hawaii.

The Chair would like to observe by way of background that the
participation of the United States in international education activi-
ties goes back ninny years. Most mcently. the major support for inter-
national educational activities has come from the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, as amended by the International Education
Act. of 1966, which provides for the establishment of university lan-
guage and area study centers, as well as from the Mutual Educational
and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961, most commonly known as the
Vulbright-ITays Act, which provides for educational and cultural
exchanges between the people of the United States and other countries.

:The Chair would point out that this support has been less than
overwhelming and certainly poseS no threat to the stability of the
U.S. Treasury. In the fiscal year of 1971, appropriations for the two
authorizations, which I have just, cited, suffered their most severe cut-
back going from .$18 million in the fiscal year of 1970 to $8 million,
and we have not vet regained the modest plateau of $18 million which
we reached in 1970.

We meet here today to consider the peoples and cultures of other
Countries. specifically by considering the proposal to establish an Asian
Studies Institute in Hawaii. The Chair would like to observe that it
seems most appropriate that we should be meeting to consider this
particular proposal in this lovely and enchanting State, for the people
of Hawaii obviously have much to offer in the study of our Asian
neighbors due to both geography and cultural heritage..Congre.ss, in-
deed, in I:)60 recognized the value of placing certain studies relating
to the peoples of Asia and America in Hawaii, when we authorized the
founding in this State of the East-West, Center in which we are meet-
ing.

The Chair would point out further that this seems a most appro-
priate time to consider strengthening the resources of United States
for Asian studies, which is, of course, the purpose of the bill under
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consideration. The visit of the President to China is the most dramatic
recent evidence of increased American interest in Asia, and that visit
will undoubtedly increase the demand for information about the peo-
ples and cultures and customs of both* China and her neighbors.

We are here today in the home State of the principal sponsor of
this measure, the young lady from Hawaii, Congresswoman Patsy
Mink, who is my own good friend, and the warm friend and distin-
guished colleague of the two gentlemen from California, Mr. Burton
and Mr. Hawkins. who are also with us here today. Mrs. Mink is the
ranking member of the Select Education Subcommittee and has dis-
tinguished herself as a vigorous and effective champion of the people
of Hawaii. and as a friend of education in general.

Mrs. Mink is particularly recognized by her colleagues in both the
House and the Senate for her leadership on child day care legislation,
on measures to strengthen the education of women, on measures to
provide more assistance for elementary and secondary education, for
her tenacious and determined efforts to insure adequate funding of
programs to school districts in which there are large military installa-
tions, and, of course, as a champion of international education.

I think you must all be aware that Mrs. Mink has also the distinction
of being one of the first women in the United States to be placed on
the ballot for the office of President of our country. So, the Chair
would just like to say how pleased. he, is to be able to open these hear-
ings in the State of Hawaii which is so ably represented.by Mrs. Mink,
and the Chair would at this time yield to the young lady for any
opening continents she may care to make.

Mrs.t-Mixit. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, may I first say
what an enormous pleasure and opportunity it is for Hawaii to have
your presencq here and the presence of my two colleagues, Mr. Burton
and Mr. HaWkins, to open up hearings on a bill that I have proposed
to establish an Asian Studies Institute. I know that during the very
few times when the Congress is in recess that it's extremely

during
to

expect. Members to leave their districts and come to some other area
and I'm deeply indebted to the three of my colleagues for taking off
frOm their own pressing commitments in their home districts .to come
here to open up our hearings. I regret that some of the Republican col-
leagues, who I know are interested in this legislation, found it im-
possible to attend beCause of their commitment in Miami attending
the Republican National Convention. On behalf of not only the wit-
nesses who are being afforded the opportunity to testify here. today, but,
certainly for all the people of Hawaii, I would like to express my ap-
preciation and my warmest aloha.

Mr. Chairman, on March 16, 1971, I introduced H.R. 6168 which
amended the International Education Act of 1966, which I would
like to note was authored by the chairman, Mr. Brademas, and it is
really in p..rsuit of the goals of the International Education Act that
I sponsored an amendment thereto to establish the Asian Studies
Institute. The International Education 'Act was proposed to inaugu-
rate a new approach in the establishment of international studies by
extending greatly the impact of this new program in terms of the
new educational opportunities it would offer citizens within this
country. Unfortunately, after the act became law the program was
never funded; no funds were appropriated to give life to this enor-
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mously important piece of legislation. So, while the International
Education Act Ills been extended, it seems to me that it's time once
again to open the whole matter of not only extending and funding
that piece of legislation but. perhaps dealing in one. area which I have
thought was extremely important. We do have existing programs
sponsored by the Federal Government, in the area of international
education: the National Defense I.:ducation Aet, title 6 for' instinwe.
provides funds for the establishment of foreign area and language
centers at A inerican institutions of higher learning.

I think that it's quite obvious though, as we study the Federal
record since the passag.e of the International Education At in 1966,
there has been no new impetus and the whole matter of international
education has been given a rather low priority and somehow or other
we have not been able to fulfill what ought to serve as the national
obligation to broaden the scope of education in our own country,
especially in the elementary and secondary schools, to give hemispheres
of knowledge which in the past have been ignored an important place.
in the day-to-day activities in the whole sphere of education in our
country. In 1960 the Congress under the leadership of the Senate
majority leader, Lyndon .Johnson, established this Center, which we
are now visiting today, the Center for cultural and technical inter-
change .between East and West. In 1969, the Center formally reor-
ganized its structure into a technical problem-oriented center high--
lighting institutes of population, food, communications, culture learn-
ing, and technology and development. The East-West Center as it is
called has been since its inception under the adthinistrative control of
the State Department.

The East-West Center's primary concern has been technical and
scholarly interchange with learned persons and its statutory and leg-
islative directions have not been toward the development of concepts
and their understanding within our own society, and I'm told that
Chancellor Everett Klemjans be offering a statement to this
committee detailing the 'Center's projects- and direction which I'm
sure will be an important aspect in our understanding of the depth
of the problem.

31y bill, H.R. 6168: proposes to establish an institute. which would be
administered by the Department of Health, Education, and 'Welfare,
and my bill proposes that it be located here. at the University of Hawaii
as a complement to the East-West. Center's activities. This Institute
would provide the United States with a large, cohesive, highly orga-
nized, Inuit idisciplined enterprise. In time it could parallel in my view
the importance of such current Federal institutions as the National
Institutes of Health and the National Science. Foundation.

In the 1972 amendments to the Higher Education Act, Congress
provided for the establishment. of ethnic stmly centers across the mull:.
try. Ethnic, heritaze studies in themselves while needed will not do
the complete job. This is simply a way to stimulate study concerned
with self-identity. Understanding of another country, apart from its
all American-based culture, will only come in my view abort when
we have a multitude of disciplines and programs which succeed in rais-
ing our cultural intelligence quotient. to a degree where we can truly
appreciate, the achievements and accomplishments of peoples of other
parts of the world.



It is true that we have many eminent 'scholars in our academic in-
stitutions who are aware of the enormous history of Asia : Its science,
its technology, its literature, its politics, its religion, its art and music
and so forth, but they and we have not met in lily view our responsibil-_
its to in Form and educate the public in general here in America about
Asia and its people. This is the purpose of my bill.

Americans have been taught in our public schools that the roots of
our civilization is Western. The Asian countries are passed over as part.
of the underdeveloped world from which we can learn nothing of
value. As long as this neglect exists, who can blame Americans for not
knowing or caring about Vietnam and being awed suddenly at the no-
tion of our President having dinner in Peking.

Our scholars have been preoccupied with other matters and have
failed to meet this vacuum which persists. This lack of education about
non-Western societ ies has compounded our inability to explain and ex-
pound upon our foreign policy. The collection of artifacts in the
museums and personal libraries does not really influence public policy,
nor does it make foreign policy more understandable to the average
Artierican.

And this is why, Mr. Chairman, I: feel that the inauguration of the
hearings here and the serious consideration of the legislation which I
have offered is such an important one. Not just for Hawaii, but for our
country at large and I would like to ask. Mr. Chairman, that the en-
tire statement that I have here be entered into the record without
objection.

Mr. I kIzAnrm-As. Thank you, Mrs. Mink. Without objection the state-
ment will be included.

(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT I Jr HON. PATSY T. MINK, A thil.RESENT ATI VE IN CON RESS iem THE
STATE or BANYAN

Mr, Chairman, on Mardi 16, 1071, I introduced TIN. 61115 which amended
the International Education Act of 1900 to provide for the establishment of an
Institute of Asian Studies at the University of Hawaii.

I believe that an Asian Studies Institute is urgently needed to help fulfill the
objectives of the International. Education Act of 11160: "that strong American
educational resources are a necessary base in strengthening relations with other
countries: (and) that this and future generations of Americans should be as-
sured of ample opportunity to develop to the fullest extent possible their

eapachks in all areas of knowledge pertaining to other countries, peo-
ples. and cultures." When this hill was passed. we seemed to be on the verge of
a revitalization of our entire foreign studies effort. The act provided for a sweep
of programs almost stunning in their scope.

Under the act, there would be new international programs in our schools and
new agencies and staffs to promote the programs. Yet. after the adoption of this
act. funds were never appropriated. It has remained dornmnt on the statute
book, an immensely promising program. but without funds to give it life.

One tangible evidence of the Federal Government's commitment to interna-
tional education is. the National Defense Education Act of 1065, title VI of
which provides funds for the establishment of foreign area and language cen-
ters at. American institutions of higher learning. At. the end of my Statement:
have attached a list of all Foieral programs related to international education.
It. is obvious that no new initiatives have 1)0(.11 proposed. This is illustrative of
the rather low priority attention we are giving to what I believe is an urgent
naliona I obligation to broaden the scope of education in our own country. es-
pecially in the elementary and secondary schools, to include hemispheres of
knowledge which in the past have been largely ignored as unimportant to the
average American's understanding of his world.

In 1900, Congress under the leadership of the then majority leader, Lyndon
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Johnson. established the Center for Cultural and Technical Interchange Between
East and West. In 1969, the Center formally reorganized its structure into a
technical "problem-oriented" center highlighting Institutes of Population. Food,
Communications, Culture Learning and Technology and Development. The East-
West Center as it is called has been since its inception under the administrative
control of the State Department.

The East-West Center's primary concerti has been technical and scholarly he
terchange with learned persons and its statutory and legislative directions have
rot twit towards the development of concepts for our own society. I have at-
tached a recent letter from the Center's Chancellor, Mr. Everett Kleinjans which
deals in detail with some of the Center's Dralects.

My bill. H.R. (J168 proposes to establish an Asian Studies Institute. to he
administered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Its location
at the University of Hawaii will complement the East-West Center's activities.
The Institute would provide the United States with a large. cohesive, highly
organized, znultidiseiplined enterprise. In time it could parallel in importanee
such Federal institutions as the National Institute of Health, anti the National
Science Foundation.

In the 1972 Amendments to the Higher Education Act, Congress provided for
the establishment of ethnic study centers across the United States. Ethnic
heritage studies in themselves while needed will not do the full job. This is
simply a way to stimulate study concerned with self-identity. Understanding of
another country, apart from its all American-based culture, will only come about
when a multitude of disciplines and programs have succeeded in raising our
cultural intelligence quotient to a degree where we truly appreciate the aehleve-
ments and accomplishments of peoples of other parts of the world.

It is true that we have many eminent scholars in our academic institutions
who are aware of the enormous history of Asia : its science. technology. literature.
art, and music. But they and we have not met our responsibility to inform and
primate the public in general about Asia and its people. This is the purpose of
my bill.

Americans have been taught in our public schools that the roots of oar civili-
zation is Western. The Asian countries are passed over as part of the under-
developed world from which we can learn nothing of value. As long as this
neglect exists, who can blame Americans for not knowing or caring about
Vietnam and being awed suddenly at the notion of our President having dinner
in Peking?

Our scholars have been preoccupied with other matters and have failed to
meet the vacuum of knowledge which persists. This lack of education about
non-Western societies has compounded our inability to explain and expound upon
our foreign policy. The collection of artifacts in the museums and personal
libraries of the wealthy does not influence public policy, nor does it make foreign
policy more understandable to the average American.

We must insist upon the study of Asian culture and history In the earliest
years of our sehoolIng, Asian studies must not only hen pursuit of a few wise
scholars at universities, but it must become a standard part of our school cur-
riculum, both elementary and secondary.

It is not enough just to train specialists whose knowledge will not be widely
disseminated. Too many scholars, having once been eduented in the field of Asian
studies. have conflned themselves to nendemie pursuits. These experts speak and
write only to themselves. We need to take greater advantage of their training
rind expertise and use their knowledge to reach the people at large and reduce
the ignorance level about non-Western foreign affairs.

We must structure and staff a curriculum that will develop a knowledge
and appreciation of all people everywhere. Our school system liar traditionally
emphasized Western civilization. Children grow up in virtual ignorance of the
fascinating history of Asia. They do not know the Impressive rontributionm of
Asians, to scienee. technology, literature. art. nnosic, and culture in general. To
Americans, orientals are merely "Inscrutable" and mysterious. Similarly, we
have ignored the rich heritage of Africa nnd South America.

We must start somewhere and start now to instill in the entire American pub-
lic an awareness of Asians as people. This will require n major adjustment In our
education system and our national atitude. Our schools must develop textbooks
and curricula which fully depict the culture and the values of Asians. as well
as the Africans nnd Latin Americans.

How else are we to pass on to our children. and ton new generation of leaders.
the knowledge that all Asian life is just as precious as ours. Americans have
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to all realize that all Asians have their separate and unique art and culture,
from which we have learned much and from which we can learn more.

It is, therefore, a myopic mentality that has required our country to persist
in its educational direction which fails to recognize that the history. culture,
and politics of Asia are equally important as the study of Europe. its history,
culture, and politics. If America is to reach fall bloom as a nation which ful-
tills the ideal of democracy, it must develop au attitude in its people which
accepts an Asian life as being equal to that of other human beings, and accords
it fully dignity.

The Asian Studies Institute, instead of only producing new experts in the
field of Asian studies, will serve as a pool of collected competence: of scholars
whose presence on the same campus under a unified administration operating
Nvith substantial institutional resources, will make their collective .skills greater
than the existing independent, decentralized Asian studies departments in
various institutions throughout the United States. The opportunity to draw
oil such resources will strengthen our Nation.

It won hl be my hope that the institute's primary focus would to con-
centrate its efforts in developing a comprehensive review of our elementary
and high school curriculums so that it could more adequately present the world
as it ismade up of ninny, many diverse nations, non-European. but neverthe-
less important to our future:

Mr. HAwRiNs. Mr. Chairman, since we bare a long list of witnesses
may I just make this brief comment. One time our collea!rue Mr. Bur-
ton from San Francisco and I were rivals Its to whether or not San
Francisco or Los Angeles was the very center of East-West culture. We
have now, however, been dethroned by Mrs. Mink and I think cer-
tainly its true. to say that many of us on the mainland will nevi' r know
more about the :East-West culture with real certainly as such dedi-
ented legislators as Mrs. am very happy to be here in Hawaii
today at this hearing and welcome the testimony we will receive.

Mr. BaArantAs. Thank you very much. Mr. Burton ?
Mr. Bi-irrox. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I don't, concede the complete

dethronement of San 'Francisco as an area of interest. There is some
understanding- that the world is round. Fm delighted to be here today.
I'm lnnl,iii j'orVial'd to the testimony we are about. ready to receive.
I would like to thoroughly join with and approve 100 percent all of
the delightful and liatterin, and well deserved tributes which the
el kairman of our full conunittee extended to our distinguished col-
lewne Patsy Mink.

Mr. BliADE-ArAs. Thank you very much. As Mr. Hawkins mentioned
there is a very lengthy list of witnesses today and our subcommittee is
-anxious to hear from all of them. So the Chair wants to admonish the
witnesses to be as succinct as possible, and prepared statements will
he included in their entirety in the transcript. of the heain. This
will enable us to ilea r everybody's point of view and well he able to put
some questions to you.

Our. first witness is an old friend of the Chair and we are very
pleased for the first, time to be able to welcome to the subcommittee.
Dr. Harlan Cleveland, president of the University of Hawaii. Dr.
Cleveland : Go right ahead. sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARLAN CLEVELAND, PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Burton, Mir. Haw-
kins, I have a. double assignment here. I have been asked by the chan-
cellor of the East-West Center, Dr. Everett Kleinjans to offer a brief
statement of his. This statement, as Mrs. Mink indicated, summarizes
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sonic of what. the East-West Center is now doin:r and the lessons from
the .1.:ast-11'est. Center's experience for Hai development of other insti-
tutions : especially those %:hich are i.'ecleral!y sponsored. and based in
universities as the East-West Center has been. ;-;o may I offer that
for your consnleration.

BitAt :m:.s. objection that will he received in testimony.
(Statementreferred to l'ollows:)

STATEN! ENT or C. it A scri.t.on, AN'EsT 'Es'rtfc.

CciAruNt.kS. As I understand the proposal, 11.1t, tiltS cals for the develop-
ment of 0 program to inease Anicrietis faucet of knowledge about. Asian history
language and culture. Since it is to he essentially a program of research by Amei-
cans for Americans it is quite distinct 'from and does not uompote with the work
of the .ctst-\Vest Center. Having lived in Asia for tunny yen r,". I ant convinced
that :1sions know a great. deal about its but that Americans have far 1.10 little
knowledge of acid atqweciation fur Asia. Certainly the coming years \Oil see a
greater interweaving of reIntions between our country and the narons of Asia
so that the development of Asian studies in United States hcceonces more nrent.

I understand further thl t the pchoay urtwgeattacts proposed in the hill for
Ilse e,-tablishment and operation of melt 11 pro.vnam are "through grants, con-
tracts. ur other a rnangencents with the l'clivensily of Hawaii on (diger non-pc:011f
ins111utions or ougani'd.co bats tar eon:lento thin thereof c 2* The difficulties inherent
its meat arrangements arc 00:10' I of (Ill the
campus. of a stale University : the fag I that funds come frmic the federal gavenit-
!tient' whereas the staff 111.0 In) the SI to 11:131.1111 fact That the hVall of such an
hist it ate may be legally responsible to ,ace group hat fnuctimut fly accountable to
another: the maintenance of a national identity the suspicions sant., Americans
have about. federal involvolnota in higher education. These and many other dif-
lientt les must. be faced by any such institution.

I Would like to take this opportunity briefly to relate the experie»ce of the
East-IN-est Center as a national educational institution which is operated in
cooperation with the University of Hawaii. At the national level. the Congress of
the 1.»ited -States and the Department of State hhve consistently provided thP
support required for maintaining and developing the Center. At the local level,
with few exeeptiont, the Center has received the highest form of cooperation and
support front the University of lInwaii and the people of the State of

liecause of tli;$ support at holt] Ow national and local levels. the ('enter has
accomplished much in the realm of improving ..East.-West. understanding. For
exailinle, the Center has attracted to its programs list rate scholars front East
and West with excellent. tenchit:g and research competence. ?'Ire Center has
brought outstanding, Asians to head some of its programs and to eontrilmte in
other significant capacities as stall'. members. 'lice Center has developed ex;:ellent
relations with institutions in Asia, the Pacific and rho United States mainland.
The Center, in cooperation with the University of Hawaii. bas generated as a
national institution which provides the openness and freedoms that are hallnuirks
of the better academic institutions. Finally, the Center has mutuality. equality
and respect built into its goals a' d constantly strives to achieve them in its
prograncs liv involving participants and staff front Asia, the Pacific area and the
United States in cooperative endeavors.

The East-West Center has worked with a high measure of success since 1900
toward aeilievinc its Congressionally 111:11/(10/ed goal to improve ''relations and
»ndersta tiding between the United States and the nations of Asia and the Pacific."
1C hat I tutu trying to say is that the accomplishments of the East-West Center,
the filet that here in the mid-P:1(111c we have a viable. vibrant national educa-
tional institution with international perspectives, arc testimony that such
institutions an succeed when planted in the right place and given the proper
nourishment.

Thant: yon, :lir. Chairman.

Dr. CLEYELAND. Mr. Chairman and metnhers of the committee. my
university colleagues and I are very glad indeed that this key com-
mittee of the House of Representatives has found the titre, the energY,



the interest to come to Hawaii and visit our campus in the midst
of what has indeed been a very busy session of Congress for a hearing
of this matter. We are here considering the education of Ameri- us
for what is already a new era in trans-Pacific relations. Front our
vantage point in the mid-Pacific we an naturally preoccupied with
American relations with Asia. Americans by the millions have been
involved in Asia's destiny, and the ancient societies of Asia. have pro-
vided sonic of modern America's most effective citizens, notably the
author of the legislation before us today.

Until recently, I think, the record of our involvement in Asia has
been, on the. Nvhole and on balance, beneficentthe medical and other
early missions, the open door in China, the peacemaking role between
Russia and Japan, the distaste for colonial rule including in the. end
our own, the opposition to militarism, the countering of aggression
-in Korea, the prodigious tusks of relief and rehabilitation and eco-
nomic and social development.

But it is also certainly fair to say that in the past decade, our mili-
tary involvement on the Asia. mainland and the litter phases of our
forevrn aid programs has-c led its far too deeply into what we under-
stood far too little.

Both the war and the foreign aid program have reflected a vertical,
patronizing relationshipa relationship in which the -United States
too often, in too many countries, for too long a time, made decisions
affecting the nations of Asia without true consultation, and decided
by our lights what was good for them. Even so, very many individ-
uals manage to work together and cross the harriers of culture and
language difficulties with mutual respect for 1.he other's dignity.
But the very structure of our international relationships was the one-
sided input of Western technology. Western technicians. and Western
gifts which has created an increasing reluctance in time donors and an
increasing resentment in the donees.

Our tusk in the seventies and eighties will be to create a new,
post-patronizing relationship with the diverse and developing socie-
ties of Asia.. Hawaii has made a good start in experimenting with a
new relationship characterized by mutuality, horizontalness, joint-
ness, We have (lone this in part under a mandate from Cc r Lrress and
with unremitting Federal support, by developing the East-West
Center. As a national institution wisely made part of a university
community, the East-West Center has invented ways of enabling
Asians and Americans to work together on the common problems of
modern development., the problems of population growth and tropical
agriculture and the marrying of new technologies with old cultures.
We do not start with the premise that Asia has the problems and
America has the solutions; we know that we do not vet have a solution
to the social fallout of science even in our own Yation. But through
the opportunity to work with Asians on common problems, in a uni-
versity setting, we are developing one important technique for rela-
tions really based on equality.

The willingness of Congress to increase its support for the East-
West Center, at a time of disenchantment with most international
spending, is naturally very much appreciated here in Hawaii:But, it
is wise national policy, too, because the next big issue in American
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foreign policy must be the effort to build a stable structure of postwar,
post-AID relations across the Pacific Ocean.

It is in this context. that I comment on H.R. 6168, the bill intro-
duced last. year by our distinguished Congresswoman from Hawaii,
Mrs. Mink. The bill proposes -to establish an Asian Studies Institute
through arrangements with the University of Hawaii. and in the
words of the bill, "to provide high quality opportunities for scholarly
study and research," and also to construct and maintain a major Asian
studies library.

Compared to the American need to understand the almost incom-
prehensible diversity which is Asia, the efforts of American scholar-
ship have to be referred to as still puny. A few universities, including
Of course the University of Hawaii, have built quality programs in
Asian languages. history, philosophy. and the social sciences, and also
in seientific and technological disciplines especially relevant to Asian
development, such as tropical agriculture and tropical medicine. Some
of this growth came with the post-Sputnik surge of support for non-
western area and language programs. What is already being done here,
and elsewhere around the country, will be discussed my colleagues
from the university's faculty of Asian studies and by Chancellor
Gorter of our university campus here in the Manoa Valley.

Having spent. part of my life working in and around the develop-
ing nations of East Asia, and another part of my life helping to nurse
our transatlantic relations I cannot but be acutely conscious of how
scanty is the web of knowledge and insights and contacts across the
Pacific compared with the rich skein of common culture that makes
the Atlantic Ocean an inland sea of the Western World.

Our relations with Japan, with China, with Korea, with the Philip-
pines, with Indonesia and the other societies of Southwest Asia, and
with the vast subcontinent of South Asia, require a great leap forward
in American understanding. American schoolchildren will need to
learn about Asia in the almost casual way they absorb information
and insights about England and France and Italy and Spain. The
thoughts of-the Chinese and Indian sages, who said so much which was
wise and said it so succinctly, should in time be as familiar to Ameri-
can schoolchildren as the dialogs of Socrates or the Sermon on the
Mount.

The first thing to do about all this is to beef up American university
scholarship on Asia, to lure more of the hest of the American under -
graduates and graduate students into lifelong concern with and com-
mitment to the understanding of Asian history, language, and society.
Bnildinn. on the base we already have in a number of major American
universities, the Federal Government can, and I think should, make
this needed spurt in American scholarship about Asia a matter of
urgent public policy. .-

The task cannot be dono'by one university, no matter how strong
in the present, or ambitious for the future, it may be. The base for
action will need to be a national consortium of university scholars
and the institutions which support them.

What is proposed in H.R. 6168 is essentially that with Federal sup-
port., we in Hawaii should take the leadership in developing the
national program. the kind of national program required by our chang-
ing transpacific role. This proposal is one good way, and to the Um-
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versify of Hawaii a flattering way, to tackle the task of bringing the
quality and quantity of Asian studies to the level our future interna-
tional relatiOns will surely require.

It is important that there be no confusion between what is proposed
ir, this bill and what is already settled in congressional policy in the
establishing and funding of the East-West Center, carried into action
by a contract between the Secretary of State and the board of regents
of the University of Hawaii. We have just, signed the most recent revi-
sion of this agreement.

The 'East-West Center is essentially in the exchange-of-persons busi-
ness. The. distinction between the East-West Center and the new pro-
posal was I think very well expressed by Mrs. Mink a moment ago. We
conduct. this exchange of persons in novel ways, to emphasize the
mutuality and commonality of the effort between East and West. But
the Center is not itself an Asian studies program ; and students and
scholars assembled here by the Center work with and in, and receive
their academic degrees from, the university's academic departments
and programs.

Apart from the educational interchange, the opportunities for
Asians to work in America and for Americans to be exposed in depth
to Asian cultures and societies, the need is for more in-depth study of
Asia by Americans and for Americans. Educational exchange on the
one hand, and the development of American scholars specializing on
Asia arc tints two complementary activities. Both need and deserve
national sponsorship and Federal funding. Each will be stronger if the
other is also thriving.

With this understanding, and in this spirit, I hope that Congress
moves rapidly toward a quantum jump in Federal support for Asian
studies in American higher education. If Congress in its wisdom,
through the kind of device projected in H.R. 6168, asks Hawaii to take
a. special role in carrying out such a public policy, it will find this uni-
versity ready for the responsibility and eager for the chance. Thank
you Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Professor Cleveland for a most
illmninatino. opening statement. I wonder if I could ask you a couple
of question;'? On page 4 of your statement you make the observation
that the task of supporting Asian studies ought not to be the task of
one university, but rather the work of a. national consortium of univer-
sity scholars and students. Would you elaborate on that observation
perhaps taking into , account the present status of university-based
Asian studies programs in the United States?

Dr. CLEVELANe. Yes.
Mr. BnAntmAs. In other words I'm asking you to give us' a- little of

your vision as to the kind of consortium you might contemplate?
Dr. CLEVELAND. Well as you know Mr. Chairman from your own

deep study of American higher education, its superfluous and enter-
prising, and no one institution is the only institution ih any'field. And
no one institution can hope to allegate to itself the task of being "the
national leader" in any field. We happen to have here a rather broad
strength in Japanese, Chinese, Korean and Southeast. Asia studies in
particular and some other parts of Asia as well. Most institutions don't
feel that-they have the same commitments in some sense to the whole
area and tend to specialize in Chinese, or Southeast Asia languages
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and so on. If you list perhaps a dozen institutions. you have already
listed the real strength ill American higher education scholarship in
these fields. Although of course there are courses in languages and pro-
grams in many other parts of the country. I think that to serve the pur-
poses of this bill, whoever is asked to get OD With such 0 public: policy
as we have. described here-Nvould need- to assemble what. 1 have called
a national consortium and operate in the Asian studies field in the way
that its already been developed ill some other fields. pioneered for
example in the Brookhaven arrangement with the Atomic Energy
Commission. It was .located in a place but sponsored by a number of
universities. But even more broadly than the I 3rooldia veil model, the
actual work, the experience, the development of research projects, the
study and scholarship by Americans and by Asians visiting. America
would need to be spread quite widely among the institutions with

--special commitments. And the consortium would have a 'very impor-
tant task I think in the job of spurring universities that are not vet in
the Asian studies field to get into it, because this is going to need. to be
a very broad effort, if we are going to come anywhere near matching
the problem and opportunity of our transpacific obligations.

Mr. BnAnsmAs. So I take it that you're suggesting that if an Asian
Studies Institute were located at the University of Hawaii, there
would be a role for it. to provide leadership for a. nationwide
enterprise?

Dr. Cum:LA-xi). That's right, and I think that that would be the only
way to do it. There is no way to just monopolize it within any one
institution, no matter how well fixed and willing one university would
be to try.

Mr. BnADEMAS. I have other questions, but I want to be sure my
colleagues have an opportunity to question you also. Mrs. Mink.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. President. Cleve-
land, I appreciate very munch your support. of my legislation and par-
ticularly of your notion that what could be established here as a center,
provide a base of operations- for the stimulation of Asia studies across
the country. One analogy that has come to me as a possible approach
for the establishment of a center like this is the National Institutes of
Health. I wonder if you could comment on what kind of a viable
mechanism or operation could be established through which this center
could operate? Could it be conducting its own research on the one
hand, and at the same time be the granting agency for other research
in other parts of the country ?

Dr. CLEVELAND. The distinction I suppose is in management, these
are Federal agencies and this would have to be operated on some form
of contract from State to State. But there are many models in which
the Federal Government has in effect delegated the task along with
the funds and this task has then been subcontracted around the coun-
t ry. I think in the social sciences particularly where you don't have
the need for a big cyclotron or some physical structure having to be
in place. Its particularly useful and possible to spread the support
into where there is Teal support from,the institutions and real quality
from the faculty that are already assembled. My guest is that a pat-
tern whereby the University of Hawaii made grants to other univer-
sities on behalf of the Federal Government would not be well re-
garded by the other institutions, but apparently if you had a national
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consortium in which we took whatever L"e of leadership Congress
ti1071!rilt, was appropriate. it would work. tilt` Ohl business of peOph..,
wonting to be in at the talie01i as well as the landing.

.I. President (.4,,,,iands as a 1}ra(.6,ai rt,tlist won-
dering whether or not the concentration on Asian studies would re-
eelVe tit:, support nationally that it would in certain areas of the coun-
i ry, whether or not the that we are equally deficient in our re-
gard or in our appreciation of: other cultures smith (fir us. north -south
relations, or imr relations with African nations would be equally de-
deficient.

Whether or not the establishment of a center or Asian studies would
only lie developing in ono particular field or whether or not such a cen-
ter should include other ethnic., graips, other studies. other cultures.
rather than just Asian cullareS. rui sure that when 'Mrs. Mink's bill
is considered by the C'ongress there will be others that oppose the
viewpoint of the advocate interested in this matter. T would be inter-
ested in your reaction to singling out Asian studies to the exclusion of
studies of other cultures in which we are equally deficient

Dr. Cia.:vm.,.-xn. Well, there is always the problem of choice that
public policy makers have. 1 think that the degree of our deficiency
is quite different in the cases you mentioned. In the post-World War
TI period, when Asian studies had quite a vogue for a while, the Latin
American programs around the, country had difficulty attracting more
research and more students for it. I think that's been a. fact IR the
past but probably the demand and the supply is more equal now.
African studies are in it much more deficient state because that is
such ft new business for most, institutions. In European studios in it
sense it's already built into our curicul11111 as a part of the American
image. That's the difference between the v..ay we study -Europe and
the way we study other parts of the world. We study Europe as if
it were a part of us and we don't study Asia as if it were a part of
us. I think there is a case for a very special priority for Asian studies.
Partly its just enormously significant in our future. I really think
that it's fair to say that the next, big problem in American foreign
policy is how do we relate to Asia, particularly perhaps to East Asia.

They have in Japan what Ed Reischaner keeps telling us is the sec-
ond largest country in the world in many important respects. We have
in China the emergence of one-quarter of the world's population;
there. is no analogy to the problems anywhere else in the world to the
problems of relationship we are going to I gve to estalilish with China.
We hay:, already seen how deeply engaged it's possible to become with
the politics and strife of Southeast Asia. We have already seen how
deeply engaaed it has been necessary for the United States to be in
Korea. So Ithink that the relationship of this group of societies to
our destiny is something special. It just is. And it has received less
attention compared to its importance to us. I think, than any other
part of the world. And it's time we corrected that misplacement of pri-
orities I think in the kind of atmosphere that is made possible by the
President's visit to Peking and more recent developments in our rela-
tions with Japan.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you. Mr. Burton?
Mr. BURTON. No questions.
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Mr. BRADEMAS. I just have one other question. President Cleveland,
and this might be a more appropriately asked of Mr. Klcinjans whose
statement contains lessons from the operation of the East-West Center
that might be applied to Mrs. Mink's proposed Asian Studies Insti-
tute. Would you be able to make some observations on the distinction
between East-West Centerwhich I understand is more of an ex-
change of scholarsand the proposed Asian Studies Institute. Which
is aimed at an indepth inquiry into Asian affairs themselves? Could
you give its any judrment on lessons which might be learned from the
East-West ('enter experience, as they might apply to the proposed
Institute ?

Dr. CLEVELAND. I think that they are fortunately very specific. I
would myself pick out two lessons as most important. One is that it
is very important to bring Asians and Americans together in an
atmosphere where they may work and solve problems togethei- as we
do in the East-West Oenter. That where they are just not meeting
each other in the hall and calling it cultural exchang-e, but really
having to work together on common problems of scholarship, you
can develop a relationship of equality, that I called in my statement

nostpatronizing relationship that is essentially different from the
AID business. I spent 10 years in the AID business so I know that,
but this is a different era. You cannot see as much as I have seen in
the past 2 years of presidents, administrators, and senior scholars and
faculty members from the Asian universities and feel that you are
dealing with somebody that needs our inspiration and aid. They have
resource problems but so do we. These are highly intelligent, wise.
imaginative, and interesting people. Just as wise and imaginative and
interesting as we all think we are and you can't have it relationship
with them except on that basis any more. The University of Hawaii
has just been invited to join as an associate member the association
of the Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning.

We happen to be the only American institution so invited and when
I asked them "why," they said "well, you're sort of half Asian aren't
you"? And that is the nicest thing anybody ever said about us. So they
want a relationship with the United States but they want a nondomi-
wiling relationship and they feel very strongly about this. I was at a
meeting of university presidents from all over Asia this summer and
that was the central theme of their discussions. They want a relation-
ship badly but they want to somehow get beyond what they feel is a
dominating vertical ups and downs kind of relationship: That's what
I think we have experimented with quite successfully in the East-West
Center. The other lesson is that you will find in the aforementioned
book "The Future Executive" a defense of ambiguity in administra-
tion. It has turned out to be terribly important for the East-West
Center to be both a national institution and part of the university
community:And there are those who say it ought to be just a national
institution, but if it were it would be regarded in .Asia.as just a bureau
of the State Department and it wouldn't work: It wouldn't work with
the Asians. On the other hand if it were just a part of the University
of Hawaii without the national standing it wouldn't have the national
support that makes it possible for Congressmen to vote for it. So that's
an important piece of constructive ambiguity and I think in learning
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to work with that kind of ambiguity we have really learned something
about the relations between the Federal Government and higher educa-
tion in carrying out national programs.

Mr. %Annus. Thank you ; that's very helpful indeed. I think we
are not unacquainted with that concept because we ltre all locally
elected Representatives but we make the, policies of the Nation. We like
to think that is a source of strength and not a weakness. I would just
point out, by way of a final observation, President. Cleveland, a state-
ment by Willi,un Theodore DuBay, who has directed' au Asian
studies program at Columbia University. He said. "that the peoples
and civilizations of Asia are important to undergraduate education
not because they represent factors in the cold war as means of some
immediate practical end, but because their experience of living together
is what they have learned about life and what they have come to under-
stand about the universe we all live in is now part of the common
human heritage, nor are these people who study like problem children
needing our help, but they are to be studied rather as people who can
teach us much about ourselves and the past and give us a new perspec-
tive of our own and a new way of looking at things and challange us
for a reexamination of our own," which. seems to me to be a rather
distinct summary of some of the kinds of points that you have just
made.

Dr. CIKVELAND. I think that says it very well indeed.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much President Cleveland. We are

very grateful to you for having attended our hearing. Our next witness
is Dr. Shiro Ammka, the superintendent of the State department of
education. If I mispronounce any of these names today I hope the wit-
nesses will straighten me out.

STATEMENT OF DR. SHIRO AMIOKA, SUPERINTENDENT, STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STATE OF HAWAII

Mr. ..A.mouA. Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Subcommit-
tee on Education, I'm very happy today to be granted this opportunity
to present this testimony on behalf of the Department of Education..

The American Nation represents a way of life that reflects the con-
tributions of many different cultures. Hawaii, in particular, reflects
the richness that Asia has brought to the American way of life. Thus,
the study of Asiathe various cultures and their contributions, the
problems as well as triumphs that have an impact on the rest of the
worldhas 'been a vital part of the elementary-secondary school cur-
riculums in Hawaii's public schools for many years. At the present
time, a variety of programs under social studies, art, music, languages,
and literature treats concepts, knowledge, and skills related to Asia.
Some of these are included.in courses required of all students, while
others are electives. In.Support of these programs, teaching resource
guides, audiovisual aids, and other materials as well as personnel re-
sources are available to a limited extent.

The Department of Education has benefited to some degree from
programs based at the University of Hawaii and the East-West Cen7
ter such as the Asian Studies Summer Institutes and the teacher in-
terchange program. However, such opportunities are not regularly



available and because these programs accommodate teachers through-
out the Nation on a quota basis, relatively few teachers from any
single State can benefit from them. Teacher and student resource mate-
rials seem abundant but they are not readily accessible to our schools.
Many references in books and ,eneral articles or listings in bibliog-
raphies are often dillieult to obtain for school use. Currently, we are
exerting efforts to make such resources more available and usable to
our schools.

The proposal to establish an instrument to serve as "a national and
international resource for academic and scholarly education. Asian
history, language, and culture, and for research into problems of par-
ticular concern to Asians or of interest to non-Asians,'' has promise for
the improvement and enrichment of Asian studies not only in the pub-
lic schools of Hawaii, but school systems throughout this Nation and
in other nations. We. suggest that such an institution can become a
partner in the preserves and inservice training of teachers and might
well assist in the development of models for such training anywhere in
the world. The institution might also serve as a clearinghouse for the
abundant resource materials which must be available from all parts of
our country and other countries. Without mMimizing the importance
of the kind of studies and research generally associated with institu-
tions of higher learning, we suggest that the translation and conver-
sion of such learnings for the benefit of students in our elementary and
secondary schools and in the best interest of all citizens. We hope that
the design of this most promising program will not be limited to
scholarly pursuits at the graduate leveCWe suggest that, the concept
be broad enough to accommodate secondary school student involve-
ment in summer intern programs, to assist. in curriculum development
and building international relations. National and international stn-
dent exchange might be a correlative activity. The new interest in
adult education indicates another area which blight be well served by
en instrumentation such as is proposed in H.R. °NS. .

I believe that an institution such as:the one proposed here has the
potential for benefiting. all of our citizens and peoples of other coun-
tries for it requires cooperation between and among individuals,
institutions, mid representatives of nations.

Mr. BRAE3rAs. Thank you very much, Dr. Amioka. A few weeks
ago, Dr. Amioka, a conference on China studies within the United
States was held in Racine. Wisconsin with particular attention to the
study of Chinese culture and Chinese language in the public schools
of this country. Now you are the head of the public school system in
Hawaii in charge of the elementary and secondary schools of this
State, and I ash: this question from ignorance : To what extent do the
public schools provide opportunities for the schoolchildren of this
State to learn Asian languages and to learn the cultural heritage of
Asia ?

Mr. Aitioi(A.. I think we'll have to separate study of language from
study of culture : Language study, I must admit, is on a very limited
scale. With respect to the study of culture however, we try to mesh
that into a variety of our regular programs both required and elective.
Now, for not only the Chinese but other Asian languages as well, I must
admit,.the.resources am rather limited at this time.
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It is our hope that wen we move into the kind of emphasis suggested
at the university level it will have a spinoff effect and make more and
more resources available. So I see this kind of institution being estab-
lished as providing a stimulant effect to provide the opportunities
which I think we certainly need, for -more enrichment. But I must
admit that at this time its limited.

Mr. BilAnr.mAs. I want to 1)11151W this just a moment if I may. I feel
that within 10 years it will be possible in major cities of the United
States for an elementary schoolchild to be able to study in addition to
French and Spanish, Russian, or Chinese, and possibly in some areas
of the country such as the west coast, Japanese. I would think that is
all to the ,rood, as I'm sure on would probably agree.

It would seem to nu, that a State like Ifawaiiand I come. in as an
outsider to give advice, which is a lot easier than giving advice in my
own Statethat. a State like Hawaii could do some pioneering work in
the training of teachers and the development of curriculum: materials
for the teaching of Asian lancruages, particularly Chinese and Japa-
nese, and for the development of courses on the Asian heritage, history,
sculpture. Although this thought is related to Mrs. Mink's .prOposed
Asian Studies Institute, it is an activity that need not depend on the
institute. Von could go ahead even now and do some pioneering since
von are obviously better equipped than any State in the Union, with
the possible exception of California, to give us some leadership in this
direction.

Do you have any comment on that ? In other words if Nye can't ex-
pect some leadership from Hawaii, I'll tell you we're not going to get
it. from Indiana.

Mr. AMIOKA. I think you're quite right in your observations. It's a
question of equipment and help to provide the resources and the time
factor available. As you probably know from other educational pro-
ceedings we have to consider program priorities as well as the availa-
bility of resources. .With respect to developing the original materials,
we could be doing more than what we are currently producing. As a
matter of fact, we are trying to work up to the best of our ability
with the resources that we do have. The point I'm making about the
suggestion is that we. are not standing back and doing nothing, but.
rather that the availability of additional resources would give us
greater impetus to do more with the resources that we do have. We
should be putting on our thinking caps to provide the kind of leader-
ship you mentioned.

Mr. BaAnr.mAs. Thank you very much. Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. I appreciate very much your presence, here today. Dr.

Amioka. I have studied and discussed my legislation with many edu-
cators in the country. One of the real areas of need as we see it and as

attempted to express in my opening statement, was the necessity of
trying to expand the educational opportunities of the very young
children in elementaIT education as well as those in secondary educa-
tion to the reality tha't there are other parts of the world which is not
evident in the textbooks that are currently being used in our school
systems throughout. the country.

T (mite agree with our chairman, that. here in Hawaii we have an
unique opportunity to really pioneer in this field. I think that one of
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the distresses that I came across in beginning my exploration of the
needs in this area was to find that even in our school system we do not
have eurriculmn specialists in Asia education studies. We do not hire
teachers for their specialty in Asian study. If I'm incorrect in this
conclusion I would certainly like to be better informed and perhaps
you could clarify that. What are we specifically doing in emphasizing
this partiCular deficit in education in general ? I realize that our text-
books come from the mainland and we have to depend upon these re-
sources but what we must do here is supplement this fixed resource and
my interest is in knowing what. We're doing to supplement it.

Mr. AMIORA. We are developing a great number of resources and
materials to supplement the different textbooks. as a matter of policy.
With respect to your other question, we do not normally hire teachers
as Asian studies specialists since we don't have a classification called
Asia studies specialists as such, although we do hire language teachers
in specific. areas suchas Japanese, Chinese, et cetera. on a limited scale.
:is a specialist. in Asia st tidies you might say, we do not hire them in
that way; that is quite correct. However, the thrust that we are trying
to make is to build such a program into the regular curriculum, such as
social studies. where you'd be dealing with cultures other than ours.

We like, to do this for the Asian studies, but the whole thrust is to
develop, by such a study of the varying cultures of the world, an
awareness of a more fundamental commitment with respect. to the
democratic ethic. The worth and dignity of the individual should be
respected and this is the thrust that we are trying to make by using this
intercultural approach. Now when you get. to a public school system
with respect to hiring specialists in certain areas we have a practical
pi °Mom that is a little different from an institution of higher educa-
tion in that we are trying to develop curriculums programs which are
in a sense more. general in orientation and in scope. So it depends again
on a practical situation as to how extensive the program is going to be
with respect, to the kind of students that we are going to be educating
and the resources that are available to us. Now it maybe that as we.
get more and more resources we can offer more separate specialized
courses, in addition to including the content as part of the courses in
the general curriculum. What we are, trying to do at the present time
is to use a. double. approach in making that kind of thrust into the
regular program as much as possible, and at the same time, developing
the other specialized areas with the thought of adding electives. I think
this is where, the specialists come. in.

Mr. Ba,turmAs. Mr. Burton.
Mr. BURTON. Doctor, if you were toperhaps it would simplify if

you were to characterize the dominant thrust in education here in
Hawaii. Is it of homogenization if you will of assimilation as the pri-
mary impact or objective, or is it. one of self-identity and understand-
blEr, within the context of the greater society, and in that connection has
there. been a shift. in emphasis recently?

Mr. AMIOKA. In terms of the current emphasis not so much a recent
shift. the one underlying thrust is basic: the thrust is not. homogeniza-
tion. The strength of the democratic society is its plurality and the rec-
ognition of the worth of the various cultures, not the homogenizing
of them into one. So the thrust is trying to develop this kind of aware-
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mess to the end that we become much more understanding of what our
basic commitments are with respect to the kind of society we are
building; namely. a democratic society. That. is what I meant earlier
about the recognition of the worth and dignity of the individual. This
can come about it. seems to me, as we analyze tile various views and the
different cultures in the context of this Jigger society which we call
our democratic society. I feel Americans believe that what we are
trying to do is build a better society in which our democratic commit-
ments will become realities so it seems to one our basic thrust would
be in the second direction you have mentioned.

Mr. BRAor,mAs. Thank you very much. I appreciate your coining to
give, us the benefit of your views Dr. Antioka. Our next witness is
Representative Robert Kimura chairman of House Higher Education
Committee in the State of Hawaii. Mr. Kimura you go right ahead
please. Again, wherever possible, if the witnesses will make an effort
to summarize their statements, we'll have more time for questions.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT KIMURA, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, STATE OF HAWAII

Mr. KIMURA. Mr. Chairman, I'm mindful of your swigestion but
also being a lawyer and also being a legislator I have .always found
that a summarization kills more time and with your indulgence I'm
going with my prepared text.

BaAnEmAs. Read as rapidly as you can because there are 20 more
witnesses.

Mr. KIMURA. Chairman Brademas and members of the selea sub-
committee : I am Representative Robert Kimura and have served dur-
ing the past. legislative session as chairman of the House Higher Educa-
tion Committee in the Hawaii State House of Representatives. I appear
before yOu today in support of H.R. 0168 introduced by our Hawaiian
Congresswoman and old friend of mine who has authored legislation
which has continued to emphasize an educational as distinct from
ideological flair. Her bill, H.R. 6108. seeks to establish an Asian Studies
Institute under the International Education Act. I believe that the
intent and purposes of the bill are most worthy of your support.

I address myself primzrily to the educational gains which will be,
accrued if such an institute were funded. Presently the East-West Cen-
ter facilities and operations do and I emphasize do perform an educa-
tional function, but the approach, the manner, or style of that method
is based on certain assumptions peripheral to my mind to the educa-
tional enterprise. There are several problem-oriented institutes, for
example, studying population. health and communication. While, there
is no doubt in my mind that these socioeconomic areas are integral to
education, I believe that the technical data and generalization provided
therefrom are once again based on the assumption that our Western
technology, and indeed our technocracy, can provide viable solutions
to these problems. I ani aware that continuing dialog between the
East and 'West niust be stimulated, and that mutual accord can be
achieved only by sitting down with a student from Thailand's provinces
or talking to an economist, from Laotian agricultural problems. But,
there is also need for students in Hawaii, those locally born and bred,
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to share in this process. I think that establishing an Asian Studies In-
stitute. as Mr. Mink' bill provides, might stimulate the college major in
Asian studies, the graduate student or social studies teacher taking sum-
mer emirses. to consider Asian culture, philosophy, arts and in sum,
this heritage, in a different light.

The bill itself provides for a base of authority vested in the Secre-
tary of the Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. a gOVV111-
111ellfill agency distinct in purposes and functions from the Department
of State. Through grants. contracts. or other arrangements with the
T7niversity of Hawaii or other nonprofit institutions or organizations.
the establishment. and operations in Hawaii of the Asian Studies
Institute would be made possible. The institute will be. aceording to
the bill. a national and international resource for academic and
scholarly education. Asian history. language. and culture. Tt will
also do research on problems of particular concern to Asians or of
nterest to non-Asians.

The Secretary will provide for high quality study and research in
the lust itiitions involved. He will provide programs for visiting schol-
ars and faculty. for train ins.. improvement. and the travel of the
stall' of the institute. There will also he stipends for individuals trained
at the institute.

When it comes to financial matters. the core of the legislative poeess
as we know. the hill authorizes a slim of $lrt million for the 1973 fiscal
year. with million increments for the following years to 1971. Sums
as may he necessary will be accorded.

There is also a provision for the construction. maintenance, and
operation of a library adequate to meet the needs of the Asian Studies
Institute. There is nn appropriation for the library. to remain avail-
able until expended. of r) million for this fiscal year.

The Asian library at the University of Hawaii is constantly ex-
pandimr. and T wish to extend a personal note nn this matter, At hear-
ings held during the past legislative session before the House Higher
Education Committee I witnessed severtd voices NvIiidi said that
present -facilities on this campus are too cramped. overcrowded. and
lacking in care. The library is also understaffed. While the university
is making every effort to reel il.N. the situation. T believe another "shot
in the arm" through the library provisions in this-hill-would help
support not only the maintenance of valuable book collections. but
Asian studies at the university generally.

I share with Congresswoman Mink n deep concern for Hawaii.
and -for the Asian culture and heritage. that we. somehow share. yet
somehow remain apart from. That Iteritage. it seems is a particular
blend of East and West, and can be used to the mutual advantage of
both learners and teachers from the East and from the West. Hawaii
has always been extolled as a meeting ground for both cultures. T
would pull that generalization toward more concrete grounding. If
we truly believe in Hawaii's being a meetingolace, the fruition of the
meeting will be through institutes. dirt-vigil books. through scholars.
through students, but most of all, the meeting, will occur in People's
minds. and with a onalitative change in attitudes and outlooks.

My sinmort, of H.R. CO 68 is thus one aflirmilm the intent and pur-
poses of Mrs. Mink's bill. At the same time. T affirm the variety of
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voices heard today. and for the contribution that they might even-
tually make in the creation of slid! an institute. I hope that at this
hearing minds have been changed, that persiwctives stave been shifted.
and that through ILI:. tfltfs. we might be able to work, mutually, in
concordance, toward that meeting of East and West which exists in
our minds and comes to fruition only when we translate those ideas into
courses of social action. Tliank you. Nil.. chairman.

Mr. liumw.mAs. Thank you very much. Mr. Kimura, you heal, I
think, the questions that I pia to br. Ainioka ahont the possibility of
Ira wait becoming a pioneer in developing sonic Asian studies courses
in the e'ementary and secondary schools to give sotoe leadership to the
reSt of the United States toward encouraging slid' studies. I have a
suggestion for you which I very respectfully put to you. Why not con-
sider introducing in the State legislature, the Kimura Asian I Ieritage
Education bill ?

I soak as one who is known in my own district as a lag federal
spender on education, Ina why isn't it possible for its to get some leader-
ship in our State. legislatures in these matters that seem to be of such
consequence. In other words, why ought there not be some money ea-
marked from the. State revenues of Hawaii to support public school
system Asian studies?

Mr. ICimunA. I think it's a real good suggestion and its something
which I seriously will he really pushing- in this forthcoming session.
This sort of idea, however, during the past session has been more
focused on the university but I think today it world be very appropri-
ate to focus it all over the U.S. secondary and the lower elementary
level, and I think your point is very well taken and there are possi-
bilities in that act.

Mr. liumwmAs. Just put, your name on it, and I won't ask for more.
Mr. KIM URA. Thank you. This is nn election year by the way.
Mr. IinAnEatAs. Well, I went down to Florida to support increased

aid to older persons, and I ahnost decided to announce for Governor.
None of the candidates for Governor down there were interested and I
got somo support.

Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Now I merely want to express my appreciation for the

leadership that. Representative Kimura has riven to this whole con-
cept of increased emphasis in Asian studies and I'm deeply apprecia-
tive of the role that he played in offering the resolution which was
subsequently passed by the House of Representatives endorsing my
bill and giving it. support from the State and I do appreciate it.

Mm'. Iimunzus. Did 1 hear the young lady from I In wail ask unani-
mous consent to include the text of that resolution for-the record ?

Mrs. Mimi.. Yes, you did.
(Text of resolution referred to follows:)

Hors': inisurnoN SUPPORTING U.S. HOUSE Or IIF:PRESENTATIVES HILL MOS.To
AMEND Tiin INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT or It AND To l'novinu FOR THE
EsTAIILISHMENT UNDER 'NAT ACT or AN AsIAN STDIEs INSTITUTE

whereas. there Is a need In Iinwnli for a higher education institution eienriv
demented to neadeinie and sehniariy education. Asian history. language and cul-
ture. and research directed to problems of particular concern and Interest 10
Asians; and
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Whereas, the East-West Center located at the University of Hawaii has in-
creasingly tended to reflect the attitudes and objectives of the Department of
State, the sector of government responsible primarily for foreign policy: and

tVitereas, present program orientations at the Center operate under the assump-
tions of foreign policy rather than educational concerns; and

iVbereas. such problem oriented approaches assume that. Asians have problems
and the West has solutions, thus undermining two-way communication between
Asia and the West ; and

%%item's. there is need for a complementary center concerned with educational.
cultural. and other resources which would continue to depend on the presence of
studetits atol scholars from Asian nations such as presently at the East-West
Center ; and

Whereas. these students and scholars would continue their work on problem-
oriented areas such as food. population, communication, and health in institutes
and thus enhance the activities of a newly created Center on Asian Studies pro-
vided in H.R. 616S; and

Whereas. the University of Hawaii has developed plans for a comprehensive
Faculty of Asian Studies, headed by a Dean of Asian Studies on the Manoa
painful.: to administer regional programs for the East. Southeast, and South Asia ;
country study centers: and undergraduate and graduate interdisciplinary pro-
grams on an inter-college and inter-departmental basis: and

Whereas. in February, 1972. the University Board of Regents approved the
establishment of a Center for Korean Studies which will stress cooperation among
the humanities, social sciences; mutual relationships between the University and
island conummity : and the enhancement of intersocietal relations between
Hawaii and the Societies of Korea, thus basing its programs on educational
rather than foreign policy assumptions; and

Whereas, among the graduate areas of selective excellence is Asian Studies,
according to University of Hawaii scholars and administrators who appeared
before the Hawaii State House of Representatives Higher Education Committee
In a March. 1972 hearing on graduate studies: and at that hearing there was
presented evidence of a need to ixpand, develop, and renovate present Asian
Library facilities; now, therefore

Be it Resolved by the House of Representatives of the Sixth Legislature of
the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of 1972, that it does, and hereby is. In
support of the intent and purpose of H.R. 0168: and

Be it. Further Resolved that it strongly urges the schedulir.g of hearings on the
bill here in Hawaii so that relevant University of Hawaii, East-West Center,
and Interested parties might testify in the presence of the U.S. House Select
Subcommittee on Education ; and

Be it Further Resolved that certified copies of this resolution be transmitted
to the Chairman and members of the U.S. Congress, House of Representatives.
Select Sub-committee on Education. members of the U.S. Congressional delegation
from Hawaii, President of the University of Hawaii. Chairman of the Board of
Regents. Chancellor of the East-West Center. Chancellor of the Manoa campus.
Director of Asian Studies. President of the East-West Center Grantees Associ-
ation, and President of the Associated Students of the University of Hawaii.

Mr. iTAWKTNS. Renresentative Kimura..onpage 3 a your statement
m iyou e nhasize an advantage in havino this institute somehow identi-

fied with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare rather
than the Department of State., will you elaborate a little bit on that?

Mr. ICrurnA. Y. I think that President Cleveland in his testimony
previonslv stated that the University of Hawaii had been invited to be
a member of the Association of CollegesSoutheast Asian Colleges
and one of the things that was brought out by the Asian counterparts
was the fact that when you apply .Asin, you have Asia, and I think
that is in reference to any type of cultural exchange enterprise which
is somewhat vertical in nature, which is somewhat patronizing, and
which is the idea where there is control by the government.

This somehow turns our Asian counterparts off, and I think in part
it may be psychological and I think appropriately if it is in the De-
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partinent. of Health, Education. and Welfare rather than the State
Department that I think it would have, you might say a better taste.
in the minds and in the attitudes of our Asian counterparts. Somehow
the association or affiliation with the State Department I think gives
them the idea of State involvement or the financial web body in the
form, of workings of foreign policy and the Federal Government
would be apparently more concerned. This is the point I'd make on
that.

Mr. Hwiaxs. Thank :ou.
Mr. linAnEms. Thank you very much Mr. Kimura. We appreciate

your testifying this morning. Our next witness is Dr. Wytze Gor-
ter who is the chancellor of the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Dr.
Gorter.

STATEMENT OF DR. WYTZE GORTER, CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY
OF HAWAII, MANOA CAMPUS, HONOLULU, HAWAII

Dr. GORTER. Mr. Chairman and members of the conunittee. I suspect
Mr. Chairman that you have been concerned about stumbling over an
oriental name and even suspected you would mispronounce a nonorien-
t al one. However you have. (Audience laughter.) This is a very com-
mon occurrence where I'm concerned, my name is pronounced
W-i-t-t-s.

*AIM BRADEMAS. Witty,
Dr. GORTER. I have heard you admonish several witnesses to sum-

marize their testimony, and perhaps I can be first to do so. Not being a
lawyer or being in Congress or as an economist and, having been
misunderstood for years, I am not concerned by that prospect. Let
me begin by saying that I certainly support the statement made by
President Cleveland who has said it far better than I could. I agree
therefore, with his description of the role of the East-West Center
as compared to the role to be played by the proposed Institute of
Asian Studies. You recall that President Cleveland referred to the
development of a consortium and the, question of the leadership of the
institute. I would join with President Cleveland certainly in saying
that if the University of Hawaii were to be picked out to.be the lead
institution in developing Asian studies we'd be most pleased. However
I think we have to understand that there are many other institutions
in this country which have fine faculties which are most interested in
Asian studies and they too have an interest in the development of the
Institute for Asian Studies. The very strength of that institute will
depend upon the support which we get from all of our colleagues in
other universities as well.

If you were to name the University of Hawaii as the location of the
institute we'd be most pleased to have it here. We would hope it would
be established here, but there are, as you know. established libraries
and faculties in other parts of the country and the question of its
location physically as distinct say from the, question of a location of
center of administration, I think that should be considered by all of
us involved.

Mr. 13nAnumAs. Thank you very much, Dr. Gorter, Mrs. Mink?
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Mrs. Mixt:. Yes. Are you saying, Doctor. that you feel that the
problems of establishing a center here would suggest that perhaps
we could not. accommodate it here at the university, is that how I
understood you in your statement'?

Dr. (lo mat. No, not saying that.. What Fin saying is when you
realize that there are many scholars throughout the country and there
are a number of institutions which are very much interested in various
aspects of Asian studies, our concern here is that the support of Asian
studies be a strong national support. We'd certainly be ready to
establish such a. center, but we are most concerned that. we get a
center established.

Mrs. Mixx. No matter where?
Dr. (loat, Believe me if it were put here in Hawaii I'd be abso-

lutely delighted, but we are most concerned about the establishment
of an institute.

Mrs. MINK. In other words what you're saying is if it developed
that there became a prolonged quarrel as to where it is to be located
and as to getting the concept. established, you would defer?

Dr. (imam. Yes, because the important thing to us is to have a
national center for Asian studies.

Mr. BRADT:31AS. Is there not another policy question involved, Dr.
Goiter, namely, the whole concept of whether we ought to have (1)
a center that supports research and study of Asia or (2) a center
which might administer programs of Asian studies across the country?
Do I make clear my question?

Dr. Gourtat. Yes, I think you do. What you have to understand with
regard to Asian studies throughout the country today is that. there
are areas of strength in other universities, libraries have been estab-
lished, and teaching programs going on. When one conceives of a
center from a physical standpoint then one has to ask what would.be
put in the physical center that would fit in with all those areas of
strength we already have throughout the cmintry.

Now one could conceive of that being an administrative center and
say from which to coordinate all these Asian studies that are going
on throughout the country. That would be the concept of an institute.
or center providing a national focal point. If anybody wanted to find
out what was going on in Asian studies he would go to that point and
be given the appropriate information. What you have to understand
is that it is extremely costly and perhaps not very worthwhile to
duplicate the libraries and other materials available elsewhere.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAwKixs. Doctor, did you name any of the other centers study-

ing Asian affairs? y on mentioned that in your statement; could you
name several such centers?

Dr. Gotrrnu. There is one at the University of Washington; there
is one in Berkeley; Colinnbia University is mentioned; it's very diffi-
cult to find a major university where there isn't something offered in
the Asian field. Cornell. for example, is in the Philippine area, Har-
vard has studies on Asian affairs, and others.

Mr. IlitAnintAs. Let me mention, also, studies on Thailand con-
dne4-ed at Indiana University.

Mr. ITAwKixs. Well. aren't they more specialized as to countries,
rather than covering the entire Asiatic. nations?
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Dr. GORTER. Yes. The problem we have there, Mr. Hawkins, is
that when. one uses the term Asia, one is talking about tremendous
diversity. The same is true when we talk about the United States,
including Hawaii, we consider ourselves as having qualitiits different
from other States.

Mr. HAwniNs. Thank you.
Mr. BRADEITAs. Thank you very much, Dr. Gorter.
(Dr. Gorter's statement follows :)

STATEMENT BY WyTzE GORIER, CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT
MANOA

We on the University of Hawaii Manoa Campus are understandably pleased
by the interest in Asian Studies shown by those who sponsored the bill under con-
sideration here today. I need not outline for you the extensive involvement hi
many aspects of Asian Studies of those on our faculty and staff here on the
Mallon Campus. Other witnesses today will testify to that, I am sure.

I should like to confine my comments to what we consider to be the primary
mission of no Institute for Asian Studies and to indicate how it is distinct yet
both complementary and supplementary to the activities and programs of the
East-West Center.

I strongly support the establishment of an Asian Studies Institute through
funding by the federal government. I believe that such an institute should be,
considered to be a national center for such studies and not necessarily a center
to be part of the University of Hawaii. There are many scholars in the United
States interested in Asia and there are literally millions of people in our country
who should be better informed about Asia.

,Establishment of an Institute for Asian Studies could provide the focal point
for the appropriate coordination among Asian scholars and the development of the
wide variety of programs designed to increase one information and understand-
ing about Asian affairs.I know that it is unnecessary to convince any of us in
this room of the importance for all of os as both'eltizens of the United States
and members of the world community to improve our understanding of Asia.
We are all aware that Asia is rapidly becoming the place where "the action is."

There is lamentably little instruction in Asian history, culture, politics, lan-
guage, literature, and art in our country today. If we were speaking merely of
the enrichment of our own life experience, it would be worthwhile centering
much attention on the study of Asia. It is even more urgent, though from the
standpoint of the development of a cohesive peaceful world that we understand
more about our Asian neighbors.

Our support here at the University of Hawaii for an Asian Studies Institute
should not be considered as narrowly provincial because of our nearness to Asia
and the presence in Hawaii of many- people of Asian ancestry. There are excel-
lent-centers of study of Asian affairs in many other parts of the United States.
We view the possible development of an Institute for Asian Studies as an oppor-
tunity for a very large scale coordinated effort by all people interested in Asian
Studies throughout the United States. To this end we do not propose that the
physical location of the center necessarily be here in the State of Hawaii.

We view the establishment of a Center or Institute for Asian Studies as a
means Of concentrating more national effort to bring a greater sense of the
contributions of Asia to the world and the potential for further developments
there and as an opportunity to understand better the effects upon ourselves of
events which have occurred and are occurring in Asia.

There are no doubt some who wonder whether a study of Asia is not appro-
----priately a mission of our East-West Center. It is, of course, true that there are

many Asians at the East-West Center and that problems of interest to Asians
are being studied at the-East-West Center. HoweVer, the objective of the East-
West Center is to promote cultural and technical interchange among people of
both the East and the West. To that end the Center has brought together mature
scholars, students, technical experts and others to consider problems which have
long-run interest and implications for Asians and Americans.' In the course of
examining these problems people from East and West learn to work together
and to understand each other better. This is a very important task and through
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its present organization the East-West Center appears fully capable of achiev-
ing even its loftiest objectives in this regard.

By contrast an Institute for Asian Studies would devote itself to the study
of Asia. This would involve the development of libraries, research projects,
curricula, and programs of public information designed to correct a glaring
deficiency in our educational programs throughout the country.

Putting together such an institute involving. the efforts of many hundreds of
people is a very substantial task. It must be done with due regard for the in-
terests of many people and of many institutions already devoted to the study
of Asian affairs. I would suggest, therefore, that your subcommittee recommend
funding a preliminary study of the creation and organization of an Asian
Studies Institute and leave as a secondary consideration the location of that
Institute.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness is Dr. D. W. Y. Kwok, Director,
Asian Studies Program, University of Hawaii. Doctor Kwok.

STATEMENT OF DR. D. W. Y. KWOK, DIRECTOR, ASIAN STUDIES
PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. KWOK. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I have
prepared a statement in di., interest of time I would like to read and
comment on it very briefly. Please allow me to thank the subcom-
mittee for this opportunity to testify in behalf of H.R. 6168, Repre-
sentative Mink's proposed amendment to the International Educa-
tion Act of 1966 which .provides for the establishment of an Asian
Studies Institute.

It is very gratifying for those of us involved in Asian studies to
acknowledge the concern expressed by our Government for the per-
petuation of Asian Studies. programs and interests in America. The
importance of such studies cannot be overestimated nor can the con;
comitant concerns of promoting, understanding between the United
States and nations of Asia and the Pacific be overlooked.

America's interest in Asia has been a long one, though until World-.
War II it was instructed by the requirements of mission boardrooms,
trading houses, financial establishments, and occasionally the State
Department. The view of Asia from America was one of benevolent
concern, that of a nation used to success and a life of plenty, confident
that it could lead the way for the establishment of a similar life style
in faraway, .leSs 'fortunate places: Moreover, prior to that time Asia

no threat and, therefore --it was 'unnecessary to develop
terest into anything more or less than.it was.. With the .exception of
Hawaii 'where a .few courses dealing with the. languages and cultures
Of China and Japan .were ,t4iight,' the study of Asia at an institution
of higher learning unheard Of.

World War II changed everything. The perceptions held in America
of Asia and Asians changed drastically. The considerations of tliecold
war further doinplicated-A'rnerica'S invOlveinent in theconree of 'Asian
events. America -then plunged into the,stukly..Of .A.Sia;.bUt it -did. so with
a sense of hurried urgency .7. 7 ., ;:; ; 7. ,,;

Because Asian studies; as a legitimate field of-study; developed-out
Of baeically- strateoie:.interest§ and 'hi#1,y itp-need' to fill ..in- the gape.
in our. knowledge ltook.on. the 'aspects of. crisis.; Language study W.as
assessed as critical, crash' programs were setup and money was poured
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into universities capable of filling these critical needs. An attitude
of problem solving dominated the atmosphere of area studies. Even
more traditional scholarly endeavors were undergirded with this
utilitarian view. As such it implies that Asia has the problems and the
West has the solutions. Of course the seeds of mutual understanding
might not find this a particularly fertile field in-which to-flower.

If Asian studies are to provide the means by which America can
come to comprehend and appreciate the diversely rich Asian ways of
life, then it must be nurtured in an environment free of crisis-oriented
attitudes. Asia should be viewed in the same way we have traditionally
viewed Europe. Asian studies must hinge on something more than se-
curity or strategic interests if such interests are to be. ultimately bene-
fited. A relationship with Asia and Asians which is mature and re-
ciprocal, based on understanding and respect for cultures and their
expressions, is much to be desired.

Representative Mink has proposed an institute which could pro-
vide such an environment. Moreover, she has proposed that the insti-
tute be located in Hawaii. There are many reasons why Hawaii is, in
many different, ways, an ideal location for an Asian Studies Institute.
Hawaii has a lowg history. of interest and involvement in Asian events.
Indeed, it could be argued that Hawaii was once a part of Asia insofar
as American policies and attitudes at the turn of the century were con-
cerned. Whether you are inclined to see it this way or not, it can Cer-
tainly be agreed upon that Hawaii's ethnic plurality and consequent
diverse cultural outlook create a hospitable milieu for the presence
of an Asian Studies Institute focused on providing a larger environ-
ment for the pursuits of an Asian studies program.

Certainly, the University of Hawaii has demonstrated a strong com-
mitment to Asian studies, and the manifestations of this commitment,
are ongoing and active consciousness of Asia, have long been well re--
ceived by the community at large:At the university, for instance, 450
courses 'deal in one way or another with Asia, with -a, faculty- close to
300.- 1

Now in that connection, Mr. Chairman, I have a set of illustrations
which will demonstrate the university's 'experiences in Asian studies.
They will also demonstrate the supportive role the University of
Hawaii can play in this National Institute for ASian Studies. If the
committee thinks it pertinent, I Sha.,11 he-happy to present them..

Moreover, we are presently organizing our Asian resources into
a. comprehensive -faculty: of Asian studies with- its own dean. This
Asia: consciousness: of; the community ;has provided an invaluable
climate for the serious study of Asia as well as proving to he an excel-
lent learning ground for some of the more mundane adjustments nec-
essary to make one feel at ease in an Asian setting.

Now the question will arise, in fact it has risen already, as to why
we should have an Asian Studies Institute when there is already
a government-funded institution. located at the University of Hawaii,
the East-West Center. My comments of course are the same as the
statements already made. The East-West Center plays a valuable role,
but not the whole role, in fulfilling the promotion of mutual under-
standing among the peoples and cultures which makes up the Asia-
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Pacific area. It has chosen the problem-solving technique by which
Asia is viewed presently under five problem headings. Asian partici-
pation also comes under such problem-solving areas. The approach,.
based in a. faith that there are problems of mutual concern, is typi-
cally and traditionally American. It is practical know-how.

The institute that H.P. 6168 proposes will provide something more
than just problem solving.

It recognizes first of all the authenticities of Asia, and not an Asia
seen only in America's own troubled image. It will offer the oppor-
tunity to deal with the intangibles through continuous research and
education. Through the resources of the Institute, we could enrich
and enlarge our intellectual categories and esthetic capacities on a
scale never before possible. The study of world civilizations can only
be helped by such a national institute.

What we should seek is a world community in which Asia partici-
pates as fully and legitimately as the United States and Europe. What
we have done up to now is to gather a large body of knowledge and
to turn out a group of experts whose expertise is sometimes ignored.
Yet, greater knowledge has not brought greater understanding. What
we have to do is to cultivate a view of the world that will serve us as we
enter the 21st century. A person born now would be only 28 when that
century arrives. We must look to a participation in a world com-
munity and we must prepare ourselves for Asia's role in that com-
munity. To prepare for that role means to look beyond our own prob-
lem-solving attitudes and to seek an Asia consciousness throughout
the country which accepts Asia on terms of equality and importance,
not just in strategic terms.

And we have somehow got to begin to cultivate varied and generous
attitudes toward a world area that is of critical importance. A'n Asian
Studies Institute can provide the forum we need at this point for a
reevaluation of our thinking along these lines.

If we are to create a true world civilization and world community
we must continuously look at our own roles and the roles of our in-
stitutions and their policies toward establishment of this community.
A world civilization grows and cannot be made. Thus we must prepare
the ground in the best way possible to assure ourselves of a con
modious and bountiful future.

Thank you again for your attention and your concern.
(The information referred to follows :)
The Faculty of Asian Studies would include a strong array of specialists cov-

ering all major countries and/or areas in East,. qoutheast and South Asia as
illustrated in Fig. 13.
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FULL-TIME AREA a. LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS

JAPAN

LANGUAGE: 45
AREA: 50

ASIA
GENERAL

59

CHINA

AREA: 23
LANGUAGE: 20

LANGUAGE: 2

LANGuAcE: I .

TRAIL ANO
AREA: G

AREA:I

PHILIPPINES

LANGUAGE: t

LAOS

AIZZEA: tl

LANGUAGE: 3

KOREA

IIP

LANGUAGE: 4
AREA: IN,

MALAYSIA
AREA : 7

LANGUAGE: I
CAMBODIA

LANGUAGE: 2

INDONESIA
AREA: II

VIETNAM
AREA:3 BURMA

LANGUAGE: 2 LANGUAGE: I

Fig. 13

I. THE FACULTY OF ASIAN STUDIES AND UNIVERSITYPRIORITIES

The study of Asia has been repeatedly singled out for primary emphasis in the
University's commitment to the "exploitation of special opportunities to create
excellence in selected program areas". (See ADP. II, Prospects for the 70's and
Controlled Growth Policy.) Such premier status is wholly appropriate in view of
the University's historical continuity and tradition in the study of the East, the
Present breadth and depth of, its Asian studies, its potential for even greater
achievements, its nationwide academic responsibility in this field, and the special
needs of our own community.

Fig. 1 illustrates the current number of Asian Specialists in selected units at
the Manoa campus.

86-069-72--3
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ASIA SPECIALISTS `IN SELECTED LUIITS

ARTS & SCIFNCES

TROP. AG.

ENG.

10

BUS. AD.

CCECS

241

CflAI).

Fig . 1

EDUCATION!

E-W CER.

SCI.
SOC. 1..71-

LIB. STUD.

3

SUM. SIBS.

IX. THE NEED FOR CHANGE IN THE SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF ASIAN STUDIES

The present Asian Studies Program has provided an effective coordinating
mechanism for a growing faculty and increasingly rich course offerings dealing
with Asia. IIowever, the growth in our resources for the study of Asia has out-
paced the institutional means for maximizing their effectiveness. All current data
gathered about Asian studies is handled by the Asian Studies Program, a very
small office within the College of Arts & Sciences. Our position is indicated by a
reu (lot on the University of Hawaii Plan of Organization Chart which you have
been provided.

Fig. 2 illustrates the inereasse from 1960 to the present in the number of full-
time Asia specialists on the faculty and in the number of Asia-related language_
and area courses offered on the Manoa Campus.
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The proportion of Asia-related degrees to the total number of degrees granted is
certainly significant and reflects the great importance of Asian studies in our
academic programs. Fig. 4 illustrates the percentage of these degrees from
1960 to 1970.
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DEGREES AWARDED 111 SELECTED PROGRAMS
7.25% 19s0-70

rig. 4

Fig. 5 indicates the percentage of degrees granted in Asia-related fields for
1970-1971.

DEGREES Atrit-1R.DED EN SELECTED PROGRAMS

Pig, 5
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Asia-related degree programs are not confined to a few departments but are
offered in a wide range of disciplines throughout the Mama campus. Fig. 6 illus-
trates the number of Asia-related degrees granted in 1970-71 grouped by de-
partments.

DECREES AWARDED WITH ASIAN LANCUACE ANO AREA STUDY CONCENILATIOU

DIscirmc

Academic Year 1970-71

D.A. B.F.A. Ph.D. Other

Agricultural Economics 2 1

Amerletn Studies 2 1

Anthropology 9 1 3

Art 10 16 7

Asian Studies 19 31

Chinese 3 5

Economics 8 2

English 11

Ceography 7 2

History 3t1 15 2

Information Sciences 1

Japanese 36 12

Journalism 4

Liberal Arts IS

Linguistics 5

Hicrobialogy

Music 4

EbilonnLy 3 7

Political Science 17 10 2

ilychalery 29

Roll .ion 1

Sociology 79

Speech 4 1

Teaching; English as a
Second Lnaymao 3

.Master of Library Studies 8

Vaster of Education 2

Hasler of Public Health 14

TOTAL 2C17 16 10 1.4

* Eased en research of fieldvork, not on number of formal credits earned

in Asia-related courses.

Fig. 6
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university campuses. (Fig. 8)
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Resources for the study of Asia have grown in many universities during the
past decade. Compared with these institutions, the University of Hawaii leads
or is in the forefront in the number of Asia-related degrees granted (Fig. 9),
and the number of students enrolled in Asia-related courses (Fig. 10).
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Mr. BILWEHAS. Thank you very much Dr. Kwok. You have heard
sonic of the questions put to other witnesses with respect to the prob-
lem of the relationship between the proposed institute and the conduct
of Asian studies programs across the Unitbd States. Would you dab-
orate on that problem a little? That is to say do you envision an Asian
Studies Institute here that would itself carry out and support Asian
study programs or do you envision an administrative center here that
would give leadership and coordination to Asian study programs
across the United States or an amalgam of both?

Dr. Kwon. I'll go for the amalgamate, for both. The question of
leadership is an interesting one, there are many institutions that have
less in different areas. What I'm after most is the continuity of ex-
perience in the progranis of Asian studies. Leadership should be pro-
vided by that institution with the most continuous experience. I think
Asian study programs ought to get together for a conceited reevalua-
tion of Asian studies at this time; and I believe that when you re-
evaluate such studies nationally, we will get near the national sense
and nature of the Institute we are working toward.

Mr. Iht.unor.ts. I'm a very strong supporter of the idea of giving
greater attention to support for Asian studies for the sake of scholar-
ship without regard to problem-solving orientations. But when one
looks at what we mean by Asian studies, and one thinks that even if
you looked on it as an area study, you are still talking about Japan,
China, India, Indonesia, one could go on and on, each of which repre-
sents a very large land area, a different language, very marked dis-
tinctions oi culture and history. Perhaps you can overcome my appre-
hensions that one center cannot adequately support Asian studies In
all those areas? Do you understand my question?

Dr. KwoK. Very fully; that has been the kind of question that I
have heard on every campus: that is. how broadly must we approach
our studies? And of course we have traditional difficulties as Asian
studies encompass subcontinents and numerous countries. We have
to make our own definitions of which of these areas we'll emphasize.
At this institution we have gone about east Asia, and Southeast Asia
and south Asia as three areas of emphasis. We do not have the pre-
tentions of doing it all, but here we already include central Asian
and southwest Asian, both of which are large areas studies. I think
it's a matter of choice that every institution has to make. Here we
have gone about Asian studies as generously as possible, but within
the concept of-Japan to India.

Mrs. MINK. Dr. Kwok, I think you might dwell perhaps more on
the necessity for sonic national direction, emphasis, and coordination
in the rather extensive diverse area which we are referring to gen-
erally as Asian studies and how the establishment of an institute like
this cannot only provide the mechanism of coordinating but also
measuring the deficit that exists in the higher education sphere and
also evaluate whether what we are doing in our institutions currently
is reaching the general public, which is one aspect of this whole
problem which I find the most challenging.

Dr. KwoK. Well, I can Only illustrate that by example. In the sphere
of Chinese studies with which I'm slightly more familiar, only re-
cently was there a report on activities and levels of funding. One
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finding is that years of support for Chinese studies has not resulted
in reaching out broadly to the public. The report also expresses the
desire for a more effective national forum for assessing resources
and conunitmmts in the field.

3fr. I3nArn-7.1ms. Could you tell us to what report are you making
reference?

Dr. Kwox. This is a report mode by Prof. John Lindbeck of Colum-
bia be ore he died, and I'd also like to fully echo Professor 1)e liay's
statement regarding the study of Asia while we're on Columbia.

Mrs. MINN. Did the report you mentioned go into the aspects of
the impact of whatever is being done in Chinese education in higher
institutions and for the public at large, or was that aspect of it not
covered ?

Dr. Kwox. It went into the inadequacies of it. It's a report pulling
together all the dissident sources that support Chinese studies. It's the
first look we have had of Chinese studies in America.

Mr. HAwxixs. I'm a little disturbed over the question of the loca-
tion of the center in as much as it is suggestive of the philosophy of
nonpaternalism. Would it not have been rather superficial to estab-
lish such an institute at some other place other than that where Asian
studies have more or less been indigenous and had greater develop-
ment; in a sense ignoring this development for perhaps some poli-
tical selection or sitepolitical selection, rather than one which offers,
it seems to me, an opportunity which we should grasp?

Dr. Kwox. Geographically Hawaii seems to have gone halfway to
meet Asia. Well, what am I going to do. speak from local pride? t do
personally see a natural unity here of general interest and serious
study. In the guild, so to speak, of Asian studies, a place for scholars
and interested persons to visit, think and talk with colleagues is much
to be desired. In this sense Hawaii is a very useful stopover, a gather-
ing spot, and we hope it develops from a stopover into something long
enduring as well.

Mr. ITAwicixs. Thank you, Dr. Kwok.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Kwok. I hope you'll get

busy lobbying for the Kimura '11 for Asian studies the State
legislature. The more evidence, least speaking for myself, there is
of serious interest on the part of the people of Hawaii in putting up
some money to support Asian studies, the more persuasive will be
your concern about the expenditure of Federal tax dollars in the State
of Hawaii. Our next witness is Dr. Cummins E. Speakman.

STATEMENT OP DR. CUMMINS E. SPEAKMAN, DIRECTOR, HIGHER
EDUCATION SERVICES, THE CONSULTING ORGANIZATION, HONO-
LULU, HAWAII

Dr. SPEAKDIAN. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Mink, and the committee. I am
testifying as a private citizen not connected with the univ'ursity or the
East-West Center, but as one having labored in the vineyard of inter-
national relations since World War II when I found myself lecturing
to thousands of men about why we fight. I began to ask myself, "Why,
indeed?" and I went back to college to study international relations.
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Therefore, I salute this latest. effort. and congratulate Representative
Mink for encouraging us to develop Asian studies in Ever
since World War II and the great thrust to develop international
studies that came afterward. all of us knew that we needed to know
more about other people. But, with some exceptions, we have neglected
this need. Our efforts to understand other peoples of the world have
not measured up to the expectations we had after World War II, nor
after the Korean war and our mistakes in Vietnam are compounded
by our lack of understanding and our failure to recruit and train
experts in Vietnamese studies.

I am all in favor of an Asian studies institute here. I'm glad to
learn that the plan includes close cooperation with the University of
Hawaii. However, it would be wrong to bypass the East-West Center
or to try to duplicate its vast resources.

Though I am a generalist in the field of international relations.
I would suggest a concentration in Chinese. studies, with the emphasis
placed upon the study of Chinese culture as an interactive influence
on other cultures. As we have, for 25 years, been so isolated from
China, we should concentrate on modern C:hinese studies and an under-
standing of what has happened in this period of isolation.

The culture approach also helps in understanding one's own culture
through the eyes of another culture. It could provide an integrated
approach that. would be useful.

I hop, that we would study and seek cooperation with other centers
inside avid outside the United States which have clone important work
in the liald of oriental studies, including, of course. the countries of
Asia themselves, but referring also to those important. oriental studies
which the English and French universities and others in Europe have
produced.

(Mr. Speakman's prepared statement follows -0

STATEMENT OF CUMMINS E. SPEAKMAN, PH. D., DIRECTOR, HIGHER EDUCATION
SERVICES, TCO FORAIER DIRECTOR, FAR EAST TRAINING CENTER, Ulf/AID)

In considering the possibility of a new center for Asian studies in Hawaii, I
would make these suggestions:

One, it should, not duplicate resources or compete with the University
or East-West Center.

Two. it might well be an extension in depth of the UHEWC complex
which has immense resources in this field.

Three, the emphasis should be on China Studies.
Four, the overriding concept should be the study, the impact and inter-

pretation of Chinese culture.
Five, the culture concept might indicate the development of a Chinese

cultural centers with aspects and functions not now covered by existing
institutions.

I do not question the need for increased studies of the immense and varied
cultures of Asia but I wonder whether a separate institute is necessary in view
of the already well established University programs and those of the East.
West Center. I can see room for other institutions, especially as the field is so
broad and varied, but would hope that if a new Asia study center is developed
it will he in full cooperation with the EWC and the University and will have full
access to the resources which this complex already possesses. I hope this ques..
tion will be thoroughly explored and that any new money from federal sources
will extend rather than duplicate already existing resources here in Hawaii.

There is a great need for filling the gap due to the isolation of mainland China
from the West over the past quarter of a century. It is another reason why I
would like to see emphasis placed on the study of China.
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The integrating approach might he through the study of Chinese culture and
its influence upon other cultures of Asia and the world.

IlaADEmAs. Thank you very Much, Dr. Speakman. I think you
may be interested to know that there has also been referred to the
subcommittee a billand I don't. say that I favor the bill or oppose
the bill, but I am in sympathy with its purposesthat I think would
interest you, which provides for the establishment of a national in-
stiute for the study of China. It is my own hope that in the next
Congress it may be possible for members of this subcommittee to be
able to go to China for an examination of the Chinese educational
institutions. So your observations fall on very friendly ears so far as
I'm concerned. Thank you very much indeed Dr. Speakman. Our
next witness is Dr. Donald Char, director, student health services
at the University of Hawaii. Dr. Char. Would you try to summarize,
Dr. Char? As I tried to say earlier we are really not going to give
other witnesset; an opportunity to be heard at all unless we can progress
more rapidly.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD CHAR, DIRECTOR, STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. CHAR. I'll try to, sir. I'm Dr. Char, a physician and director of
the student health service and professor of pediatrics at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii. I think I may give a different slant, I'm trying to give
more consumer orientation:because I do hope the hearing is not only
on education or advice onhol,v we provide it. I was born within a mile
of this institution, having attended it for 21/2 years, then matriculated
in medicine in Philadelphia. I have also seen military service as a
physician in the U.S. Army, being stationed in Germany during the
Korean conflict.

You see in me a fellow who finds it extremely difficult to say no,
because my basic culture, by virtue of my birth, makes me feel guilty
in rejecting the wishes or desires of another person. You are all fa-
miliar with the implacable, ever smiling, inscrutable oriental, or may-
be you hear the terms "disinterested" or "apathetic" or sometimes
"stupid" or "inarticulate" more often, but have you ever thought about
what was on his mind? That he might be upset because you were ask-
ing inappropriate questions and he must not show his displeasure?

Start someone out in life not having the skin or hair color, facial
features, or body build of the dominant white American. Superim-
pose upon this physical model, a complete neglect of educating him.to
be proud of his inheritance,, and you can see how he grows up to be
very sensitive, and even defensive about his cultural heritage. Ask me
my Chinese name, and I still find it difficult to answer you directly,
because you see, it is Fook 13in, and part of it sounds so enibarrassingiy
like a common Anglo-Saxon four-letter vulgarity.-- ; ... .

I could not attend the school with the intellectually privileged,
because my family was not sufficiently wealthy to send me to a private
school, and our public school was divided into an English-standard
speaking system, and the "others." You had to take an English lan-
guage proficiency test to get into English standards speaking system,
so the Smiths went almost exclusively to one school; and we Chars or
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Yanunnotos attended the other. McKinley High School, my high
school, was commonly referred to as "Tokyo High" when I was going
there, and during World War II this really hurt.

Even at our University of Hawaii, I had to take a special speech
course, because some white teachers decided I could not use "his"
language correctly.

fdid not get incarcerated in the concentration camps during World
War II, but I still have memories of large posters of Uncle Sam point-
g his finger at me during the second World War and saying "speak

American."
Is it any wonder then. why I grew up to think that haoles or white

people were not to be denied? Why I had a "funny feeling," cultural
shock maybe, when, at age 20, on arriving in San Francisco I had my
suitcase carried up to my room in the hotel by a white man.

But, you say, things have changed, and indeed they have. For the
public school English standard speaking system of Hawaii, and the
required speech class I referred to above was finally discarded in 1955.
But I submit that Americans of Asiatic origin continue to grow up in
an environment where their culture is largely neglected or misunder-
stood, both by himself, as well as his society.

Listen to some adolescent Honolulu high school students as they dis-
cuss their problem of growing up in Honolulu as quoted in one of our
local newspapers in 1970.

A young Japanese girl stated : "I'm saying that looks are the most
noticeable difference, values are becoming so much closer. 1Yoii see the
Orientals adapting to all the Western values. You can see this in Japan
as well as in the United States. Not only their way of life, but also
their social values."

Another girl says : "I see, myself having all these Japanese charac-
teristics and being quiet and listenihg and accepting all I hear. And
I'm trying to get away from that. But I don't feel any guilt about try-
ing toleave it."

But can one, as you listen to this statement from a young Japanese
adolescent?

"My father was born on Maui, my mother was born in Japan. My
father tends to be more conservative, respect for parentS, respect for
authority, and my mother is rapidly trying to be American. I try to
get away from everything and find out where I am. T.'m just a 17-year-
old who doesn't know which side he belongs to."

I think these statements say far more eloquently what troubles
those of us who are of Asiatic origin. My work at the University
Health Center involving daily contacts with emerging adults rein-
forces my conviction that this problem permeates all of our lives, and
affects all too many of us.

We of bicultural heritage are forced to adapt ourselves to the
dominant Western, white -faced society. We must speak out and learn
to express ourselves, even though we are' asically conditioned to speak
to our elders only when spoken to, and then only under prescribed con-
ditions. We hear about how Western man has made this world, we
are forced to relate to Jesus or Columbus or Washington as models for
our lives,, and nowhere are we educated to feel that we have just as
great a civilization in our 'own cultural birthright; Instead, we see
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ourselves portrayed as a Waiter in a Chinese restaurant or a Japanese
housebody in the movies or TV, even Charlie Chan, a "Chinese" hero
is robbed of us and given to a white man to Portray.

In Hawaii, where the whites are outnumbered 2 to 1, we con-
tinue to be taught from texts and materials which completely overlook
Asiatic contributions, because these teaching materials are made in
Illinois or Boston or San Francisco. Even our university, this same
white-faced establishment dominates our education structure. Ethnic
studies did not develop until 1970, spearheaded by a black student from
the mainland: I feel this came about because the predominantly white
educators never imagined that anyone could harbor feelings that one
would want to be different from them.

I think I have covered the main stuff. I have more but I won't read
all of it.

Mr. BRADEMAS. We'll include the entire text of your statement as
well as all the statements in the record. Dr. Char, I found in your state-
ment "in Hawaii where the whites are outnumbered 2 to 1 we con-
tinueto be taught from texts and materials which completely overlook
Asiatic contributions, because these teaching materials" are made out-
side Hawaii. Why don't you p- ,,duce these teaching materials in
Hawaii?

Dr. CHAR. Well, I think that the providers before me spoke to the
point. I'm consumer, I can only lament the fact that we do not have
anything along that line in our public school education system. I have
five children and I know what public school education is. I think I'm
not only commenting on what my background is but hopefully I'm
bringing to this concept the feelings of many of us who are of Asiatic-
American origin. Class aids about our origins are few in number
compared to Western.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Well, I can understand that very well. My father
was born in Greece and I'm the first American Congressman of Greek
origin, so for a loncr time I was the smallest minority group in the
House of Representatives. But the fact that my mother was of Anglo-
Saxon origin made it very easy for me to identify. I take great
in my Hellenic heritage, but I was brought up as an Anglo-Saxon
Protestant. Some of my classmates and neighbors were children, both
of whose parents were Greek immigrants, and they had a rather more
difficult time in adapting to the predominantly Anglo-Saxon white
Protestant culture of Indiana. So I must say I'm struck by what you
say, if I understand your statement correctly,. that here in Hawaii
there will be children growing up who are of oriental background
and who have a problem of self-identification. Is that the point you
were making?

Dr. CHAR. Yes.
Mr:--BrAntmAs. And they don't know where they came from, and

therefore don't know who they are ? Is that_ not correct; is that what
you are saying?

Dr. Cnnu. I think they know where they came from. I think they
have ambivalence about their own identity, which I.think is a basic
problem for them to confront.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Well, I think we're on the same wavelength. One of
the points you made here. and I quote you is they are "taught from
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texts and materials which completely overlook Asiatic contributions"
so what I guess I'm trying to say is 'that I for one would be more im-
pressed if I saw some rather more vigorous Hawaiian leadership in
supporting more investment of your own resources in providino.
teaching materials that would enable young people, both whites and
those from an oriental background, to learn more about the contribu-
tions from Asia. Am I mistaken in thatthat sermon that I have
been preaching?

Dr. Cu An. Not at all. I, for instance, went to Chinese language
school as part of my heritage, but my children no longer do.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Now, how were you able to participate in a Chinese
lanoTlage- school?

hr. CHAR. This was a privately sponsored enterprise and my par-
ents wanted me to learn a little bit more about my Chinese culture T
guess. sent me to Chinese school so I could write the ideograms and
things like that. But I point out, I can speak about it now, but. at that
troll' I was the stupidest kid in Chinese school. I was alwa.vs at the
bottom of the list, and I think my reason for that was I developed my
philosophy of education very early because I was convinced that the
reason I didn't want to learn Chinese was because I was trying to be-
come an American too fast. I was trying to forget my basic heritage
and I was therefore always at the bottom of this list and it's only since
I'm grown lip that I have learned to regret, my basic decision in child-
hood. But I think all of our children face this task of integrating to
cultures within our identities and this is what I'm pleading for. is
the fact that at a very young age we -are conditioned really to regret
part of ourselves all the time. I hope I might also stand upon the idea.
I think I have been mainly making a personal appeal for myself and
the people of Hawaii. I do point out that there are.some far-reaching
Consc.quences for America. I do try to consider myself Asian and Amer-
ican. ,Test this year one of our prestigious medicarjournals sent ont'a
questionnaire to physicians in the tnited States asking us whether
we should expend Federal funds for acupuncture. I'm sure that if
acupuncture had come from Poland or Thissia or Greece we wouldn't,
have such. questions. It seems to me, it reflects I think, what is a pe-
culiar eat of the American acceptance of what is good and what is
less than good.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Char.
Mrs: Mr-N1d. I think wha,: I would like to offer at this point is a com-

ment on this statement, which has been so well presented to us by Dr.
Char with whom I .went to school. I think that. it is not so much a
statement with respect.to the problems that our young people and our
new generations have in self-identity, but an exposition on the force of
being completely overwhelmed by the emphasis of Western civiliza-
tion even here in Hawaii. You would think that we would have here
a natural setting for a fundamental emphasis on Asian studies because
of the . makeup of our population, but we instead have been over-
Whelmed by the drive and the direction given American education and
its emphasis on Western civilization. It is hard to believe that we here
in Hawaii could have this deficit too inour,experience, even while hav-
ing langtage schoolS to attend=and I attended 'Japanese language
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schools as a youngster -plus the home experiences and the family ex-
periences. These were not sufficient, because our school situation did
not have that kind of direction. So to the extent that we even feel this
problem here, and we shouldn't, but we do, we're saying in terms of
the larger practices of the rest of the country : If here in Hawaii we
have the problem of trying to relate to Asia as indeed an integral part
of the world, can you imagine what it is like in Indiana ?

It is difficult to accurately dramatize how we feel and try to transmit
this sensitivity into a national recognition of what we could be doing
in education.

Mr. BuArmAs. I think Mrs. Mink's observations were very elo-
quently put. Do you have a question, Mr. Hawkins?

Mr. HAwiiixs. No. I'd just like to say, since Mrs. Mink didn't con-
demn xis in, California, I'm very very grateful.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Doctor Char.

BALANCE OF DOCTOR CHAR'S WRITTEN STATEMENT

Certainly I-took pride in realizing that our Chinese civilization was in flower
even before Christ was born, but about the only bits of knowledge I can recall
from my University World History course relating to Asia was that of Kublai
Khan, and this was because we were exposed to the story of Marco Polo. Or how
about a view of the Japanese from the concept that Admiral Perry had to open
up this country to the West and civilize this heathen nation?

So I submit, we Americans of differing skin colors continue to be conditioned
to look at ourselves as somehow inadequate or not quite civilized and are left in -.
secure in our homeland.

. Congresswoman Mink's H.R. 6IGS will go a long way toward restoring the con-
cept of establishing a more balanced global perspective for humanity. We West-
ern men currently have our roots too deeply implanted into our European heritage
and cannot adequately appreciate the one world perspective. I see evidence of our
defective vision all around us. Witness the very recent editorial in a local news-
paper speaking about the reawakening of discrimination against the Japanese
Atherican in. parts of our nation.

It was fasoio[itifig- to we that -a- recent"'preStigiduS -Medical journal polled the
nation's physicians as to whether federal funds should be expended in research
on acupuncture. Would this have been questioned had this new concept for health
care emanated from Poland or Russia? Or as I suspect, did this poll reveal that
many Americans could never see anything of value emerging from China?

We must promote a better appreciation of the whole world concept for all of
humanity. We Americans, representing one of the most powerful forces for change
in the world, must take the leadership la educating people to look at and accept
each other as meaningful, decent human beings. We merely give voice to this
concept now, but the basic conditioning factors to create that sense of equality
is unfortunately skewed mightily toward viewing everything Westerners do and
represent ns good, and what the others have as less desirable. Therefore, Asiatics
must come our way, or should they?

I feel that we Americans, and I include myself in with you, must learn to
be more understanding and appreciative of values 'and systems of thought and
human interaction that are alien to ours. It should help considerably in our
relations with the rest of the northwestern world.

Beyond this, however, I nourish the personal dream that we have-much to ac-
quire from Eastern man. We could all gain better insights into how to live more
peacefully and noncompetitively with each other. We could learn to adopt more
meaningful human values and reject our oftentime superficial, commercially
oriented tendencies in dealing with others. New dimensions of man and his role
in society and his environment would emerge.,

Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness is Dr. Hubert Everly, clean, Col-
lege of Education of the University of Hawaii.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HUBERT EVERLY, DEAN, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. EVERLY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I will
not attempt to read my 10-page statement made on behalf of the staff
of the college of education and written by a committee of the college

-which is probably why it's 10 pages long. I will, however, state for the
record that I and the faculty of the college are enthusiastic about Con-
gresswoman Mink's proposed amendment and we hope very much that
the institute will be establishecL

I agree that we'd like to see it established above all, but I must say
that we also think that Hawaii is an excellent place to start it regard-
less of what form or state it may take. We think we have the resources .
here that would be helpful to the institute. A great deal has been said
this morning about racial development in some areas and I think if I
have a chance to respond to some of the questions I may be able to an-
swer some of them. Of course, the training of personnel is the obvious-
need. We have been using Federal funds as well as State funds to de-
velop our programs. Organized neatly as we are as one part trainer of
teachers and the other employer of teachers, it's possible to develop
racial programs rapidly, be it Federal or State support or bot'i and
with themselves to experiment with and I think this may be an auvan-
tage to a national institute. For example, we have taken our title III of
the USEA money, demonstration money, and instead of spreading
it around the State as it has been done in most cases, we have developed
a center in Hawaii which is operated jointly by Dr. Amioka and his
personal representatives and by our faculty, so that we have made
maximum impact on curriculum changes by. so consolidating these
funds and adding to them State support. I will concede that our first
project under that was English language projects rather than Asian
language projects because English is considered the one primary prob-
lem of going to school here.

However, we have had a smaller project for the development of the
JapaneSe language curriculum in the State largely from Federal
funds and this is not completed and with the creation of better text-
books we'll be teaching Japanese in the public schools from elementary
to high school, not only in Hawaii but anywhere in the United States.
So, we think this kind of approach would be profitable because, ob-
viously, we're going to continue this type of effort in Hawaii whether
this bill is passed or not, because I think that most people in Hawaii
feel an interest in the Pacific, Micronesia, Melanesia, Polynesia and
Asia. Indeed we select our faculty with an .eye to their having had
friends or an interest in this area prior to coming to Hawaii. If_you
were askinff

6
me whether I had any idea they had gone to Indiana Uni-

versity, we have rubbed shoulders with them in Thailand, and Pakis-
tan, and Laos, so we know that they have this interest. But we see this
kind of effort as somewhat different from AID, we think in many ways
it's going to be a primary aid to a better program, the kind of materials
and training that would be available at such an institute, and that
would be of advantage to America. We are very much in favor of the
amendment and we hope the committee will report it favorably.
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Mr. BEADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Ever ly. I take it that the
major thrust of your statement relates to some of the questions that I
have been putting to the earlier witnesses. You are suggesting that one
of the benefits of the proposed institute would be to serve as a resource
for helping encourage teacher training and curriculum development
for elementary and secondary schools in Asia language studies ; is that
correct?

Dr. EVERLY. That is correct.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I'm encouraged to hear you say this, because my own

thoughts Would be that Hawaii is ideally suited for the leadership
of public schools throughout the 'United States in Asian languages and
studies. I have two questions.

One, I would appreciate any comments you may care to make on
getting State moneys from Hawaii to support Asian language and
Asian studies programs in the public schools in the State; and, two, to
what extent do you now find such courses offered in mainland schools?

Dr. EVERLY. Regarding the first question, I think we will get State
support. I think we have already. gotten State support where Repre-
sentative Kimura came out and indicated the fact, and I think the
other members of our legislature will give the same kind of support.
The chairman of that committee happens to be of Chinese ancestry
and there are others of Japanese ancestry on the committee.

I think the attitude in Hawaii generally is the State extending
over land-grant State universities, extending our services beyond the
boundaries of the State. It's true also of other areas in Asia, Microne-
sia, and Guam. I have lived in Hawaii 40 years now andi think being
an ex-Californian I see the difference in living in a community like
this and seeing it develop under you as part of your efforts, and see-
ing the same kind of opportunities extended to other areas is critical.
Sometimes it sounds patronizing but, we can't always help that atti-
tude, we luiow it is an undeveloped area which is now trying to de-
velop. I think some of the things which Dr. Char described are quite
accurate. In my early experience in Hawaii it was obvious the effort
at that time was to Americanize this place, to stamp out the language
schools which were considered a nuisance, an, abomination. To speak
English was the rule of the day. We finally achieved statehood only
by proving how American we were, especially to our Southern col-
leagues and then we were able to relax and enjoy being Hawaiians
and began to reemphasize. The idea of teaching Japanese language in
a public school would have been an antipathy a decade vo, because
we were. busy then trying to stamp out the teaching of Japanese as
somehow being un-American. So, I can see the kind of things that are
reflected in Dr. Char's and I'm sure some of Mrs. Mink'S experiences.
But I think we have gone past that age now. I think we are far more
comfortable. There is far more acceptance,. That is what leads me to
feel the establishment of the institute here would in itself be an edu-
cation for the people that come here to live.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Everly.
Mrs. MINE. Thank you.
(Dr. Everly's prepared statement follows:).

86-069-72-4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HUBERT V. EVERLY, DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF HANN' An

The College of Education would like to go on record as fully supporting the
concept of an Asian Studies Institute at the University of Hawaii, as outlined
in II.R. 610S introduced by the Honorable Patsy T. Mink (D-Hawaii) in the
House of Represen tatives on March 16, 1971.

As professional educators, recognizing our commitment to improving public
eduelithm at every level, we feel that the establishment of such an institute at
the University Of Hawaii will enable us to better capitalize on our unique faculty
expertise in Asia and the Pacific, to improve our current and to develop innova-
tive programs in the areas of teacher education, curriculum research and devel-
opment, and to serve as a national elearinghovie on Asian (including related
ethnic) Studies. Many of the specific items which we will discuss are already
part of our professional life, but can be vastly more effective under the overall
tunbrella of an Asian Studies Institute. There is a great deal of overlap of what
we do and current activities in the Asian Studies Program now existing, not to
mention the Pacific Islands Program, sociology programs, etc. An overall, well
articulated Asian Studies Institute will provide the coordination necessary to
foster interdisciplinary programs and more effective intra-university programs.

During the past twenty five years, the study of Asia has made vast strides in
American colleges and universities. Although this progress has not been as great
as some of us would have liked, the fact remains that Asian Studies in 1972 is
far superior to Asian Studies at the end of World War II. The same kind of
substantial, although limited, progress has not, however, filtered down into the
nation's public schools.

This is particularly tragic since the vast majority of young. people do attend
our schools through secondary school, while a significant, but relatively few
pursue higher education. Not to prepare this majority to have a realistic and
solid understanding of Asia is, in our judgment, not only short-sighted, but
potentially dangerous to the nation. The classic example of national ignorance
of this type is apparent in our experience in Southeast Asia. It is in this area
of fostering a basic understanding of Asia among young people that we feel we
have an important role to play through our activities in teacher education, cur-
riculum development, etc.; our participation in the proposed Asian Studies
Institute will enable us to do this more effectively for the reasons cited earlier.

There are many specific answers to the question "Why study Asia?" Raw
population figures alone provide one answer. In our increasingly interdependent
world, it is utter folly to live in virtual ignorance of the world's most densely
populated continent. There are also, perhaps, better reasons to pursne the study
of Asia in our public schools. The continent boasts the grandeur of ancient
e; Alizations, it is the birthplace of the world's major religions and a rich lode
of some of the world's greatest literature. In addition. Asia confronts daily
with many faceted political, economic, social, and ideological conflicts that
threaten to pull us to the brink of conflict. Finally, the futurist oriented man
or woman might point to the vast potential for good or evil inherent in a China
soon to boast a population of over 1,000,000,000 people, or to Herman Kahn's
startling prediction that the twenty-first century may well be labeled by yet
unborn historians as "Japan's Century."

Even Americans intent on alleviating or solving the myriad of our domestic
problems would do well to consider the words of .Tames A. Perkins, former
President of Cornell University, who has argued persuasively that "some of our
most urgent domestic problemssocial injustice. urban decay, environmental
pollution, and the quest for ways to maintain peacehave international dimen-
sions that have yet to be translated, in any substantial way, into international
studies programs." A closer look at this contention demonstrates its validity.
These, and other similar problems transcend national boundaries and, if the
past is a reasonably reliable guide, the solutions must be sought across national
boundaries. Pollution problems are found in Japan. the conflicts among race,
ethnicity and education are common throughout Southeast Asia, and urban edu-
cational proldems are ;Is real in Hong Kong as they are in New York.

Both cross-cultural and comparative studies hold a good deal of promise in
shedding light on these problems not only for Hawaii's benefit, but also for the
nation's.

The proposed Asian Studies Institute is a bold and exciting concept that:con-
tains great potential for the entire nation, and the College of Education feels
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strongly that we have an important contribution to make to it. Matters concern-
ing Asia and the Pacific Basin nave for many years been a significant concern
of the College of Education, but this concern has never been coordinated on a
university-wide basis into a 'milled, concerted effort reflecting a set of carefully
thought out and a rtieulated goals and objectives. Efforts in this area have usual-
ly been the result of a single professor, a single department, or a small number
of interested instructors organizing courses or short-term projects among te-
selves. An Asian Studies Institute, as proposed in H.R. 6168, vonid serve to
unify. and give greater focus and purpose to the efforts of the College of Educa-
tion within the wider university context.

The College of Education has considerable expertise and experience to offer
to the proposed institute. As early as the 1030's, for example, the College of
Education faculty were conducting in- service workshops and related activities
in American Samoa on a continuing basis.

Through its °Mee of Foreign Contracts, whose director is a professional edu-
cator, a continuing and vigorous involvement in development education through-
out Asia and the Pacific has been developed. Through this unit, the College has
conducted educational contracts, under the auspices of the Agency for Inter-
national Development, in Thailand. Pakistan, and Laos. In addition, similar
contracts have been negotiated in both Micronesia and American Samoa. Dozens
of College faculty have served on these contract teams, and others have served
as short-term consultants. These individuals have brought to the campus in gen-
eral. and their courses in particular, a new perspective which has infected many
students who have subsequently worked in the Peace Corps, Vista, and related
agencies.

The College-also has on its faculty scholars with national atid international
reputations in the areas of Japanese, Chinese, Soviet and European education.
In addition, there are a substantial number of faculty, cutting a..coss depart-
ment lines, who have had significant experience with the educational problems
of the Micronesia and the two Samoas. College of Education faculty, in con-
junction with the East-West Center, have sponsored and housed an extensive
Teacher Interchange Problem which brought several hundred Aslant and Ameri-
can public school teachers to Honolulu for up to two years contact with one
another. Many of these teachers now hold responsible and importantpositions
in their countries.

The College of Education also offers, on a regular basis, the following courses
relevant to Asian Studies:

Ed CI 305, Foreign Languages, Secondary (Asian Languages)
Ed CI 30, Student Teaching (student teaching in an overseas area possible)
Ed CI 540, Practicum in Curriculum Development (Asian Studies)
Ed EC 623, Survey and Production of Asian and Pacific Study Materials
Ed El' 4SO, Anthropological Applications
Ed Er 490, Zen and Education
Ed EP` 665, Comparative Ideologies and Wh: Lion
Ed Elo 069, Foundations of Comparative Education
2 ..:11 El? Oil, Comparative Education : Asia
Ed EP 484, Education in America (for Asian students only)
Ed EF 703, Seminar in Eaueational Theory (Japanese Educational Philos-

ophy)
Ed EP 770, Seminar in Comparative Education (East Asia, South Asia,

Southeast. Asia)
As a result of their work in these areas, a substantial amount of publishable

research has resulted. In addition, a number of faculty have been active in na-
tional and local activities of professional organizations such as the Comparative
and International Education Society, the Society for International Develop-
ment, etc.

The Division of Field Services of the College of Education has co-sponsored,
with the Taipei American School in the Republic of China, "a student teaching in
Taiwan semester," and the College is now examining the possibilities of par-
ticipating in the University of Hawaii's Singapore Study Center. There is also a
good deal of interest in establishing a student teaching and/or study center in
American Samoa. This would not only serve as an outlet for strident teachers to
gain a cross-cultural experience, but would also prepare them for teaching in
areas containing a significant number of disadvantaged Polynesian children.
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Among the several other activities of an Asian and Pacific nature within the
College of Education, we would point to the current planning for a joint course
(between the Departments of Educational Foundations and Curriculum and In-
struction) in educational theory and practice to be offered on an experimental
basis for students at both the University of Hawaii and the University of the
South Pacific in Fiji. The PEACESAT connuunications satellite project, directed
by Dr. John Bystrom of the Department of Speech Communications, will be the
vehicle used for this course. In addition, several departments within the College
have offered, and plan to continue to offer, University of Hawaii credit courses
in Laos and American Samoa. A number of individual faculty members have
worked closely with Asian and Pacific Island students, teachers and administra-
tors on campus, in cooperation with the East-West Center. In summary, then, we
are not newcomers to the area of Asian Studies or international education. We
are not willing to rest on our past accomplishments, but wish to build upon these
efforts, and to chart new eonrses in these areas during the last three decades of
the twentieth century.

As part of the proposed Asian Studies Institute, we envision virtually limitless
possibilities for our involvement. Our major contributions we feel can be best de-
scribed under two rubrics : (1) as a bridge between Asian Studies scholars in the
various academic disciplines and the teachers and pupils of the public schools,
and (2) providing a resource center and model for mainland colleges, universities,
and public schools to draw upon to fit their own needs.

TIIE "BRIDGE" CONCEPT

There is too often a chasm between the scholarly resources of institutions of
higher education and the day-to-day educational concerns of a public school
teacher. Many, perhaps a majority, of the College of Education faculty have
had public school teaching experience and, in tt sense, have a foot in the two
areas of higher education and the public school system. We feel that a closer
contact between College of Education faculty and Asian Studies scholars, per-
haps through joint appointments between the College and the proposed Asian
Studies Institute will serve to make the "bridge" concept truly operational.

The Department of Education in Hawaii is ready to encourage Asian and
Pacific Studies for, according to its Master Plan for Public Education in Hawaii
(1969), this state's unique natural, geographical location and all that that im-
plies is clearly recognized. This document states that "emphasis within our own
educational programs must b3 increasingly placed on regional and international
study as well as developing a global perspective in our students as they view
both local and national problems." A start has been made by the University
of Hawaii's Asian Studies Program in cooperation with the Pacific and Asian
Affairs Council with a two-day workshop for high school teachers. In conjunc-
tion with that workshop, .1 survey was conducted in selected Oahu schools rela-
tive to the status of Asian Studies.

A few of the specific kinds of activities we visualize ourselves performing as
part of our "bridge" function are as follows :
Curriculum development

I. Developing curriculum materials for Asian and Ethnic Studies in coopera-
tion with scholars from various disciplines that could be used both in Hawaii as
well as the rest of the nation.

2. Since international cooperation "ought," in our judgment, to be a two-way
street, wo would like to work with visiting Asian and Pacific scholars in devel-
oping American Studies materials for use throughout Asia and the Pacific
Basin.

3. Providing Asian and Pacific educators with the opportunity of advanced
training in curriculum development at the same time that they assist us in
on-going projects and serve as resource people in the public schools.

4. Establishing a Center for East Asian and/or Southeast Asian Curriculum
Materials, perhaps, modeled along lines similar to the New York State Center
in New Delhi directed by Dr. Ward Morehouse. Such a center would be a national
center housed either in Honolulu, or preferably in Singapore where it could
become part of our Singapore Study Center or at our proposed study center in
Japan.
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Teacher rducottGa
1. Serve as a national center for preparing teachers for careers in overseas

education, perhaps in conjunction with the Peace Corps, particularly In the area
of Teaching English as a Second Language (there is currently an academic pro-
gram in existence between the English as a second Language Institute and the
College of Education, but It is still relatively small). This could serve as an
excellent source of teachers for our many overseas communities.

2. Conduct summer and/or longer institutes for teachers from the United
States, Asia, and the Pacific on educational problems of mutual interest and
concern.

3. Establish a program for the exchange of school children, teachers, aud stu-
dent teachers and college faculty which would enable them to gain firsthand
experience in cross-cultural living.

4. Using the impressive resources of the University of Hawaii and the entire
State. inject an "Asian and Pacific perspective"-into current teacher education
endeavors which would have a fall-out effect through the Hawaii students who
teach in the mainland United States.

Asian and comparative studies
1. Through joint appointments and similar devices, make more effective use

of the academic resourceshuman and materialon this campus for joint semi-
nars, research projects and field experiment:4, the results of which would un-
doubtedly add strength to our own teaching and research efforts.

2. Undertake intensive study, application and field work relative to the rela-
tionships between Asian Pacific Studies, ethnic studies, and the role of educa-
tion in socializing immigrants from these areas to the American "way of life."

3. Sponsorship of regular or periodic conferences, perhaps in conjunction with
East-West Center, etc., dealing with educational problems, trends or innovations
in the entire Pacific Basin.

4. Sponsor a substantial periodical, open to all interested in education (broad-
ly conceived) in Asia and the Pacific which can serve as a source of up-to-date
ideas on education in a cross-cultural context, and a clearinghouse for innovative
idea This kind of publication would be aimed at an international audience. In
addition, a series of "Occasional Papers" reflecting the best research on Asia
and the Pacific and directed at teachers and students might be established.
Research activities

All of the possible activities previously discussed have an impressive number
of useful research possibilities inherent in them, and it would serve no useful
purpose to enumerate them in this document. In any event, research topics are
an intensely personal kind of thing which spring from the particular chemistry
of an individual scholar and cannot be predicted in advance. Suffice it to say
that the potential inherent in the activities enumerated are impressive.

It seems apparent from the above that the College of Education of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii has both the experience and faculty resources to play an
Important role in the proposed Asian Studies Institute, Our natural location in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean, our large Asian and Polynesian populations
and the University of Hawaii's long-held commitment toward Asia and the
Pacific tire national assets that ought not be wasted. Perhaps most important,
however. Is the broad and deep commitment to fostering Asian and Pacific Studies
in our public schools on the part of this faculty that ought to be harnessed.

In a world in which the "futurist" is no longer dismissed out-of-hand, w' too
have our dreams. One of the fondest is to be a model for the nation ill this field.
In the words of the report issued after the 1970 conference on Asian Studies in
the Secondary School, sponsored by the Association for Asian Studies :

". . . we are all passengers on Spneeship Earth and we must come to know
and honor our differences as well as our similarities, to develop insight and
sensitivity toward one another, to join together in improving ind preserving our
environment, and, of central importance, to acquire the kind t f process-oriented,
inquiry-learning skills that give the only basis for security in a world of un-
relenting change, if we are to survive as Earth-deserving people. This is our
challenge and our celebration as teachers."

Mr. BRADAS. Our next witness is Dr. Robert L. Chong of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii. Dr. Cheng.
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Wren Fe° 3t Armexer. T believe Dr. Cheng here.
Mr. Iin All right. Our next Nvitne:;s is Dr. Furumoto. Is he,

here?
Dr. Finn-mom. Yes.
Mr. linmonrAs. Go right ahead, Mr. Furnmoto.

STATEMENT OF DR. AUGUSTINE FURUMOTO, GEOLOGY AND
GEOPHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. FURISMOTO. lEr. Chairman and members of the com ieittee.
here as a scientist active in research at. the University of Hawaii, in
the field of geophysics. What. I'm going to do here is actually give a
plea that science and technology he considered in this new Asian
Studies Institute. Among the testimonies edven at this bearing. very
little has been said concerning science and technology. I am aware
that the proposed Asian Studies Institute will be concerned with his-
tory, language, and culture. What I wish to say here actually con-
cerns language and how a lowerina of the language barrier can benefit
science and technology tremendously.

Whenever science and technology are considered in relation to Asian
countries, they are usually thought of in terms of exporting American
know-how to the so-called Underdeveloped nations. Now, it is most
unusual to suggest that Americans can learn about science and tech-
noloy from Asian countries as well, and that's what I propose to say.

Western countries do not have a monopoly in scientific discoveries
and breakthroughs. Pushing the frontiers of science ever forward is a
work of all mankind, and Asians have done their share. Now, pro-
fessional scientists are aware of this fact to a certain extent, but be-
cause of difficulties in communication dim to language barriers. Ameri-
can scientists are not fully knowledgeable about accomplishments,of
Asian scientists. The trouble is that American scientists. especially the
young crop today. are very poorly trained in foreign languages..It is
a very rare thing to come across an American scientist who can read,
write, and speak an Asian language.

The obvious solution is then to translate scientific publications
which are written in Asian languages into English. There are some
private firms doing this, but the results are inadequate. There are
regular translation services for Russian publications into English, but
no such comparable service exists for Asian languages that I know of.

There were several occasions during scientific meetings when I heard
my American colleagues proudly present research results which they
thought were completely original, liut actually had been obtained by
Asian scientists years or even decades ago. It is not a pleasant thing
to point out to these scientists that their work had been antedated by,
of all people, Asians.

It is sad to reflect that a lot of time and effort, perhaps several years
of persistent work, had gone into duplicating something which had
already been published and filed away. The time and effort could have
been put to doing really original work, if only the American had
known the results published by the Asian scientists.

Often it has been argued that any significant work by Asian scien-
tists would be translated by the Asian scientists themselves into Eng-
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lish. That may have been true a decade ago, but it is not so at present.
There are some Asian scientists who still painstakingly translate their
own articles into English but their number is diminishing.

Information explo,ion has hit all countries, and scientists all over
the world are publishing their research results at a rapid rate. For an
Asian scientist, it. is more satisfying to proceed from one research
project to another than to take time out to translate his reports into
English after completion of each project. Hence, the Asian scientist
prefers to publish his results in the language he is most familiar with
and leave it at that.

Therefore. I propose that one of the programs that the Asian
Studies Institute undertake is the regular and systematic translation
of scientific and engineering journals from Asian languages into
English. Admittedly, this is a formidable task and I am unable to
discuss the details of how this can be done. But there is already such
a program for the Russian language; a similar thing can lie done for
Asian languages.

If translations of Asian journals are routinely available, I can fore-
see benefits to many sectors in America and in Asia.

First, American scientists will benefit from results by Asian scien-
tists.

Second, American funding agencies, such as the National Science
Foundation, will not have to fund projects which actually have al-
ready been done.

Third, the results of Asian scientists will filter down to the Ameri-
can public, and the people as a whole will have a healthier respect for
Asians. Now, you must admit. that a large percentage of Americans
consider science and technology as the only solid fields or "hard" fields
of knowledge

,
although this is an erroneous belief.

Fourth benefits will accrue to those Asian scientists who still take
time out to translate their own articles into English, by relieving them
of an onerous lob. Professional translators can do a better job than
the scientists. The scientists can concentrate on science.

Mr. BRADIAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Furumoto, for a very
interesting contribution to our hearing. I would offer an observation
and then put a question to you. Would you disagree that scientific
cooperation, along the lines which you have suggested between the
United States and Asians, probably generally follows an easing of
political tensions. In this case I am thinking of our relationship with
the Soviet Union: when we calmed down the cold war it became easier
for American, and Soviet scientists to face each other. So, now

withwe are beginning to edge into somewhat. easier relations with the
Chinese, do you think as a result that it might make scientific collab-
oration easier?

Dr. FURIIIIIOTO. Oh, yes; that is very true. In fact, it's true that we
already have a lot of cooperative programs with the Japanese spon-
sored by both sides and I feel sure this will be extended to the Chinese
in the future.

Mr. BnAnEmits. My question is put in the form of a hypothesil;),
and since you're a scie:itist you can shoot it down if you choose. Would-"--P:
it not be wiser, with respect to encouraging greater exchange between
Asian and American scientists, to have this kind of venture located
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in scientific institutions, institutions whose principal purpose is science
rather than an institution whose purpose goes beyond the hard
sciences?

Dr. FIIRMIOTO. What I'm referring to here is actually a language
problem translation, and sure the institute will delve into trans-
lating in modern terms in the political fie1;1 or economic field and that
is very difficult. So, if they are going to do that I figure they may as
well do it in the Asian Studies program. This is not a problem of
science as such, but a problem of languages. One other thing that I
would like to say, is that American scientists like to invent jargon,jargon,
not of scientific terms, but jargon, like atomic pile. What's a pile ? It
doesn't make sense. It's because some scientist decided that jargon was
better than to call it a nuclear generated problem or some other term.
Now, this is a matter of semantics-find I'm not nn expert on the subject
but I do realize that American scientists suffer from the excessive use
of jargon and they could correct that. As far as scientific cooperation,
yes, we have a real projectthere is always a project in funding
money but those will be taken care of. I'm more concerned with the
problem of languages.

Mr. BItADEMAS. I don't have any judgment myself on the best way
to approach these problems, but I agree that you have put your finger
on a very important problem.

Dr. FunumoTo. Thank you.
Mrs. MINK. I would like to share the comments from our chairman

about the importance of your contribution Dr. Furumoto. In terms of
the direct impact of having greater acceptability to the scientific jour-
nals, papers, and research documents of the scientists in Asia, is there
in yOur view also a positive impact that activities of this kind could
hav,, in terms of just an awareness of the general public of scientific
contributions that are being made by Asian people and the impact
of these contributions on our own society ?

Dr. FurtmoTo. Yes; that is what I meant in my benefits and pointed
to. In other words, these journals will be translated by professionals
and sure there will be journalists who specialize in these things
read them and reconvert them into popular language for the Ameri-
can people that the American public can understand. The American
public will than come to realize that science is the 'heritage of all, not
necessarily j iist Western civilization.

Mrs. MINK. Do you recall in your own experience in secondary, un-
dergraduate, and collegiate education, was it ever called to your atten-
tion that some significant scientific discovery was made by an Asian?

Dr. Funtimoro. Yes; I think it was still when I was an undergrad-
uate a Dr. Ukawa in neutronshe got a.Nobel-Prize. Although that
was done before the war, it was not recognized until after the war.
That, of course, raised a lot of respect for the Japanese among the
American scientists. Very few people know that Indian scientists in
antifission are tops in the world. We scientists know it, but the Ameri-
can public doesn't.

Mr. HAwKixs. In your statement on page 3, you indicated that
"American funding agencies, such as the National Science Foundation,
will not have to fund projects which actually have already been done."
Dr. Furumoto, don't you believe that this is perhaps just a little bit
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more than mere translation, that perhaps it has to do with the absence
of Asian industry in the funding of such an organization as the
national foundation ?

Dr. FURIIMOTO. No, I would say just alack of American knowledge
of Asian results by :American scientists, because they've had several
cases of people.in the National Science Foundation who were of Asian
descent. I can think of one, two; so, there were people there, but again,
these people are more often in specialized fields like one I knew was a
chemist and one a biologist, so they could not judge what the Japanese
scientists were doing in phySics. They used biologists and chemists
but not physicists. So, I would say it is more the general American
public than the American scientists. Scientific commtmication is more
aware of the Asian results; so, in a sense, at least they would have on
hand what the Asians did.

Mr. HAwiraws. Then, you'd have individual agencies there to rely
on to apprOve such a process to repair the deficiency ?

Dr. Fuituntorro. Of Asian descent? '
Mr. HAwritics. Yes, Asian descent or .a person knowledgeable?
Dr. FURIIMOTO. That I can't speak of myself because I'm not aware

of any times on this, but they do send out the proposed reviews by the
American- scientific media and how they choose the reviews I don't
know, that is a mystery to me.

Mr. BRADS AS. I think Mr. Hawkins has put his finger on an im-
portant point. It would be interesting to know whether or not there
is a program at the National Science Foundation, or elsewhere, for
maintaining relationships with Asian scientists. Certainly, they main-
tain all kinds of links with the Soviets.

Dr. FITRUMOTO. Yes, there is. There is one bureau called the Bureau,
of Science International Corp. Whether they can adequately cover all
this I don't know.

Mr. HAIVIUNS. Well, I think that they should or attempt to anyway.
It certainly would be a waste of the taxpayers money if there isn't
even a practical reason they should have knowledge of what is being
done by other groups. Thank you very much.

Dr. IFTJRUMDTO. Thank you.
Mr: BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Dr. Furumoto, you were

very helpful. Our next witness is Dr. Seymour Lutzky, Chairman of
American Studies, University of Hawaii.

Dr. Lutzky.

STATEMENT OF DR. SEYMOUR LUTZKY, CHAIRMAN, -AMERICAN
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. LUTZKy. Mr. Chairman and members- of the committee: I lis-
tened this morning. to the discussion of the study of Asia. and Asian
culture- as pointed- to Americans and it was out of my field, but the
study of American society is not undertaken solely by Americans.
My work is with both Asian students, that is students who come to
the United States from Asia, and_with Americans whose ethnic fore-
bears...came from Asia. Our joint purpose is the development and
understandihg of the past in present American society through close
cultural comparison. To those of us of European origin the knowledge
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that Europeans had, the philosophic values, the literary traditions, the
cultural mores, they flow naturally into the understanding of con-
temporary America. I'm told about textbooks, and courses, dropped
in on school .systems to enhance this seemingly .smooth movement of
European ideas into American society. We agree willingly and it
would appear therefore, that knowledge of one's own past and knowl-
edge of the factors that have influenced our Nation's pattern is highly
desirable as a preparation for life in the America of today. It's for
those of us whose historic past lies in Asia, rather than in America,
and for those of us who are partially aware of neglected, yet signifi-
cant influences upon the United States from Asian sources that this
transitional 'approach is much more difficult. Relatively few Ameri-
cans, even those with an Asian heritage, are prepared .to make valid
comparisons between Asian and American cultural values.

We are superficially aware of the points of contact from the days
when the sea. captains in New England brought back the products of
China to the present exciting exploits of Tashiro 1VIifune as seen in
the American movies. The American people have been exposed and
affected by Asian things and values significantly. When Martin
Luther King studied the writings of Gandhi and developed the Amer-
icanized technique of passive resistance, the course of contemporary
America was changed. I should, as an American, obviously, point out
that previously. Gandhi had been influenced by reading Emerson and
Thoreau, who, in turn, however, had been influenced by earlier Asian
philosophic writers. I suggest these relationships. to demonstrate the
study of Asian history and Asian literary traditions have already had
influence upon America and as our contacts with Asia 3 'ease I sug-
gest further the influences must increase as well. While not deny-
ing our scholarly concern for the study of. Asia as significant in itself.
I wish to stress that to more fully understand America we must en-
large the efforts that are presently engaged in the study of Asian cul-
ture. The distance gap between Asia and ourselves in this room.is but
7 hours wide, the nap of understanding is immeasurably-Tider.-It.
must be closed...quickly. I believe that the purposes of the measure
under discussion today will enable those of us who study America to
more fully understand our own culture. as well as the culture of Asia
and I, therefore, strongly support the development of an Institute for
A Studies.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very Much, Dr. Lutzky. As you were
speaking., I was just thinking that the Beatles may have done more to
carry certain Asian cultural values into the consciousness of young
Americans than the Ainerican public school system, not to -speak of
American colleges and universities. Would that be .too,outrageous an
assertion to make.?,

Dr: larrzity. By no means. I wonlitagree; The mass media has helped
to carry many more Asian concepts than our educational system.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I would personally find a book along these lines very
interesting. Maybe you have or should write such.a book, elaborating
on your testimony on the Asian influences on the thougle:s of certain.
American writers. Does anybody care to comment? ..

Dr.LUTZKY. gladly send you along list of many; many thor-,
oughly neglected.
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Mr. BRADEMAS. I didn't say I wanted a long list. I used to be a pro-
fessor too and I won't let you get off the hook with that.

Dr. LUTZKY. send you a selective list.
Mr. BRADEMAS. No, I don't want a selective list. It's that kind of a

response that to me is very revealing.
Who has written an essay or a book that.examines this relationship

in depth? I don't have time to read a long list, but I want to know
something about the subject. Why have no American scholars written
essays or books in which they explore the relationships between Asian
and American thought? It really won't do to say that, well, Thoreau
was influenced by Confucius. Has there been any scholarly work in
this area? I have been handed a book that contains conversations on
this subject by some friends of mine, all of them westerners. Maybe I
can find some hope in that, but glancing at it quickly, I do not find
what I have in mind. Do you understand my question ?

Dr. Lurzicy. I understand your question and frankly, I don't think
anybody has ever gone into it mdepth. There have been essays and a
number of comments on it.

:fr. BRADEMAS. A shocking deficiency.
Dr. LUTZKY. I would agree, yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Really, this is a superb subject for a Ph. D. disser-

tation by somebody at the University of Hawaii. Is that not true?
Dr. LUTZIiY. Possibly in the .Department of American Studies.
Mr. BllAnsmAs. I come to this 'State and find myself giving you

suggestions on things tlifif you ought to be doing-in your own interest.
Dr. LITTZKY. We are doing it.
Mr. BRADEMAS. But not to the point of publishing yet. I think you

need some needling from the outside at this stage. Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. INK. Nothing.
DIr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWKINS. No.

. Mr. IlnAninrAs. Thank you very much, Dr. Lutzky, and if you find
that book I'd be grateful if you'd send it along. to me. Doctors Yasu-
masa Kuroda and Alice Kuroda.

STATEMENT OF DR. YASUMASA KURODA, POLITICAL SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. KURODA. This statement I'm about to make in support of the
establishment in Hawaii of an Asian Studies Institute as specified
in House 'bill 6168, represents the view of the Steering Committee
of the Japan Study Group at the University of Hawaii. Our primary
concern is with Japan and United States-Japanese relationShip. We are
assuming that,.as a matter of principle, honesty, and intellectual free-
dom will prevail within the proposed ,institute and that there will be
no barriers to communication between persons of divergent theoret-
ical, ideological, political, or religious orientations; also, that schol-.
arly investigations of differences' will be encouraged for purposes of
mutual edification.

The Japan study group is an informal association of all professors
on this campus who are engacred in research on Japan. 'The' group
was organized this year in an 'attempt to give local and national visi-
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bility to Japanology at the University of Hawaii, -which is reputed
to have, on its faculty, a greater number of research-scholars with an
area focus on Japan than any other university in the Western World.
We welcome Representative Patsy Mink's proposal with enthusiasm
because a concentrated study of Asia by Americans, and of the United

.States by Asians, may help us all by contributing toward the..elimina-
tion of international tragedies spawned by ignorance- and misunder-
standing.

In 1972, following a 25-year period of a relationship- based on
friendship, the United States and Japan are finding themselves poles
apart on many political and economic issues. This state of affairs has
begun to adversely affect the relationship between the Japanese and
other ethnic groups within the United. States. America is learning
that bigotry, presumably forgotten and -buried, can be resurrected in
a new climate of misunderstanding. A recent article in the Wall
Street Journal, August 9, 1972, describes a hatred not only of Japan
and Japanese, but even of JapaneSe Americans, being rekindled in
the United 'States. The published bigoted views of a columnist for
the Gardena Valley. News, California, would strike fear into thA
hearts not only of American citizens of Japanese ancestry but also
of any American whose forbears came from a nation that was at one
time at odds with the United States.

We must not underestimate the importance of thorough, continuing
studies of Japan and the mutual image that Japanese and Americans
have of each other. A well programed study of Japan, however, cannot
be carried out without institutional support such as that which the
proposed Asian Studies Institute may provide. Some significant
studies of Japan are undoubtedly being made within the confines of
the Rand Corp., but the enlightenment of the American public
will require freely conducted studies of all aspects of Japan and the
broad dissemination of the findings.

The Japanese, Government was sufficiently .concerned about the
image of Japan abroad to pass a bill Which, in May of .1972, estab-
lished the Japan Foundation with a 1st-year operating capital of
$32 million ; the purpose of this foundation is to encourage Japanese
studies through educational and .cultural exchanges and the subsidiz-
ing of research and education on Japan in foreign countries, includ-
ing the- United States. The establishment of the proposed Asian
Studies Institute. would surely be greeted as a sincere gesture of
reciprocation.

The Japan study group, through its steering committee of 11 mem-
bers representing.11 different academic disciplines, has begun work-
ing toward the establishment of a .center for Japanese studies. Many
of prospective, center's aims . coincide with those of the proposed
Asian Studies Institute. .

The Japan study group will, in.the meanwhile, be fostering a closer
working relationship with organizations within the local community-
in order to strengthen Hawaii's. potentials as a, national -center for
promoting understanding between the United States and Japan Local
organizations, it might be added, have been working toward this goal
for many years and are now endeavoring to establish a Japan,cultural
center in Honolulu. A center for Japanese studies at the University
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of Hawaii, when it is established as an authoritative and nationally
respected organization, would be able to serve the Asian Studies In-
stitute in an advisory capacity; it could serve also as, a joint planner
on projects relating to Japan, particularly those involving theex-
change of scholars. The relationship between the two units would, in.
any event, be a symbolic one. The location on this campus of the East-
West Center, with its problem-solving institutes, becomes an advan-
tage for research programing that Japanologists may undertake with-
in the proposed Asian Studies Institute. Problem solving will suggest
subjects requiring illuminating through the kind of academic research
Japanolocrists may carry out in the Asian Studies Institute, and the
products of such research and will, in turn, be of incalculable value to
problem-solvin endeavors.

"he resources for Japanese studies at the University of Hawaii may,
wi, iodest outside assistance, be transformed into such as would be
unpai alleled in quality and magnitude.

In addition to some 50 professors with research interests in Japan
who present 113 Japan-related courses in 27 academic departments, the
university has on its faculty dozens of instructors and lecturers who
teach most of the 1,200 undergraduate students enrolled in Japanese
language courses.

The Japanese language library collection, already the sixth largest
in the United States with its current holdings of 96,874 bound volumes,
would be an excellent collection upon which to build in order to create
a library that would facilitate research en"Japan by the world com-
munity of scholars. An effective research library should be acquiring
approximately 4,000 from among the 26,000 new titles published an-
annually in Japan. In these stringent times, the UniverSity of Hawaii
library is probably among the very few that have managed not to
fall too far behind in the effort to maintain an effective Japanese
language research collection; nevertheless, the allocation for the cur-
rent fiscal year will buy less than 1,700 of the necessary 4,000 books.
If an affiliation with a Federal institute will make possible the con-
tinuous acquisition of one-sixth of the most significant of all new
Japanese publications, the Japanese language collection of this uni-
versity may serve a national need for a comprehensive library necessary
for any thorough study of Japan.

The State of Hawaii would be the ideal site for an Asian Studies
Institute. The convenient geographical location and the congenial,
beautiful environment might be the deciding factor in attracting par-
ticularly gifted indiViduals whose presence might be indispensable
to the success of research and educational projects. The State, and par-
ticularly the University of Hawaii, have for years been committed
to excellence in studies relating to Asia and the Pacific. The proposed
Asian Studies Institute will find the State of Hawaii to be an excep-
tionally hospitable host and effective contributor, particularly in the
area of Japanese studies.

Mr. BEADEMAS. Thank you very. much Dr. Kuroda. I just have one
questionand by the way, I may say that I am impressed by what
you tell us about the status of the collection in the library of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii on .Japanese language material. I note that you
call for a center for Japanese study that would be able to serve the
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Asian Studies Institute in an advisory capacity. Do you, or could
you, extrapolate from that? Does that mean you think the proposed
Asian Studies Institute would, in turn, be composed of other insti-
tutes, such as a center for Chinese studies, or a center for Indian
studies?

Dr. KURODA. Yes; I was thinking of a center for Japanese study
as being part or a component of a larger unit in the Asian Studies
Institute. Of course, the center for Japanese studies at this time is
in the process of development and, hopefully, we can establish one
within a year or so, and when it is established it is my expectation
that we can be of assistance to the proposed institute which Mrs. Mink
has proposed. We are composed of roughly 50 professors specializing
in a variety of disciplines throughout the university at this time. We
have more Japan specialists than any other universities outside of
Japan. I think Harvard, Columbia, and a few other universities haVe
15 or 16 Japan specialists.

Mr. BRADRMAS. Thank you very much. Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Pm very much impressed by the figures and your de-

tailed discussion of your Japan studies here at the university. Could
you perhaps extend, from. that and give us a diScussion-:otthe other
areas in terms of number of professors, number of courses, number
of volumes in the university? Which would be the area in which we
have the largest collection and the largest emphasis, second to Japan?

Dr. KURODA. Pin afraid I won't be able to answer that question. I
think perhaps Dr. Kwok.might.

Mrs. MINK. Dr. Kwok?
Dr. Kwox. Mr. Chairman, T had a set of figures that showed

comparisons and I gave them to 11- s. Mink.
Mrs. MINK. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I ask the Chair to accept the sur-

vey that Dr. Kwok gave me and that it be inserted in the record im-
mediately, following his testimony.

Mr. BRA6EMAS. Without objection, of course.
Mrs. MINK. If you would respond to that queStion of what is the

second area of concentration here at the university I think it would
be of enormous interest to the members of the subcommittee.

Dr. KWOK. The next area is China, the area specialists are 23, lan-
guage 20, for all of South Asia area 29 and language, however, only.
three. aed then you have Korea, area specialists 11, language 4; all
of this I have it in slide form if I.may project it here. We have a
very significant, Southeast .Asian study program and here on the
diagrams it'sdiVided in the various Southeast Asia groups, making
a total of some 600 faculty members.

Mrs. MINK. Is there included in your report Dr. Kwok other speci-
fic studies or is it only to the Asian studies? .

Dr. Kwok. .Only the Asian studies so far, but. we have a specific
study prOgram by a. different group of scientists.

Mrs. MINK. Is there a similar report that we might have the bene-
fit of covering the Pacific area ?,

Dr. Kwoic. I. really don't know whether we have it at-this moment..
.Mrs. MINK. Asa 'preamble to. my bill, you will note it's not only

Asia, per se, but it is Pacific ASian so r did_ not want it to carry' the
inference that it is only .Asian oriented, it is .the whole Pacific area,
and I don't want/that aspect of it misunderstood.
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Dr. KWOli. Yes; I appreciate' that very much. Mr. Chairman, I ask
that that supplement be put in the record.

Mr. lianummAs. Without objection it's received.
(Supplement referred to follows:)

ASIAN LANGUAGN PROGISAM'S

IX7rRODUCTION

Recent reductions In Asian language programs owing to retrenchments in pub-
lic and private support have caused a great many American universilles to re-
evaluate their commitment to Asian language study. A definite trend is under
way toward curtailment or total abandoinnent of such programs as their support
is withdrawn. This is true of prestigious universities such as Yale and Cornell,
which have lately announced further cut -backs hi their Asian language programs.
It is also true of secondary schools such as Parsippany in New Jersey where
a once flourishing Asian language program appears to be on its way out follow-
ing termination of Office of Education support. These developments constitute a
fresh reminder of certain fundamental difficulties in the teaching of Asian lan-
guages in the United States.

Most institutions with once strong Asian language programs in the United
States have characteristically been situated in areas far removed from the locus
of these languages. A corollary of their geographical location is that such pro-
grams have been dependent upon public or private constituencies lacking any com-
mitment to maintain them indefinitely. Taxpayers in New Haven, for example,
have been willing to finance the teaching of Italian in their public schools but
have shown no interest in the teaching of Japanese. Yale and Cornell alumni
have likewise shown little or no enthusiasm for the teaching of Japanese, Thai, or
other Asian languages.

Indeed, the existence of strong Asian language programs in these distant
areas is in many eases. attributable to the fortuitous presence of one or more
individuals who have aggressively promoted their establishment and who have
succeeded by vigorous prosecution of this aim in obtaining needed support from
public or private sources. When these individuals leave, or when support is
withdrawn, such programs all too commonly decline or collapse. It is a rare in-
stitution which has either the incentive or the resources to take over support
of an Asian language program when outside largess is withdrawn.

Of all academic institutions in the United States, the University of Hawaii
is situated closest to the geographic'''. locus of Asian and Pacific languages.
Because of this privileged position, the University is supported by a constit-.
uency which is well over 50% of Asian and Pacific origin, a constituency
which has a permanent and actively demonstrated commitment which has a
permanent and actively demonstrated commitment to the teaching of Asian and
Pacific languages on the pre-college as well as on the college level. In this
state's elementary and secondary schools the study of Asian languages has been
marked by special interest in Japanese, attested by the enrollment of more
than 5,000 students in this language in public and private schools. On the
college level Hawaii accounts for one third of the total national enrollment in
Japanese, about one tenth of that in Chinese, and disproportionately high
percentages in other Asian languages. This year, for example, our elementary
Sanskrit class has attracted the unprecedented number of 27 students, thanks
largely to the Department of Philosophy's development of a strong graduate
program in Asian philosophies.

Moreover, the Asian and Pacific orientation of Hawaii, seen in our way of life
and accentuated by the presence of the East-West Center, has generated heavy
increases in the number and quality of students .attracted to the University.
Many departments at the University have contributed to these Increases by
taking on an Asian or Pacific emphasis. The same increases account in part for
the growing nunmer of Asian and Pacific languages taught at the University
and are reflected in expanding enrollments in many such languages.

The..Department of Asian ._& Paeifie Languages is presently teaching 16
languages with. a total enrollment of close' to- 2,000. HoweVer, it has the
capability of offering 42 languages within its purview, nnumber large enough to
serve the needs of all but niew atadatits. This capability is Underscored by, the
presence,: of a large faculty with, demonstrated' interest in improving instrue-
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tionnl techniques and materials, as is evidenced by the fact that widely used
basic texts and readers have been prepared by Department members in Chinese,
Hawaiian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Lao, Thai and Vietnamese.

While the umber of languages which are or can be taught by the Depart-
ment is in Itself remarkable, even more remarkable is the fact that our course
offerings are underwritten preponderantly by a constituency made up of state
taxpayers. The generosity of their support is indicative of a deep pride in a
university which Is expanding quantitatively and qualitatively, and is a con-
crete reflection of their enthusiasm for the teaching of Asian and Pacifie Ian;
guagcs. It is the stability of their interest which provides_ the solid basis on
which it has been possible to build the largest Asian and Pacific language pro-
gram in the country with relatively little dependene,e on resources from outside
the state. Serving as a cushion against the vagaries of federal subsidies, the
state's firm commitment to this program guarantees that our effort will continue
to be sustained largely by local revenues.

It should be clear that an iastitutiou which is immune to the caprice of federal
and other outside support for its Asian 1,nd Pacific language program assumes
added importance at a time when its sister institutions have been compelled to
curtail their activity in this field. Unfaannately, Hawaii is a small state with
only three quarters of a million people. However strong the state's commit-
ment, providing all the resources needed for an Asian and Pacific language pro-
gram commensurate with local and national requirements is well beyond its
capacity. The bulk of state support has so far gone into under-graduate language
instruction in consonance with the legislature's express desire that the Univer-
sity's main emphasis be placed upon under - graduate education. This is not to say
that there has been no support for graduate programs. More accurately, because
of our emphasis upon under-graduate education and our inability to finance
development in all sectors simultaneously, graduate programs have had to be in-
troduced by slow degrees in carefully selected areas. At the same time, academic
development plans have repeatedly insisted that, since the University cannot
excel in all areas pm !ity be given to studies relating to Asia and the Pacific. The
second phase of our ,isian and Pacific language program hence calls for build-
ing a graduate program of high quality onto the already extensive program of
undergraduate instruction. Financial realities have, however, delayed imple-
mentation of this second phase.

We take it as axiomatic that a strong language program is an indispensable
adjunct to strong programs oriented on Asia or the Pacific in any of the dis-
ciplines. Quite apart from aspirations for our own development per se, the De-
partment of Asian & Pacific Languages is keenly aware of its service function
with respect to many other departments of the University. It is also keenly
aware of its own ability to compensate for recent set-backs in the teaching of
Asian and Pacific languages capable of responding to local and national needs
alike will -entail (a) strengthening under-graduate studies in our major lan-
guage offerings, (b) expanding our under-graduate programs to include all
"minor" languages for which the demand, albeit limited, is regular, (e) pro-
moting other "minor" languages which would contribute to disciplinary studies
relating to Asia and the Pacific, and (d) extending well-conceived graduate
programs to a number of specific areas, a good start in this direction having
already been made with the establishment of a doctoral program in Japanese.

The Department of Asian & Pacific Languages welcomes the opportunity to
meet the challenge to its capabilities posed by recent withdrawals of federal
and other support from mainland institutions. It welcomes the opportunity to
make the University of Hawaii a national focus of Asian and Pacific language
education, a permanent center with under-graduate and graduate programs
strong enough to attract serious students from all parts of the nation. It welcomes
the opportunity to show how its felicitous location and present capabilities could
be turned to the greater advantage of the state and the nation.

II. LANGUAGES AVAILABLE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN & PACIFIC LANGUAGES

Members of the Department of Asian & Pacific Languages are presently offer-
ing courses in 16 different languages. They have a command, not yet exploited, of
at least 26 other Asian and Pacific languages. With its existing staff the Depart-
ment is hence able to offer 42 languages.

To this number may be added another 11 Asian and Pacific languages which
could be offered by members of other departments, mainly Linguistics, should
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there be occasion to arrange for interdepartmental cooperation. This raises to 53
the number of languages currently available at the University. This figure does
not include language for which there is a known capability at the University but
for which no teaching commitments have been solicited as yet. These include
Bleol. Chabacano (Philippine creole), Fijian, Maranao, Old Javanese (Kawl),
Pampangan, Tongan, and several other Philippine languages.

The Department of Asian & Pacitie Languages is desirous in principle of offer-
ing instruction in any Asian or Pacific language for which minimum resources
(specifically, informants and/or textual materials) are available. It should be
noted in this connection that the Department claims no competence at present in
two Southeast Asian languages for which there is likely to be a modest demand.
These are Burmese, essential for balanced coverage of the major languages of
Southeast Asia, and Shan, which we consider important in a well-rotIANI pro-
gram of Thai studies. There are also a number of important languages not covered
in our South Asian language program, which has recently been expanded by the
University in the areas of Bengali and Tamil.

The instruction in question here consists of developing a knowledge of a given
language by one or another of the instructional systems described in section HI.
Instruction of this type is to be distinguished from other courses offered by the
Department which are designed not to teach a given language but to deepen or
broaden the student's knowledge about that language. Courses of this latter type
include currently listed offerings in structure, contrastive analysis, and literature
in translation, and are not in question here.

The following list taphole.- Asian and I'lleitic languages which are now offered
by the Department (marked by double asterisks), those which could be offered
with the Department's present staff (marked by a single as! erisk), and these
which could be offered ny the present staff of other departments (unmarked) :

A. Bast Asia: **Cantonese, *Fuleenese, *Mcke, *Japanese, "Korean, **Man-
darin, *Miao (Meo), *Ityukyuan (Okinawan).

B. Mainland .S'aull,east Asia: *Chant, "modern Khmer (Cambodian), "Lao,
'modern Mon, olluong. *Old Khmer, *Old Mon, "Thai, **Vietnamese.

C. Island SouUcast Asia: 'Balinese, *Barak, *Cebnano (Bisnyan), *Ilokano,
**Indonesian/Malay, *Javanese, *Madurese, *Minangkabau, *Sumlanese, "Taga-
log. Tsou (Ts'ao).

D. Routh Asia: "Bengali, **Hindi, *Martini', "Pall, *Prakrit, "Sanskrit, Sor,
*'Tamil.

E. Pacific: Chamorro. "Hawaiian, Marshallese. Nukuoro, Pnlauan, Ponapean,
Saipanese-Carolinian, *Tahitian, Trukese, Ulithian, Yapese.

F. Inner Asia: *Mongol (Khalkha ), Tibetan.
O. Near and Middle East: *modern and classical Arabic, *motlern Armenian,

*Old Persian (Avestan).
It should be noted also that our Department of European Languages and

Literature offers four "colonial" languages which are essential for research on
certain Asian areas, namely Dutch, French. Portuguese, and Spanish. This cir-
cumstance greatly strengthens certain of our programs in being or under study.

III. LANGUAGE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS

As used here the term language instructional system designates any of various
combinations of critical factors which characterize specific language-teaching
situations. The critical factors in question are (1) student enrollment or demand,
(2) available teaching staff, (8) available teaching materials. (4) pedagogical
approach or methodology, and (5) course objectives in terms of the commonly rec-
ognized language skills.

While all live of these factors would be maximized under optimum conditions.
the realities of teaching a broad spectrum of languages demand compromises of
several kinds. It is essentially the conflict between demand and eapnbility that
makes a variety of instructional systems both unavoidable and desirable if the
Department of AsenifIc Pacific Languages is to realize its full potential and serve
scholarly needs to the best of its ability.

The following paragraphs describe the instructional systems which we con-
sider obligatory in view of the range of languages given in section IL We offer
first a definition of the instructional system in ideal terms anti then whatever
qualifying remarks seem relevant.

86-009-72-5
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Instructional system I: High-enrollment Programs
This system is appropriate for well-established conventional language pro-

grams characterized by sophisticated audio-hugUal techniques of instruction.
consistently high enrollment, adequate staff, instructional materials of high
quality, and maximum course objectives.

These conditions typify the teaching of the more popular European languages
(such as French and Spanish) on the university level. At the University of
Hawaii they apply also to the teaching of Chinese, Hawaiian, and Japanese.

Note, however, that the more popular European languages are commonly taught
either by independent instructors with a background of traditional scholarship
(often with a heavy emphasis upon literature) or by graduate students func-
tioning with a minimum of supervision. By contrast, Chinese, Hawaiian and
Japanese at the University of Hawaii are normally taught by a team consisting
of a trained scholar who directs the program or course and native speaker); func-
tioning as drillmasters or (in the case of a few, if exceptionally able) as inde-,
pendent or semi-independent instructors. The critical difference between the
teaching of these three languages and the teaching of the popular European lan-
guages is that, with us, the drillmaster never serves as a folly academie member
of the team. His responsibility is to relieve the scholar of routine work and to
ensure that students derive full benefit from their cirillwork. Thus he does not
have the status of the scholar in the usual sense of a research-oriented professor.
In8fructional system II: Limited-corollment program.

This system is appropriate for established conventional language programs
characterized by sound audio-lingual techniques of instruction. consistently
limited (medium to low) enrollment, adequate staff and instructional materials,
and maximum course objectives.

These conditions typify the teaching of some of the less popular European.
languages (such as Italian and Russian) in many universities. At the University

'of Hawaii they are applicable also to the teaching of Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian,
Khmer, Korean, Lao, Tagalog, Tamil, Thai, and Vietnamese. They are also ap-
plicable, mutatis mutandis, to two classical Janguages: Pali and Sanskrit.

Until now full implementation of this instructional system has been attended
by one difficulty which seriously impairs the effectiveness of the programs to
which it applies. In all eases these programs are taught by scholars (who may or.
may not be native speakers) with the same qualifications as those mentioned
under Instructional System I. All too Often, however, limited enrollment compels
the scholar to do without a drillmaster. The absence of a drillmaster in any of
these programs is highly deleterious because Asian languages are so markedly
different from Europetin languages with respect to phonology, morphology, and
syntax.

In, some eases it obliges the scholar in charge of these programs to function
as his own drillmaster, which we deem a flagrant misuse of his time and abilities
(we feel he should be relieved of routine drillwork in order to devote more time
to supervision, planning, and activities of a more scholarly nature). In other
eases it obliges him to dispense with driliWork in whole or in part, which operates
against the effectiveness of his program by imposing a substandard methodology
and less than maximum ei,orse objectives. Moreover, when a scholar in charge
of one of these programs is not a native speaker the absence of a drillmaster
deprives students of exposure to native speakers, to which theyare entitled.

One of our most pressing needs, therefore, is for a flexible policy backed by
budgetry resource); which will permit the recruitment of drillmasters for all
programs coming under Instructional System II. Among assistants to trained
scholars responsible for programs under all of the systems proposed here we dis-
tinguish (a) informants, i.e. native speakers from whom the phonology, mor-
phology and syntax of a language can be elicited through proper linguistic field-
methods. (1)) drillmasters, i.e. native speakers trained to lead students through
,their driilwork, and (c) research assistants, i.e. native speakers of good educa-
tion or broad experience who are skilled or amenable to training in the prepara-
tion, under the scholar's supervision, of new instructional materials including
drills, dialogues, reading selection, and study aids such as glossaries and
dictionaries.

Under Instructional System II drillmasters are required for the normal op-
eration of each program, while research assistants are required for any sub-"
stantive improvements ln each program. In most cases what we need, therefore,.
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Is research assistants who can function also as drillmasters. For some languages
qualified drillmasters and research assistants are readily available; for others,
even native speakers willing to undergo training are difficult to find. Part-lme
drillmasters can often be found among foreign students at the University, includ-
ing the Faust -West Center. Occasionally drillmasters nut associated with the
University can be found In Honolulu for part-time or full -time employment.
For certain languages however no native speakers are found latitlly, and
research assistants would have to be re eruited outside Hawaii. A related con-
sideration Is the permanence of any such assistance. Experience has shown over
and over again that temporary assistance is insufficient, since a more or less
long period of adjustment and retraining is usually needed before a scholar
and drillmaster can work together as a team comparable with those men-
tioned under instructional System I.
Instructional system III: Classroom fieldwork

This system is appropriate for unconventional language programs using a
methodology consisting of rigorously supervised linguistic field methods of
eliciting data from an informant. It is characterized by minimal enrollment. by
the lack of even minimally adequate instructional materials, and by the pre-
mace of a native speaker and a trained linguist who may or may not know the
language under study. Course objectives may include (a) learning as much of
the language as may be feasible h. tie time nilowed or (b) the compilation of de-
scriptiv, or instructional materials, or both.

These conditions typify the acquisition In the field, by sophisticated linguktic
methods, of languages for which there is little or no documentation. Similar
conditions are set up In the classroom In training students of linguistics to
acquire inductively any language for which informants are nvnilable. We see
great benefits to accrue from applying this system to certain Asian and Pacific
languages who would otherwise remain indefinitely Inaccessible to our stu-
dents. It is applicable to such languages as Balinese, Beak, Hakim. ]lino, various
Micronesian languages, Madurese, 51Inangkbau, Sundnuese, and Tahitian.
Instructional system IV: Directed self-study

This aystela is appropriate fur unconventional Language programs which con-
sist preponderantly of document exploitation. Characterized by minimal emadi-
ment, it presupposes (a ) the existence of adequate, or at least usable. descriptive
materials and/or textual matter and (b) a scholar instructor with a knowledge
of the language offered sufficient taleifiervise what Is essentially self-study on the
student's part. A modification of the approach developed by Professor. Peter
Boyd Bowman of the State University of New York at Buffalo. this system
shares with Instructional System III objectives twhich may include (a) learn-
ing as much of the language as may be feasible in the time allowed or (b) the
compilation of improved descriptive or instructional materials, or both.

We are aware that this instructional system is at once less efficient and per-
Imps more demanding upon student and instructor alike. We nevertheless feelthat it is eminently suited to well-motivated students with extraordinary lan-
guage aptitude who could profit by working with available materials, who wouldbe content to minimize acquisition of oral skills, or who would prefer to confine
their efforts to developing a reading knowledge of a given language. This system
is applicable to such languages as Arabic, Armenian, Chem, Javanese, Mon, andOld Persian.
Instructional system V: Directed reading programa

This system is appropriate for the advanced levels of instruction in languageswith written literatures. It is characterized by an unconventional methodology
(often no more than occasional guidance by a scholar) adapted to the special
requirements of a limited number of students. Other than the availability ofsuitable reading materials, it requires only an interested staff member.

On the advanced levels of many language programs including Chinese hndJapanese the number of students desiring experience in any single field of
specialized reading is rarely large enough to warrant organization of conven-
tional courses. On the contrary, as students advance into the higher levels of
language study their requirements tend to diversify. This phenomenon is emu-
mon!y seen in Chinese when students who have completed their basic instrac-
tion (through Chinese 402) are eager to begin reading In their own areas of
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concentration such ns the geography or history of China. Inasmuch as virtually
all of the work must be done by the student himself, we have found it possible
to service a respectable number of students by encouraging each to work in his
own field without taking more than nn hour or two a week of an instructor's
time.

We feel that development of this instructional system is not only within our
capabilities but necessary to any increase In the depth of our existing programs.
With careful planning it should be possible to answer the needs of increasing
numbers of advanced students by this means. Experience thus far shows that
Instruction of this type is most productive if use is made of materials specially
conceived to accelerate the student's pace in his own discipline, such as the
specialized series initiated under the editorship of John De Francis with the
publication of Readings in Chinese Geography by Jnek Williams and Yung Teng
Choi -yee. We foresee that publication of similar texts will be emphasized in
the future.

This system is applicable to such languages as Arable. Balinese, Bengali,
Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian/Malay, Japanese, Javanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao,
Pali, Sanskrit, Tagalog, Munn, Thal, and Vietnamese.
Instructional system TT: Specialized courses

Between some of the -mventional fleas of language study lie important areas
of contact and overlap to which none of the foregoing systems applies. Experi-
ments with courses sack as Chinese for Speakers of Japanese and Japanese
for Speakers of Chinese point up a need for courses specially designed to help
students of an Asian or Pacific language acquire adjunct language without
investment of all the time reettired by conventional programs. Other problem
arens are exemplified by Sino-Xorean, Sino-Japanese, Sinn-Vietnamese, kambun
(literature written In Chinese by Japanese), and by Chinese, Pail and Sanskrit
as written by Southeast Asians.

These offer new possibilities of academic endeavor that could be opened up by
development of new teaching strategies (sometimes involving the cooperation of
two or more instruetors) and new instructional materials. We are presently
studying the desirability of contesting the Department of European Languages
and Literature to develop special rending courses in Dutch. French, Portuguese
and Spanish for our Southeast Asian language sperinlists. At the moment.
however, we favor concentrating our effort on developing (n) Chinese courses
orit;nted to the needs of Japanese and Vietnamese speeinlists. (b) Japanese
courses for students specializing in Chinese, (c) Pall and Sanskrit courses for
students of Burmese, Indonesian, Khmer, Lan, and Thai, anti (d) other comple-
=elan ry courses within the Department.

There should be no doubt that while instructional Systems I and II ore ap-
plieable to conventional programs of langurge study, Instructional Systems III,
IV, V find VI uPPlY to Programs which are not only 1111entlYellt101411 in approach
but manifestly inefficient. Bather than seeking to gloss over the inadentuteies of
these latter programs. however, we are admitting the proposition that 'manres
can, if need be. be taught by less than conventional and less than optimum means.
Two points need to be brought out In this connection.

Firstly, it is our expectation that courses offered,tuttler any of the uncon-
ventional systems will attract only a small number of highly motivated students.
Such courses ore envisaged expressly with a view to serving the interests of this
student elite, some of whom are not content with conventional offerings, others
of whom will be graduate students with 8peelal needs.

Secondly. we are not unaware of the risks invotved in overemphasizing these
unconventional systems and in any proliferation of hastily-mounted courses re-
sponding to short-lived demands. In our own interests as well ns those of our
student clientele and the University as n whole. our prim ry concern Is to avoid
any possible lowering of academie standards. We ennteml flint n paradox of sorts
is involved in our pressing for the simultaneous implementation of all six instruc-
tional systems. Certainly on one level recognition of the unconventional systems
would appear to jeopardize the quality of instruction offered Ity the Department;
yet on another level recognition of these systems would be an imaginative, prac-
tical way of opening new passibliities of development.

In the first place, we gee in the Adoption of the unconventional systems an
eminently realistic means of upgrading the I/enactment's latent potentialities.
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We have no intention of representing an unconventional language program as in
any sense equivalent to a conventional language program.

We nevertheless see in the offering of unconventional programs an inexpensive,
pragmatic method of expanding our conventional offerings over a period of years
in order to meet the concrete needs of serious students, needs which should not
be Ignored simply because no one is prepared to meet them in the most desirable
manner. indeed, it is predictable that our first efforts to teach Hakim or Muong,
fur example, will scarcely be praiseworthy. The second time we offer these
languagea however, we shall do better till n we did the first time; the third
time we offer them we shall do still better. With each repetition we shall be (a)
enlarging capabilities within the Department that have hitherto been squandered,
(h) better serving the needs of our most ambitious and adventurous students,
and ( c) approaching one step closer to the ideal of the University of Hawaii as
a national center of instruction in Asian and Pacific languages. It is to be under-
stood ns an essential pert of our proposal, moreover, that while our four uncon-
ventional systems are not ordered in any hierarchical way certain courses in-
troduced 1111dE* Instructional Systems III, IV and VI will in time be formalized
and offered under Instructional System I or

In the second place, we see in the adoption of the four unconventional systems
a means whereby the Department can exercise greater leadership both locally
and nationally. We have reached a point in our development where it is no
longer enough for us to serve community and national needs and to service
our sister departments. We also have an obligation, which must now be ful-
filled, to push hack present academic horizons to the best of our ability. From
our particular vantage point we can see possibilities of scholarly endeavor which
are either not visible to or are not acted upon by those outside the Depart-
ment. In this light our unconventional instructional systems can be seen as
anything but visionary. Through them we can accomplish more than merely
respond to present demands, Through them we can levy new demands upon MIN
selves and thereby open doors into new fields of scholarly activity with a minimal
drain on lindgetry resources.

Thus while unconventional systems may appear to receive disproportionate
emphasis in this proposal, this emphasis is intended to demonstrate a wealth of
untapped capabilities in the Department which could, under an integrated de-
velopmental program. he made available to students in some systematic way.
The, supplementary financial resources we are soliciting will be devoted pri-
marily to improving and expanding our conventional programs. The unconvea-
timid programs we have in view constitute our reserve, our promise of tor.-
tinned growth, and therefore our surety that these resources would be widely
Invested.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALICE KURODA, WEST ASIAN SPECIALIST,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Mr. BRATIEM AS. Dr. Alice, Kuroda.
Dr. KunonA. 3fr. Chairman and members of the committee : We wish

to speak in support of a House bill 6168 introduced by Representative
Mink to amend the International Education Act of 1966 to estab-
lish an Asian studies institute in Hawaii. We as specialists on West
Asia wish to point out several reasons for our support of the bill to
establish this proposed institute in the State of Hawaii.

First. we believe that the creation of the proposed institute repre-
sents a new approach to the reduction of tensions in Asia, where most
of the armed conflicts have taken place since the end of World War
IL At least some of our failure to minimize the conflicts in Asia have
been a result of lack of understanding the minds of, for instance, Viet-
namese Nationalists and Pale*Stininn Arabs. In 1948, it was the ex-
pectation of the U.S. Government and other governments that some-
how the UNRWA operation would become unnecessary in the 2 years
following the creation of Israel as an independent State. An assump-
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Con was that nearly 1 million Palestinian refugees will be resettled;
this turned out to be a gross error. If Zionist Jews remember to go
back to their home after 2,000 years of wandering, we should not
expect the other half of the Semitic people to forget their home, land
and other property in 2 years. There wars have been fought, bringing
neither peace nor justice to all parties concerned, in West Asia.

The United States government continues to ship offensiVe weapons
to the area. We have failed to bring about peace in Palestine as well as
in Southeast Asia through the use of force. Consequently, we believe
that the establishment of the proposed Institute where we may seri-
ously challenge many assumptions we have made about these areas
and where we may seek a better understanding of the area in an
atmosphere commensurate with the Aloha spirit of the State of Hawaii
can move toward a psychological disengagement necessary for moving
toward a reduction of tensions in the whole of Asia. And by so doing,
we may also change the image Asians have of our country from that
of war to that of learnin. We as taxpayers know that it is much less
expensive to send scholars and students to Asia than to send soldiers
and weapons there. Thus, the formation of the proposed Institute does
not. only represent a new method of moving toward the reduction of
tensions in Asia. which we all want, but also it is in our economic
interest to do so.

Seeond, economically the United States is closely tied to 'West Asia
and the United States' dependence on West Asia for its oil is expected
to increase in the years ahead. Under President Nixon's administration,
the dollar transfer to Israel has increased many times, while U.S.
aid to neighboring states has remained relatively small during the
same period. For example, the money value of U.S. arms shipments
to Israel reach $600 million in 1970, -including the last 86 F-4 super-
sonic Phantom jets.

However, in terms of trade relations, Arab countries in 'West Asia
continue to play an important part in the U.S. economy. In 1970, the
trade balance with the Arab countries amounted to $592 million in-
favor of the United States ($228 million U.S. imports from Arab
countries to $820 million U.S. exports to them). The net dollar flow
between the 'U.S. and Arab 'West Asia from trade and investment today
amounts to about $3 billion annually. Moreover, the significant im-
portance of West Asia to the United States does not lie in the existing
economic ties as much as in the increasing dependence of the U.S. on
Arab oil. We consume over 14 million barrels of oil a day, while our
own production stands around 9 million barrels a 'day, which is offset
by imported oil from Venezuela and West Asia. In view of the fact
that Venezuelan and U.S. oil reserves are on the 4vane, the U.S. gov-
ernment survey as reported in Petroleum Intelligence -Weekly of
March 1, 1971, estimates that we must depend upon rapidly rising
imports from Wrest Asia including North Africa, regardless of'what
may come from Alaskan North Slope production. Humble's vice-
chairman, Charles F. Jones, forecasts that foreign oil imports could
represent one-half of our consumption in 1985.

Third, culturally speaking, we are closely related to West Asia,
which has produced magnificent civilizations in the past including
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. The 'Western world has learned
much from the Orient. It was from the Phoenicians that the Greeks
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learned die- first- written form of language, for instance. There
are close to 10 million Semites in the United States today. Due to
their closer cultural ties to the Western world and their physical
proximity- to Europeans, they are more .assimilated into the main-
stretun than other Asian immigrants who have come to this, country
although they are often misunderstood. Furthermore, our longstand-
ing cultural relationship with Wrest Asian countries is exemplified by
.sch higher institutions of learning as Robert College f1S63), the
American University of Beirut (1S66), and the American University

Cairo (1010).
Fourth, the East -West Center's scope of coverage is limited to parts

of East, Southeast, and South Asia and the Pacific islands and ex-
cludes all West- Asian countries, with the exception of Afghanistan.
The inclusion of West Asia to the proposed Asia 'Studies Institute,
.thus, will in no way duplicate the efforts being made by the East-West
Center. West Asia is defined here to include the Arab states in the
Middle East and North Africa, Iran, Israel, and Turkey. These nations
do not belong to either Europe or Black Africa. They are considered to
constitute. West Asia as China, Japan, and Korea compose East Asia.

In ninny ways, as we have stated, the passage of KR. 6168 would
profit the United States government and its people. In conclusion,

.we would like to emphasize the fact.that, if we can prevent even ai.little war in some part of Asia or if we can reduce existing tensions n
West Asia or Southeast Asia due to a better knowledge of the areas
through the creation of the proposed Asian Studies Institute, we be-
lieve the modest budget proposed by Representative Mink would be
more than well spent. Thank you.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Kuroda. I appreciate
your suggestions. I think you can see that,,if we were to.move in the
direction of your suggestion, this 'would. rapidly..become the Institute
for the Study of the World at HaWaii. I don't say that flippantly
because, as you heard from my own questions earlier in the day, I'm
really concerned about biting off more than can be effectively chewed.
If we confine.'ourselves to what is commonly thought of as Asia, that's
a pretty tall order, but I appreciate your suggestions.

Dr. Kunorilt. Most of the countries we included are located in Asia.
There are many Chinese. and Japanese people here in Hawaii, to be
,sure, but this does not mean that we should ignore other Asians. What
is it Politics? I believe that we ought to put our money and use some
of our energy where our mouth is. West Asia is one of the kw areas
in the world today with which we have a favorable balance of trade.
Our relations with these countries are already .Strained and we cer-
tainly should do something about it.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much: Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. Alms. I have no questions.

. Mr. BrtnummAs. The subcommittee will be in 'recess until. about 1:35
p.m. at which time we shall resume and listen to Dr. Riggs. .

(The hearing recessed at 12:55 p.m., August 24, 1972.)
(The subcommittee reconvened at 1:40 p.m.; August 24; 1972.)
Mr. BRADEMAS. The subcommittee will come to order. Dr. Fred W.

Riggs. Go right ahead Dr. Riggs,,welook forwarato hearing ,from
you.
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STATEMENT OF DR. FRED W. RIGGS, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, committee members, I'm here to support
the bill, I'm for it. I learned about the bill last spring and at that
time I prepared a memorandum that went into some detail on a num-
ber of questions relating to it. Before coming to this hearing I pre-
pared a summary written form to back the memo that you have
before you, but in view of your request to summarize my statement,

.. I'll try to summarize and speak extemporaneously, so I won't be fol-
lowing the ;written text..I do have a number of points which I feel
the administration should also concentrate on; these are a number of
administrative, organizational problems.

In general I completely endorse the purposes of the bill and I sup-
port all that has been said in earlier testimony about the need for
Asian studies. It would serve no useful purpose for me to repeat
points which have been made by others, but. I think I can contribute
on some organizational and administrative problems that have not
yet been discussed. President Cleveland suggested the idea of a con -
sortium, and we can talk about that. Mr. Chairman, you also raised
the question of how a consortium might work, and should it be an
administrative headquarters working with several universities or
a center concentrated primarily in Hawaii, or both. Maybe there is
another approach to organizing the kind of program that is really
needed.

In the memo I outlined my ideas under several headings and I'll
take up each of them very briefly.

1. My first topic is the question of teaching versus_ research. The
point here is that most of the work that universities have carried on
in support of research and area studies has been justified by the num-
ber of students ParticiPliting. For the most part, university budgets
are based on the number of students enrolled. Consequently Asian
studies has to justify itself as a part of the university in the same way
as any other academic program, that is, by the number of students in it.

In general, the more students the more support, and the less, the
less support. )

One problem yon face here in Asian Studies is that there are many
parts of Asia. How many people in any one university would want to
study Cambodia, Burma, or Nepal ? Probably the answer is a very
small number. No university can afford to have a hIrge program to
support studies of an area where the interest is small. When it comes
to Japan, China and India, of course, interest is greater and you'd
have more money to spend these areas.

A second aspect is the ratio between the number of students and
the number of jobs. A recent study by : Richard Lambert. of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania is a comprehensirvey of foreign language
training programs. One of Lambert's conclusion is that we already
have a large number of people with area training, including Asia, but
there are fewer jobs than there are people. Moreover. People are not
as well qUalified as they should he. Their language skills aren't very
strong and often their other skills are not great, enonp:h either. So a
higher priority is needed for intensive in-service training with re-
fresher courses and opportunities for field travel and research. No
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doubt there will always be a need for new people, until we_ Teach. a
level at which we will have the number of area and language specia-
lists that we need.

If our area programs depend on the number of students enrolled,
then obviously the financial basis for support of the program will fall
off. This has been a problem for the language and area centers funded
by the NDEA, title 6 program: the studentrbase.is simply inadequate.

This problem can be solved if we recognize the national need for
research, for new information that can be used for a variety of pur-
poses, not only for teaching in the universities but alSo in high schools
and primary schools, for adult education, and for dissemination
through the mass media. We need a national research institute for
this purpose.

it's interesting that this is already being done in Japan: the Kyoto
Center for Southeast Asia Studies is a research institute. The Japanese
recognize their need to know more about Southeast Asia. We also
need to recognize that. If we developed a national institute of Asian
studies that was strong in research, it could publish articles and work
with many universities to help them, not just in Hawaii but in other
universities too.

2. My second major point has to do with structure of rewards and
its effects in the academic world. Universities are organized around
two main criteria : discipline and Profession. The disciplines repre-
sented in each academic department correspond nationally to a pro-
fessional- society. Similarly each professional school is linked to a,.
national professional association. Unfortunately concrete problems
and world areas do not fit in that structure. If you want to get support
for problems and for areas you have to cut across the disciplines and
professions. It's very difficult to motivate faculty members to give
priority to a field which cuts across the institutionalized departments
and schools.

At considerable expense Americans have secured national support
for problem solving institutes that lie outside the universities. A
number were mentioned this morning, for atomic energy studies and,
centers for urban studies: Tho East-West Center is also part of the
move to support nationally a number of problem-oriented research
centers, but we don't have the same kind of support for area studies.
However, we really need to do the same thing for area studies on a
national scale, and we should begin with Asia.

3. A third subject on whiCh fwould like to comment concerns librar-
ies and the dissemination of information. It's not enough to produce
information if that information is not made available, and the library
of course is an important key to the dissemination of information.
You have to think of closing the gap between the producer and the
repository of knowledge.. anethe consumer. There is a whole industry
which specializes in doing this. The news of the day needs to make
information about our world more widely known to the general public.
Similarly, better textbooks and teaching materials are needed in the
schools. Better materials for specialists are not always readily avail-
able in libraries. To clOse this gap we need a whole range. of auxiliary
services, including the audio-visual media, to translate and make use
of research findings. This is not something that university area pro-
grams normally include in their programs. It needs to be supported
by a national institute.
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There is another aspect of the library. problemwe often think of
libraries as a single homogeneous unit, but for the sort of thing we are
talking about there is a difference between the facilities, needed for re-
search for teaching, and for the dissemination of information. A re-
search library is very specialized. 4:

It has material that is not used bY the average person, 'but only by
specialists. The average .item in a research library may be used not
more than once every 5 years. In a good research.. library, then, you.
have things that people rarely use. You haVe.archives, records, and
documents which are not matters of everyday use. If something is used
less often than every 5 years, one copy is probably enough for the
United States. Why.should 'several iiniversity libraries all try to get
copies of the same thing? We already .have. a lending library for re-
search libraries.' It is located in Chicago. It can hOuse national research
collections. That library, or -some Other. like it, could service all-univer-
sity libraries, thereby avoiding the cost of .building up '.separate and.
duplicating research collections in many different institutions.

If it were decided to support a national research collection, it could
be in one place, in Hawaii or somewhere else, that is not the. point. at
issue. The point is to recognize the principe of a national 'lending
library kir research. The individual universities' should .then spend
their owp money for those materialS that be. used frequently,
more often than once every 5 years, Whether for teaching or for public'
information. . .. .

1. The .fourth point. arises 'because we have talked largely about
developing studies- within the United States. There has been
reference ''here and there to Asian scholars and scholars from other
countries. There was reference to the work going on in England .tind.
Europe,..and they arc older in many.. ways than the Americans ,are.
The British were studying India and Southeast Asia long before we
ever woke up to their existence,. so they have a large repository of
information that we are lacking.

We must, I .believe, cooperate with European and foreign scholar*
and brinfr them into our programs. It's even more important to cooper-;
'ate with ''Itsian countries. There has been reference this morning. to the
high quality of Asian scholars who have come here to the university,
and the East-West Center and you have .surelymet with such scholars:
all over the United States. The problem is even more complex than
just thinking that maybe if you -want to learn about India you asso-'
elate with Indian scholars..If you want to learn about Southeast Asia'
you may want to associate with Japanese scholars since'Japan is one of
the countries that has done a tremendous amount of work on Southeast.
Asia, as I have already mentioned.

There was a discussion this morning about the problems of translat-.
ing foreign scientific writings into EnglishAnother chunk of mate-
rial to be translated is the Japanese literature on Southeast Asia. These
are not in the natural sciences; they are area studies material. Our
problem is they are in the Japanese language. Now. the average Amer-.
ican student as you have seen never studies Japanese; any 3.merican,
who studies Japanese would be sent to study in Japan How do we get
material on Southeast Asia in Japanese made availableto Americans..
who want to study it? Here again, these are functions ..which a .na-
tional institute can perform.
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It's too expensive for individual universities to perform. It's not
enough to have casual visits by Fulbright scholars coming back and
forth; it needs to be an organized relationship between American and
foreign scholars. A good example of what I have in mind is the Inter-.
national Liaison Committee for Research on Korea. The Korean mem-
bers have a council, and the American members have a council. To-
gether they sponsor joint projects and conferences and they sponsor
the exchange of information so that we will know more about the re-
search that is going on in Korea and they, conversely, will he better,
informed about American and British research on Korea.

Now this need for cooperation between -foreign and American
scholars is one of the reasons why I think an institute could well-be
located in Hawaii. It is the cheapestplace to bring Asian scholars and
American scholars together; Something can also be said about the ex-
isting.resOurc,es of the University. and the cultural milieu of Hawaii iri .

favor, of center. To me an even more powerful consideration is that
this is the cheapest place to maintain a continuous dialog between
Asian and .AMerican scholars. Any national approach to Asian studies
can scarcely be effective without very intensive communication with
Asians; botIthere and in Asia.

The best place to learn an Asian language, indeed, is in the Asian
countries-where it's spoken. We can start a languafre here, we can begin
to learn Chinese,. Japanese, Thai; Bengali and what not, but if we are
really serious about developino. competence in a language one must go
abroad to perfect one's luiowledge th&language is spoken every
day. ..

You can send-people abrpad only if you have cooperative 'relations
with foreign institutions. We have reached the point in our present in-
ternational -Scholarly relations' where many foreign institutions and
governments have become increasingly alienated and hostile toward the
presence of American scholars.

Consequently, if we want to maintain and develop our studies of
Asia we have to cultivate relation's with institutions and scholars
abroad.' Some foreign scholars have studied .here and they 'have gone
back home. to establish their own institutions. They now feel they are
competent to study their own country and they resent the patronizing
attitude of some Americans who go abroad to studyiri a: field in which
they feel they havo acquired expertise from the very Americans who
are now patronizing them ;, yet, they are no longer students, RA estab:.
fished scholars: ..

To pinpoint this, it relates to the structure-of an organiz.ation that
could be a nationalor internatiOnalinStitute. There has been some
talk about a consortium. A good example' in the natural sciences is
the National Center. for -Atmospheric Research; which is -'a research
center funded by Congress. It is not, however, a Federal institution.
It's a private research, organization whose coritrollingconncil includes
representatives of the Universities with an interest 4in atmospheric

.

studies. The University of HaWaii is one of theM. Similarly we might
have a' national consortium which could elect a board, and the board
would then chooSe a director and set policies: Then where it's-located;

.

how far it's concentrated, these would be questions of policy to, be
decided by the board, rather than to be decided in advance.
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I would like to mention one other thing : a Federal agency recently
made a large grant to an American university. Southern Illinois; to
set bp a national center for Vietnam studies. This was done, as you
are well aware, without consultation with the scholars on Vietnam,
and the immediate reaction was extremely negative. The Vietnam
scholars in other 'universities more or less joined hands and said
4'we refuse to accept Southern Illinois as a national center." That,
I think, is an important object lesson. You cannot- set up a national
institute without first getting a full understanding and agreement
with specialists all over the country. Thank; ou.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Dr. Riggs. You have
obviously thought a good deal about the subject under discussion
and I found your observations very. helpful. I have some questions
to put to you however. I'm Still not clear in my own mind, :lust what
you have in your mind, by way of the nature of the proposed institute.
Are we speaking of an institute in a given location which itself Would
carry on the very ambitious functions which you have suggested it
ought .to support, or are we speaking, of an institute which would
provide- leadership and coordination to ,other institutes across the
country that would carry out these functions? Do I make my question
clear?

Dr. RIGGS. I think it's both and neither. Until you have a national
organization which has a strong relationship (as the NCAR has) with
its constituents, with the main Asian Studies Centers, it's premature
td decide. Let me illustrate the point. A few years ago the Ford Foun-
dation was receiving many requests for -funds for

ago
studies from

colleges and universities. At that time I was chairman of our South-
east Asia committee here so I was drawn into the act. The Foundation
told .the representatives of several colleges and universities that they
Would not continue to give separate grants, but they would be inter-
ested in a national approach to strengthen SOutheast Asian studies: So
R. number of universities, including. the University. of Hawaii, kicked
in a small.amount of money, $500, in order to create a small fund for

`planning- purposes. This fund was then used to bring the represent-
. atives of a dozen universities together and they set up an inter-univer-

sity committee for Southeast Asian studies and began to draw up plans
for a wide variety of activities. Most of . these activities were not
funded because the Ford Foundation .never came through with the
money on the scale that was originally anticipated, illit I think the
,committee provided a viable framework for -designing a national pro-

. ;gram for Southeast Asia studies. No doubt the headquarters of that
.committee would have had to be some place, but most of the substan-

%tive activity would have gone on in Hawaii, Michigan, Columbia, Cor-
nell, and various other places. That's what I'm talking about.

.Moreover,- some of the activities would be overseas. A lOt of it-
would be the"movement of people, scholarships awarded- after national
competitions. These would neither be at any location nor would they
be in one university. When you speak of a publication program, where
is that program? Of course, it has to have an editorial office, some-
where, to make decisions on publishing, but the publication program
puts a book in the hands of every reader that reads a book.

Mr. BRADEMAS. That's very helpful, but I take one lesson from what
you just said is that it will be essential, at some point in our considera-
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tions of Mrs. Mink.'s proposal, to invite in Asian specialists from else-
where in the United States to (vet their judment. I take it that you are
warning us that without such consultation there will be political
trouble, not Democrat or Republican, but the politics of education, isthat

Dr. RIGGS. Yes; I think you'd need to approach it very carefully.
How could you best bring together the qualified experts without sink-
ing the operation in advance ?. There was an example of this with the
Ford Foundation.. At one time the foundation was interested in
devoting a substantial block of money to Korean studies.

After talking to various people, they decided to have a meeting- of
universities with Korean programs. Representatives from half a dozen
or so universities met and each said, "Oh we'll be glad to do it for
yon." They ended up by saying "OK, the money we have, first we'll
reduce it to one-third, and then we'll split it up among five univer-
sities." The result was that no university got enough money to have
an effective program of ICorean studies.

You have to be very careful to avoid that. There must be umpires
in the group,,someone who would not_submit to a partitioning. The
planning group has to -be balanced. Include organizations which have
all interest in disseminating information aliont-..ksia but are not com-
mitted to anyone university. I think there are such people who can
help to keep the university representatives holiest.

Mr. BRADEMAS. For example one has to look into the relationship
between the proposed institute and the existing programs of Asian
studies elsewhere in the United States. It seems to me that it is a
question raised by an earlier witness Dr. -.Kuroda, as I recall
who suggested that the Center of Japanese Studies presently develop-.
ing. at this university might well best serve as a part of the Institute
of Asian .Studies.-The question in my mind now isand I put that
question to him, but I .didn't feel. I was given a-complete response

' do you think we should have separate institutes on Chinese. studies
or Korean studies within an institute of Asian studies? How do we
cope with this particular problem, taking into account the existence.
of such programs elsewhere in States.

Dr. RIGGS. One answer is suggested by the University Grants Com-
mission. in England. Any decisions made by the UGC in England are
very potent is far as the universities are concerned. Recently they de-
cided to establish a number of regional centers and they ssid,."We
will give money to one university and one university only for a re-
gional center."

Now England is a small country when compared to the 'United
States.. We could have more than-one regional center. for studies
that are importmit. We need .more than one class in Japanese studies.
I think there should be a national committee for Japanese studies. A.
national institute could work at one level with the national commit-
tee to represent all the centers for Japanese studies, to develop cer-
tain policies and guidelines and sponsor certain activities.

In addition to that, there should be a number of universities with.
strong centers following the British example. Consider an area like
Southeast Asia. There are perhaps half a dozen universities that now
have important curriculums in Southeast Asia studies.
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There are half a dozen countries or more in Southeast. Asia. Let's
suppose that each university involved is given enough underlying sup-
port for a general Southeas.; Asia program of regional studies, plus
additional support for one best place for Thai studies, another best
Place for Vietnam studies,. et cetera. A student could start out at any
institution, but he would transfer for his advanced work to the in-
stitution that would specialize in the particular country he wanted to
focus on. Of course. you can't compare the small countries of Southeast
Asia with Japan. So you need more places to study the big countries
than you do for each individual country in Southeast Asia.

:11r. BRADEMAS. So it might well be that one result of Mrs. Mink's
proposal would be to provide some mechanism for national compre-
hensive planning for support of Asian studies, is that what you're
getting at?

Dr. Rums. I think so. This is precisely what we have failed to do in
other such proposed programs. We are moving in that direction now,
but the funding is very, inadequate with the large number of centers.
There's too many competing centers in the same'field.

Mr. BRADEMAS. This I've found very helpful because one of the great
iiierits of Mrs. Mink's bill is that it focuses, at least as I interpret it,

the need for our assessing and evaluating our national strengths in
ALian studies, and then engaging in some kind of systematic process
for planning how we can meet unmet needs.

At least that's one interpretation that could be on this meas-
ure. I'm just speaking off the top of my head since I'm here to learn,
but that is one possible approach as distinguished from saying you
have to have a research center in Hawaii or someplace else for Asian
studies. One might have in Hawaii, or elsewhere, some mechanism
which would be the administrative, leadership, coordinating entity in
this field, even as elsewhere one might have an institute with similar
purposes in other fields_ of international studies. I'm just trying to
think out loud with you and see if this makes sense.

Dr. RIGGS. First of all. I think there would be a great risk in setting
up and starting an international or national programI think there
would be great risk in setting up a kind of a tsar with a lot of funds
to allocate, especially if they were seen as being locatekat one place.
I think the control structure should be one that's representative. With-
in the representative structure should be a national directorate at some
center, but it would implement the policies of a national committee
which was truly representative. It could be located any place because
it would have to carry out policies generally agreed. to. I think that's
the important distinction right there.

Mr. BRADEMAS. _You have been very helpful indeed; Mr. Riggs.
Mus-K. I quite concur with the testimony and approach Mr.

Riggs has presented to the committee. As a matter of fact the materials
that he submitted to me earlier I recently inserted into the Congres-
sional Record as a possible new thrust in this mechanism by which the
notions encompassed by my bill might well be implemented. I'm
very appreciative, Mr. Riggs, of your testimony today and your
expounding on how it might be put together in a way that would coor-
dinate rind furtheritimfilate existing activities which we are all aware
of. of joint enterprises on many campuses and also emphasizing the
need to Coordinate these to make the country aware of what we have
and what our needs are.
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Dr. RIGGS. Could I add one other point about the coordination and
that is the method of relating to professional schools, because mostly
we think about Asian studies in relation to the liberal arts disciplines.
Much of the current interest presently in the East-West Center has
been generated by scholars who have gone abroad in connection with
technical assistance programs related to professional schools such as
agriculture, engineering, publiq health. Many of our faculty members
framed their interest in Asia by going there in connection with these
projects and they typically come back full of enthusiasm and interest
in the country where they have gone. Then there's sudden letdown
because nobody else is interested and there is no place to share their
concerns. Sow your proposal to set up a faculty for Asian studies can
capture some of these people and bring them into the picture.

Someone mentioned earlier this morning that Indiana has a Thai-
land program. A more correct statement would be "they should have."
They do not have a Thailand program, but they should have had one
because many people from Indiana University went to Thailand in
connection with the foreign aid program. If they had decided to inte-
grate the exderiences of those who worked in Thailand with the devel-
opment of their Asian studies program, they could easily have had the
best Thai study program in the country, but they lost out on that
opportunity.

Mr. BRADMAS. The theme running through your testimony as I read
it was that you were not as prebecupied with keeping the research
function and the teaching function unified. I take it you might be in
the opposite direction.

Dr. RIGGS. No. I think that they could have had a Thai Program;
there is a. need for individual autonomy ; other universities are per-
forming that function, not Indiana. Indiana had at one time, 10 years
ago, rich resources and qualified Asian graduates, faculty with experi-
ence in Thailand, and a large number of Thai students on the campus.
This would have enabled them to set up the first and best Thai study,
research and service program.

I'm not recommending that now; but you could help all the cam-
puses if you set up a nationally integrated approach. It's necessary
to bring the professional schools or AID into the picture in relation to
scholars going to Asia for various types of professional activity in
addition to the people who are looking at it as historians do.

Arr. Bamir.m.is. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Riggs, I'm not so sure that I understand what

you're really advocating. With relationship to Mrs. Mink's bill, section
5 0 1 of IT R. 6168 in my opinion actually establishes an institute at a
particular location and if I understand what you're saying, you seem
to be saying that you are recommending that a grant be made to a
national coordinating body and then that this body itself would make
the decision as to whether or not an institute would exist and would
decide on its location. It might conceivably be several such institutes
and it seems to me you are further saying that some of the activities,
research, and library activities, might be consolidated in some national
body rather than dispersed among .a number of institutions. I don't
exactly understand what you're saying in connection with section 501
of Mrs. Mink's bill although she seems to agree with you.

Dr. Rms. I said at the beginning that I was in full support of the
purposes of the bill but that doesn't mean support of every line in it.
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Some parts of it should be rewritten. I would say that the establish-
ment of the institute by legislation and legal contract is a first step
and you're jumping the gun, putting the cart before the horse. First
we're at an interim stage. I think we ought to be a little cautious. You
don't want to repeat the Southern Illinois kind of situation. I think
it would have been possible in that case without too much trouble to
have brought the leading specialists on Vietnam in the united States
together to arrive at a consensus, then to have ended up with a national
council. After that it might have been located at Southern Illinois. But
the point is that the framework would have been quite different.

I think it will take some money, but not very much, to enable inter-
estc,i parties to conic together. That might be done by a contract with
the rniversity of Hawaii. if you sat down, you could probably make
a list of several existing organizations which could qualify to carry
out this function under such a contract. It might also be done by some
atrencv in Washington, the Office of Education, the State Department,
Smithsonian, or even a private agency. think you have to spend a
little time discussing it more or less confidentially and in private with
the lending agencies qualified to handle that kind of a preliminary
inqui %y.

Mr. HAWKINS. Yon do not disagree then with her as to this being a
possible second phase and since she doesn't disagree with what you arr.
saying means perhaps the first phase?

Mr. Rms. Well, she can speak for herself.
-Mr. HAwiaxs. Thank you.
Mr. BRADKMAS. Mr. Riggs.
Mr. Rums. I think one other thing oughtto be brought out on a pos-

sible procedure. Subcommittees of Congress have contracted' for
studies they could use. They could contract with four or five institu-
tions or organizations, and give them money to make a study. Then,
after they have presented their reports, they could be sent to interested
parties with recommendations. Your committee could then look at all
the recommendations and you could then consider the questions and
make your decision.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Your testimony has been very helpful indeed, Dr.
Riggs.

(Dr. Riggs' prepared statement follows:)

PRITAIIED STATEMEXT Or Da. FaEn W. RIGGS

When the Brademas committe first annomieed plans for ht.'ding hearings In
Hawaii on Representative Patsy Mink's bill to amend the Int( . national Educa-
tion Act of 1 OK so as to establish an Institute for Asian Studies ot the University
of Hawaii, I prepared an extensive memorandum, which is attnazd. That memo
has onbsrapienflY been used as a basis for discussionin New 'York and Washing.
ton as well as Hawaiiso I can say that.I am even more firmly convinced than I
was last April about the validity of the views put forward ill the memo. I shall
not try to repeat the arguments which are set forward at some length in the
memo. but will comment briefly on them.

1. There is urgent need for n national approach to the strengthening of Asian
studies. The Mink bill performs a public service of great -importance by calling
intention to this need need. By creating n nationni institute for Asian studies,
it would supplement In a fundamental wily the programs funded throirli the
National Defense Education Act. (NDEA). Incidentally. T hope it will he extended

'and funded beeatt*e, despite its inherent wenknesses,- the NDEA is still the most
important and useful channel for Federal summit of foreign language and area
studies. The International Education Act would, of course, have Piolccd tip awl
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performed nitwit the same sL ices III a larger and more satisfactory framework,
but failure to finance this act suggests that, for whatever reasons, Congress is
not willing to implement this enabling legislation, and we therefore need to find
viable alternatives, such as the Mink bill points to.

2. 1 do not believe the universities, as now constituted, can provide the sup-
port or the administrative framework needed for an effective program of Asian
studies. Just one point might Illustrate the problem. A great deal of energy and
resources have gone into the teaching of Chinese language, but our overseas
base of operations and source of models has become Mandarin as It is used
iu Formosa. Meanwhile Chinese as used on the mainland has developed new terms
and conventions. Yet our Chinese language teachers are, perhaps without excep-
tion. oriented to Formosan Mandarin, understandably so since they have not
been able to visit the mainland for language study since the Communists came
to 'power.

Yet increasingly, as the United States establishes contact with the mainland,
we will need an Increasing number of experts who are fluent in mainland
Chinese. The situation, if not changed by a national effort, could resemble
what might have occurred if, to save money. our schools had turned to (Nebo!
for French teachers rather than maintaining contat.. with the mainstream
of the language as used in France itself. Universities and centers now teaching
Chinese will naturally want to protect the positions of their present staff, and
these teachers cannot readily retool themselves to teach the language as it has
evolved mu tin. mainland. Only a national effort, working through it center out-
side the existing universities, could curry out such a program successfully.
It might. for example. provide substitute teachers for university-based centers
whose faculty members could then be given fellowships to enable them to retool
their language skills. There are, surely, many such subjects for which external
st Imolat ion o4 needed.

3. The ba 4Ic reasons why a university-based approach to foreign area studies
along the lines of the present Asian studies centers cannot succeed lu the long run
include the following:

A.The dominant criteria for organizing a university are diseIp1Im and
rumen 118 refleeted in the established academie departments and professional

!rubs. Two other criteria are equally Important for higher studies: problems
..ne areas. Much Federal support has been given for major programs devoted to
the -whit-Ion of important public problems. The more successful undertakings
take the form of national institutes or centers established outside the universities,
but working closely with them. The National Center for Atmospheric Research,
based lu Boulder, Colorado, Is a good example. We need comparable institutes or
centers for area studies, generously and permanently funded by Congress. If
we are ever to gain the coordinated understanding of the world in which we live
that is absolutely necessary if we are to avoid making more costly blunders like
Vietnam, and many of the futile and 'very expensive projects that Congress has
funded under our foreign aid legislation.

B.The main justification and source of support for universities has long
been Its teaching functions. At present area studies are, essentially, justified and
fluaneed to the degree that they contribute to higher education, to some decree
at the undergraduate level lint, for the most part, at the graduate level. How-
ever, our need for knowledge about foreign areas, and especially about Asia,
rides independently of high': education. We need such knowledge to inform
our foreign policy, to avoid costly mistakes, to discover more effective ant less
expensive ways of achieving our public policy goals. Such knowlege is also
needed by American business and Industrial corporations operating through-
out the world, by philanthropic and foreign missionary agencies. by newspaper-
men, 1111(1 by Americans working overseas in a wide variety of professions and
for ninny organizations and agencies.

There is also a vast need for sound backgtJund information about the world
to he widely disseminated In our primary and secondary schools. through adult
education .and eommunity groups. Even the soundest foreign policies are
to fall unless hacked up by au informed public opinion. Moreover, the world out-
side confronts us every day with far-reaching and disturbing problems about
which the Amerlean piddle needs to know. ()11 the more positive side, the world
also offers (windless cultural nod aesthetic treasuresvalues avidly sought by
Americans traveling abroad as touristswhich should he made readily available
to citizens who eannot afford foreign travel or prefer JoJearn at home.

SC ()CO--72 ---it
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The only way to assure the production and dissemination of the knowledge
about foreign areas that is so desperately meths! in our times is to pay for it
through research and public information organizations that are not dependent
for financing on the number of students they have. Indeed, we have already
reached the time when we may well have as many qualified foreign area special-
ists as we can employno 'doubt we need more, but without employment op-
portunities, many trained experts on Asia and other areas have found that these
qualifications do not give them the basis for secure and rewarding employment.

C.A. good deal of research on Asia and other foreign areas is admittedly
carried out by faculty members and graduate students in our universitiesand
the University of Hawaii certainly has a good record in this regard. However,
the primary rewards for scholars employed in our institutions of higher edu-
cation are allocated through a prestige rating system. which links departments
and schools with national scholarly societies and professional associations. Yet
the clienteles that we need to serve, as noted above, especially as found in pri-
mary and secondary schools, and in adult education and community groups, are
poorly served by university-based area and language studies programs. I do not
wish to fault the individual scholarsmany work very sacrificially to serve
a larger public. But the institutionalized reward system built into our univer-
sities and national associations is deeply entrenched and anyone who bucks the
system does so at considerable personal cost. Only a national approach, working
through independent institutes or centers, can overcome this built in bias of
the established system of higher-education.

D.The available information on Asia and other areas is published in books
and journals, many of which are available in university libraries. However, a
tremendous duplication of effort and investment has taken place because com-
peting. inadequately financed, univerlity-based centers each seek to build up
their own research collections. Yet as the Center for Research Libraries in
Chicara has shown, it is possible for a single lending library to serve the na-
tional need for in2requently used research materials, thereby permitting univer-
sity libraries to concentrate their resources on the purchase of materials needed
for teaching purposes. Moreover, the existing library-based structure of higher
education has failed to provide the type of flexible information system that we
need to have if our knowledge of Asia and other areas is to reach the large
clientele that requires such information.

4. In the attached memo I have spelled out some ideas about how a national
institute, wherever headquartered, can work in a highly decentralized fashion,
yet in close co-operation with the universities so as to provide needed services
while strengthening, not undermining. the work of the universities. I shall not
recapitulate these ideas, but I do want to dose with some comments about
Hawaii in thq connection. As thp work of the East-Nest Center has shown,
it is possible to carry out a nationally-oriented service program from a univer-
sity-based headquarters. When the Center was created, many of its supporters
hoped that it would become a major base for both Asian and American studies.
However, in response to the views of several very distinguished national and
international review committees, the Center transferred its embryonic activities
in support of Asian and American studies to the University of Hawaii where
they became part of the program of the College of Arts and Sciences. In response
to these same pressures, and following protracted consultations with the Uni-
versity, the enter embraced a problem-oriented approachas manifested it
the five institutes which it has now set up.

These institutes focus on contemporary problems of importance in Asia as
well as in America. and they shed lig:it, of course, on significant dimensions of
the brond Asia-Pacific-American region. They have also served to dramatize an
important pointnamely; the scope of Asian (and other area) studies needs to
include the contemporary and future-aspects of these societies, not just the
past, and to illuminate the problems/they face today as well as their achieve-
ments of yesterday.

Although operating within a framework that severely hampers the develop-
ment of integrated area studies program, the Asian Studies Progrrm at the
Univenity of Hawaii has made notable progressbut others directly involved
can speak more directly to this point. We are deeply indebted to the State of
Hawaii and the-University, altO, for having provided an exceptionally high
level of support for individual facult7 Members and students who have a strong
Interest it: Asia.
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Against this background it is surely clear that if the Congress were to au-
thorize the establishment of a national Institute for Asian Studies at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, as provided for in the Mink bill, it would be possible to
mobilize the rich resources of the University, including also the East-West
Center and the State of Hawaii, to provide an ideal setting for the work of
such an institute.

In this connection it is important to recognize that the development of Asian
'studies can proceed on a sound basis only in close co-operation with the people
:and scholars of Asia. We need to be able to send people to the area for studs
and research, and we need to be able also to invite leading Asian scholars to
help us, to come to the United States as visiting professors, and to join in con-
ferences and seminars to make plans for the development of the field. Obviously
Hawaii is ideally suited as a place for many such meetings to take place, and
the comparative cost of meetings in Hawaii is surely less than in other places.

However, the basic principle that I am emphasizing is the need for thinking
through very carefully the compelling reasons for a national approach to the
support of foreign area studies, utilizing institutes that may well be established
administratively outside the framework of our universities. Whether any such
activities ought to be in Hawaii is a different and secondary question. Naturally
we in Hawaii would be most gratified if our State and University could play
an important part, but if the right principles are understood and used, then
all universities and all Americans will benefit, regardless of where national
institutes for the study of Asia ani other areas:/happen to have their head-
quarters.

ANNEX: MEMO ON THE MINX BILL

The bill introduced by Representative Patsy Mink to create a national in-
stitute of Asian studies comes at a timely moment in view of the reassessment
-of international studies that is now taking place in the United. States. It deserves
to be given careful consideration and the underlying issues require serious study.
Certainly Representative Mink should be congratulated and thanked for bring-
ing this important issue to public attention.

There is, indeed, a grave crisis in higher education to which the Mink bill is a
response. In order to understand the nature of this crisis we need to separate
three aspects of the bill: Hawaii, Asian studies, and the overall national need
for improved international education.

I. TUE HAWAII ASPECT

Although those of us who live in Hawaii would naturally be delighted to
have a national facility for Asian.studies headquartered in our state, we believe
the location qf such ci facility. is a secondary question andshould be decided only

.after the decision has been made to create a national institution. Certainly it
would be much better for Hawaii if such a facility existed even though it were
headquartered elsewhere than if there were no such institution.

2. THE ASIA ORIENTATION

Similarly, with respect to Asia, clearly the considerations which dictate the
neQd for an Asian studies institute also point to the urgent need for similar
facilities relating to Africa, Latin America, the Soviet bloc, etc. Whether to
start with an institute focused on Asia or to begin by recognizing the broad need
for a national approach to international and foyeign a ea studies is a strategic
rather than a substantive issue.

It my well be that political and financial considerations dictate a strategy in
which only one world area would be taken up at a time. Certainly MC current
great issues of Vietnam, Pakistan and. China justify a high prfority for Asian
studies. Perhaps it would be easier to secure support for one area at a time,
just as the East-West Center was launched before the North-south Center.
However, serious attention should be given to an alternative strategy whereby
Congress would be asked from the Start to authorize the establishment of
national institutes dealing with all parts of the world. .

H. THE UNIVERSITY BASIS

The most critical issues that need prioriw, consideration at this time, however,
are not those relating to the location or even the scope of a national approach

/
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to area studies. Rather, these issues arise from the increasingly apparent inability
of our universities, as now constituted, to provide the support needed for the kind
of functions Will C simply must be performed. Five overriding issues need to be
considered in this connection. They relate to the organization, character, level,
disposition, and domain of area (or Asian) studies, as described below :

A. University Organization: Arca versus Discipline, Profession and Problem.
Four basic organizing principles are applicable to the structure of any academic
enterprise: discipline. profession. problem. and area. All are important, and each
overlaps all of the others. In the orgunization of government agencies and private
corporations, such distinctions are normally reflected in the establishment of
"staff" units which cut across "line" divisions. However, for a variety of reasons
it hits been very difficult, if not impossible, to incorporate these principles in the
internal structure of unversities. Let us consider here, not the causes of this situa-
tion, but its consequences for area and international studies.

The basic organizing concept in universities Is the discipline, which refers to
organized bodies of knowledge. The academic departments in the liberal arts col-
leges constitute the intellectual and normally the political core of university or-
ganization. We have all been conditioned to think that fundamental knowledge
must always come packaged in these disciplinary containers.

The second basic organizing principle is the recognized careers open to uni-
versity graduates. such as law, medicine, agriculture, business, social work. li-
brarianship or engineering. The preparation of future members of these profes-
sions has been institutionalized in the professional schools which cluster around
the disciplinary departments found in any Univecilty.

These two principles account for the bulk of all academic organizations. The
power exercised by these organizations is reflected in the virtual monopoly that
disciplinary departments and professional schools exercise over the appointment,
promotion, and awarding of tenure to members of any university faculty. Sn
powerful is their grip that it is virtually an academic heresy to suggest that the
university should have scholarly bodies based on other principles which would
also have the authority to hire and fire on a long-term basis.

There are, however, two other principles around ,which academic enterprise
might well be mobilized : problems and areas. The demand fpr academic-rele-
vance relates in large part to problems, not to disciplines or professions. To
mobilize an academic team capable of coping with any serious social problem
problems such as pollution, quality of life, urbanization, population growth,
world pence, race-relations, crime and drug abusemeans to bring together
a wide variety of talents, persons rooted in diverse disciplines and professions.

Yet it is extraordinarily difficult to secure the primary right to name scholars
to a university faculty because of their ability to help solve such problems. Even
where problem-oriented institutes exist, they are. normally handicapped by the
need to secure the support first of disciplinary departments which alone have
the authority to make long-term academic appointtnents.

The creation of the East-West Center, the Environmental Center, the center
for futures study, etc., at the University of Hawaii, has been possible only be-
cause of external funding, providing resources supplementary to the regular
university budget. Even in these problem-oriented establishments. most of the
participating faculty have come in on a joint appointment which normally gives
a prior claim on the loyalty of participants to- their academic departments.

The East-West Center. precisely because of its national status and funding.
does have the ability to make independent scholarly appointments, a fact which
demonstrates the feasibility as well as the need for nationally based problem-
oriented institutions. Looking around thecountry we notice other institutions
such as Brookings,- RAND, the Stanford Research Institute, Batelle, and the
Hite. which are all problem-oriented and typically organized outside ofthough
in proximity touniversities.

The need, in other words, for problem-oriented seademic organizations has
been met, though somewhat.unsystematically, by the creation of a swarm of
non-profit research corporations whose survival in the penunibra of the universi-
ties is mule Possible only by the continuingand largely project-basedsupport
of the federal government and private foundations.

No such gond fortune tins blessed. the arca- oriented centers, uoieh are also
needed if the United States is to survive in an increasingly congested and inter-
dependent. world. 'Without questioning the primary need for an autonomy of dis-
ciplines, profession, and problems, it is surely also tree that the way these ele-
ments come together in localized configurations is always and everywhere
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unique. Granting that the deepest knowledge of any area is likely to be possessed
by the people who live there, there is nevertheless a need for people living else-
where to gain some more or less reliable perception of what is happening in
neighboring areas.

We cannot ceintinue to rely on the crisis-oriented reporting of the mass media,
or the nationalistically biased "intelligence" of the military security forces. Yet
the universities cannot, as now constituted,_bnild area programs into their
fundamental budgetary structure. At best, area specialization can he smuggled
into some of the disciplinary departments, most notably in the humanities. To
the extent the cross-disciplinary area programs or centers have been established
at Muerte:1k universities, their survival is precariously contingent on external
funding by private foundations and governmental gnints.

This is scarcely surprising. of course. It is more surprising that the donor
agencies should ever have thought area-oriented institutions could thrive within

;any university once external subsidization was withdrawn. The inherently des-
perate condition of any area-oriented establishment on a university campus,
however, has led to a continuing flow of paltry and quite inadequate funds par-
celled out between a large number of competing universities, no one of which
has been able. thereby, to attain the critical mass needed to serve the national
need adequately. ;.

The Mink bill points the way to a viable alternative approach. If a national
institution for Asian (or other world area) studies were to be created, outside
the framework .of a university, and assured permanent funding, it could not
only meet a general national need, but it could service the universities as well.
-There is, then, a national need for area - oriented establishments, outside of
though -related to. our universities, which would parallel in scale and vigor the
problem- centered institutions which" have already become a part of the national
:scene.

I?. The Character of Arca Studies: Research 'versus Teaching.The organi-
zational dilemmas pointed to above grow out of the notion that the primary func-
tion of universities is to teachresearch and public service are seen as second-
ary by-products, even as luxuries. The teaching of disciplines is justified us nec-

essary for a liberal education, and the professional schools. obviously prepare
graduates for_careers it their chosen career lines. Increasingly the Ph. D. has
become. also, a professional degree for those selecting academic careers.

This clamps a self - perpetuating mold on the academic establishment. Student
demand is clearly contingent on career opportunities. Since area studies pro-

.grams lack the authority and resources to make appointments, career oppor-
tunities area inherently limited. Consequently few students will seek to take
area program:.: for advanced degrees, thereby confirming the view that there is
little demand, nnti :Intim no real justification in academic terms fur area pro-

.grams.
The long-term justification for hard money investments in faculty has,. indeed,

overwhelmingly been student demand. Area studies, therefore, have been treated
as a teaching program, justified by the need to increase the number of experts on
.selected foreign, areas. An underlying premise for existing commitments to the
ide of centralizing national resourees for area study in n major university
center of seteetive excellence appears to be the belief that there will be enough
students to justify at least one- good program on each subject. Two flaws may he
noted : first, even if all the American students who wanted to study Burmese or
Nepali were willing to go to University X where this subject was 'being taught
and it were not to be-ttught anywhere else there still might not be enough
demand to justify the Investment of sufficient resources by University X to teach
Burmese or Nepali well ; and second, subjects like Burmese or Nepali will not be
demanded by students without reference to other subjects taught at the same
institution. For a variety of quite legithnete reasons students prefer one institu-
tion to another. Pt should be possible for students, within. limits, to choose the
universities that best meet ;their personalneeds,and still study the subjects they
want to take up. I believe it is possiblelto achieve this goal only if we reject the
notion that area studies must be based on teaching needs.

. In order to see that a' different 'approach is possible and frhltful, consider the
structure of Southeast Asian areas studies at Kyoto 'University, where a pattern
that is !also familiar in-continental Europe prevails..This Center has no students,
yet it offers tenured appointments to scholars who become regular members of
the faculty eat Kydto University.- They devote themselves exclusively, to research,
adding to the stock of available knowledge in Japan about Southeast Asia, but
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they do not offer courses or give degrees. Nor do they seem to think it necessary
to provide instruction in Southeast Asian studies in Japan, except at a ,very
modest level.

Typie ,Ily the Center recruits for its staff scholars who have secured advaneed
degrees in various professional or disciplinary fields. Recruits are then given
some hinmeige training and sent to SoutheaSt Asia for a couple of years of field
study and research during which they make themselves expert on the area; and
perfect their language skills. The nearest American equivalent to this may be the
Ainer:can Universities Field Staff, and the Institute of Current World Affairs,
which subsidized the field study of many of the AU108 experts. However, because
the AUF tries to cover the whole world. anti depends on contracts with American
Universities and extended personal visitation tours, their efforts are necessarily.
ailuted by contrast with the focus that the Southeast Asia Center at Kyoto Uni-
versity can achieve.

One of the bang-ups which impedes the strengthening of Asian studies in the
United States is surely the suspicion harbored by foundation executives .and
legislators that we already have enough "area specialists" to take care of the
(101)101(1. If area centers continue to produce more and more graduates, may
they not become a glut on the market? Fot how many Burma or Nepali experts
will there be position?, and how many of them face a bleak future doing some-
thing else driving taxis or teaching English? Of course, we might think about
how to create jobs to take advantage of the skills of our area specialists, but
this takes us back to the organizational questions raised abo,

The prevailing structure of American universities is based on the inextricable
linkage of research and%teachingbut must we accept this linkage as a fetish
never to be questioned? There-are, indeed, significant exceptions. The Smith-
sonian Institution, RAND, Brookings, come to mind. Consider also the National
Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR has a large research facility located
on a mountain side above Boulder,- Colorado where, like a Gothic fortress, it
towers in splendid isolation from both the city and the University of Colorado.
It has a large research staff, some fifty of whom have Ph.D.'s in a wide variety
of disciplines, plus a much larger number of auxiliary personnel. Funding for
NCAR has become a line item in the budget of the National Science Foundation.
and it also secures support from a variety of other sources, through grants and
contracts.

Surely the study of Asia, or of Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, Is as
important to the United States and as deserving of Federal funding as,atmos-
pherie research. As it, all too obvious we hare,. though reluctantly, poured'
billions into a tragic war in Vietnam. If some millions had been wisely invested
in a major research center on Asia (or Vietnam); is it not conceivable that we
would have discovered a way to protect our fundamental interests in Southeast
Asia w.thout such a vast loss of lives and treasure, and without such cata-
strophic costs for the people whose lands have' become a gigantic battleground?

In short. we need to know a great deal more about Asia (and other areas)
than we now know, and this information can be produced by research and made
available to the public through many channels of communication but we do not
need to produce a growing number of unemployable experts on many world areas.
I suspect that if we made good use of the experts who are already available.
and helped them to improve their skills, we could do well enough, and it would'
not.be ,difileult to increaseas the Kyoto Center doesthe number of 'experts
when they are needed.

We will continue to need courses and_teaching.materials relating to Asia,
not just in one or a few universities, but indeed in mini'. However, this can
be done ranch better than it is now being done if 'a solid research core could
be institutionalized through independent, non- teaching establishments.

C. Academic Levels: Scholarly Professionalism versus Clientele ZV'eeds.When
thinking about the diffusion Of knowledge generated in and through our uni-
versities, we immediately confront a major obstacle in the form of academic pro-
fessionalism. Just as the need for students rests on an economic imperative,
the reluctance of funding sources to pay for educational costs not justified by
enrollnient figuresso the deeply engrained professionalism or scholars rests
on the institutionalization of their career prospects. .

The primary criterion for promotion, for tenure; for salary increases and
academic status is the evaluation of scholars by their disciplinary peers. Although
the cliche -- publish or perish oversimplifies the dynamism.' of this incentive
system, it speaks to a basic reality in American higher education, The discipli-
nary departments are linked to national professional societies which have become.
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the chief arbiters of merit on the campus. In the name of objectivity and stand-
ards, we have thrown chains at the national level around the cells that imprison
us locally.

If this seems like an overstatement. consider some of its consequence.. We
prefer to teach graduate students, because seminars eon be linked to research
and publications more effectively than can undergraduate courses. If our research
lends to knowledge of general interest or wane, we will nevertheless prefer to
publish our findings in acadcznie journals, hopefully those sponsored by our pro-
fessional societies. Anyone who seeks to reach a larger public through the schools
or the mass media will incur the scorn of his associates and win the label of
"popularizer," or "dilettante."

Under these circumstances it is understandable that insofar as area programs
have been established at American universities, their faculties should strive for
academic statusagainst the overwhelming odds described aboveby seeking
to enhance their disciplinary identification and research output. Yet clearly if
area studies are to become soundly established, they need to satisfy the needs
of large clienteles outside the inhospitable reaches of the academic disciplines.
These clienteles include not only the undergraduate students in our Colleges and
universities, but also the pupils in primary and secondary schools, the teachers
and colleges of education, the mass media and the general public, and especially
our polie, makers and Americans working overseas.

Even if a set of university-based area study programs could be successfully
institutionalized, it seems doubtful that they could successfully meet the needs
of this larger. clientele for more adequate information and explanation of world
areas. Only a national approach, through institutions based outside, though
linked with, the universities can be expected to generate the substantial flow of
knowledge required to meet these needs. The Foreign Policy Association used to
have a small research staff which prepared and published reports on world affairs,'
essentially from an area orientation. The effort was utterly inadequate, of course,
but with small scale short-term foundation funding, one could not have expected
much more. Yet the experience of the FPA shows that it is quite possible to em-
ploy good scholars, outside the universities, not only to do area-based research,
but also to package and present their findings to a larger public, including schools,
teachers, opinion leaders, the mass media, and Americans overseas. A national
institute (s) for Asian (and other area) studies, if adequately funded, could
certainly do the same with far greater effectiveness.

D. The Disposition of Materials: Libraries or an Information System.With
notable exceptions, assuredly, the university-based area centers have been bur-
dened by mounting costs in the form of heavy investments to establish and
maintain research libraries. Insofar as several centers have been created to work
on the :ame area, they have competed with one another for scarce materials.
thereby raising the unit costs of building these collections, taking into account
both the need for specialized library personnel and the expense of making acqui-
sitions from remote areas not well supplied with book industry facilities.

The work of the Center for Research. Libraries in Chicago has demonstrated
how costly and unnecessary this approach is. It is astonishing not only that
universities persist in their anachronistic ambition to build large research col-
lections, bat also that funding agencies continue to make limitedand quite in-
adequate funds available for this purpose.

The basic premise of the CRILis the distinction between frequently and infre-
quently used materials. If we take one use in five years as a criterion. It would
be safe to say that the vast majority of materials held in most research collec-
tions are infrequtntly used. such materials could just as well be housed in a
national lending library, where they would be equally available to scholars at
any research library on relatively short notice. This would permit universities
and area centers to use their limited funds for the acquisition of frequently used
materials, no just one copy of each item but, Indeed. multiple copies of the most
frequently use d materials. thereby making them rapidly available to users. The
price that remlers now pay for the privilege of having immediate access in re-
search libraries to materials that they very rarely ever want is the long delayn
they typically encounter In gaining access to the materials they wish to see most
.f req nen tly.

A national lending library on any_ topic need not he housed in Chicago, of
course. If clear criteria can be established, there is no reason why a network-
of libraries could not house national lending collections, provided it iv:is clearly
understood that the primary obligation of the libraries concerned was to supply
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all users, nationally, on au equitable basis, not giving preference to local users.
Books and journals are,- of course, not the only kind of research materials

needed for the strengthening of Asian, as of other area, studies. Indeed, the
ratio of uncoil ventiOnai to conventional materials is probably much greater in
third world countries than in the Western world. These materials are partic-
ularly difficult for ordinary university librarico to handle, and the categories
of "ephemeral," "fugitive." and "documentary" materials merge into that of
"archival" holdings. Modern methods of materials bolding, including the use
-of microforms, and computerized information systems, are necessary tools for
the collection. storage, and utilization of these materials. Central libraries or
-archives are essential if these materials are to lie made available to scholars.

A good deal of frustration has been generated by the false hopeat least I
think it is au illusory expectationthat many of these materials can he imported,
duplicated. and sold in a volume large enough to cover costs. Such is the under-
lying premise of private foundation support for the centers of Chinese and Slavic
materials administered through the Association of Research Libraries in Wash-
ington. I helieve the lending blowy principle is much sounder. Of course. if
something is out-of-print and in demand from a national lending library, then
that library should have the authority to duplicate and sell copies with, if neces-
sary, royalties to copyright holders. Users need not be dependent ou borrowing
copies if they are willing to pay for private possession. The miracles of modern
reprography have transformed the technology of ioformation handling, but we
continue to think in terms that.antedate the Xerox machine, the microfiche
reader, and photo offset duplicator.

A number of microform prefects have already been established through the
Center for Research Libraries, providing for African. South Asian. and South-
east Asian materials. These programs need to he vastly expanded by subsidiza-
tion, since they now depend largely on the pitifully small budgets that can he
genermed by .contributions from subscribing libraries. Because of the national
interest foreign areas, permanent and continuing support of bash" national
celleetions on these areas ought to ae a Federal responsibility. The Library of
Congress provides some of these services on a most limited and inadequate basis.
There needs to he a national library network. which can be widely dispersed,
not localized in the capital city. The basicPoint is that it is less expensive to
bring materials to the person than persons to the materials, to use the mails
rather thau public tranSportation. in order to' make library research possible._

If an information system rather than a research library approach is to work,
however, it is essential that improved bibliographic access be provided. One can
now go to the Library of Congress and browse through a Substantial collection
of rineatalogned and unclassified materials in Thal. However. it is not permissible
in any adequate Information system to compel the researcher to hunt through
materials in this random fashion. A national service obviously cannot be provided
if bibliographic support is not .ilso available. In short. it substantial part of the
budget for any national collection and lending library program has to be matched
by support for automated bibliographic services whereby potentiatuseis, no mat-
ter where they may be located, can quickly discover the existence and location
of materials they may wish to consult. Such a service ean. of course, at least in
principle. not only provide' periodical and cumulated listings or research mate-
rials. but can quickly generate by computer print-mit selective bibliographies to
meet the needs of various categories of users. plus the selective dissemination of
information (SDI) for Individual researchers.

To some extent all these services can he partially supporteaby users. However,
I believe that we are still some distance from the time when they can he fully
supportedif ever. Meanwhile they Must lie subsidized. not only to create the fa-
cilities and hervices, but to maintain them. This is something that I !believe Con-
gress ought to lie willing to finance as a national service, and for Asian (or
other)' area 'studies. this should he through a national facility for the disposi--
firm of research materials.

E. The Appropriate Dowel": National versus International.So far we have
spoke] of the 'nation's needs as thongh they could he met nationally. However. I
am convinced thjit our long-run interest in knowing about the rest of the world
an only be'Sittisfled in close collaboration with scholars and agencies in other

parts of the world. ,

This has already been well established in the organization of Southeast Asia
Microform% an international consortium to pool resources for the preparation
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and utilization of microfilm and microfiche copies of archival materials relating
to Southeast Asia, no matter where they are held, whether in the region, or In
Europe, North America, Japan, or elsewhere.

It dues not make sense for Americans to decide now to catalog workq in Indo-
nesian without consulting with Indonesians who, above all, have an interest
in the bibliographic and library processing of materials in their own languages.

The purchase of matt-rials from abroad is made possible by andaffects the pub-
lishing and book selling industry (Including government documentation) of the
countries concerned.

American scholars seeking to do field roam:reit abroad can do so only with
the consent and collaboration of foreign scholars. Their failure for some time
to give much weight to this fact means that the confidence and goodwill of the
growing number of foreign scholarsmany trained in American institutions of
higher learninghas been eroded, and field research has become increasingly

ult to do in many countries. Moreover, the research that foreign scholars
wi to do in and about their own countries increasingly generates knowledge
of interest to American' scholars. Consequently Americans need to have good
opportunities to meet the pool information with their opposite numbers abroad,
to exchange publications, and to participate in jointly planned research efforts.

Similarly, we cannot train experts on foreign areas any longer if we expect
them to travel abroad for field research without entering into collegial relation.:
with foreign scholars in th -1 countries where they carry out their inquiries. The
best plum for anyone learning a foreign language to perfect his language com-
petenceif he requires more than a superficial knowledgeis in a country where
the language is normally spoken. We cannot, in other words, really take seriously
'the question of learning about the rest of the world (including Asia ) unless we
think in terms of meaningful cooperation with scholars in these countries.

Such cooperation must, of course, be based on reciprocity. We can scarcely
Imagine that foreign scholarship will not he affected by Americans studying in
their domains. Indeed, it is only if we see the complementarity of the American
wish to learn more about the world in which we live, and 'the wish to indigenous
scholars everywhere in this world to develop their own competence and under-
standing of their own countries, that we can work out a valid basis for strength-
ening ,forelgin area studies. The artificial dichotomy between support for inter-
national studies as an exclusively American concern, and assistance to foreign
institutions as a matter of international development, needs to be overcome.
Indeed, one of the reasons our foreign aid programs have been so ineffective
is surely our lack of deep knowledge about the dynamics of change in these
societies, and one reason our understanding of these areas has been so super-
ficial is that we have persisted in our attempts to do it alone.

If the propositions just stated make sense, then clearly any national facility
for the strengthening of Asian (or other area) studies should be established
in such a way, mid so located, as to facilitate international cooperation in the
achievement of its objectives. This implies not only a willingness to consult in
advance with scholars from other parts of the world but, indeed, to bring theta
Into the planning process from the start in such a way 11 to mnke certain that
their natural interests are fully considered in the creation of new iustitutions
and the adoption of their governing policies.

4. SOME OPERATING ASSUMPTIONS

A national (or international) approach to the strengthening of Asian (or other
area) studies should not be at the expense of university-based centers. Quite the
contrary, a truly effective national -facility outside the boundaries of any one
university would be able to provide invaluable services to any, or all, universi-
ties so that each could do a better job of combining instruction on foreign areas
with basic preparation in the disciplines, for professional careers, and in relation
to pressing public problems. Among the techniques that could be used to :wilier°
these goals are the following ;

A. C11171011111n 1. and teaching maicriale.One of the perpetual concerns of teach-
ers is the need for Unproved teaching materials. Most teachers are too busy to
spend much time preparing.new materials, and they are often also ill equipped
for this purpose. In fields where the potential student 'market is mot large. text-
book publishers are also reluctant to finance production. Consequently the teach-
ing materials available for courses which attract few students are often make-
shift Improvisations.
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One of the essential functions of ,a national institute or center for Asian
studies ought, therefore, to be the preparation of suitable texts and related teach-
ing materials. Of course to the extent that student demand exists, there would
be a market and sales could generate funds to be ploughed back into the budget
of the institute. Publishers could also be used as intermediaries, paying roy-
alties to the institute, and handling sales and production costs whenever the
market was large enough.

Curriculum materials can, of course, be designed for all levels. Not only under-
graduate instruction, but also materials for primary and secondary schools, and
for teacher training, could be prepared, working closely with experts on currieu-
1nm and teaching problems at each level. The lower the level ni LI::: school
system, the more area materials need to he integrated into broader subjects rather
than taught separately. Thus one might expect to find mnteials on Chinese his-
tory included in a World History course at the high school level, and made
the basis of a separate course only at the university level.

Programmed learning techniques. especially for language study, could also be
used by experts at a national institute. Consequently, for example, students
might be aide to study any world.language at institutions of their choice. They
might attend intensive language courses sponsored by a national institute during
one nr two summer sessions. During intervening years. they could continue study
by themselves, using language tapes and other instructional materials, mean-
while sending transcriptions of their work to the national institute for evalua-
tion of progress. Eventually. if they were serious language students, they would
spend some time in a country where the language is commonly spoken in order
to perfect their command:of-it.-Bythis means they could combine lariguage train-
ing with study of other subjetAs at whatever university seemed best able to meet
their needs. A national institute would also, of course, prepare materials for the
general public, and especially for opinion leaders and Americans working abroad.

B. Student sabsidization.The Foreign Area Fellowship Program, sponsored
by the Ford Foundation. through the SSRC. should surely be continued and
strengthened. It enables students from any university who have shown excell-
thud capacity for and ability to study and do research in a selected area to go
there for advanced study. The same principle might be used by a national insti-
tute. either independently, or through grants administered by the FAFP. This
would have the effect of enhancing. in a relatively controllable manner, the
supply of new graduates skilled in the study of selected areas of the world.

The NDFL principle is complementary to that of the FAFP. It enables recip-
ient Institutions to attract students who wish to enroll for residentialstudy
programs. If a national institute for Asian studies were to administer a pro-
gram of this type, it could assign fellmeshigs to selected universities so as to
increase the number of students participating in any program that the institute
wanted to strengthen, thereby. contributing to the strengthening of selected
centers of excellence.

C. Research grants.Another important way to strengthen a teaching faculty
is to Provide fnnds for institutional support of research. A double objective is
thereby achieved: the institution et:Tr attract, support, and hold a larger and
more able faculty than might otherwise be pcssible. Secondly, it will contribute
to the common stock of knowledge.

Under Title VI, the NDEA program mat-,:s grants to area centers which are
used to stimulate research, Improve teaching. and enhance interdisciplinary coor-
dination. However, it is my impression that Title VI funding is rarely if ever sub-
stantial enough to -support major research projects such as are fended by the
National Science Foundation, for example. Moreover, given the wide range of
areas and disciplines that the NDEA staff hrq to monitor, plus the fact that
its staff consists essentially of administrators rather than researcher, it is not
surprising that NDEA avoids, for the most part, substantive decisions about
researeh projects.

However, if wnatfenal institute were to engage in research, it would have on
its own staff persons highly qualified to judge the projects of scholars located
at different universities. A prototype or such a staff can he found at the Russel:
Sage Foundation.: where scholars in residence conduct their own studies, while
also stimulating and giving advice on studies carried out at universities' with
snpnnrt from the foundation. An institute serving a national purpose might.
accordingly. decide to allocate a certain amount of money for research on, let
us say; Cambodia. It would not only carry on its own researchbut advise on
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additional studies to be carried out on campus. By splitting available funds
between "in-house" research, and contracted university-based research, a con-
tinuing partnership between scholars in the institute and on campuses would
be maintained

If this pattern were followed, it would also be possible to choose between
. inviting a scholar to come to the national institute as a visitor for, let us say,
an 1/011il.111ie year ; or subsidizing-his -research in residence ; or financing a field
trip. (inc consideration in making such grants would clearly be the institutional
context of the candidate, whether or not he had colleagues with whom he needed
to vork, and whether the host institution could help cover expenses.
.. I believe that it would be quite feasible for a national institute, working as
the institutes in the East-West Center now work, to strengthen selected universi-
ties for the study of particular areas, and to do so gradually, responding to
opportunities and campus- bossed initiatives, without having to make conspicuous
and apparently arbitrary choices among universities. liore3ver, insofar as the
beneficiaries of research grants could be widely distributes geographically, the
political basis of support in Congress for such an approach would surely be
enhanced.

D. Visiting Staff Appointments.In addition to research grants from a national
institute to scholars based at a university, the institute could use another option
to protect and enhance centers of excellence at a few universities. It would
arrange for its regular staff members to spend some time as visiting professors
at a university thereby following a good precedent already established by the
American Universities Field Staff (AUFS). Indeed, any institute should expect
research staff members to spend .a good deal of theii time away from head-
quarters, partly in the field conducting research, and partly at coopnr& ing
universities.

In this respect the campus-based activities of institute staff members would
resemble that of current AUFS personnel. They might visit several universities
interested in the area they cover, but the number would be fewer than those
included in AUFS itineraries. They would also, on occasion, want to remain
in residence for a full semester or a year, taking on regular teaching assignments.
If institute staff members visited universities and gave lectures, they would soon
become well known locally, and would receive invitations to stay on campus. A
cost-sharing basis could be used, whereby the host university would cover part
of the salary of a visitor, and the institute paying the rest.

By a judicious combination of new teaching materials, research grants to red-
den. faculty, visiting staff, and student fellowship awardsaugmenting cash
awards to area centers by the NDEA under Title VIit would be possible for a
national institute to contribute much to the strengthening of a few carefully
selected centers of excellence. The selection of these centers would evolve
gradually, and would appear to be much less arbitrary than the much feared
designation of major centers under the revised NDEA formula, as now projected.
It should also be much more attractive to Congress than the plan now contem-plated by the II&

E. Serninars.The present context for making decisions about university-based centers of excellence hampers cooperation because scholars at leading insti-
tutions often meet one another in a context of scarcity ntere each is biddingfni a maximal slice out of a finite niehe feels he jis playinr a zero -sum game.
Tice general ambience of the area studies associations normally militates stronglyinit his direction.

-Although it ha:: some counter-productive features, the Southeast Asia Develop-ment Advisory Group (SEADAG) has pioneered in establishing international
substantive or problem oriented seminars which can generate countervailing-forces against the zero-sum psychology. Let us suppose that a national institutefor Asian studies would sponsor seminars, some on a single country, and others
on problems that are widespread in Asia, using a comparative approach. Partici-pation would be based on substantive competence rather than institutional affilia-tion. The institute could enable seminar participants to undertake field research,or to visit the site of the national it stitute as scholars is residence,If this were done, the seminar participants would soon come to feel a muchstronger identilleation with the national (and international) interest in' theproblems under study than they would with the Particular universities at watch
they happened to be employed. They would then become more detached in think-
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Ing about the institutional interests of their universities and. more committed to
a professional concern for the field or subject, viewed nationally (or
internationally),

.I believe, therefore, that a program of general seminars on selected problems.
within the general scope of an institute's program (e.g., Asia studies) would
not only contribute significantly to the enhancement of knowledge and compe-
tence on the clios.n topics, but it would make it much easier to allocate scarce
resources among competing universities in a rational manner.

5. STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS

Whether or not the Mink hill can be enacted, or other legislation designed to
implement the ideas put forth above can be introduced, it is important to con-
shier the organizational means by which these proposals might be successfully
carried out. Certainly a wide range of private and public agencies need to be
vinsideredand consultedin this connection. I do not propose to discuss this
topic in the present memo, however. I believe we should first direct attention:
to the major substantive issues. Once some degree of consensus has been reached'
on these issues, we ought then to be able to move ahead to consider the practical
and strategic problems that would be involved in any effort to implement these
ideas. Clearly the most promising general ideas could he completely nullified by
inept execution. The greatest care must therefore be given to the strategic. the
organizational and financial, the administrative, aspects of the questions raised
by the Slink bill. However, that should be doue at a later stage meanwhile let
us focus our attention on the central issues of principle as they have been raised
above.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I note that one of our witnesses has indicated he
must leave early and has therefore asked to be heard now. Mr. Witeck..

STATEMENT OF JOHN WITECK, EDITOR, UNITED PUBLIC WORICS,,
HONOLULU, HAWAII

Mr. Wrrnerc. Mr. Chairman and committee members: My name is:
John' Witeck. I am a former East-West Center grantee and am pres-
ently on the stair of Youth Action, Inc., a local funding agency with-
out money, and the United Public Workers.

. I would like to commend Representative Patsy Mink for introduc-
ing H.R. 6168, for not only does it seek to-point out and fill an,
important need of this University and the State and Nation. but
also it raises the corollary question as to why the East-West Center.
has not or Cannot meet this need.

Before discussinc, that latter question, I would first like to state-
my own qualified

discussing
for H.R. 6168. We need a good Asian-

studies center in Hawaii; it is outrageous that we don't have one yet,.
being located in the center of the Pacific and having some high
calibre Asian scholars already on our teaching staff. A high percent-.
age of our local people are of Asian origin, yet by the nature and con-
tent of our educational system we might as wen be living in Kala-
mazoo, Michigan.

We need a real Asian studies program, but we don't need it under.
U.S. Government control and operation. A truly international studies
program should be under international control, say that of the TTnited
Nations and '._INESCO. Such international sponsorship would com-
mand more nspect and-wider participation in the institute's T. rogram,
and would make it much more of a neutral meeting ground for Asians.
and Westerners. To keep it under U.S. Government control is to repeat
the mistake of the Fast-West Center, even though the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare may not be as heavy-handed as the
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State Department in intimidating dissent and preventing real dia-
log issues and problems.

P'You might be inclined to argue that if the sponsorship is to be inter-
national, so also should the costs be shared by all the participating
countries. Frankly, I feel the United States has already made enough
off Asia and the rest of the Third World to be able to afford a little
philanthropy with no strings attached though other countries or the
-U.N. could give as they wished. But this should not be required by a
country that uses over 50 percent of the world's resources with only

percent of the world's population. It's time to give back much more.
Let me also say that any institute on Asian studies should not be

an ivory tower concern. It should engage the c ,ncrete and real prob-
lems of both Asian and Western peoples; it should not put an ideo-
logical straitjacket on people, and should not confine itt:. 'f to merely
scholars and experts as participants. After all, if the scholars.and ex-
perts had the right answers, the world would probably not be in as
eTeat a mess as it is now. Let's avoid an elitist,self-serving, degree-
questing type of participant, and strive, like our own local ethnic
studies program, to gain real grassroot. participation.

I have said we need this institute. That is true, but we also need
other even more basic things here in Hawaii. We need housing, land.
more fulfilling jobs, mass transit and a sound ecological policy. We
need to halt Hawaii's role in the bombing of the people of Indochina
(who are targeted daily at. iHickam AFB on this island). Unless we do
some of these latter things, land reform, housing. ending the war, it is
insane. to speak about "promoting understanding" between the United
States and Asian and Pacific nations, or to name Hawaii as a suitable
Place for such an Asian study group.

One of the major reasons I support this bill is because the East-West
Center's track record is so appalling; we need an alternative, or, better
yet. a replacement. Why not save ourselves huge new construction ex-
penses and turn over the present. facilities of the East-West Center to
this new institute ?That would be the best andinost economical.course
of act ion.

My reasons for recommending such a plan are minv, and it-would
be too time-consuming to go into them all. I have ehiborated on this
subject in MI article t wrote for the Hawaii Pono Journal entitled
'Me East-West Center: An Intercult of Colonialism." I would like
to submit along with my testimony one of the few remaining copies of
this-article and request that .you include it in your subcommittee's
report of this hearing, if your chairman, Mr. Brademas, would so
order.

1:1 closing, I would like to share with you the conclusion of that
article and make a few comments

"The Center's past serves as its present indictment. Its future prom-
ises near of the same. Its unsavory affiliations, its acquiesr-are and
complicity in U.S. foreign policy, its intimidating environment, its
technological and Ochnocratic bent, jts Free World' mythology and
liberal suppositions, its elitist nature, its tourkro promotion seminars
and mcdernization conferences, and its firm stance for the status quo
make the Continued. existence e! the East-West Center intolerable.

-Who can estimate how many have died and 'suffered as an indirect
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or direct result of its allegiances, its counterinsurgency training pro-
graniF. and its .false benevolence? Its claim to innocence and neutrality
are a mockery. Its role in fostering, promoting., and institutionalizing

Pacifie Rim strategy aimed at increasing U.S. profits and cont rol
augurs disaster for the target peoples of the Pacific.

"I once felt. the Center was merely an escape, a victim of eircum-
stall e a t Noredy of unachievable idealism, an apathetic or frightened
eye. in the herrivi:ne's center. Now I am convinced it is both yid im
and mectitioner, both a prod wt as well as an implementer of cultural
and economic imperial 1:111, a t rue intermit of eolonial ism.

"The East-West Center does not stand alone in this role: In fact,
it. is probably one of the lesser collaborators. The University of Hawaii
is also deeply implicated in this whole sordid strategy, as are ninny
other leading and prominent institutions, organizations, arul corpora-
tions in this State.

"But I have addressed myself to the Center, a place I once loved as
my home as an invaluable training opportunity for service to the
world's people. But of the Center I must conclude that it does nitwit
more disservice than service to the world. and for that reason, it should
and must be abolished. There 9re many homeless people, poor people,
and Third World people here in Hawaii whose use of these facilities
to create a humane, international community would be more justified
than their current use, and would more fidly achieve the Center's
self-stated ideals of promoting peace, understanding, a ml brotherhood
among men. If the Center were to acknowledge the truth of these asser-
tions and make amends, for its past treason to its ideals, my verdict
might he altered; otherwise. it must face theconsequences."

Comrresswoman Mink, Congressmen, these. are strong words, and I---
gin afraid you may not understand all that r feel unless you get a
chance to rend that article. The accusations and their substantiations
come across clearly : The center is racist, and sexist in its operations;
it is dominated by the State Department which also controls the quota
of how many come from which countries; it eaters to middle class oe
more wealth) particiimts and almost totally neg,lects the poor: it
stifles dissent, and evicts its so-called trouble-makers with little retard
for free syeech ; it has engaged in AID counter-iusurgency. programs
through its contracts office, particularly small arms training and
police training programs in countries like Thailand and Indonesia: its
recent development of of problem institutes are merely more sug,ar-coated,
highly touted, and- expertised experiments and profframs in social
control and manipulationnone of them deal with the basic causes of
poverty, racism. hunger. and exploitation. The cumulative effect = ;that
the center is a front of U.S. foreign and economic policy, paying the
way for 17.5. capital penetration and serving the needs of America's
corporate empire for the labor and loyalty of a trained middle class
of clientele Asians and Pacific islanders, Oommittee memberS this is
the crassest form of education.

Perhaps you can stop this and create something much better and
truer in its place. I hope so.

Mr. BRADIZIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Witeck.
Mrs. Mtmc. In reference to this article, portions of which you read,

would you tell us the date that that article was writtea?
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Mr. WerecK. It was written here in 19(9. in September maybe.
Mrs. AIINK. Was this before of after the changeover to the problem-

oriented institute ?
Mr. Wi TecK. It was about 1 year after.
Mrs. Mixit. So your observations are rellectix c even of the changes

that have occurred at the center!
Mr. Vt'irecK. Yes, they are. I think the article, as it exists, more aptly

isensses MS. The period under (Chancellor) Kleinjans is not con-
sidered in depth. and I hope 41 bring out a seeond nil He on that later.
.Tut briefly I'd like to say that. I think the changes introduced in the
center are much worse than as described in the first. 7 years that the
article covers. It's mutt more sophisticated, much more clever. I think
its more sulersive than the center in the past. You won't.have small
arias train .,)rograms, hut you'll have something: with a euphemistic,
'wand soAnit to it. I think the kind of people you have leading up the
institute are basically people with counter-msurgeney baekgrounds hi
Indochina and I don't think you have the kind of humane people that
are interested in humanities, so that I think your program is an
improvement.

Mrs. MINK. And yet you state in your test hnony that you do not
believe that even the kind of institute that I'm proposing would work?

Mr. \Thum. I think it would work if it ws under international
control and if it avoided the mistakes the East-West Center has
made.

Mrs. Mime. You don't think that the U.S. Government could sup-
port an institute such as I have mentioned, to create, and make it serve
the kind of pfirposes for creati.lg a better world in your opinion?

Mr. WITECIL I think HEW would be much better than the State
Department, but as long as we're doing it why not eormaand more
respect from the world's people and put in under international con -
trol? I think the United States could set a great precedent when they
create the next center like the East-West Center if they'd place it
under international control.

Mrs. Nixie. The institute that I'm proposing is something which
wonid really be basic in our e% entry, served by and 'er Americans
in this country, to enlarge the understanding of the people here; it
does rot have that kind of multinational aspect that you're talking
about. o I can't see the relationship. What I'm trying to do is to en-
large our own people's understanding of Asia.

Mr. Wrrecx. I think if Americans are truly going to learn from
Asians. we have to have Asians among us, and if you want the broad-
est participation from Asia I think if it's strictly under U.S. Goy-

. ernment control many nations and representatives from Socialist coun-
tries in Asia would not participate and I think we need the Chinese
students and professors here ns well as lust the Taiwanese. I think we
stand a better chance of getting this kind of participation under an
international arrangement. But-I do think your proposal is a great
improvement over the present plan.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Witeek. The next witness
is Dr. James Wang of the University of Hawaii.

... .2
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STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES WANG, SOCIAL SCIENCES DIVISION,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, HILO COLLEGE, HILO, HAWAII

Dr. WANG. Mr. Chairman, I'll read my prepared statement It
shouldn't take more than minutes.

Mr. Chairman, my mune is 'Tames C. F. Wang. I am an assistant
professor in international studies and political science at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii at Hilo. I was formerly the admissions officer in charge
of the selection and recruitment of scholarship students at the East-
West Center.

I am here to offer my testimony in favor of H.R. 6168, a hill pro-
posed by Representative Mink of Hawaii to amend the International
Education Art of 1966 so as to provide for the establishment of an
Asian studies institute at the 1-niversity of Hawaii.

First. there are a number of reasons why an Asian studies institute
should be established lucre at the rniversity of Hawaii. The speakers
who preeeded me have presented some of these reasons so I shall not
repent what they have so ably stated here this morning. However I
would like to emphasize the following points: (a) That Hawaii has
"miniaturized" Asian setting. Reference has been made to the fact we
are one-half Asian and one -third Polynesian. Its cultural heritage and
the background of its people provide the ideal milieu within which to
rtadv about Asia and the Pacific. and (h) that this university as a
whole has gradually over the past decade built more than adequate
tesonrcep. both in terms of facilities and personnel, for a center for
Asian studies. In other words, the resources lucre are rich and ready
mantle so that it does not require it heavy initial investment or funding
for the establishment of swim a center. What I am trying to say lave
is that we van add on and expand the solid basis that this university
has already built for an immediate "take-off" in Asian studies for the
Nation as a whole. The above are what I consider the unique features
in the argument for a national institute on Asian studies to be based in

Second, I would like to devote the next few minutes to three specific
program areas which I think an Asian Studies Institute located in
Hawr.ii ran consider immediately :

1. Elementary and Secondary School Teacher Training for enrich-
ment of school curriculum in Asian .qtudies.Anyonc who is familiar
with the plim» of non-Western cultural studies in our school systems
throughout the country can testify to the fact that the Asian studies,
in one public schools particularly. suffers from .a lack of trained teach-
ers. Many public and private schools in the country want to introduce
the element of Asian c»lture into the curriculum. Bat they have not
been able to do so for the simple reason that it is very difficult for the
principal to find among his existing faculty someone who can teach
something about Asia or time Pacific. The same situation exists in
many small liberal arts colleges. One contribution that the proposed
Asine Studies Institute van make is to provide sabbatical leave or sab-
batical leave grants to experienced and/or young teachers in elemen-
tary and secondary schools or in the community colleges to enable
them to acquire the additional training in and exposnre to studies of
Asian culture and languages. Representative Mink introduced a bill
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(Ha 919) at the first session 92d Congress, which asked for the
establishment of a Federal sabbatical program to improve the qua
of teaching in the Nation's elementary and secondary schools. It seer..'
to me we can devise a way by which the concept of teacher sabbatical
grant contained in Representative Mink's teacher sabbatical bill might
become an on-going program in the proposed Asian Studies Institute.

Of course, the institute could also provide awards and grants for
the development of curriculum and instructional materials on Asian
studies in school.

Such adequate funding programs can be developed so that students
and teachers in social studies can be brought from various parts of
the mainland to Hawaii and together they can try out new curriculum
and materials for teaching Asian and Pacific studies. And this is a
much needed additional service which could be founded by an institute
of this sort.

Another program is in the area of global perspective on Asian
studies. Interest and concern for Asian studies are not limited to
scholars and students in the United States. We find many similar
programs in other countries: European and Latin American countries
primarily. How other countries tackle the problems of teacher train-
ing. facilities, and organizational and research resources for the study
of Asia should be of immense interest to us. In many respects our
efforts in promoting understanding about Asia and the Pacific is
dependent on the materials, experience, and scholarship of specialists
in other countries who have different perspectives than we do. Global
perspectives on Asian studies should challenge and replace parochial
views. The proposed Asian Studies Institute could initiate programs
which are aimed at seeking cooperation with scholars in other conn-
tries, not just those of Asia and the Pacific, in terms of research con-
ferenees, collaborative research projects jointly undertaken by a num-
ber of scholars and specialists from a number of countries on a global
basis. Thus the Asian studies programs ore 'ding under the auspices
of a national institute could include scholars from countries such as
Great Britain. France, Germany, Canada, or the Soviet Unionnow
we do have an agreement with Moscow for cultural tnd educational
exchange. I should point out here that the East-West Center's oper-

.. ation is restricted to the Asian-Pacific triangle and, therefore, lacks
the global perspective.

3. Asian Studies Program and the Businessmen.Imaginative pro-
grams need to be developed by the proposed institute so that those
who are encraged in international commerce and business can also be
involved in Asian studies. In a paper read at the 1970 meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies by Richard Lambert, a member of the
South Asia Regional Studies Department at the University of Penn-
sylvania, it was pointed out that only in Latin American studieo, and
perhaps to a very limited extent in the Middle East studies, have
businessmen become involved either as supporters or consumers of the
graduates of language and area studies programs.

Many other imaginative programs, I believe, could be undertaken
by the proposed national institute on Asian studiesa national insti-
tute which would be free from the interference and pressure by the

86-069--72--7
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State Department which is responsible for the conduct of our foreign
affairs. I urge strongly that this subcommittee give H.R. 6168 its
serious consideration. The greatest merit of this bill lies in the fact
that it provides a truly independent national institute dedicated to
the promotion of interational education.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and mein-
hers of this subcommittee for giving me this opportunity to testify
in support of Representative Mink's amendment to the 1966 Inter-
national Education Act.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Dr. Wang for a very inter-
esting statement. just make one observation. I saw your statement
about the importance of involving ourselves with scholars from other
countries who are authorities on Asia. That reminded me of the last
time I was in Hawaii, in 1963, on my way to a conference in Kuala
Lumpur, on Asian-American educational and cultural exchange. What
particularly astonished me at that time, was that it took a visit by the
Americans to bring together a number of Asian scholars who had never
met one another although they were neighbors in that part of the
world.

I was quite struck by how little intercourse there seemed to have
been among themselves in Asian stadies. I take it from what you've
said that that deficiency may have been repaired to some extent in
the last 10 years. Is there a good deal of dialog today among Asian
scholars themselves, leaving the Americans to one side?

Dr. WANG. Well, yes; there is some dialog among Asian scholars
here at the Centerlet's be fair about it. But what I am addressing
here this afternoon is that we need to expand this dialog not only
among Asian scholars, between Asian and American scholars, but be-
tween and among scholars from many parts of the world. I am sug-
gesting that the dialog among scholars should be expanded to a global
basis, not just limited to Asian and Pacific countries as the East-
West Center has, by the enabling act of Congress, been restricted in
its operations to the Asian and Pacific triangle.

Mr. BRADEMAS Mrs. Mink ?
Mrs. Mum. No questions.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Dr. Wang for coining. Our

next witness is Ms. Marion Morgan of the East-West Center, Univer-
sity of Hawaii.

STATEMENT OF MS. MARIAN MORGAN, EAST WEST CENTER,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Ms. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I wint to read a brief dissertation I
have.

Any new institute for the study of Asia would help to remedy the
appalling scarcity of institutions and support for the study of Asia
in this country. From the fifth grade on most school children have an
opportunity to study a European language, and to take European his-
tory or civilization classes. If there are any elementary or high school
classes pertaining to Asia they are sure to be optional and likely to be
entitled non-Western history or civilization, a negative, haphazard
description that demeans and blurs the distinctions between the na-
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tions of Asia, Africa, and Middle East, and whatever other nations are
included. The instructors for these courses are, like as not, hired for
their ability to teach other subjectsthe history of the United States
or of Europe for example, and the fact that they have some interest
in the ability to teach Asian history or civilization is seen as a 'second-
ary skill which may or may not be taken advantage of.

This pattern of ignoring or lumping together Asian nations -contin-
ues at the university level. Again the interest in and funds for setting
up Asian language and other courses are miniscule compared with in-
terest in and support for European language, literature, history, and
other courses which focus on Europe.

What is the result of this situation? Ignorance, stereotypes, and
condescension. For most of the population in this country, Asia itself
is less a subject of study and interest than is the role of Americans in
Asia. What wars are we fighting? What problems are we attacking?
Which leaders do we support? that programs do we urge upon them?
It is this kind of study and focus that I suppose makes us comfortable
in so far as we look for and find familiar problems and principles
that we feel able to deal with or support.

The propoSed bill would establish an institute that would not be
concerned with finding a role for Americans in Asia. Neither Asian
nor American participants would be placed exclusively in the position
of giver or receiver. There arc great differences between the levels of
technology in most of Asia and in America, differences which often
lead to the exaggeration of this country's ability to deal with situa-
tionswars and other "problems"that arise in Asia, and which tend
to create a general feeling of superiority in the United States. But in
the areas of religion, philosophy, literature, music, and the visual arts,
the West can make no claim to superiority. It is in the humanities that
we find the expression of something living and warm and human. The
study of this expression as it has developed in East and West provides
us with the best hope of mutual understanding, respect, and fellow-
ship, and a chance to conntertietthe effects of a different and more de-
structive kind of relationship.

Mr. BRADEMAS.- Thank you very-much,Ms. Morgan. I must say I'm
very sympathetic to what you have just said.

I find myself appalled every time that I learn Another Holiday Inn
is going up. Now I understand one is going up in Moscow and there
is one in Bangkok. I have told a friend of mine that if he really wants
to make a contribution to our Republic_; he ought to see if he can't
franchise some Japanese Inns all across the United States. They would
be far more attractive than most of what now passes for motel facil-
ities. at least in my State.

I do think; if I can just make one other observation, that while I.
agree with you that the pattern of lumping together Asian nations
continues at the university level, we do this also with respect to Latin
America and Africa, in very large measure. Europe is about the only
part of the world in which we don't think in that fashion. Mrs. Mink.

Mrs. Mum. I have one question. In your opening paragraph, Ms.
Morgan, you made reference to a school program. Were you speaking
specifically about school programs here in Hawaii or in your experi-
ence in some other parts of the country or just generally?
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Ms. MonoAN. I didn't attend elementary and high school here, I
attended in Wisconsin, and I took one of these non-Western civiliza-
tion courses at the time ; so that's been my understanding and my
experience.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Ms. Morgan. Our next witness

is Dr. Beatrice Yamasaki of the University of Hawaii.

STATEMENT OF MISS BEATRICE YAMASAKI, CHAIRMAN, SPOKES-
MAN FOR DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY, UNIVERSITY OF
HAWAII

Miss YAMASAKI. Mr. Chairman, I would like to present this testi-
mony as chairman of the department of philosophy. I shall present
a revised and edited version of the testimony submitted to you
earlier.

The department of. philosophy strongly urges favorable considera-
tion of this bill which calls for the establishment of an Asian studies
institute in Hawaii. Various arguments in support of such a bill may
be set forth.

For example, arguments may be made concerning problems of gen-
eral nature and concern to promote understanding between the United
States and nations of Asia and the Pacific. Hawaii is geographically
and culturally a cosmopolitan stepping-stone to both the East and
the West. The University of Hawaii has a sound foundation in terms
of programs, courses, faculty and students in Asian studies. Instead
of dwelling upon reasons such as these, I should like to devote this
time for testimony to indicate other factors brought to mind when
one contemplates the working of an Asian studies institute.

For one thing, such an institute would have the valuable effect of
providing opportunities for Asian and non-Asian scholars to share
knowledge and insight on a common basis, in a way that is quite
unique. In the special case of study of cultural values, arts, and
languages, both Asian and non -Asian participants can'become intellec-
tually and culturally enriched through intensive exchanges and dis-
cussions of aspects related to their respective cultural heritages. It
would not be a matter of having one individual of a given nation
imparting technological knowledge to one of another_ nation this
very 'valuable project is already being accomplished by the East-
West Center. Rather it .would be a matter of mutual sharing and
interchange of cultural knowledge and traditions, a process which
could lead to better understanding and appreciation of one's own herit-
age as well as that of others. Such cross-learning can prove only to be
beneficial for all participants concerned, not only in an academic sense,
but also in the sense of affecting current patterns of cultures and
societies, which are after all, living and subject to change. The poten-
tial productivity of this institute in facilitating and creating new
cultural dimensions between the United States and Asian nations,
with which it will have never-ending ties, cannot but help to have
many practical, political, and social benefits for this Nation in its
complex relations with the peoples of Asia.
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Second, an Asian Studies Institute could provide for the holding of
special events, as conferences or seminars on relevant topics, in addi-.
tion to its regular schedule of courses and research projects.' Such
events would mean making fuller use of the schularly resources avail-
able through the Institute and, more importantly, extending the work
of the, Institute beyond its physical boundaries. TlgDepartment---
perience Avith East-West Philosophers' Conferences spread over a pe-
riod of 30-odd years, has shown that ideas generated and scholarly con-
tacts established during these conferences flourish and develop in the
future through lectures, publications, and correspondencefar beyond
the limits of this university's setting and the Nation itself.

It is to be further noted that conferences of this kind have attracted
the support and interest of members of the Honolulu community at
large as well as of universities, local, national, and international. At
the 1904 East-West Philosophers' Conference several hundred persons
attended its sessions. The vast majority of-these were, of course, from
Honolulu, but close to a hundred came from such places as India, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Canada, Switzerland, and the mainland. They
filled the hall, where almost nightly sessions were held; and when it
came to the public lectures, it was standing room only at the Kennedy
Auditorium. It should be borne in mind, too, that this interest was
shown long before the mainlanders and local residents began to look to
Eastern cultures on a wide-scale basis. If conferences in East-West
philosophy can generate such an enthusiastic response in 1964bear-
ing in mind the. fact that philosophy has a false but unfOrtunktely

idely held reputation of being abstruse and irrelevanthow much
greater response would there be to the establishment of an Asian Stud-
ies Institute at this time, Which would include study and research not
miry in the area of philosophy but also in the areas of art, architecture,
history, language, literature, religion, as well.

In closing, I wish to point out that this testimony has made reference
to the experiences. of the philosophy department simply as a way of
providing some concreteness to the issue under examination. I hope
that this departmental testimony along with others submitted will
lead to affirmative action by. this committee on the bill proposed.
Should this bill become finally enacted by Congress, we should then
have a vital center for students and scholars from the United States
and Asia to learn from one another and to test their ideas and values
in the process of creating and molding their own cultural. experiences.
Such cross learning can only raise the quality of American life. Thank
you very much.

With your permission, Mr. Chairmaii,1 should like to supplement
the preceding testimony with pertinent information which to some ex-
tent might answer your concern for specific evidence of local interest,
local support, and initiative. May I do that?

BRADEMAS. Of course. I hope, Dr. Yamasaki, that you will sub-
mit anything along those lines which you feel may help reassure the
chairman of the subcommittee that the people of Hawaii are really in-
terested in Asian studies.

Miss YAMASAKE. May I add something?
Mr. BRADEMAS. Yes, please.
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Miss YAltASAKI. I'd like to point out, first of all, that this depart-
ment of philosophy is unique in that it is the only academic depart-
ment in the United States, and perhaps in the world, to offer Ph. D
degrees in Eastern philosophy and comparative philosophy. Our
Ph. D. program was initiated in 1961. The department sponsored its
first East -West Philosophers' Conference in 1939 and this was co-
founded by a former president of the University of Hawaii, Gregg
Sinclair, and the former chairman of the philosophy department,
Charles A. Moore. Subsequently these philosophers' conferences were
held in 1949, 1959, 1964, and 1969. These conferences grew in magni-
tude, all the way from a handful of scholars to perhaps 150 or more
registered members and were held over a. period of 6 weeks. Now
there are several outgrowths from these conferences starting with
the Philosophy East-West Journal, a quarterly journal established
by the 1939 conference. This journal has managed to survive despite
inadequate funding at the very beginning. Also, conference books
have been published by the University Press and the funding costs for
the 1964 and 1969 conferences were provided by local business and
professional firms and individuals. Now the budget for each of these
conferences was somewhere around $100,000. In more recent years the
department has gone in the direction of sponsoring smaller annual
conferences beginning, about 1968, and the 1972 conference was again
funded by local business and professional men. As a last point I
would like to indicate that in the department's proposal at a recom-
mended program we have asked for the establishment of a special M.A.
degree program iri Eastern philosophy for those who wish to obtain
a second advanced degree in this particular field. We are only wait-
ing for approval by the university for budgeting it.

Mr. BRADEKAS. Thank you very much. Mrs. Mink.
Mrs. MINK. In terms of the East-West Center conferences that are

held, I think they have made a tremendous contribution not just to
our community here but to the country and nationally. You stipulated
that the private resources, business resources have funded these con-
ferences; could you specify more in detail which private sources have
made these contributions

Miss YAMASAKI. Well, these funds were obtained under the direction
of ,Dr. Hung W. Ching and he contacted various business firms and
we had several of the banks contributing, law firms, and profes-
sional men, doctors and various other interested individuals; some of
them were simply citizens who were interested in the area of philoso-
phy. I regret I can't-recall the names.

Mrs. MINK. Was there any university support or has there ever been
any university support for any of these conferences in terms of
funding?

Miss YAMASAKI. In terms of funding, well, there has been support
this year for the 1973 conference; we'll be receiving support from the
East-West Center as well as from the graduate division and we have
the use of the NDEA funds for some of our smaller conferences
and, of course, the university has contributed. The university has ap-
proved of a lot of faculty appointments in the area of Eastern philoso-
phy and nd it has contributed its facilities.

Mrs. MINK. But there has been no direct funding from the univer-
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sity or from the State government for the support of your East-West
Philosophy Conferences f

Miss YAMASANI. Not in recent years as far as I know, but I am not
so knowledgable about this. I regret that the director is not here to
help me out. I do know that prior to 1964 Dr. Moore asked for funds
from various national and local foundations and this is the way the
early conferences were funded but I'm not sure whether at that time
the university made any contributions or not.

Mrs. Mum. That is all I have.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Dr. Yamasaki. Our next wit-

ness is Mr. Arthur Crisfield.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR CRISFIELD, PRIVATE CITIZEN,
HONOLULU, HAWAII

Mr. CRISFIELD. First I want to thank you and the honorable members
of your committee for making this fine effort to come to Hawaii to
hear testimony on this important idea. I have a prepared statement I
wish to read.

Numerous authorities have given enough figures to justify the estab-
lishment of an Asian Studies Institute on the grounds of the academic,
political, and economic needs of our Nation. There is a higher need,
however, which requires our attention. Instead of justifying the need
for this number of Asian historians or that number of China special-
ists, I would like to talk, rather, about how we should know Asia.

I would like to think that America needs an Asian Studies Institute
because Americans need to know- Asians personally and not only be-
cause we need so many anthropologists or linguists. Many Americans
still think of Asia as a mysterious land, full of inscrutable, even treach-
erous, people. Too many .of our fellow Americans shudder to think of
walking down a street in Tokyo or Bangkok. Quite often we hear
unbelievable stories about strange foods and weird rituals based on the
casual observation of a passer-by which become our impression of
Asia. Yet why do so many Americans love Europe rid yearn to visit
the fishing villages of Cornwall or the happy fiestas of Spain? Because
they can relate to the people and enjoy the experience of learning more
about those whose culture is already familiar.

We must make it possible to feel this way abOut Asians. And not
simply Asians as if they were some single group any more than Euro-
peans comprise one single group. We need to learn how to enjoy the
company of Koreans from Pusan or Indonesians from Jogjakarta.

Let me introduce some friends of mine who are students at the
University of Hawaii. They come from Laos. Sirisom Khonthapane
comes from Luang Prabang, the royal capital of Laos. She is prepar-
ing to become a teacher in a new comprehensive high school, -the first
of its kind in the history of Laos. Paou Bliatout is from Xieng
Khouang on the Plain of Jars. He is a Hmong, a group commonly
referred to as Meo, the majority of whom are refugees from the
fighting for the hills and valleys of northern Laos. Paou is planning
to enter the public health service when he returns.

Withbut trying to embarrass or flatter them, let me say that the
Lao are a supremely gentle people;quick to smile and laugh, a people
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with great love and affection for their fellow man no matter what his
origin. The skillful use of the Lao language, especially in song and
rhyme, is highly prized by all Laotians. What a wonderful -thing it
would be if we knew Lao and could join the spirited repartee that
Laotians enjoy so much.

Asians are reaching out to us, not for goods or preStige- but for
friendship, to be loved as individuals. Do we need their friendship for
military, or political, or economic reasons? We need it for our own
well-being and emotional involvement. Many Asians who have lived in
America as exchange students and visitors understand us better, often,
than we ourselves. How inneli better we could understand how Asians
see its if we tried to understand Asians. We are depriving ourselves of
one of life's most wonderful experiences, the thrill of a new friendship,
by not allowing ourselves to know and learn from Asians, to appreci-
ate their hopes and fears, to study their beliefs and principles and to
share in their way of life.

Honorable members of the committee, we simply cannot allow
ignorance to build a wall about. us based on fear and contempt, a prison
which can only serve to destroy our hearts and minds.

We need an Asian Studies Institute in the broadest interpretation of
the name. We need to know the thoughts and emotions of individual
Chinese and Cambodians and not for the purposes of exploitation or
manipulation but for understanding; and love.

I have talked with some of our highest advisers to Southeast Asia,
people whose salaries are second only to the ambassadors. Sonic of
them have been there 5, 8, even 10 years. But I am ashamed to say
some of them continue to say things like. "Do you think their language
is really capable of expressing the concepts and techniques we are
trying to put across?" or, "Lila; love-these people, they are so willing
to learn."

As someone who has-had the opportunity to learn so much from the
Thai and the Lao people, I submit that we do ourselves irreparable
damage if we give in to the total cultural imperialism which our tech-
nical superiority has led to a technical superiority which abhors the
individual and which seeks to program us from birth to death for the
sake of speed and efficiency. I dare Say ,there is a host of skills and
techniques for the basic activity of enjoying life which we can learn
from Asians.

Honorable members of the committee, the future of your children
and grandchildren perhaps even of all of us here lies in your hands.
As our representatives, you have the power to reset our course for a
future when individuals will count for more than programs, when
Americans will treasure the friendship of Asian individuals rather
than the dependence of Asian markets and when far, contempt and
hatred will turn into respect, admiration, and love. Thank you.

Mr. BR/MENA& Thank you very much, Mr. Crisfield, for a most pro-
vocative statement. I just have one question. Mainly I'm curious about
your own interest in Asia. Were you in the Peace Corps, or how did
you find yourself in that part of the world?

Mr. CRISFIELD. Yes; I was an English teacher in northeast Thailand.
. Mr. BRADEMAR. As a member of the Peace Corps?

Mr. CRISFIELD. Yes.
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Mr.-13aAnemAs. The impression I have, and I may be wrong. is that
the Peace, Corps has. in its years of existence. done a far superior job in
teaching Americans foreign languages than has the Foreign Service
Institute in. teaching our prospective Foreign Service officers. This
may have been true because you all intended to live with the people in
the countries in which you were serving. Would that he a fair general-
ization or am I wrong about that ?

Mr. CRISFIELD. I think language learning has a let to do with the
individual and the situation where he's learning. It's far easier to
learn the words for hot coffee if you have hot coffee in your hand.
It's far easier to develop facility in languages if you are motivated by
the speakers of that language and if you are living with them and
mingling with them. Certainly the Foreinu Service Institute has had
great success with many people in teaching languages to Foreign
Service officers but I think for speed and motivation it's probably
easier overseas.

Mr. BRA DE3IAS. Thank you very much. Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MD:IL I'm interested in the fact that you were in the Peace

Corps and you've come back now with the experience of having worked
and learned something of at least one Asian country by direct contact
and exposure. I recall some years ago meeting in a very large audi-
torium at the State Department with many returnees from the Peace
.Corps. Most of them expressed a great concern that what they had
learned overseas was gat being utilized for the benefit of the country
at large. If you share this view how do you look upon the establish
ment of an institute like this, to enable you to utilize-this experience
that you've gained and which other Peace Corps returnees have gained,
which might be productive of a larger understanding, not just your
own individual understanding but a larger understanding in the
country as a whole.

Mr. CRISFIELD. I think great use can be made of Peace Corps-volun-,
teers or anyone who has ever had any experience overseas, but it's
primarily an intellectual rather than an emotional use which I'm
most. concerned about. It's very difficult to let someone feel the way
you feel by simply talking. It's something you have to somehow expe-
rience for yourself. The. more opportunities we can make for Ameri-
cans to know Asian people informally and intimately the better
chance we have for really understanding Asian people.

Mrs. MINH. Thank you.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much Mr. Crisfield. Our next 'wit-

ness is Mr. James Castle, a student at the East-West Center, Univer-
sity of Hawaii. Is Mr. Castle here ? -

STATEMENT OF TAMES CASTLE, STUDENT, EAST-WEST CENTER,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Mr. CASTLE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I have been requested to testify today by the acting copresidents of

the East-West Center student association, as a member of the East-
West Center community since September 1970, as a member who
served as a student association's representative on the Humanities
Institute planning committee from January to April, 1972. I will not
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speak about the goals of the proposed bill or the philosophy reflected
in it since I find myself in complete agreement with them and am
confident that others more experienced and eloquent than myself will
address them. I will say that I find the study and the teaching of the
Humanities an integral part of pursuing such goals.

What I would like to address is the possibility of the Humanities.
as such an integral part of those goals, being pursued with vigor and
rigor within the present East-West Center framework, now or in the
future.

I have two points: The first is the simple fact that at present, after
ithe Center has undergone the most complete reorganization in its his-

tory, we find no Humanities Institute as a necessary complement to
the existing "problem-solving" institutes. Whether omitted by chance
or by design, the overt commitment of the East-West Center to the
Humanities as a part of a balanced program is nil; and what com-
mitment to the Humanities exists is dispersed randomly throughout
various other problem-solving institutes whose commitments are pri-
marily to the social sciences and only secondarily, if at all, to the Hu-
manities. The East-West Center was shaken up, and when the dust
had settled there was no room for the Humanities. They were dis-
tinctly second-class citizens.

My second point deals with the origins of the proposed Humanities
Institute. The present East-West Center structure-had been in the
planning stage for several years. When the new structures was final-
ized by the administration and announced to the East-West Center
community at large, many members of the community were surprised
and distressed to see that the humanities had been generally excluded.
Much discussion ensued and many committees met until in April 1972;
a title : Humanities and Human Service, was suggested. It was with
this title, an unsatisfactory one to many on the committee, that the
institute was proposed to Washington and denied.

I mention this brief history to demonstrate the high level of East-
West Center community interest as a prelude to saying that the Hu-
manities Institute was generally planned and promoted by lower level
East-West Center administrators, senior fellows and grantees, and not
by the top staff members such as the chancellor and the deputy chan-
celloralthough they were regularly consultedas the other institutes
were. Many of these institutes were also formed by hiring or appoint-
ing their major administratorsthe directorsand letting them deal
with the more specific problems of establishing a viable institute. This
is in marked contrast to the planning for the Humanities Institute.

As all of us here are aware, funds have not been allocated for a
Humanities Institute or program at the East-West Center. I mention
this because in my nearly 24 months as an' East-West Center grantee I
have yet to see a major innovation or change which was not the product
of upper level direction. I have never seen a program initiated outside
of these upper levels adopted by the Center as a whole. We are not
here to discuss the merits of such a philosophy of administration, to
pass on the merits of the general lower level suggestion, or to speculate
on the implementation of such suggestions in the future. Suffice it to
say that it is not to be expected given the lessons of past events. The
conclusion must be, then, that as an idea conceived, promoted and
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planned almost exclusively outside of the tipper levels of the East-
West Center .tdininistration, the Humanities Institute has a dim fu-
ture as a part of the East-West Center.

Given the to o factors I have outlined, I feel compelled to voice the
regretful conclusion that any prognosis for the successful pursuance of
the goals mentioned in the bill under discussion at present within the
present structure of the East-West Center are bleak, indeed. I there-
fore urge the immediate cons;deration and implementation of this bill
as a necessary complement to the many excellent existing programs
within the University of Hawaii and the East-West Center.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mrs. Kink.
Mrs. MINK. Yes; I would like to share with you your concern and

your frustration in having worked so hard to establish the Humanities
Institute here at the East-West Center and funds have not been allo-
cated to make this institute a reality. I would like to say that the State
Department did submit a $500,000 request as I recall, for inclusion
of this institute among those that currently exist, but the respective
committees of Congress did not concur. So that we will simply have to
keep trying. I do believe that even though it's possible to establish a
Humanities Institute within the current East-West Center that we will
gill find it necessary to pursue the establishment of my proposed
Asian Studies Institute, because it has a different goal. Please com-
ment on my view that it would not be duplicative even though we may
establish the Humanities Institute.

Mr. CASTLE. Well, I don't have a copy of the bill in front of me
but as I recall the goals are similar to promoting understanding,
et cetera, as they are in the East-West Center goals. I did notice
the emphasis, as I recall, on the study of history, the arts as I recall
offhand and also the money for a library, and I think I would agree
with you that it wouldn't necessarily be duplicative. I think that
earlier today I just wanted to emphasize there would be nothing to
duplicate in my opinion.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Castle. The next witness

is Dr. Stephen D. O'Harrow of the University of Hawaii. Dr. Misr-
row. is Mr. Roy here, by the wary? Can you summarize, Dr. O'Harrow ?
There are still some others waiting to be heard and we want to give
them a chance too.

STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN D. 011ARROW, ASSISTANT PROFES-
SOR OF VIETNAMESE, DEPARTMENT OF INDO-PAOMO
OVAOES, 'UNIVERSITY OP HAWAII

Dr. O'IlAnnow. Well, the substance of my testimony has to do with
the long term goals of Asian studies as stated in the bill. I think that
care must be taken from the ont :ct to see that the instructors of such
an institution not have the project as their own stated goal and I
believe in the language of the bill as it stands there are some problems
and I can point them out more profitably if I read them aloud from
points 2, 4, and 5 of the written testimony. It has to do *primarily
with the problems which you generated in designating a single post
institution. Professor Riggs and others have mentioned the problems
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of institutional jealousies between the various instil utions outside of
the University of Hawaii. if the University of Ilawaii is designated as
the sole depository, as it apparently seems. from this bill. Now, I point
nut in here some of the problems that would be inherent inside the
university if you were to do that. That is problems of parallelism. 01341
reduplication, and questions of authority on matters such as qualifica-
tions of the iaculty, courses, and so forth. I think that the proposals
that have been given. with regard to having it consortium us the highest
level of administration in this institute might go a long way toward
undereuttino. the kinds of problems that I point out in sections 4 and
5. The kind of questions that you're asking at this hearing have to do
with the "why" and the "howl' of the Asian Studies Institute. I think
the onestion of "why" has been largely spoken to, but I do emphasize
"how" by something that maybe has not been mentioned, and that is
the need to avoid circular research.

Circular research is research that's funded for the purpose of finding
out something you have already decided exists and you have to think
up ways of proving it. I think this kind of problem has existed with
regard to Indochina. Much research has been done on Indochina. It has
not produced the kinds of new answers and contradicts sometimes our
stated assumptions about Southeast Asia and the result is that you go
in a circular motion to reaffirm what we have already announced, and
I think that that can be avoided by an Asian Studies Institute that
had academie independence, and I remember the point of independence
is something I raised in point 8 of my written testimony. Now I realize
at the outset that there is the problem of independence versus ac-
countability, and I do not speak to the questions of accountability; it's
always easier that way. Because I think that the kinds of things that I
have to talk about will have largely to do with that in that respect or
compliment in that area. National kinds of Asians do exist in the
worfil elsewhere. Professor Riggs pointei out the one in Kyoto. There
are others existing, such as the mstitute.iv Moscow. There's an Asian
Institute in Budapest and there are thifIgs that resemble national
Asian institutes in France and Great Britain and Singapore, and
the kinds of problems that these come into ha' largely to do, in my
estimation, with the amount of independence they have from their own
government.

The institute, in Moscow is justly, or unjustly seen largely as an
arm of the Soviet foreign policy and seen as ways of studying to im-
prove Soviet foreign policy, projected toward obtaining the goals
that have already been stated by the Soviet Government. And this of
course restricts the access that some Soviet scholars will have when
they travel abroad as they are known to be from the institute in Alas-
cow and are often thought to be members of the KGB. I feel, speaking
from personal experience at the national institute in Budapest which
I visited in 1063, before I was able to sit clown in extended conversation
with people who were working there I bad to undergo about half a
day's grilling with the Hungarian police and that kind of thing does
produce a chilling. atmosphere certainly. !Audience laughter.] On a
lesser level they didn't stop with this. There has been bother to people
who have been working with other national institutes such as the
national institute in France, National Institute for Oriental Lan-
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gunge and Civilization, which by the way, is extremely old; I think
it's a little older than the United States. I think it dates back to the
18th century. It's the experience of many people associated with that
institute that they are seen by people they deal with when they travel
abroad as being somehow associated with French foreign policy in
the area and to that extent to which they are unfortunatelytely tarred with
that brush their research, their access to certain materials, decreases
and this in turn generates the circultir phenomena I have talked about.

In other words if a man won't talk to you of things which the
Government, has, the only people who are going to talk to vou are
people who reel that it's all.right that you're working for the Govern-
ment, and will therefore give you the kinds of materials which will
generally tend to confirm the conclusions which von came out to prove
anyway. I would like to read just one paragraph of what I have here
in regard to this part of independence and I'm reading from page 2.

I do not doubt that academic training and research on the part of
American scholars and studenis with regard to Asia and the Pacific
will promote greater understanding between ourselves and the peoples
of the are ; in fact, it can well be argued that a number of our current
problems stem from the fact that we do not know nearly enough about
the people and cultures of Asia and the Pacific nor do we appreciate
properly the impact. this Nation's actions have had on them. The real
question is: Will an Asian Studies Institute as envisaged in this act
truly help us to overcome our shortcomings? Will the ASI help the
scholar to be more effective in his field ?

In order to be effective, the scholar must not only be truly independ-
ent, free to pursue the truth wherever he finds it, and fne to tell about
it, he must also be seen to be free. This is particularly true of those of
us who are working in fields subject to political pressure (for example,
Indochina). It is necessary not only to ensure that he or she be able to
teach and publish without hindrance, but that obstacles not be placed
in the way of his gathering data to work on. He must not be thought
of by the people who live in the area he studies as having ulterior
motives for his research, as being the instrument of one or another
government's policies. Otherwise, he will surely be denied access to
relevant data and documents. A "chilling atmosphere" will be
produced.

Previous experience, at least in the case of Indochina, shows this to
be true: the Rand Corp. has produced mountains of research out,
because of the organization's obvious connections with the U.S. Gov-
ernment and its policies in Indochina, the results of that research are
cast in doubt and the now former employees of Rand are often unwel-
come in academic institutions. The Department of State has been
involved in funding a center for Vietnamese studies at Southern Illi-
nois Universitynot only has the center become an academic leper,
unable to obtain the cooperation of many respected scholars due to
its real or imagined ties with government policy in Vietnam, it was
on one occasion put to sack by irate militants. In my own work,
which involves interchange with Vietnamese of all shades of opinion,
as well as with a number of European scholars, I have often had to
make it "perfectly clear" that I had no connection with the East-West
Center at the r"It, whose policy and administration are not under the
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control of the UH. In this case the point is not whether the East-West
Center plays a useful role it is rather that in certain regions of
Asia its links to the Department of State do not enhance the credit-
ability of those scholars thought, justly or unjustly, to be associated
with it.

It is clear, therefore, that the academic freedom of the ASI will
have both to be complete (and so defined in the law which establishes
it), and to be seen to be complete. Every effort will have to be made
in this direction if the ASI is to function effectively, with the coopera-
tion and respect that such an institution deserves.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. O'Harrow. I think
you've touched on one very complicated, and difficult, but very impor-
tant problem. That is the question of how one can use public moneys,
with which to support studies and research in the field of foreign
affairs, while at the same time assuring that, first, those moneys are
expended free of control by the Government, and, second, that the
moneys are not wasted, stolen, or poured down a rat hole.

We have heard from Dr. Riggs about how the British try to do
this through the University Commission, and there are other models
that we discussed when we were establishing at National Institute of
Education.

So without trying to obscure the facts, I'd like to observe that you
have been very helpful in calling the attention of the subcommittee
to this important problem.

I was interested in what you said about the institute in the Soviet
Union. Earlier this year, we were in Moscow, where we visited the
Institute for the Study of the U.S.A., which I think is not unfair
to say is not free of Government control. I like to think that any
moneys that might be expended by the governmenteither by our
Government under the National Institute of Education or Mrs.
Mink's proposal, if it becomes lawwould not be expended as the
Soviets have expended money for the research which they have
subsidized. So I just make that observation to tack to your com-
ments. Mrs. Mink.

Mrs. Mmrs. Mr. O'Harrow, I think that most of us who struggle
with the notion of creating a Federal institution go through the ago-
nies and concerns which you've expressed here in your statement, the
necessity of assuring the participants that their product is free and
unencumbered by events and therefore the free result of a true intel-
lectual effort. I would be very much interested in having from you at
some later date the structure of a program that you think could be de-
veloped under the auspices of the Federal Government which could
meet the objections that you've raised in your statement to the
committee.

Dr. °MARROW. The objectionI don't really fear government con-
trol because the government might try to tell me what to do. What
fear is more the public opening of the process itself. Already we have
problems. The national Water ate affair was mentioned. We have
problems already in the U.S. Government, credibility problems of
government and how it's operated, exactly how open the processes are.
I visited with the National Front Liberation representative in Paris
this summer and he brought out a sheaf of papers with Southern II li-
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nois University on it, and said, "What is this ? "; and I had to tell him
what I knew of it. The thing that sti 'kes me is that if I had walked
in from Southern Illinois University he wouldn't have said what he
did, he'd -say "Who are you?" or "Have you got any bugs on you?" ;
that kind of thing. And obviously it is not just inside the United
States we are worrying about these things. The Asian scholars from
America, when we go abroad, are followed very closely, as a matter
of fact very, very closely, much more closely than the Asian scholars
from some of the other countries.

Mrs. MINK. I still think that while your concerns are justified they
should not serve as a basis for not supporting my proposal because
although there may be difficulties along the way in structuring the
institute there must be a way to meet these difficulties which you have
described. I would suggest that we would welcome from you a sug-
gestion as to how to keep the process open and how to avoid some of
the pitfalls that /ou've described. I think the committee would be
most interested in having some of these suggestions. Thank you.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. O'Harrow.
(Dr. O'Harrow's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN D. O'HAaaow, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR or
VIETNAMESE, DEPARTMENT OF IzooPAoirio LANGUAGES, UNIVERSITY or

-
I. The testimony I submit herewith represents my own views and experience

as a scholar and does not necessarily reflect the views of my department, my
colleagues, or the University of Hawaii. My background includes thirteen years of
training, travel, research and teaching with regard to Asia ; my undergraduate
study was done at the University of Michigan with supplementary work at Yale
and the University of California, and I took my graduate training at the School
of Oriental and African Studies (London) and in Paris at the Sorbonne. I have
been teaching Vietnamese language and literature at the Manoa campus since
1968.

: Sec 501, "The institute will be a national and international resource
for academy and scholarly education, Asian history, language, and culture, and
for research into problems of particular concern to Asians or of interest to non-
Asians ;" & Sec. 502, " . . . The Secretary shall also provide programs for
bringing visiting scholars and faculty, to the institute and for training, im-
provement, and travel of the staff. The Secretary shall also provide stipends
for individuals being trained at the institute "

There are certain points in the language of Bill 6168 as It prOgeztly stands
which may give rise to misunderstanding. and dissention between the pre-
sumed host institution-( the University of HawaiiTJH) and the Asian Studies
Institute (ASI). These problems may arise from the use of, the terms " . . .
scholarly education. . . " (Sec. 501) and " . . . individuals being trained at the
Institute . . ." (Sec. 502). Unless the administration of the ASI is to be brought
totally under the control of the University of Hawaii and its Board of Re-
gents, one runs the risk of having parallel academic courses taught at the ASI
in direct or indirect competition with the regular courses of the TJH. Various
questions regarding the quality and content of courses at the ASI, admission
standards for the students of such courses, the appointment of "faculty" (Sec.
502), etc., could very well be decided, at least partially, by individuals whose
academic credentials, or lack thereof, had not been submitted to the regular
scrutiny of the competent organs of the UH. In order to avoid these problems,
as well as those of wasteful reduplication, a much closer definition of the
teaching functions, if any, of the ASI is merited..

III.It is stated in Sec. 501 that the ASI is being established "in order to
promote understanding between the United States and the Nations of Asia and
the Pacific: (The text of Section III from Dr. O'Harrow's written testimony was
quoted in his oral testimony preceding.)
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IV.The language of Sec. 502 speaks of " . . . high quality opportunities for
scholarly study and research." In order for the terms "high. quality" and
"scholarly." to mean anything, the ASI must not become an automatic dumping-
ground for supernumerary AID officers and other unemployables. There is a
tendency in government to take individuals whose services are no longer useful
and put them out to pasture. Likewise, a tired diplomat can have it arranged
to "take a rest" at an academic institution, partly as a reward for services.
rendered and partly to "cool him off" if he has been too closely associated with
certain policies which have failed. I believe I am safe in saying that the faculty
of the UH would object if it believed that the ASI were going to be put to
such use.

I do not wish to imply that interchange between the academic community and
government officials is undesirablequite the contrary. Mistaken policies from
the past should be examined closely and those who were responsible for the for-
mation and implementation of such policies should participate in the reassess-
ment. The same holds true with regard to the investigation of all American poli-
cies in Asia and the Pacific and with regard to all officials who might play a
useful role in the academic process. In order to play a useful role, however,
they must have total academic freedom to discuss all relevant aspects of their
experience. In areas where they have been sworn to secrecy, they obviously
cannot supply the sort of candid insight that is required of the scholar. And un-
less it be public knowledge that scholars and other associated with the ASI have
honest scholarship as their first goal and have all freedom to pursue that goal,
they may be accused of trying primarily to justify old policies with which they
were associated. Not only will the ASI be discredited but the results of the re-.
search done at the ASI will be useless.

V.The proposed ASI is notable because the language of Sec. 501 envisages its
scope of concern as being ". . . the Pacific . . ." as well as Asia. Hawaii is.
part of the Pacific and has many cultural and historical links to the nations of
the area. Like many of its Pacific neighbours, it has passed through the colonial
experience; the majority of its population is of Asian. or Polynesian extraction,.
etc., etc. The question arises : to what extent will Hawaii be included in the defi-
nition of "Pacific" as an area to be studied? If it is to be included, what will be
its relationship to other programs currently in place at the UH such as Ethnic.
Studies? In order to have a smooth working relationship between the UH and
the ASI, the place of Hawaiian studies should either be closely defined or ex-
cluded from consideration.

Mr. BRADIZIAS. Our next witness is Prof. Stuart Gerry Brown of:
the University of Hawaii.

STATEMENT OF DR. STUART GERRY BROWN, CHAIRMAN, AD-.

VISORY COUNCIL OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, UNIVERSITY:
OF HAWAII

Dr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Mink, and other committee mem-
bers, thank you for letting me come,up here although I wasn't on the
program. I don't have a prepared statement because I had not intended
to testify, but I think I can explain why I would like to appear for a:
few moments. The University of Hawaii has an advisory council on the
international relations of the university of which I am chairman. The
council is statewide, system wide, and includes deans and professors.
and other members of the university who have an interest in inter-
national affairs of all kinds, of course, particularly in Asia. The council
also includes student members. The executive committee of the coun-
cil has had many conversations with regard to H.R. 6168 and has a
feelinga strong feeling that the bill is a major step_ forward and the
kind, of educational endeavor that the University of Hawaii and other
American universities are either actively engaged in or ought to be,
and a number of members of the council have testified during the day,.
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but not in the capacity, and I thought that I might tic together in 2 or
3 minutes what they have said because they didn't appear in sequence.
Our conclusions were, Mr. Chairman, that we'd like to make three
recommendations. These are contained partially in the testimony of
President Cleveland and Chancellor Goiter and Professor Riggs and
Professor Kwok and some others. But to put them all together, first we
feel very strongly that the best approach to achieving the purposes of
the bill is through a consortium of the scholars around the country in
institutions in which they work who are most knowledgeable about
Asia and most committed to the purposes of the bill. The University of
I would like to take the leadership in at least, the initial stages of
organizing such a consortium, and that would be our first recommen-
daf'i on .

And our second is, that we feel that the locating of an Institute of
Asian Studies in Hawaii and in connection with the University of
Hawaii is a natural kind of a decision for the committee to reach be-
cause of the location of Hawaii itself, because of the extent of existing
expertise and experience in the university community and in the com-
munity of Honolulu and State, and because of the proximity of the
East -Nest Center on the campus of and part of the University of
HaWaii. Which is not to say that the council believes that a consortium
of institutions and representatives should move to Honolulu, but rather
that an Institute of Asian Studies ought to be directed by a board de-
riving from a consortium of institutions.

And third, the council has felt that the next step in achieving the
purposes ut the bill would be a preliminary study of ways and means
to develop such a consortium. The University of Hawaii again would
very much like to he assigned and would greatly be honored to be
assigned the task of conducting such a study.

In that connection, Mr. Chairman, the University of Hawaii has
already prepared plans fora preliminary conference of scholars from
around the country to consider how such a consortium might be built.
My colleague, Mr. Crisfield, a moment, ago mentioned his experience in
the Peace Corps. If I might be given a second to state a personal
feeling, I'm encouraged by the bill because in the many years that I've
worked with Peace Corps trainees and worked with Peace Corps vol-
unteers in many Asian countries. I was 'impressed more than I can
possibly express by what the Americans learned as distinct from what
the Americans taught. And I have only this morning finished working
with 62 young Asian scholars who are on their way to mainland uni-
versities or to this university under the Fulbright program. They have
been here for 3 weeks being introduced to American civilization. I
think that they find and I think that they feel that their investment
of time and energy in Hawaii was worth their while, but what has im-
pressed me most about it is that the six or eight young American grad-
uate students who served as guides, philosopher, and friend to these
Asian scholars had the best experience of their whole lives. I think that
ties in to the questiOns that, you have asked.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Professor Brown. The Chair
also.states that he is pleased to see you because he remembers our com-
mon friendship with the late Adlai Stevenson going back many, many.
years.

SO-0139L-72-13
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Mrs. Mink.
Mrs. Mum I appreciate your volunteering to sort of put together

some of the contributions that have been made by the other witnesses
and again to emphasize the approach which the president of the uni-
versity and others have made regarding the necessity of forming .a
national consortium of scholars in the Asian field and calling for this
national board or national foundation, as you might structure it, to be
the source for guiding and developing this Asian Studies Institute
concept. My question is, is it your view.because you stress the point of
a national consortium. that this must be done first before we attempt
to legislate the establishment of an Asian Institute?

Dr. BROWN. I think there are two ways in which that question could
be answered. If the bill were perhaps to be rewritten by the committee
on the basis of the kind of testimony that you have been hearing today
and that will appear elsewhere in such a way as to include in the text
that the University of Hawaii would be not the sole, but the organiz-
ing principal, for implementing the purposes of the bill, then f think
the bill could go through. If it is not the pleasure of the committee to
act in that wav, then I think that the purposes of the bill would be
better served by, as a number of my colleagues have said, making cer-
tain that the specialists in Asia around the country feel that the institu-
tion to be developed here, assuming it's developed here, is theirs and not
merely the possession of the University of Hawaii. That it belongs to
the Asianists and the associated groups of scholars and students who
share with the University of Hawaii the great concern about Asia.

Mrs. MINN. I just participated in the House-Senate poverty, confer-
ence in an attempt to write legislation which would meet the demands
of the Administration. We have been laboring over this since December
when the first bill was vetoed. One of the difficulties we discovered in
the bill was the creation of a national legal services corporation where
the only disagreement was, how do we establish the board of directors.
We could not reconcile the differences regarding that board and con-
sequently today there is no national legal services corporation. Now in
terms of this bill, if you are suggesting that we have to structure some
sort of a national foundation or trustees as we now have for the Na-
tional Science Foundation, how would you recommend that this board
or association or foundation be established, by appointment of the
President, by appointment of the Secretary of HEW; how would you
structure such a consortium ?. This is the difficulty that I see inlour
recommendations unless it would just- be in-the sense of an advisory
committee which is established after the institute has been created by
legislation.

Dr. BROWN. Well, I think, Mrs. Mink, that the bill as it is now writ-
ten, places the authority to carry out its purposes on the Government
side including the Secretary of HEW. I would think that the bill.itself
might direct the Secretary. of HEW to create a governing body which
would be properly representative of the Asian interests. Perhaps leav-
ing the mechanics of that to the Secretary providing, as I suggested
at the end, for a preliminary study which might make recommenda-
tions to the Secretary, or, if the bill is still in the committee, to it.

Mrs. MINK. Would you include on this national advisory body or
board of directors or foundation trustees, whatever it's called, only
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those individuals who have expertise in Asian studies or wouldyou es-
tablish a board of trustees as now exists for the East-West Center?

Dr. BROWN. No, I think that all of us are agreed that we are talking
about a governing body of scholars, of professional people; we are not
talking about administrative representation of the various entities; we
are talking about scholars whose own contribution v-ould be scholarly
and whose students would be coming from Harvard, for example, to
here or students from here would be going to Harvard, et cetera. I
think we are talking about scholars.

Mrs. Mont. Are you aware of the American Association of Asian
Studies, Professor?

Dr. Bnowx. Yes, indeed. It is our thought that that association as
well as other organizations like the Asian Society ought to be included
in our explorations and in our definitions of the Asian scholar's needs.

Mrs. MINK. Is the University of Hawaii a participating member of
the American Association of Asian Studies?

Dr. BROWN. Yes, indeed. Very active.
Mrs. MINK. How long has that association been in existence?
Dr. BROWN. I think Professor Kwok could answer that better.
Dr. Kwox. About 30 years.
Mrs. MmTK. Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Professor Brown. I think

Dr. Gray, you want to be heard. You have a very lengthy statement,
and what I would like to suggest is that you simply choose the testi-
mony you wish to stress, and give us a few words. of summary.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARY F. GRAY, PROGRAM SPECIALIST, STUDY
ABROAD, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Dr. GRAY. I won't read 14 pages, certainly. If I were reorganizing
the statement at this time. I would suggest the-committee concen-
trate on pages 11 through 14 which really gives the community sup-
port. There are a number of voluntary programs, State, city, and
county, the Parks and Recreation Department, and it mentions a num-
ber of voluntary programs which bring together groups which have
in previous years perhaps not cooperated so completely. Last year in
October we had the first international open arts festival which brought
together the participation of the Pacific and Asian Affairs Council,
which is a very active group of young people in the secondary schools

luwhich participate on a voluntary basis after class time with the inter-
national students association of the University which is about 1,500
strong, plus the United Nations association. This kind of cooperative
communitywide effort is the thing which I think does make Hawaii
not only the right place. geographically, but also one in which every-
one interested can find Asian people who can be friends; that Mr.
Crisfield has mentioned as one of the major assets of any kind of
Asian Study Institute. So I would ask the committee to look over
perhaps the last four pages of this report. The earlier part mentions
the College of Continuing Education and Community Service in which
consolidated activities are based on personal involvement, many of
which activities require payment of fees. The fact that so many pro-
grams are self-supporting and do concentrate on the are of Asia is,
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T thihk, an indication of the mummify itsrAf as interested both anadem-
ically. recivationall, culturally and when you come right down to it,
we have an awful lot of gocid Asian restaurants. So there is a hot to
he said :for community support. Thank you.

(Dr. Gray's written testimony follows :)

WRITTEN TESTI MONY ON BEHALF OF THE COLLEGE or CONTIN VINO EDUCATION AND
COMMUNITY SERV ICI: PI1E e Aunt) BY MARY F. GRAS, P noti AM SPECIALIST, STUDY
ABROAD, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF BETSY SAKATA, DIRECTOR OF COURSES AND
CURRICULA, AND JAMES LAWRENCE, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERVICES. AND
OTHER STAFF MEMBERS WITH THE ENDORSEMENT or Parnmacn It. MAYEit,
ACTING DEAN, AND HAROLD K. KozUMA, ASSISTANT DEAN

in any decision regarding the location of an Asian Studies institute, a major
criterion should be the degree of support offered by the community at large. In
this respect, Hawaii is unique, not only because of the ethnic diversity of its
citizenry or because of its geography but also because of its well-documented
interest in the importance of Asia and the Pacific. This paper will cover two
major areas : (1) the activities sponsored by the College of Continuing Education
and Community Service and made possible only through the financial support of
those interested ; (2) the community projects sponsored by a wide variety of
private and public organizations.

ACTIVITIES SPONSORED nv THE COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY
SERVICE

It should he mentioned initially that many of the activities sponsored by the
College of Continuing Education and Community Service (CCECS) are self-
supporting financially. They are dependent for their success on cooperative
arrangements ranging from agreements with the State of Hawaii Department of
Education and Asian universities, at one level, to a host of private individuals
purl icipating in CCECS events. at another level.
Courses and Curricula

There are twenty-seven courses in a variety of disciplines covering various
Asian Studies areas Nvhich have continually received sufficient enrollment through
the payment of student tuition to enable CCECS to recompense the professors
in charge according to the standard pay schedule estatblished for overload assign-
ments. Students pay $20 per credit hour ($30 for out-of-state) for courses which
are fully accredited and varying charges depending on the length of the non-
credit courses. A list of the courses which have been successfully offered on a
continuing basis isattached as an addendum to this report.
Community Service Program

The following CCECS programs reflect the Division of Community Service's
involvement primarily for FY I.070-71 and FY 1971-72. In addition attention is
focused on significant trends and highlights in the performing arts, lectures, ETV
and film production, and Hawaii's heritage in Community Service program
areas. These areas include the following :

Lyceum
Speakers Bureau
Mass Media
Kapaa Community Project
Conferences and Institutes

The Community Service Program has been and is presently deeply involved
in diverse and varied community-oriented programs on Oahu, the Neighbor
Islands, and throughout the Pacific Basin.

The program's major objective is to provide continuing' education and en-
richment activities for the people of Hawaii who do not normally have a formal
organizational membership, but have special group needs and interests. Program
objectives include providing education for citizenship and developing programs
whieh contribute to the cultural enrichment of the people of the State.

Because of Hawaii's unique geographical location and multi-ethnic back-
grounds, the Division has responded by developing a wide range of programs
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geared to the cultures of Asia including China, Japan, Okinawa, Korea, the
Philippines, as well as other related ethnic groups throughout the Pacific.

The Community Service Program, through Lyceum, speakers Bureau, Mass
Media. and the Kapaa Project, has participated cooperatively with consular
representatives, international groups, local ethnic planning committees, and
State agencies in implementing Asian-oriented programs.
Sub-Programs

Following is a summation of sub-program objectives, descriptive information,
accomplishments, and related data.

.1. Lyeeam.The Lyceum program sponsored the "Noli-Kyogen" Theater from
Japan in cooperation with the Japanese Heritage Series held in April 1971.
The production perforated before standing-room-only audiences at Kennedy The-
atre. More recently Lyceum has sponsored the Edo Festival.

In cooperation with the Korean community, Lyceum presented "P'ansori"
in February 1972 and is currently making plans for the Korean Consulate, State
Foundation on Culture and the Arts, and the Korean Community Association to
stage "Ah Ak."

The highly popular "Peking Opera" was made available to the Neighbor
Islands.lat a touring basis this spring under the direction of Dr. Daniel Yang, This
program recently received national acclaim.

In other ethnic areas. Lyceum has presented Filipino zarzuela, Topeng- Dance
Threatre of Bali, Chinese Shadow Puppets. Currently plans are developing to
offer a non-credit course in the Performing Arts of Asia during FY 1972 -72 in
cooperation with the UH Music Department.

B. Speakers Bureau.Currently Speakers Bureau is engaged in making a
wide variety of ethnic programs available to the public libraries throughout
the State. The series, "Pacific Profiles," is sponsored by CCECS, SFCA, Friends
of the Library, and the State Library System. Programs in the series include
Filipino dance ; Kabuki theatre ; Korean dance; Samoan culture and dance;
Hawaiian dance, temples, and chants; and International Folk Dances.

A Chinese Heritage Lecture Series dealing with the humanities and cultural
arts of China is scheduled to begin monthly lectures in September 1972.

C. Mass Media.In 1970 the Mass Media program area developed at ETV
series entitled, "Green Room." Specific segthents dealing with Asian studies
include Kabuki, Gagaku, Indonesian Shadow Puppets. Also a 20-minute, 113mm
film was produced entitled, "Gagak-u." It is available at no cost to interested
community groups.

a Kapaa Center.The Kapaa Project is located on Kauai and was estab-
lished to meet the needs and interests of the people of the Island through a
variety of programs. Numerous programs originate at the College, but an in-
creasing number are designed and locally tailored to the ethnic audiences includ-
ing Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino. Major success has been achieved in pro-
gram development through the Kauai Advisory Committee.

E.. Conferences. In April 1971, as part of the Korean Heritage SerieS, the
College cooperated with the Department of Asian Stndies and the community
to stage the Asian Scholars Conference livid at the University. The Conference
attracted scholars from Korea and other Asian countries interested in collec-
tively sharing Information of mutual interest.

Also, there Is continuing involvement with Asian cultures through the Con-
ferences and Institutes program that proVides administrative services and
consultation for a wide variety of clients ranging' from international and
national to local groups interested in conferencing services.

ADDMONAL INVOLVEMENT

A. Interim Session.The 1970,1971, and particularly the 1972 Interim, has
had major involvement with Asian cultures ranging from lectures, workshops,
conferences, and language projectS dealing with Hawaii's Filipino community',
"Contemporary Art of the Orient," "Ethnic and Minority Conflict in Asia and the
Pacific," Crash in Japanese Language, Cuisine Chinese Cooking, and Chinese
Folk Art Workshop. Al] programs received positive comments endorsing their
purposes and objectives with helpful comments, relative to timeliness and valve
to the participants.
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B. Hawaii's Heritage.The University of Hawaii College of Continuing Edu-
cation received national recognition for the Japanese Heritage Series staged, in
April 1971. The, award was presented by the National University Extension
Association for the College's contribution to creative arts programming for
1971.

The College has been deeply involved in ethnic programs of which Asian
cultures play an important role. Since culture in this respect is so important in
Hawaii, it has been developed on a continuing basis and touches numerous
ethnic groups. A definite effort has been made to interrelate the cultures and
refer to each continuing series as. an element in Hawaii's Heritage and at the
same time encourage each ethnic group to preserve its own heritage.

In March of this year the program participated in the two-day Hawaiian
Jubilee held at Kapiolani Park. Involvement included producing a two-hour
ETV program dealing with Samoan culturesong and dance. In addition the
Division sponsored and developed a Korean dance program in cooperation with
the Korean community.

SUMMARY

The Community Service Program, CCECS, has extensive experience, as in-
dicated in this report, in developing community programs in Hawaii and through-
out the Pacific Basin. Much of this expertise relates directly to ethnic heritage
through performing and visual arts, lectures, and workshops. Joint sponsorship
with other organizations throughout the State of Hawaii has enabled the com-
munity in more isolated parts of Oahu and the neighbor islands to share in the
programs offered.
Study abroad program

The Study Abroad Office was established in the CCECS in order to offer serv-
ice to the University of Hawaii system and the community at large in enabling
interested participants to receive University of Hawaii credit while studying
outside of the State of Hawaii in a wide variety of academic contexts. The office
functions through the guidance of a Study Abroad Committee which is system-
wide, with representation from Hilo College and the Community Colleges, with
many senior faculty from numerous academic disciplines serving voluntarily
on the over-all committee as well as on subcommittees organized by geographical
area as well as by functional need.

Although the office has been in operation for less than a year, the program is
well-advanced because of the dedicated attention to objectives given by mem-
bers of the Study Abroad Committee prior to the recruitment of staff.

Primary attention is given to the Asia and Pacific area in planning and pro-
gramming although other areas of the world are not overlooked. Thus, the first
"Semester in Singapore-Southeast Asia," administered jointly by CCECS for
the University of Hawaii and by the American Universities Field Staff. repre-
senting a consortium of thirteen universities of which the University of Hawaii
is a charter member, has been concluded this spring with enthusiastic evaluations
from the participants who were equally divided in number between mainland
and UH students. A second semester is planned for Spring 1973 and we have
already answered many inquiries from mainland universities as well as from
some Asian universities.

During the summer of 1972, seven short-term programs were offered. five of
which specialized on the Asia and Pacific area. The Summer Session, which
had previously offered study programs abroad prior to centralization of this
function under CCECS, scheduled seven programs this summer also, with four
offerings in Asia and the Pacific. A total of approximately 300 students were
registered for these programs.

Academic choices available to participants this summer included "Compara-
tive Study of Japanese Libraries and Librarianship," appealing to professional
librarians and successfully arranged through the enthusiastic participation of
major librarians in Japan (the Study Abroad office sent out 22 thank-you letters
to Japan on this program alone) : "Religions of China and Japan"; Geography
of the Pacific" aboard the SS Mariposa; "Civilization of China" offered with
language training in Mandarin or Cantonese, in cooperation with New Asia
College of Hong Kong ; "Intercultural Communication" offered with language
training in Japanese, in cooperation with International Christian University of
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Japan; "Curriculum Materials in Japan"; "Art and Architecture of Japan";
and a "Geological Field Trip to Australia."

For next summer; 26 proposals have been received, 15 of which concentrate on
Asia and the Pacific. Some of these will repeat successful programs of the cur-
rent summer. However, the major development to be seen in next summer's pro-
posals is in the recruitment of Interest from disciplines of a professional nature.
Thus, we expect to offer programs which will appeal to economists, agricul-
turalists, teachers of "Special Education for the Handicapped," and advanced
musicologists, to cite a few examples. I'rogrant details are now in the process of
negotiation so that we hope to advertise by late September enabling students of
limited means to plan in advance, as well as for teachers and other professionals
to schedule their programs and vacation schedules in order to take advantage of
the opportunities offered.

Because Study Abroad programs to the Asia and Pacific area tend to be rela-
tively more expensive than programs to Europe (due largely to the high cost
of transportation), the Study Abroad Office has coordinated with the Campus
Center Board in planning flight schedules which will enable participants to take
advantage of low fares on chartered airlines. The business procedures governing
the operation of the Study Abroad office and the Campus Center Board charter
service are now in process of integration into the Business Manual of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii.

Once a study proposal is submitted, it is considered by the appropriate subcom-
mittee of the Study Abroad Committee prior to approval by the committee at
large. Thus quality is guaranteed and elimination of duplication or competition
for the same audience is ensured. Course approval is secured-through the chair-
man of the appropriate department, thus guaranteeing the academic credibility
of each course offering.

After completion of a program, evaluation forms are collected from each stu-
dent. Information supplied in the evaluations range in scope from the details of
travel arrangements and predeparture orientation to the strengths and weak-
nesses of the program as a whole.

For next summer, we have asked the cooperation of the Summer Session in
offering an Asian Studies Special Institute which will provide suitable prepara-
tion for participants through a three-week program of lectures and speelat
readings.

In addition to the programs described above, the office maintains a resource
service which describes other academic opportunities by American universities,
academic requirements of Asian universities for students wishing to undertake
an academic year abroad, and details on all countries of the area so far as geog-
raphy, climate, and travel facilities are concerned.
Other Programs Offered by CCECS

The Continuing Education for Women special program publishes a monthly
newsletter, Continuing Currents, in which 60% of the coverage during the past
year has been devoted to Asian women of distinction and to the removal of
stereotypes which prevail regarding the status of women in Asia. The Lebo -
Management Program maintains an extensive file of Asian publications on eco-
nomics and labor relations as well as American materials relating to the Asia-
Pacific labor situation. The Center for Governmental Development has the
potential for sponsoring programs of comparative government practices,

In considering community-sponsored events, mention should be made of such
programs as the Narcissus Festival and the Cherry-Blossom Festival, conducted
annually by the Chinese and Japanese Chambers of Commerce. Ethnic Chambers
of Commerce are active in many spheres of interest and there are many ethnic
clubs which welcome inquiries from visitors. Because of the large number of
religious organizations representing all of the major religions of Asia, it is
possible for one to study and learn of the practices and beliefs of these cultures
firsthand. Temple study tours are regularly organized by Department of Reli-
gion of the University.

The United Nations Association, Hawaii Chapter, is relatively small in active
membership but fulfills the important function of relating the "town and
gown" community in concern for international organization and world peace as
well as for informational programs relating to Asia which call attention to
needs and developments in the area. Such organizations as Rotary Club Inter-
national and the American Association of University Women have sponsored
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internatietial scholarships for many years, and a high percentage of their
programs would be on the Asia and Pacific area. The Hawaii International
Conitunnity Service Organization (IIISCO) unites Americans of international
experience with professional programming responsibilities and thus provides
an informational pool which has resulted in the Language Bank, suJired on a
volunteer basis by many international students and community memberswith
approximately 500 volunteers, they can respond to requests for 95 languages
and have often been called in times of crisis to solve a wide range of translation

In summary, because of Hawaii's close relationship to the cultures of Asia
and the Pacific, programming within the College will continue to respond to
the needs and interests of its immediate and distant communities.

ACTIVITIES ON TILE COMMUNITY LEVEL SPONSORED BY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
ORGANIZATIONS

The following details can only be suggestive. Programs are so numerous and
varied that a complete description of each would prove exhausting to the
reader. It Is hoped that those programs and activities identified will stimulate
the committee to a recognition of Hawaii's vast resources and to the appropri-
ateness of Hawaii as in site for the projected Asian Studies Institute.

On the State level, the Hawaii International Services Agency is organized
under the Department of Planning and Economic Development. It has spon-
sored seminars, conferences, and trade missions aimed primarily at sthnula-
lion of business opportunities between Hawaii and the Asia and Pacific area.
However, educational and cultural opportunities have also been covered in
its programs. The Director of the State Information Service is a media expert
whose field of specialization is Asia and who has shown great interest in
dissemination of information on Hawaii's international programs.

On the City and County level, the Parks and Recreation Department sponsors
many events which stress Hawaii's ethnic diversity and call to the attention of
the entire community the arts and culture of various groups. Programs of this
kind are available without harge to the community and are frequently sched-
uled. In recent months. the City Coordinator for Special Events has arranged
a monthly series of euitural events at City Hall which have made available to
the community unique entertainment without cost to the spectator and a minimal
cost ($100 per evening's budget) to the taxpayer. The Coordinator has obviously
depended on the cooperation of the communit;, In order to bring about these
concerts. The Mayor has been active in the promotion of the Pacific and Asian
Conference of Municipalities (PACOM) but the organization Is too recently, de-
veloped to comment on its long-term objectives.

In addition to the fine are collections available at the Henn ltdu Academy gf
Arts, Spalding Honse, and the Bishop Museum, there are frequent speelal ::hors
organized by ethnic groups and shown at such places as the Ala Memel Shopping
Center or et the growing number of private galleries throughout Honolulu. Asian
films are regularly shown by a number of theaters, with the potential movie-
goer offered a choice of several Asian language possibilities every evening. A
special review of Asian films is published weekly in one at' the, major newspapers.

The Hawaii International Volunteers Association unites chose who hove re-
turned from service with such organizations as Peace Corps, International
Voluntary Service, and the American Friends Service Committee. Because there
is overlapping membership in many of these organizations, there has been a grow-
ing cooperation in sponsorship of projects, 'Thus, last year's "First International
(MN inor Festival" honoring United Nations Day was jointly planned and spon-
sored by the United Nations Association, the International Students Association,
and the Pacific and Asian Affairs Connell.

No description of Hawaii's continuing interest in Asia and the Pacific would he
complete without reference to the herithge 0' the Pan-Paeifie Union which was
active for the period 1917-1930, Its importance lies in the number of organiza-
tions which survive thronghout the Pacific as n result of this early stimulation.
Tiles. the Pacific Science Association and the Pan Pacific Southeast Asian
Women's Association, the two most frequently cited organizations deriving from
this early inspiration, survived the World War TT period and continue to hold in-
ternational conferences of consequences.

Finally, brief reference Mandel be made to the "inner man" and the general
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availability of ethnic foods either. through reslaurantS Cl supermarkets. A glance
at the claSsitied section of the telephone directory will highlight the evidence,
but it should be mentioned that many of the restaurantsloffer excellent dishes at
very moderate priceS,' thus enabling-students of limited means to .take advantage
of this.learningeixperience.

=

The health of the society is demonstrated by the fact that ethnic humo, is
both Homiest:mei:lye and widely appreciated. Mainlanders are soinetimes shocked
to sett our Hawaiians of Japanese ancestry responding with- roaring laughter to
Zulu's parodies on the blind swordsman, Zatoield. Kent Bowman's records pared -'
sing various ethnic pidgin dialects are- widely enjoyed and frequently broadcast
On the radio. .

CONCLUSION

Only it year and a half ago, as a Consultant for the Hawaii International Serv-
ices Agency, when I reviewed and evaluated the various international progriuns '
of the State of Hawaii, I- was somewhat 'discouraged by a seeming lack of.co-
operation and coordination of Programs. Too often.efforts.seemed to .1)12 hampered
hy a lack of information among. people of similar concern and interest about the
eftin:t:; '61! others. No.W, thanks to many cooperative efforts-the human resources
which are Fast s:--eili to be united in effort so that the full potential of Hawaii
as a eeni or for Asia antinicl fic studies can nt last be realized..

Sauna:try of courses dealing with Asian Stmlies offered tilrOugh the Evening
Credit, Non-Credit, and State Teachers Credit Prograins: .

Anthropology:
: Oceania. -(Polynesia) 50

Regional Ethnology iPolynesiti) 445
Regional Call:tires of Qceaula 4:7,0

Art History : -.

Aspects' of Asian Art 2S0
Asian Studies:

Civilizations . of Asia 241 .
History 242,

English :
,

World . Litera ture _ 25:1-254
Ethnic Studies: .

-.. Japanese Americans 200
Geography.: .

Geography of the Pacific l.,il

Ilistory: .

..

National and:Regional History in Southeast -Asia 116 407'
History of China 410
History of Japan .4134'14
The United States in the-Pacific 425.

Mnsie: . . ,

. ASian and Pacific Music in Education 457-
Religion

Introduction.to the World's Major Religions 150
Sociology :

Survey of People and Institutions_of Japan 352
Chinese (Noncredit) :

,Chinese Culture GE11
Chinese Brush PaintingElementary DPI4
Chinese Brush PaintingIntermediate DP15
Chintse.Brush PaintingTraditional Lindscaping

.Cuisine Chinese Cooking I and II -- HR1:1=14
:Pus.conversationnt Mandarin Chinese Elementary

Conversational Mandarin -Chindse-Intermediate .'' I'11)L19
Conversational' Mandarin ChineseAdvanced F1.20

Menne (Noncredit) : ,

Conversational Ilocano-Elementary .._ -FL1.2

Japanese:' -. '. .-Q
'Eleinentary Japanese 1(L

Japanese Literature:
: :Tom:nese. Literal-lire. in Translation 301-302'

7Tagalog (Noileredit : -. !

.

Conversational. TagalogElementary

./ .......
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Mr. %Aim' As. Thank you very much Dr. Gray. We appreciate
very much your letting us bare your statement. The Chair would also
ask unanimous consent that there be included in the hearing record a
statement of Mrs. Man it Reddick, acting director, Pacific and Asian
Affairs Council as well ns a statement on international education by
Dr. Christopher G. Cuff of Rider College, Trenton, N.J. The Chair
wants to express his appreciation and that of the members of the
subcommittee to President Cleveland, to, indeed, all of those at the
East-West Center and the University, and everyone here in Hawaii,
who have been so hospitable in making it possible for us to conduct
these hearings here.

In particular of course the Chair wants to express his own warm
appreciation to Mrs. Mink for the .great help she's been in making
possible the conduct of these hearings here, and for her vigorous
leadership in drawing congressional attention to the need to give
status and support to Asian studies in our country.

This is the first day of the hearings on this bill and it is possible,
although it's not likely, we shall complete action on this legislation
in the remaining weeks and days of this Congress. But in the next
session of Congress we shall have an opportunity to renew our con-
siderations of this measure, and to conduct further hearings on it
elsewhere in the country. Certainly we are not likely to find so broad
and informed a spectrum of witnesses as we were

likely
to have

here in Hawaii today.
The Chair would yield to Mrs. Mink for any further comments she

might like to make.
Mrs. Mixic. I'd only like to conclude by saying that I'm deeply

appreciative of the attention which your subcommittee is giving to
this matter and on behalf of the university and community and all
those who haven't had an opportunity to express themselves person-
ally I want to extend my appreciation and further aloha from our
community to you and the other members of the committee and to
the staff for making these hearings possible.

Mr. BRADETIAS. The Chair would like also to invite any persons
who may wish to have a further statement included in the hearing
record to feel free to send that statement to Mrs. Mink who will in
turn see that it gets in the record. We are adjourned.

(The hearing adjourned at 4:45 p.m., August 24, 1972.)

STATEMENT BY DIRS. MANJIY Riomex, ACTING DIRECTOR, PACIFIC AND ASIAN
AFFAIRS Colmar.

For over 20 years, the Pacific and Asian Affairs Council has sponsored an
international affairs program in Hawaii's high schools. The goal of the Connell
is to encourage research and understanding in the fled of international educe.
tionhence our organization's interest in H.R. 0108, a bill to amend the Inter-
national Education Act of 1000 to provide for the establishment under the Actof an Asian Studies Institute.

It is imperative that children whose formative years embrace satellite TV,
apace travel and the awakening of communicative technology which staggers
the imagination, have a well grounded understanding of the interrelationships
among newly evolving powers.

It is mandatory that today's youth be knowledgeable about peoples from other
countries, appreciate the diverse cultural patterns and be able to express and
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define their own roles effectively as citizens in relation to their country and
other nations.

As the twentieth century prepares to close and the bamboo curtain begins to
open, the study of Asia and the Pacific makes such understanding and appre-
ciation all the more essential. Perhaps our primary national need as we look
at this crucial area and the future is an educational system that does not
largely ignore more than one half of the people of the world. Education in the
United States on Asia, especially at the secondary school level, has been and
Is embarassingly deficient.

The PAAC has provided a vehicle for a limited study of the peoples of this
area, but it lacks the resources for a serious and systematic study of the region
as a whole. In the schools, there is a growing demand for curricular materials
to supplement the present textual materials in the study of the Asian countries.
The proposed institute could be designed to serve as a resource center for teach-
ing materials and information on Asia as well as a center for teacher educa-
tion in 'he field of Asian Studies.

A frequent traveler between East and West once observed perceptively,
"When I am leaving the United States for the Orient, I see the American aspect
in Honolulu"; what other place would he more suited to the dev .lopment and
implementation of the proposed institute?

STATEMENT ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BY DR. CHRISTOPHER G. DUFFY, As-
SIRTANT DEAN, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION RIDER COLLEGE, TRENTON,
N.J.

Ilaekground.The armistice at the end of World War II found the United
States the paramount military power in the world. However, the U.S. Depart-
ment of State and the Foreign Service had few offices with any background,
training, or experience in the two areas of the world that were immediately .con-
cerned in the post-war period, viz.. China and French Indochina. The war on
the Chinese mainland between the forces of Chiang Kai-shek and the Communist
guerrillas and the problems in Southeast Asia and Indonesia thus found the
government of the United States largely unprepared.

This Tack of expertise and the fall of the Chinese mainland to the Communists
in 1949 led to charges of Communist influence in the U.S. Department of State.
Matters worsened during the attacks of Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wis-
consin. He charged there was undeniable Communist influence in the Depart-
ment of State and other sectors of the federal government producing a list he
claimed contained the names of over 200 government employees who were mem-
bers of the Communist Party. Later claims by McCarthy listed varying numbers
of government employees but the list was never released. It was later totally
discredited.

For many who came under the attack of the Senator, the period 1950-54 proved
to be the end of their State Department diplomatic and government service
careers. Americans interested in studying the non-Western world found they had
to be cautious for some time after these events of the early 50s. The great and
unfilled need for experts in the developing areas remained unmet.

The results of my research have shown there is still a grave need for those
trained in an understanding of the non-Western world. However, within this void
the area of the world most in need of attention is Asia.

Methodology of the atody.The population for this national study was derived
by consulting the eleventh edition of American Colleges and Universities. All
institutions identifying themselves as private, accredited, liberal arts colleges
were made a part of this study.

Why did I choose to study undergraduate programs? Most of the early non-
W.:stern programs were developed on the graduate level. It was originally felt
this was the proper level for non-Western studies. With the Predominance of
Western culture presented on the undergraduate level, the offerings on the grad-
uate level would then act as a balancing Influence. Cornell, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Michigan, Tulane. and Stanford were among graduate institutions beginning
early non-Western studies programs. Indeed, these six universities were the sub-
ject of a study, "The University Lonks Abroad," which was published by Education
and World Affairs. Education and World Affairs is an organization founded in 1902
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to stub*. analyze, and assist in strengthening the International training, re-
search, and service dimension of U.S. colleges and universities. EWA Itself was
a result of the development of a real need related to the increasing concern for
the place of non-Western area studies In American higher education. Since that
time, over a dozen reports have been the result of the organization's efforts as well
as six EWA committees appointed to study various aspects of international edu-
cation. Since becoming a part of the International Council for Education Devel-
opment (ICED), there is no organization singularly oriented toward the dis-
cussion of non-Western studies at the national level.

Thus, while EWA had largely a graduate orientation, there was no attempt
to study Intensively the undergraduate programs. The Association of American
Colleges completed a study in 1964 involved largely with curriculum. Most of
the studies have not touched on the important matter of faculty training. This
is where my study has a major departure from the others. Such concerns as inter-
disciplinary courses, training hi non-Western areas, and innovative techniques
in &lineation related to non-Western studies were the subjects of my study.
In short, I was interested more in the man teaching the courses than the courses
themselves.

Population of the xtudy.The add prerequisite for inclusion in the study was
the institution's self-identification in American Colleges and Universities as an
accredited, private liberal arts college. No attempt was made to ascertain whether
or not these institutions already had successful non-Western studies programs.
The total population of this study was 573 institutions of which 40S returned
questionnn ire&

The questionnaire covered seven major arms related to the development of
non-Western studies programs :

(1) Actual enrollment of students in non-Western studies programs in the fall
term 1970

(2) The type of non-Western area studies courses offered using the curricular
models developed by Ward Morehouse of SUNY

(3) The number of faculty having attended special programs in non-Western
area studies

(4) The name of the program director or non-Western course coordinator if
the institution had one

(5) Rating of non-Western studies programs as a low, mid, or high institu-
tional priority when placing it against other institutional goals

(0) Membership in consortium agreements oriented toward development of
non-Western studies programs

(7) Motivation for introducing non-Western area studies into the academic
program.

I do not wish to make it seem there was total disinterest in undergraduate
non-Western area studies by virtue of my remarks made previously. The Ford
Foundation established 27 statewide non-Western studies programs for the de-
velopment of much-needed expertise at the undergraduate level. Most impor-
tantly, these programs represented a dramatic change in philosophy as they
represented Ford's. first real investment in undergraduate non-Western educa-
tion. Grants were made to faculty for initial and advanced study of a particular
non-Western area. Additionally, grants were often made to a number of neigh-
boring institutions facilitating sharing of already existing programs and facili-
ties through inter - collegiate cooperation. For a year and one-half I was in-
volved in the administration of the Indiana Non-Western Studies Project based
at Indiana University, Bloomington. I saw first-hand the dynamic and interest-
ing growth patterns of undergraduate non-Western studies progiams in that
state as a result of the project's influence.

Aware of the dynamics of interinstitutional cooperation and realizing the
need for further study, I decided to combine my interest in undergraduate edu-
cation and the developing consortia to ascertain whether consortium-related
institutions had decidedly stronger non-Western studies programs than those
institutions developing programs independently.

As stated earlier, since other studies had not looked at faculty development
but only at curriculum, I made such development it major orientation of my
study.

What were the results of my study?
(1) I found a lack of complementary courses in the non-Western areas. Most

commonly, courses in history were offered if any courses were offered at all.
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Regrettably, courses in political science, economics, and sociology would often
be missing. However, with institutions sharing resources, this characteristic
was often missing.

(2) Motivation was an interesting outcome. In a few states certain institu-
tions stated that they began programs simply because properly trained faculty
were available. There was no statement of institutional interest in non-Western
studies as a whole. I wonder what will become of these programs when these
faculty members leave these institutions.

(3) While I cannot state this is obvious cause and effect, in states where the
major state institutions had well-developed programs in the non-Western areas
and were interested in working with undergraduate institutions in that state
there were rather well-developed non-Western studies programs in the under-
graduate institutions and, particularly, the private liberal arts colleges. In
certain states where this leadership seemed to be lacking strong non-Western
programs were not to be found.

(4) A great deal of innovative education has resulted from the development
of non-Western studies programs. A limited number of interdisciplinary courses
have been developed. Unfortunately, there are not as many courses as one would
desire. However, there is an obvious trend toward interdisciplinary courses based
on a common problem or phenomenon in the non-Western world. As an example,
a course in militarism in underdeveloped countries and economic problems in
developing areas have resulted. It is hoped that non-Western studies will con-
tinue to be a vehicle for such important and meaningful innovation.

Let me emphasize that these are major trends I have found. They also relate
importantly to your proposal as I will explain later in the paper.

Other statements related to non-Western studies.Two of the most popular
means of introducing non-Western studies into the curriculum are the cross-
cultural and introductory course approaches. The first exposes the student to a
culture through introduction to the philosophy, language, and literature of the
particular area. Behind this approach is the belief that students can better
identify with the area studied if the student knows something about these under-
pinnings related to that geographic area.

Others have called for entirely new course offerings. This approach usually
calls for a sizeable library and related institutional Silencing. It also inhibits
the opportunities fur interdisciplinary work.

E. C. Blackburn has advocated this former system for institutions having lim-
ited financial endowment. He proposes that since liberal arts colleges offer fewer
courses covering a narrower spectrum than a large graduate institution, faculty
could be combined to teach courses during certain periods so that other faculty
entild take academic leave to further develop their non-Western expertise. Such
a plan might call for extraordinary interdepartmental cooperation as a historian
might have to teach a course in political science. However, the basis for the most

-successful non-Western studies programs is such an interdepartmental approach.
Harold Taylor advocates intercultural education and understanding as exem-

plified by the World College. This is an institution for students and faculty from
all parts of the Eastern and Western world. As a result, both Communist and
non-Communist ideologies are presented and defended in the college's classes,
Students come away from the experience with greatly expanded attitudes and a
true realization of why their own ideological feelings have developed and how
they are related to the international political spectrum.

I believe this particular approach has real relevance to your proposal .for an
Asian Studies Institute. Your efforts and those of Mr. Taylor are related.directly
to overcoming ethnocentric ideals. Taylor feels his World College would make
others more aware of their own culture as they become more aware of other
cultures. In a sentence, this is the ideal of non-Western studies.

Non-Western area studies courses have a very pragmatic use as they cover
areas of the world now the center of conflict or international diplomatic concern.
'Lyman T.egters has often advocated a similar pragmatic approach to the teaching
of non-Western studies. Such methods as conflict resolution are examples of his
ideas. 'Students would take certain stands on international questions and discuss
them developing their own Ideas as they relate to that particular circumstance
and also the intricacies and the questions revolving around that particular
international confl ict.
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Daniel Bigelow feels that those having no insight or understanding of areas
geographically distant and seemingly culturally alien are not in the real sense
educated to meet the challenges of today's world and tomorrow's world ; we must
include non-Western studies in our curriculum. If we do not understand the
non-Western world, we simply do not understand the entire world family.

Interdisciplinary courses have given higher education a chance to experiment
in many different areas. They also provide the student exposure to a number of
different academic disciplines at one time. This opportunity brings the student
both information about a specific geographic area being studied as well as insights
into`the basic tools needed in a number of different academic disciplines. It also
shows the student how one academic discipline relates to another.

Recommendations for the Asian Studies Institute.I believe the Institute you
are proposing should reflect certain of the ideas I have outlined here. The
Institute should have a limited approach and be interdisciplinary in focus
oriented to empirical research. By empirical research I mean work related to the
study of problems most on the minds of those living in Asia today. Perhaps I am
discussing something which might be called "an international land-grant insti-
tution." Hopefully, an institute with appropriate funding, and even funding on
an international basis, might have such a positive effect on the Asian world.

I suggest the institute enjoy the support of a number of institutions in this
country and other parts of the world with a real commitment to Asian studies
and international education. My research has shown that such cooperation not
only lessens the cost involved but enhances the value educationally of the non-
Western programs. I cite line 2 of page 2 of your bill as the rationale for such
consortium orientation.

Within this country, the University Center of Virginia is an example of what
one statewide consortium sponsored by a major state university can do for
those interested in non-Western studies. In this particular case, the University
Center is largely oriented toward Asia. The quality of Asian studies programs at
many of the liberal arts colleges in the state of Virginia reflects the leadership
provided by the University of Virginia and the assistance given these institutions
in further developing their programs.

Comments made during my study by many of the Virginia liberal arts colleges
reflect the pride they have in this organization and also the gratitude shown the
University of Virginia for its leadership in this area.

As further citation of the value of consortia, I mention the recent Office of
Education publication entitled,

Interinstitutional Cooperation in International Education.This Is a report
based on a study of the Regional Council for International Education (RCIE) in
Pittsburgh. This organization has enhanced greatly the non-Western programs of
the forty member institutions of the RCIE. The OE publication not only discusses
this consortium but the mechanics involved in developing successful interinstitu-
tional cooperation. It is not an easy phenomenon. Most importantly, a consortium
has to be developed among institutions willing to release some of their autonomy
for the greater good they feel can be gained from interinstitutional cooperation.

All too often, the institutions joining their cooperative venture fail to realize
that they must give a little in order to gain from the consortium relationship.

Such interinstitutional cooperation should also have an interdisciplinary base.
Agronomists might work with those concerned with population control discuss-
ing and researching this concern which is all too real in Asia. Further examples
easily come to mind and could result in research projects which would be dy-
namic, and most importantly, of real use to Asians.

In summary, I am saying that interinstitutional cooperation not only provides
programs that are educationally viable and meaningfully innovative but also re-
lates well to the part of the world community these programs are to serve.

The lack of knowledge and misunderstanding of the Asian world in this
country can take a great step down the road to understanding if an institute
such as the one you are proposing can be developed.

I want to thank the committee for the time they have taken to review my
remarks. I was flattered to receive an invitation from Congresswoman Mink
to prepare a statement for the committee. I welcome your questions or
comments.
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TESTIMONY FOE THE ASIAN STUDIES INSTITUE BY T. K. ROY, PRIVATS CITIZEN

There 13 a great need to establish an organization which will help Americans
and any other nationals in better understanding of Asia, its people and culture.
Much has been talked about problems in Asia and to an American or for that
matter to a western man, Asia usually brings a picture of problems. However,
Asia itself is not an embodiment of problems ; it contains the nations and coun-
tries where developed civilizations existed even more than C1000 years ago when
many of the western civilizations were not born yet. True, the western civil-
ization has provided many modern amenities of life, yet it is not all. There are
many nice things that have existed in the ways of life and customs of Asian
people which can enrich the modern western civilization. Now that man is
trying to explore the existence of life and civilization beyond our planet it is a
pity that we have not understood each other on this earth itself.

Arguments might be put toward that there are many American universities
and institutes which provide Asian Studies as a part of their curriculum but it
must be said that the facilities are not adequate and compared to European
studies the facilities are practically insignificant.

Hawaii is a perfect place to have an Asian Studies Institute since it is where
the intermixing of the East and the West has been more thorough than anywhere
else in the world. People who would come here will also have many things to
learn from this intermixed population. Moreover, the existence of an Asian
Library here will be an added advantage to the new Institute and the scholars
can gain much from its facilities.

STATEMENT OF MARION SAUNDERS, EDUCATOR, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

In my few remarks I would like first to express the hope that the Institute
of Asian Studies will be an autonomous and financially secure Institute, free of
political ties to the American government, and with a capability for long-range
planning. If it is to function as an instrument for understanding between Ameri-
can and Asian-Pacific students and scholars it must be unfettered by government
obligations and policies. This we have learned from the East-West Center.

Three points I would like to illustrate by examples from the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands and from the record of East-West Center students.

First, cultural understanding is an indispensable concomitant with the goals
of academic degrees and technical knowledge. Cross cultural understanding in-
volves feelings, attitudes, value systems, i.e. the non-cognitive. Far from an
"instant" process, it grows out of continuous and extended interaction between
American-and-Asian students, between Asian-and-Asian students. Hawaii pro-
vides a congenial setting where daily contact between differing cultures is an
accepted factand many of these are cultures of Asian/Pacific background.
Asian students attest that Hawaii is less "alien" to them than the mainland, and
pressure toward conformity with American values is less. In this setting the Asian
feels less need than on the mainland to put on the robes either of the exotic
foreigner or the admirer of American culture . . . more able to be himself. And
this provides the American student with a richer, more realistic basis for under-
standing Asians.

The "knowledge revolution" is outstripping human understanding on all sides,
and the need today and in the foreseeable future is for human beings to learn
how to reach and understand each other. As one South Asian, student expressed
it : "Living with people from different parts of the world, sandwiched between
friendliness and hostility, I have learned that appreciation is not inconsistent
with criticism and I am learning to take both with equanimity."

Emphasis solely on academic achievements does not bring cultural understand-
ing. The early students of the East-West Center learned this very well, and for
everyone who visits Center Asian alumni in their home countries it is a "shock
awareness" to receive their testimony on the high value they place on cultural
understanding reached at the Center.

I would hope that the Institute will give attention to maintaining continuing
contacts with students and scholars who grow through its programs. Modest
investment in such return seminars every five to eight years will pay large divi-
dends in strengthening the functioning of individuals who may be isolated and
discouraged where they are they American or Asian/Pacific. Time after time
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American students experienced the cultural shock of returning to their provincial
worlds on the mainland to find that interestknowledge--commitmentto Asian
affairs was so lacking that they could hardly see where to begin. Truly, we as a
people have taught our generations about a world in which Asia hardly exists!

Second, to become multi-ethnic is much more than tobe multi-lingual. Ameri-
cans are prone to attribute multi-lingual. Certainly language is a valuable tool
on the way toward understanding another people and its culture, but of itself it
is not sufficient. The person who is multi-ethnic moves around comfortably in
another culture, is able to cope with the challenges it presents, to understand
some of the many layers that lie behind observable behavior. Similar surface
expression either of language or gesture can differ dramatically in meaning within
differing cultures. A sensitive -Philippine psychiatrist has said that her "insight
of psychology were futile without the handles of culture."

Students from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands came to the Univer-
sity of Hawaii from their small islands usually as a first-time-away-from-home.
During my years as adviser I could see the stages of adjustment leading up to
achievement, by some, not all, of real multi ethnicity. Let me illustrate this in
action today.

One of the ablest of Micronesian students took his degree in political sciences
at the University, is a member of the Congress of Micronesia, and now heads the
Committee on the Future Status of the Trust Territory. As Chairman of that
historic Committee he has given Micronesians the leadership to wrest from often-
reluctant Americans the autonomy and self - government Micronesians desire and
deecrve in a free-association contract with the United States. His ability not
only to understand and anticipate American motives and behavior but to also
communicate convincingly is evidence of his multi-ethnicity.

One of the 'Yapese politicians, members of the Congress of Micronesia, ma-
jored in English literature, came to love the English language, while never losing
his Yapese-ness. His felicitous phrasing expresses-hisability to freely cross cul-
tural boundaries: "The people of Yap firmly believe that ours is a world of revo-
lution, a world that continues to change and make change. It is a revolution that
started in Micronesia in the stacentli centy.ry when the Spanish d:sroyered
Micronesia. Today it is a revolution not just for pride and nationalism, but also
for economic well-being, social reform and political freedom."

"It is the belief of the Yapese people that if we Micronesians do not know and
cannot decide what we want or what is good for us politically, then no one else,
in and outside Micronesia . . . can tell us what is good for us.

", . The people of Yap and their leaders announce that for the immediate
and the foreseeable ftiture they will support the position of a Micronesian in free
association with the United States of America."

Third, the Institute academic programs should have the freedom to be cus-
tom built for individual students, not tied to existing academic requirements.
The revolution in education today recognizes that the growth process takes place
in each individual under unique idiosyncratic conditions.

I would plead that the Institute for Asian Studies not allow itself to become
locked into the treadmill of degrees, certificates, testing, etc., that represent
purposes to a large degree inconsistent with the goals of the Asian Institute.
Americans, for all their ballyhoo about readiness to change, are really uncom-
fortable with differences. A game my family has long played is watching how
the menus of new restaurants begin with enchanting new dishes and gradually
move toward a menu indistinguishable from that of most-other eateries.

Dr. Margaret Mead, several years back, told the East-West Center that the
trend toward "sameness" in research grant proposals was a depressing fact . .

that where originality and creative effort should be rewarded, everyone was
copying the last person who was awarded funds. The trend toward problem-
solving or the "problem approach" is another example of the move away from
the uniqueness which characterized the early East-West Center.

I would hope that the Asian Studies Institute would build into its basic
structure the freedom to program students for their maximum growth and
greatest cultural understandingwhich might , be unrelated to degrees. If cul-
tural understanding involves continuous interaction; then time iktust be allowed,
and opportunities created for cross cultural growth:

One American example can be cited, a student who, at the. East-West Center,
was an active interchanger but did not complete a, degree. He subsequently
spent five to six years in Laos for AID and wrote from there : "It is because
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of their open nature, their human-ness that I love the Lao and Laos. 1 have the
East-West Center to thank for opening the door to -.the Asian heart. I spent all
of my time there learning about the Asian people and it has paid off . . . my
understanding of Asians has prepared me for a good life of service in Asia.,'

A Micronesian student who worked hard at understanding American ways
and behavior, who wanted very much to be multi-ethnic, grew into this through
return training in Hawaii. She not only "made it" via these several stages,
but she went on to participate in an international seminar on nutrition in the
Netherlands. Degrees never diverted her front appropriate training. .

Time and flexibility are essential if the Institute is to become both creative
and successful.

Students from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands were not required
to meet entrance exams, to carry standard loads, to follow ordinary sequence
of courses. Today, two-thirds to three-fourths of the Senators in the Congress
of Micronesia are graduates of the University of Hawaii. The top two Micro-
nesians in the executive branch of the Trust Territory government are early
graduates of the University. The first Micronesian to earn a law degree, present
Legal Counsel to the Congress, spent six years in high school and University
in Hawaii. For all of these, time and flexibility were invoked and program-
ming was highly individualized.

What I have tried to say is what UNESCO has stated : "The crisis of time
is a crisis of cultures as well as of economics and politics."

I believe this is what the Asian Studies Institute proposal is all about.

STATEMENT OF LENN EVAN GOODMAN, Pm D. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY,
UNIVERSITY OF IlAwnii

America's reaction to the launching by the Soviet Union of the Sputnik satel-
lite brought about the most far-reaching changes in American education and
educational policy since the introduction of compulsory primary and secondary
schooling in this country. For that historic event served as a focal point to the
awakening American awareness of the crucial need for scientific and technical
education. The provision of high quality- scientific and technical education on
a wide scale was recognized to be a public responsibility not merely as a matter
of national prestige and international leadership but as a matter of urgency, in
many ways a matter of survival.

The resultant emphasis on scientific and technical education swiftly called
forth a response in other areas as well: The crisis, it was realized, extended to
the areas of reading and communications skills, at the elementary, secondary,
and higher levels-and to the humanities and social sciences at the secondary and
higher. levels. Just a year or two later a new crisis was recognized in Foreign
Area Studies.

Federal Grants and Foundation awards poured forth in profusion in recogni-
tion of the paucity of this country's expertise in "vital areas" around the globe,
as they had in the sciences and in the humanities. Area-studies centers blossomed
throughout the country. Further crises have ensued since, most notably those
which have involved the recognition of the rights of underprivileged groups
and of women, and those which seek to tarn our intellectual as well as material
resources to the problems of welfare and poverty and to .those of pollution and
the improvement of our environment and of what has been called the overall
quality of life.

I cite these highlights of the ,last 15 years of American educational policy,
which the Honorable Members of the Committee no doubt know far better than
I only because of a common trend I think I see in all of them : In each4orists
there was a sense of awakening to a problem area to which attention was long
overdue. This was followed by the rapid development of extensive programs
in that urea, stimulating the interest and involvement of literally thousands
of students, teachers, researchers, and other specialists. There was subsequently
a gradual falling off of interest as new crisis area came into view and attention
was preempted. Invariably there was an outfall of workers and specialists, a
wastage of students and of training as the emphasis shifted. Science In many
areas is again being 'neglected. The NDEA program, which was a mainstay of
science and the humanities as well as area studies has run its course.

80-069--72----9
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Many of the Area Studies Centers have closed their doors. while others have
become faddish in their efforts to follow the elusive trail of shifting interests
and policies. And today we may witness the spectacle of many members of my
generation, the generation who went to college when Kennedy went to the White
Horse, who were encouraged to be scientists in junior high school, to be writers
in high school. to be area specialists in college, to turn to the problems of the
minorities and the poor and underprivileged in graduate school, standing at
the portals of their graduate institutions; their advanced degrees in hand, won-
dering what has become of all the needs they were trained to serve. They are
unemployed or underemployed. Their training is no longer thought to be relevant.

I am testifying in behalf of the Honorable Representative Mink's proposed
amendment to the International Education Act of 1966 because I believe that this
proposed amendment aims at making a permanent commitment to one of the
areas which our national educational policy cannot afford to overlook, the area
of Asian Studies. We. have long recognized that in order to communicate with
and relate to individuals and institutions of Asian societies we must develop
an understanding of their history and languages, their religions, philosophical
and artistic traditions. We are coming to recognize as well that an adequate
understanding of ourselves and our society and culture cannot be parochial but
must, be integrated into the wider perspective of world civilization in which we
exist as individuals, as citizens, and as bearers of culture.

What we have yet to recognize, but what I hope the Mink amendment may
help us to see is that we cannot and must not approach Asian Studies or any of
the other of our areas of educational concern with a crisis mentality : As though
the depth which we require in these areas were something we might turn on
and turn off at will. We must develop our competence in the disciplines and
broaden the purview of the disciplines themselves so as to embrace the previously
neglected (or fitfully attended) areas. Only by building our competence, our
professionalism in this fashion can we ensure ayermanent capability of respond-
ing to genuine needs as they arise.

The location of an Institute for Asian Studies in Hawaii would be both
natural 'and felicitous, since the State of Hawaii, both geographically and (more
importantly) culturally is a window for our country which looks toward Asia.
The University of Hawaii, which is unquestionably the leading educational
institution in the state and which has recognized and established competence
in the disciplines and the regions of Asia would provide an excellent home for
such an Institute, making it by no means necessary for the long range tasks of
building and development (materially and intellectually) to be begun from the
beginning.

It is because I believe that the Mink amendment may serve as I have indi-
cated to help make our university more truly universal and therefore more
capable of serving the people of Hawaii and of the United States that I believe
her amendment to be worthy of your support.

Thank yon.

STATEMENT OF K. S. SITARAM, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPEECH

We do have a need for an institute for Asian studies the purpose of which
should be to bring about understanding between Americans and Asian peoples
by understanding Asians rather than making them understand us.

Understanding comes only by effective communication. Lack of communication
creates misunderstanding. Many international misunderstandings could be solved
by first knowing the cultural and other 4actors that cause such breakdowns and
then employing the most efficient method of interaction that is suited to the
nation with which we are trying to communicate. Right now, we have no evidence
that any institution has made serious attempts to study the factors that affect
Communication in Asian cultures. Therefore, Research and Training in. Asian
Communication should be an important area at the proposed Institute. The pro-
gram should include the following activities.

(1) Inviting here Asian scholars and specialists in areas such as Philosophy,
Linguistics, Speech, Dance, Drama, Music, Literature, .Iournalism, .the Film,
Radio and 'Television and providing them with facilities to write books in
English and/or translate books from their native languages to English in the
areas of their specialization.
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(2) Having our students take courses from visiting scholars and specialists.
(3) Training American scholars, students, diplomats, businessmen and others

that are interested in learning the art of communicating with Asian peoples.
(4) Involving all Asian scholars and specialists that are available in Hawaii

in developing programs of study and training in Asian communication.
(5) Organizing cooperative projects to study and recommend how modern

technology could be adapted to develop efficient and faster means of communica-
tion within Asian cultures and between Asia and the United States,

(6) Making the Institute entirely scholarly rather than political.
My travels in Asia and discussions with many Asian scholars and specialists

have convinced me that the above approach will be most useful. At the end of each
year, when the Institute publishes its annual report, it will be evident that such
an approach is better than the others.

STATEMENT OF WALTER F. VELLA, UNIVERSITY OF FL/oval

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee :
I support H.R. 6168, introduced by Representative Patsy Mink, which would

establish au Asian Studies Institute as a means of promoting the understanding
between the United States and Asia.

In analyzing the reasons for support of the resolution, three questions immedi-
ately come to mind : (1) What level of need is there in the United States for
knowledge about Asia? (2) How effective would an Asian Institute be in satis-
fying that need? and (3) Why should the Institute be located in Hawaii?

The need.On the first question, I think the need for Americans to know more
about Asia is clear ; the opposite propositionthat the U.S. is already doing
all it need do to promote understanding of Asiais manifestly untenable. Con-
centrated and serious study of Asia is new in the United States, It dates from
World War II. It dates from the time Americans began to realize that the United
States was a global power with global responsibilities. I would be the last person
in the world to disregard what the U.S. has done in the past 30 years, for my
personal career as a student of Asia was stimulated by and, in large part, launched
by the American government through the Army Specialized Training Program
and the G.I. bill. Congressional support of Asian scholarships through the
National Defense Education Act, through the creation of the East-West Center,
through parts of Public Law 480 and the Fulbright Act have had a major impact
in promoting study of Asia in the United States. The question remains, however,
as to whether there is a need beyond what has been done.

I and virtually all ofmy Asian colleagues believe there is such a need. It
is a need, however, that is difficult to delineate precisely. A recent attempt was
made by Southeast Asian scholars in the United States to review the profession
and came to some conclusions regarding needs. I heartily recommend that the
subcommittee read tills review, written by. Professor Gerald Maryanov of North-
ern Illinois University. The review indicates the considerable gaps that exist
in our study of Southeast Asiathe low level of language competence of many
soalled area experts, the unevenness of study by region and discipline, the rela-
tively small number of "experts." The review is, however, tentative with regard
to exact needs : it leaves it up to the reader to ponder, for example, whether
two American scholars fluent in Burmese is enough, whether four American
scholars fluent in Vietnamese is enough.

And American scholarly expertise on Asia is not the only criterion for evalu-
ation of American knowledge of Asia. In fact, I would suggest that an even
more pressing present need is to raise the general level of public knowledge of
Asia. Here exceedingly little has been done. Some states, on their own, have
sponsored study of Asia at the secondary school level ; the vast majority have
not. There is no program of any size that I know of to foster knowledge of Asia
among secondary school teachers. It is no wonder, then, that the cliches about
Asians of a century ago are still currentto Mr. Joe Citizen the Asian remains
inscrutable, exotic, unfathomable at best.

The problem of deciding what to invest on knowledge of Asia is part of the
problem of whit general education is worth. It is relatively easy to put a price
tag on a research problem with a definable goal such as developing a Wankel
engine or curing sickle-cell anemia. But inventment in the fostering of knowledge
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of Asia raises complex problems as to how much knowledge we need; how much
we can afford. And, I-believe, we can _afford much much more than we are cur-
rently spending. And certainly the $10 million annual price tag of the proposed
Asian Institute is nor excessive. The total bill for the U.S.- government invest -
mont in the SST, for- example, would. run -such an Institute for 100 years.

The inStitate.There are many possible ways :in- which a larger American
effort toward understanding Asia could be made. Moneys earmarked for Asian
education could be dispersed through the states; several institutes could be

-established ; grants could be offered -to .leading universities.
Each method would have advantages and disadvantages. The virtue of a

single institute is that national review of adherence to national goals could
more readily be implemented. A- concentration of Asia experts .would provide
more fertile ground for incubation of new ideas. And a .single institute would
be the most economical use of scarce resources, it would avoid. duplication of
administrative personnel, library resources, and language training la the less-
well-known Asian tongues.

Hawaii.--1 believe some of my colleagues Will address themselves primarily
to the question of why Hawaii is a logical focus of an Asian Studies Institute. I
shall be brief on this question.

The simplest answer to "Whi, Hawaii?" is "Why NOT Hawaii?" I don't mean
to he -flippant, but, while there are other outstanding Asian studies centers in
the nation, the University of Hawaii certainly is in the forefront with regard
to its range of interest. hi Asia,' number of .experts, and number of :students .in-
terested in ASia. No nniversitY teaches. as Many Asian languages to as many
students- as we do. No Asian program in the nation has been as seif-yeliant; as
little dependent. upon' so- called soft money as the University, of Hawaii. Our
long and deep commitment to Asia is easily understood when one knows the
Hawaiian electorate. Study of Asia is as natural to Hawaii as is the Study of
mining in Colorado.. . . .

The expanse of our study of Asia could, of course, . be. used against us. .The
presence of the East-West Center in Hawaiiin itself an expression of Hawaii's
eminence in AsiaL-could be used as an argument. that enough is already being
done here. In fact, this argunient is -specions....The logical course is to build
where there is strength. Where there is a lasting eointhitment.-- Existing Asian
strength in Hawaii woul&contribute to the success of an A-slan Institute. East-
West Center expertise which concentrates- on 'very. different aspects -of,.Asian
study, the study of certain contemporary. .problemSwould complement an
Asian Studies Institute devoted to broad areas of- knowledge.

Lastly, the-locus of the AsiaStudies Institute in Hawaii Would by no means
mean that its concerns were local or parochial. The Institute, as conceived,
would require a national, indeed international, effort.: If would be a joint con-
cern of -Asianists directed to a national. need.- The locus of its -administrative
center, should not define what is done or by \Thoth..

STATEMENT or :TAMES It. BRANDON, PROFESSOR OF DRAMA & THEATRE

(Sent from Tokyo)
. .

The need for-an Asian Studies Institute
First, such an Institute could make a unique contribution to the knowledge

of Asian- civilizations by capitalizing up:in a unique and existing pool of talent
already assembled at the .University of. Hawaii and through a multitude of
Asian contacts. .

Second, there is a compelling reason for a separate Institute, since the EWC
has, of. its Own choice, focused-on restricted areas of research, to the exclusion

-Third,- in -view of. (1) a surfeit of "action" prograins in and, out gov-
ernment attempting to apply specific sociotechnological remedies to spe-
eine Identified "crises," (2) increasing awareness of the narrowness of such ap-
proaches, (3) lack of long-range, concerted, and objective study. of .the essential
nature of. Asian cultures, -and. (4) the composition of the UH Asian Studies
Faculty, suggest such an institute could make a significant and a uniqUe con-
tribution emphasizing broad and interrelated studies of. Asian civilizations, with
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the emphasis plead upon humanities and the arts and the values which they
express.

Fourth, such an Institute should formulate concrete goals; or to put it another
way, should insist upon channeling the bulk of its resources into the achievement
of specific, concrete objectives: A series of books, a series of films, a complete
documentation of a subject area, etc. If we are after more than money to play
around with, we must be resolute in formulating both broad goals and specific
objectives. We have all seen too many cases of money slipping away on this
and that, with virtually nothing to show for it. This will be difficult. I think
it is essential. Put still another way, the Institute should be primarily in the
business of formulating and supporting large-scale projects; it should not be
supporting individuals per se.

There are numerous other reasons such an Institute would be valuable, which
I cannot detail here. But let me add one point which has made a very deep im-
pression on me during this year of travels. Id so many countries local values
are being swept aside by default, because Asian leaders so often undervalue or
do not know how to articulate values that have never had to be explained before.
Since Western values and technology are based on impressive rationalized posi-
tions, the tendency is to be overwhelmed by the new values. Such an Institute
would help Asians "discover themselves," both by participating in the research
and by the results. Asians should have "a choice"; few Asians today do because
the conceptual system developed in the West seems only to serve Western values.

STATEMENT OF STEN LEY F. ANDRYCHOWICZ, GRADUATE ASSISTANT, DEPARTMENT
OF PHILOSOPHY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF PHILOSOPHY, UNIVERSITY
OF Ilevemi

All of you are to be heartily congratulated for consideration of this proposal
to further the study of Asian humanities. If an Asian Stud:es Institute were to
be so established it would not only be unique in the United States but also
would meet a very important and timely need. The traditions and history ofour
country are generally assumed to be linked with some scrt of nebulous concept
called the "West." But, this proposal would open up new vistas for Americans by
not only offering different world views but challenging our own-values, traditions
and history. Since most of us resist challenges to our basic values and assump-
tions I suspect that this will be the most basic objection to a bill of this sort,
This challenge is very important in our complex age of rapid change and we
need courage to face it. Thus, I strongly urge that you push this proposal. I
would also like to offer some suggestions.

I think that Hawaii and the University of Hawaii provide an excellentlocation for this kind of institute. We already have a mixture of East and
West in the Hawaiian community. There are family and business ties withAsia. There is local interest in supporting study of Oriental culturese.g., the
Philosophy Department has received help firm the local community in running
the internationally famous East-West Conferences. Speaking within the context
of the Department of Philosophy I know that it has for years, with limited
resources, carried wee program of Asian philosophy and comparative philosophy
that has no parallel in any other school in the United Statesperhaps even In
the world. Finally, we already have the pioneering work of the East-West
Center itself.

Very briefly, four other points must be added. First, this program has to he
a long range affair which should not be evaluated with the same criteria that
one would apply to a more scientific oriented institute. Short term funding
would be useless since humanities (especially in philosophy and religion)
demands time for growth and understanding. One simply cannot become, ahumanist in three to four years of study and.research. The insights of humaai.
ties just do not work this wayand this is more so when dealing with Asian
studies. Secondly, speaking as a student, I know at first hand the importance
of having money available forstudy. Frankly, if more money were available
now, there would be a vast Increase of students in our programs of oriental
studies Immediately. Thirdly, as more students are attracted, the faculty will
take care of itself because the interest and opportunities would be present.
Provisions for increased fticulty are necessary. Finally, and of extreme im-
portance, the library facilities and resources have to be greatly expanded and
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improved. Presently our meager resources are housed in difficult locations under
conditions less than desirable.

In Hawaii we have the groundwork already prepared for an exciting, fresh
approach to the study of man. East and West. What we need now is courage
and foresight to seize this opportunity.

STATEMENT OF PROF. BRIAN B. :MCKNIGHT, DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

During the recent hearings on 11.11. 616.S held in Honolulu a number of indi-
viduals, in oral testimony, suggested that it might be wise to consult with leading
scholars in Asian Studies from the various centers within the United States,
before determining a location for the proposed institute. It was suggested that
unless consulted these figures might react negatively to the institute itself. Two
possible bases for negative reactions suggest themselves. First, the feeling that
in the determination of goals and policy they should have been consulted. And
secondly, the feeling that, if the institute were not located at their own institution
they would not be able to benefit in important ways from its facilities. Might
I suggest that these unfortunate reactions might be obviated if the bill were
written in such a way that It (1) specified the University of Hawaii as the
location of the institute, (2) provided for prior and continuing consultation
with leading figures in the field of Asian Studies concerning the policies of the
institute, other than its location, and (3) to avoid causing scholars in other
academic institutions to feel that they have been left out in the cold, provided
for a system of generously endowed annual grants to be made annually which
would permit scholars at other U.S. institutions to spend a year at the Insti-
tute, doing research, and consulting with leading Asian visiting scholars.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS R. PRICE

Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Mink, ladies and gentlemen, a wise woman said to me
only yesterday : "If everyone was a travel agent, we wouldn't have any more
wars." Though that might be a bit impractical, the truth of the statement re-
mains. Anyone who has had the experience of living in another culture, specifi-
cally in an Asia culture, could never again refer to Asians as "gooks" or "chinks"
or even "fat Japs." Therefore I urge you, as part of the legislation before you,
to create opportunities for many young Americansthousands upon thousands
to have an opportunity to tiro in an Asian country for at least six months. We
have seen what the Peace Corps experience does to young Americans, and what
it does is healthy for the peace of the world. Let us make that kind of experience
readily available to many thousands of young, impressionable Americans.

In the wake of the war in Indochina, there will be much rebuilding to be done.
Let us mobilize the blessedly idealistic energies of our youth to help with the re-
buildingnot as teachers and latter-day missionaries, but as workers alongside
the people of Asia. .....

In a few years China will open up to Americans. I hope you will find a way
to enable many Americans to have the incalculable experience that I have had
of living in China. And make provision, too, to bring Chinese studen: and
scholars over here in large numbers.

I used to lecture that the Chinese and Americans have two Important ..aings
in comomn : pragmatism and humanism. Let's discover our common humanity
and enlightened self-interest by visiting and 'taming about each other in very
large numbers.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF Da. PATRICIA Q. STEINHOFF, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

I am testifying as an Asian Specialist, with twelve years of study, research
and teaching experience related to Japan. I hold a B.A. in Japanese Language and
Literature from the University of Michigan and a Ph, D. in sociology from Har-
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yard University. I have spent three years in Japan studying language and doing
research. Most of my study in Japan was supported by the United States govern-
ment, through NDFL language fellowships and the NDEA-related Fulbright-Hays
Program. In the four years that I have taught at the University of IIawall, my
courses have included Peoples and Institutions of Japan, Contemporary Japan
Studies and Comparative Institutions of Japan, China and Korea. I ant testi-
fying as a private individual, urging that you support H.R. 6168 to establish
an Asian Studies Institute at the University of Hawaii.

Asia is half the world's area and nearly 00% of its people. Historically, Asia
has nurtured several of the world's greatest civilization, two of tb, world's
major writing systems and some of the world's greatest art, philosophy and liter-
ature. Yet for most educated Americans, Asia is remote, hazy and irrelevant.
American public school education leaves the distinct impression that the history
of civilization encompasses only the area between Egypt and England. And most
American children think Marco Polo fou: I China in about the same state thrt
Columbus found America.

Up to the present time, America crest in the study of Asia has been gen-
erated largely by war. In 1934, thee were only one hundred persons in the en-
tire United States who were en.-- s in or interested in Japanese studies. There
were only thirteen AmericanF Aciently trained in the Japanese language to
use it for research purposes, I J five of the thirteen were still students.* When
World War II began, there w. only one study in English of Japanese social life,
and that was a study of a remote agricultural village.' During the war years
the government conducted a crash program of language training, and even tried
to enlist scholars to conduct research on Japanese society in absentia, using
content analysis and interviews with Japanese who had immigrated at least
seventeen years earlier. We have since learned that this research was tre-
mendously distorted because the pressure of war forced scholars to ask the
wrong question. Instead of asking "What are these people like, and how can we
deal with them most effectively," they asked, "Why are these people crazy
enough to start a war with us?"

Yet the legacy of that war was a substantial number of Americans trained in
the Japanese language and interested in the country. When the war ended, many
of them used the G T. Bill to continue their study of Japan. They became the
second generation of wan specialists in this country. Among the Japan special-
ists who are now it their forties, 49% were directly influenced by the war. The
third generation of Japan specialists, of which I am a part, has also been influ-
enced heavily by military considerations. Many in this group had their first
experience with Japan through Korean war service, and an even larger propor-
tion have been supported by the National Defense Education Act. This excellent
program of support for language and area studies was passed by Congress largely
because America's lack of persons who could communicate in Asian and other
less popular languages was perceived to be a weakness in our national defenses.
To obtain support from this program, the student must sign an affidavit prom-
ising to contribute his language skill in time of national need.

I have outlined the picture for Japan, but It is virtually the same for every
Asian country. Korea and Vietnam were barely discovered until the U.S. be-
came involved in military conflict there. China and India received a bigger
push in the fifties and sixties because of the Cold War. In each case, it has been
war or threat of war which has finally led us to take an interest in the study of
an Asian country.

This Is not to condemn the money which has been spent on Asian studies as a
result of war. The need was certainly real enough, and the money has been well-
spent. However, this approach leaves two problems: first, It has always been
too little, too late. Perhaps if a fraction of the same amount of money had been
spent on the study of Asia before each war, the tremendous costs of the wars
themselves might have been reduced or even eliminated and millions of killed
and wounded saved. And, second, the narrow focus on defense needs overlooks
other reasons for the study of Asia which ought to be far more important than
defense, in the long-run. These two are trade and cultural understanding.

Statistics on 3npanese studies are from SSRCACLS Joint Committee on Japanese
Studies, "Japanese Studies in the United Stater," 1970.
.'John Embree, Buys Myra: A Japanese Village. Chicago; University of Chicago Press,
1039.
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Some Americans still believe that war is an aberration, and our country can,
should and will someday return to a "normal" life of trade and peaceful inter-
change between nations. I still believe lt, although sometimes only as an article
of faith, and I tried that you do too. Then we must ask, what is the relevance
of Asia to an America that is not fighting an Asian war?

Already Japan is the number two trading partner of the United States. second
only to Canada. Trade with the rest of Asia is nearly as important as trade with
Japan. In terms of raw materials and expanding markets for exports. We can
now anticipate an lnercag in trade with China over the next decade. &mum-
lenity, it would be difficult to survive without a healthy trade in Asia. Yet Asian
trade is difficult for American businessmen. Few know the languages of Asia
so they are forced to rely on the English ability of their trading partners. Few
understand the subtleties of doing business in Asia, so they become frustrated
and often lose Luc on valuable opportunities. And few grasp Asian social values,
which affect the goods people think they need or want.

Traditionally, Americans have studied Western civilization in order to under-
:amid their own values and cultural heritage. Yet much of postwar social scien
title research Indic aces that one of the best routes to self-understanding is the
study of difference. The study of Asia not only teaches us many different ways
of living; it also helps us to understand what is most fundamental and unique
about our own way of life. For example, It has taken us first wars and then re-
search to understand that Americans have n much greater need for political
disagreement than many other societies do. Our heritage Is adversary justice, the
yes or no vote. and the open clash of opposing views. Withont studying other
societies, we have believed that these were essential ingredients of democracy,
equality and freedom. Yet ninny Asian societies perceive conflict as anarchy.
and associate the concepts of freedom and equality with economic and social
security, rather than with the freedom and independence of the individual. By
learning to understand the perspectives of these people, we cnn deal with them
more effectively and nppropriately, nnd, hopefully, without ware. Moreover,
we gain a much deeper appreciation of our own values and their importance to us.

If Asia were important to the United Stntes only because of its military
threat, then we would probably be close to meeting the need for language ape-
cluilts, thong!' we would still require n much broader understanding of Asian
peoples and cultures. But if Asia is important to the economic and cultural
future of an America at Mice, as I have argued, then we must do far more.

Asia must not remain in the exotic preserve of a handful of specialists; it must
be us familiar to American!: as Bottum law, the French Revolution and Shake-
spenre. To accomplish this, Asian history and culture must be part of American
general education, just as western language, history and culture is now. It must
reach down first to the undergraduate colleges and the junior colleges. and then
to the high schools and elementary schools.

Unfortunately, we nre presently so far from that goal of general education
on Asia tint we must start way hack at the fundamentals of scientific research
before we cnn begin to meet the need. In this respect. America is like an under-
developed country which must start with a university in order to produce teach-
ers and books so that it may begin a public school system.

'There are over 2,150 universities, colleges nnd junior colleges in the United
$tntes today.' Yet we only have n total of 500 specialists on Japan, Including
ndvanced graduate students. Of these, 110 are historians. 08 are langunge
teachers and the rest are scattered in 15 different disciplines. In my own field
of sociology, there are entity 10 Japan specialists in the country, and not all of
these are even able to do research in the Jnpanese inuguage. If you took all the
Americnns who are specialists in nil countries of Asia, lu all academic disciplines,
there would bnreiy be one for ench college in the country.

That type of distribution is, of course. Impossible. A specialist on Japnn is not
a specialist on India. You cannot expect nn Asian scholar to cover half the world
with dozens of radically different languages, when a European specialist can
only cope with Shakespeare nr the French Revolution or twentieth-century Ger-
many. And you cannot expect a political scientist specializing in Japnn to teach
,Tnpnnese Inuguage or n historInn to teach nuthropologv. We would not dream of
doing this for France or Gerumny, and yet it does happen front time to time

a The World Almanac, 1971 edition, pp. 143-187.
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because Asian specialists are so rare. Moreover it is extremely difficult for an
Asian scholar to work in isolation. He needs a library and he needs colleagues
to talk to. Thus, of the nation's 500 Japan specialists, 424 are located at 01 insti-
tutions. Only 20 universities in the country have libraries holding 10,000 volumes
oa muse in Japanese, which is a bare minimum for doing scholarly research.

Where are we going to get the manpower for general education on Asia?
Cleat ly, we will not find it overnight. The general rule of thumb is that it takes
ten ,yttirs to produce an Asian scholar. Unquestionably, Asian languages are more
difficult to learn because they have less in common with English. Yet we have cre-
ated a vicious circle out of this fact. Since the languages are difficult, we postpone
them. Most under-graduate students in the United States could not study Japanese
or Chineseor Hindi if they wanted to, because the languages are primarily avail-
able at. a few large universities which cater to graduate students' needs. I was
extremely fortunate to have attended a university where it was possible to obtain
a ILA. in Japanese language and literature. It meant that I only had to spend one
additional year of graduate training at the interUniversity Center for Japanese
studies in Tokyo before 1 was able to use the language for research purposes.
Most students cannot begin their language study until they go to graduate school,
and it slows them down by a minimum of three years. Even at the University of
Aliehigsni in the early 1900s, students were not permitted to take Japanese or
Chinese to fulfill their language requirement. You could take these languages only
after you had completed two years of French or German or Spanish or Russian.
Yet 2111 modern research on language, lea ruing suggests that the earlier one begins,
the easier it is to master a foreign language.

since we do not have the manpower to introduce Asian language training much
below the graduate level, the only temporary solution is to provide sufficient
support and incentive to permit older students to make the required commitment
of time... The American school system has always had the incentives of required
musses in European languages and history, so there is nothing particularly
radical or unfair about providing financial incentives now to increase manpower
in Asian studies.

Yet to increase the manpower, we also must increase the support for basic
research on Asia. We need support for libraries, for the support of American
scholars in the field and for the support of Asian scholars who can come to this
country to teach us, Out of this effort must come more information and scholarly
understanding of Asia and educational materials through which that under-
standing can be shared. This means publications : both scholarly studies and text-
books. It also means translations of works on Asia by Asians. At .present, we
translate about 25 books a year from Japanese to English, yet about 8,000 new
books a year are published in the social sciences and humanities alone, in
Japanese.

H.R. 0108 is not the full answer to this problem, but it could do a great deal.
For the price of t a few hours of the Vietnam war, the U.S. could create an
Asian Studies In.. .tute which would increase the number of Asian specialists
two or three fold or more in one decade, and would increase our knowledge of
Asia by a corresponding amount.

Representative.Mink's bill stipulates that such an Institute should be created at
the University of Hawaii. I support that stipulation for several reasons. First,
the Institute must be built on an existing base of Asian scholarship. It must go
where there is already a ccncentration-ef specialists, language training facilities
and library resources. Hawaii has this base. It has the single largest concentra-
tion of Asian specialists in the U.S. In the Japan field alone, there are 51 spe-
cialists. The next largest Concentrations are at Columbia, Michigan and Harvard,
each with less than 20.

Second, Hawaii is the only place in the entire country where Asian .studies
is already integrated into general education at the undergraduate, high school
and elementary school levels. Granted, this is due to the ethnic composition of the
state. Yet Hawaii is the one place which has substantial experience in developing
general education materials and In teaching nonspecialists about Atin. For ex-
ample, I teach an undergraduate course on the People and Institutions of Japan
to approximately 200 students every semester. These are education majors, busi-
ness majors, liberal arts majors and engineering majors. Only a few are special-
ists in Jbpan. That is probably twice as many students as the number who take
similar courses at all other institutions in the United States combined. And that

8n-043a-72-10
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is why many of us teach here. It is the one place where Asia is regarded as a
normal part of education and scholarship, not an exotic speciality on the fringes
of academic respectability.

Third, Hawaii offers excellent local exposure to Asia. Because there are Asian
ethnic communities living in Hawaii, and because the state attracts large num-
bers of Asian visitors, this is the next best thing to living in Asia. There is a
Japanese television station ; there are regular radio broadcasts in several Asian
languages. There are Chinese, Japanese and Filipino films shown continuously.
Asian foods periodicals and other cultural artifacts are readily available in
local stores. This is not only a distinct advantage to Americans trying to compre-
hend Asian languages and culture, but also means that we can accommodate
visiting Asian scholars much more satisfactorily than other institutions can.

Fourth, Hawaii's location makes It an ideal base for scholars studying Asia.
University-sponsored charter flights lower the cost of travel to Japan to around
$225, or about the cost of a New York-London flight. This is less than half what
it would cost to get to Asia from anywhere else in the U.S., even by charter. It
is less than a quarter of the regular fare from the East Coast.

Fifth, because of its location, Hawaii is already the crossroads for scholars
going to and from Asia. All of the Asian specialists come through here already.
Thus, it is an ideal location for a research facility. Specialists could plan to come
here on their way to Asia for preparatory research, and stop on their way home
for follow-up work and immediate sharing of new tesearch findings with their
colleagues at the Institute. An Asian Studies Institute in Hawaii would truly
serve the nation, and not just those fortunate enough to work in that location.

In sum, I believe there is a great need for a national Asian Studies Institute
as part of a greatly expanded program of federal support for Asian studies. Such
support la; necessary in order to provide the United States with an adequate level
of knowledge of Asia for purposes of peaceful trade and cultural interchange as
well as for defense. Hawaii is an Ideal location for such an Institute because
of its geographic location, its existing resources and .its commitment to Asian
studies.

STATEMENT OF PROF. JOHN DP:FRANCIS, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF EAST ASIAN
LANGUAGES, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent reductions In Asian language programs owing to retrenchments in pub-
lic and private support have caused a great many American universities to re-
evaluate their commitment to Asian language study. A definite trend is under way
toward curtailment or total abandonment of such programs as their support is.
withdrawn. This is true of prestigious unlversitles'such as Yale and Cornell,
Which have lately announced further cut-backs in their Asian language programs.
It is also true of secondary schools such' as Parsippany in New.Jersey, where a
once flourishing Asian language program appears to be on its way out following
termination of Office of Education support. These developments constitutea fresh
reminder of certain fundamental difficulties in the teaching of Asian languages.
in the United States.

Most institutions with once strong Asian language programs-in 'the United
States have characteristically been situated in areas far removed from the locus
Of these languages. A corollary of their geographical location is that such pro-
grams have been dependent upon' public or private constituencies lacking any com-

.Mitmetit to maintain them indefinitely. Taxpayers in New Haven, for example,
have been willing to finance the teaching of Italian in their public schools but
have shown no interest In the teaching of Japanese. Yale and Cornell alumni have
likewise shown little or no enthusiasm for the teaching of Japqnese, Tal, or
other Asian languages.

Indeed, the existence of strong Asian language programs in these distant
areas Is in many cases attributable to the fortuitous presence of one or more
individuals who have aggressively promoted their establishment and who have
succeedNI br vigorons prosecution of this aiw. in obtaining needed support 'from
public or private sources. When these Individuals leave, or when support is
withdrawn, such programs all too conunonly decline or collapse. It is a rare
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institution which has either the incentive or the resources to take over support
of an Asian language program when outside largess is withdrawn.

Off all academic institutions in the United States, the University of Hawaii
is situated closest to the geographical locus of Asian and Pacific languages.
Because of this privileged position, the University is supported by a constituency
which is well over fifty percent of Asian and Pacific origin, a constituency which
has a permanent and actively demonstrated commitment to the teaching of
Asian and Pacific languages on the pre-college as well as on the .college level.
In this state's elementary and secondary schools the study of Asian languages
has been marked by special interest in Japanese, attested by the enrollment of
more than 5,000 students in this language in public and private schools. On the
college level Hawaii accounts for one third of the total national enrollment hi
Japanese, about one tenth of that in Chinese, and disproportionately high
percentages in other Asian languages. This year, for example, our elementary
Sanskrit class has attracted the unprecedented number of twenty-seven stu-
dents, thanks largely to the Department of Philosophy's development of a
strong graduate program in Asian philosophies.

Moreover, the Asian and Pacific orientation of Hawaii, seen in our way of
life and accentuated by the presence of the East-West Center, has generated
heavy increases in the number and quality of students attracted to the univer-
sity. Many departments at the University have contributed to these increases
by taking on an Asian or Pacific emphasis. The same increases account in part
for the growing number of Asian and Pacific languages taught at the University
and are reflected in expanding enrollments in many such languages.

The Department of Asian & Pacific _Languages is presently teaching sixteen
languages with a total enrollment of close to 2,000. However, it has the capa-
bility of offering forty-two languages within its purview, a number large enough
to serve the needs of all but a few students. This capability is underscored by
the presence of a large faculty with demonstrated interest in improving instruc-
tional techniques and materials, as is evidenced by the fact that widely used
basic texts and readers have been prepared by Department members in Chinese,
Hawaiian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Lao, Thai and Vietnamese.

While the number of languages which are 'or can be taught by the Depart-
ment is in itself remarkable, even more remarkable is the fact that our course
offerings are underwritten preponderantly by a constituency made up of state
taxpayers. The generosity of their support is indicative of deep pride in a
untveraity which is expanding quantitatively and qualitatively, and is a con-
crete 'reflection of their -enthusiasm for.. the teaching of Asian and Pacific lan-
guages. It is the stability of their interest which provides the solid basis on
which it has been possible to build the largest Asian and Pacific language pro-
gram in the country .with relatively little dependence on resources from outside
the state. Serving as a cushion against the vagaries of federal subsidies, the state's
firm commitment to this program guarantees that our effort will continue to
be sustained largely by local revenues.

It should be clear that an institution which is immune to the caprice of federal
and other outside support for its Asian and Pacific language program assumes
added importance at a time when its sister institutions have been compelled to
curtail their activity in this field. Unfortunately, Hawaii is a small state with
only three quarters of a million people. However strong the state's commitment,
providiag,all the resources needed for an Asian and Pacific language program
commensurate with local and' national requirements is well beyond its capacity.
The bulk of state support has so far gone into undergraduate language instruc-
tion in consonance with the legislature's express desire that the University's
main emphasis be placed upon undergraduate education. This is not to say that
there has been no support for graduate programs. More accurately, because of
our emphasis upon undergraduate education and our inability to finance de-
velopment in all sectors simultaneously, graduate programs have had to be in-
troduced by slow degrees in carefully selected areas. At the same time, academic
development plans have repeatedly insisted that, 'since the University cannot
excel in all areas, priority be given to studies relating to Asia and thePacifie. The
second phase of our Asian and Pacific language program hence calls for build-
ing a graduate program of high quality onto the already extensive program of
undergraduate instruction. Financial: realities Mize, however, delayed implemen-
tation of this second phase.
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We take it as axiomatic that a strong language program is an indispensable
adjunct to strong programs oriented on Asia or the Pacific in any of the disci-
plines. Quite apart from aspirations for our own development per se, the De-
partment of Asian & Pacilic Languages is keenly aware of its service function
with respect to many other departments of the University. It is also keenly
aware of its own ability to compensate for recent set-backs in the teaching of
Asian and Pacilic languages on the mainland. To develop programs of Asian and
Pacific languages capable of responding to local and national needs alike will
entail (a ) strengthening undergraduate studies in our major language offerings,
(b) expanding our undergraduate programs to include all "minor" languages for
which the demand, albeit limited, is regular, (c) promoting other "minor"
languages which would contribute to disciplinary studies relating to Asia and
the Pacific, and (d) extending well-conceived graduate programs to a number
of specific areas, a good start in this direction having already been made with
the establishment of a doctoral program in Japanese:

The Department of Asian & Pacific Languages welcomes the opportunity to
meet the challenge to its capabilities posed by recent withdrawals of federal
and other support from mainland institutions. It welcomes the opportunity to
make the University of Hawaii a national focus of Asian and Pacific language
-education, a permanent center with undergraduate and graduate programs
:strong enough to attract serious students from all parts of the nation. It wel-
tomes the opportunity to show how its felicitous location and present capabili-
ties could be turned to the greater advantage of the state and the nation.

II. LANGUAGES AVAILABLE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN & PACIFIC LANGUAGES

Members of .the Department of Asian & Pacific Languages are presently offer-
ing courses in sixteen different languages. They have a command, not yet
exploited, of at least twenty-six other Asian and Pacific languages. With its
existing staff the Department is hence able to offer forty-two languages.

To this number may be added another eleven Asian and Pacific languages
which could be offered by members of .other departments, mainly Linguistics,
should there be occasion to arrange for interdepartmental cooperation. This
raises to fifty-three the number of languages currently available at the University.
This figure does not include language for which there is a knowli capability at
the University but for which no teaching commitments have been.solicited as yet.
These include Rico', Chabaeano . (Philippine creole); Fijian, Maranao, Old Java-
nese (Kawi), Pampangani Tongan, and several other Philippine languages.

The Department of Asian & Pacific Languages is desirousn principle of offer-
ing instruction in any Asian or Pacific language for which minimum resources
(specifically, informants .and/or textual materials) are available. It should be
noted in this connection that the Department claims no competence at present
in .two; Southeast Asian languages for which there is likely to 'be tr modest
demand. These are Burmese, essential for balanced coverage of the major
languages of ,Southeast Asia, and' Shan, whieh we consider important in a well-
rounded program of Thai studies. There are also a number of important lan-
guages not covered in our. South Asian language program, which has recently
been expanded by the University in the areas of Bengali and Tamil.

The instruction in question here consists of developing a knowledge of a given
language by., one another of. the instructional systems described in section HT.
Instruction of this type is to be distinguished from other courses offered by the
Department which are designed not to teach a given language- but to deepen
or broaden the, student's knowledge about that language..Courses of this latter
type include currently listed: offerings in structure, contrastive analysis,: and
literature in translation, and arenot in question here:

The following list includes Asian and-Pacific languages which are now offered
by the Department (marked by double .asterisks), those which could 'be offered
with the Department's present staff (Marked by a single; asterisk); and those
which could. be .offered. by the present staff of other departments (unmarked)':

A. Bast Asks: **Cantonese, *Fukienese *Hakka, **Japanese, **Korean, **Man-
darin, *Miao ,(Meo), *Ryukyuan (Okinawan).

B. Mainland Southeast Asia: *Chain, **modern Khmer (Cambodian), **Lao,
*modern Mon,.*Muong,*Old Khmer, *Old Mon, **Thai, **Vietnamese..
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C. Island Southeast Asia: *Balinese, *Ratak, *Celniano (Bisayan), *Ilokano,
**Indonesian/Malay, *Javanese, *Madurese, *Pdinangkabau, *Sundanese, -"Taga-
log, Tsou (Ts'ao). -

D. South, Asia: "Bengali, "Hindi, *Marathi, "Pali, *Prakrit, "Sanskrit,
Sora, "Tamil. . .

E. Paelfio:Chamorro, "Hawaiian, Marshallese, Nukuoro, Palauan, Ponapean,
Saipanese-Carolinian, *Tahitian, Trukese, Ulithian, Yapese. i -

F. Inner Asia: *Mongol (Khalkha), Tibetan.
G. Near and Middle -East: -*modern and Classical Arabic,.*modern Armenian,

*Old Persian (Avestan). :...-. .

It should be noted also that our Department of European Languages and Litera-
ture offers four "colonial" languages which are essential for research on certain
Asian areas, namely Dutch, French, Portuguese, and Spanish. This circum-
stance greatly strengthens certain of our programs in being or under study.

In. LANGUAGE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS

As used here the term language instructional system disegnates any of vari-
ous combinations of critical la...tors which characterize specific language-teach-
ing situations. The critical factors in question are (1). student enrollment or
demand, (2) .available teaching staff, (3) available teaching materials, (4) peda-
gogical approach or methodology, and (5) course objectives in terms of the com-
monly recognized language skills.

While all five of these f' -_!tors would be maximized under optimum condi-
tions, the realities, of tea. _dug a broad spectrum of languages demand com-
promises of several kinds. It is essentially the conflict between demand and capa-
bility that makes a variety of instructional systems both unavoidable and
desirable if the Department of Asian & PaCific Languages is to realize its full
potential and serve scholarly needs to the best of its ability.

The following paragraphs 'describe the instructional systems which we con-
sider obligatory in view of the range of languages given in section II. We offer
first a definition of the instructional system in ideal terms and-then whatever
qualifying remarks seem relevant.
Instructional system High-enrollment programs
' This system is appropriate for well-established conventional langurige pro-
grams characterized by sophisticated audio - lingual techniques of instruction,
consistently high enrollment, adequate staff, instructional materials of high qual-
ity. and maximum course objectives.

These conditions typify the teaching of the more popular European languages
(such as French and Spanish) on the university level. At the University of Ha-
waii they apply also to the teaching of Chinese, Hawaiian, and Japanese.

Note, however, that the more popular European languages are commonly taught
either by_ independent instructors with a background of traditional scholarship
(often with a heavy emphasis upon literature) or by graduate students function-
ing with a minimum of supervision. By contrast, Chinese, Hawaiian and Japa-
nese at the University of Hawaii are normally taught by a team consisting of a
trained scholar who directs the program or course and native speakers fnnction-
ing as drillmastersor (in the case of a few, if exceptionally able) as independent
or semi- independent instructors. The critical difference between the teaching of
these three languages and the teaching of the popular European languages is
that, with us, the drillmaster never serves as a fully academic member of the
team. His responsibility is to relieve the scholar of routine work and to ensure
that students derive full benefits from their drillwork..Thus he does not have
the status of the scholar in the usual sense of a research-oriented professor.
Instructional system II: Limited-enrollment programs

This system is appropriate for established conventional language programs
characterized by sound audio-lingual techniques of instruction, consistently lim-
ited (medium to low) enrollment, adequate staff and instructional materials, and
maximum course objectives.

These conditions typify the teaching of some of the less popular European
languages (such as Italian and Russian) in ninny universities. At the University
of Hawaii they are applicable also to the teaching of Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian,
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Khmer, Korean, Lao. Tagalog, Tann!, Thai, and Vietnamese. They are also appli-
cable, ',Walls mutamlis, to two classical languages: Pali and Sanskrit.

Until now full implementation of this instructional system has been attended
by one difficulty which seriously impairs the effectiveness of the programs to
which it applies. In all cases these programs are taught by scholars (who may
or may not be native speakers) with the same qualifications as those mentioned
under Instructional System I. All too often, however, limited enrollment compels
the scholar to do without a clrillmaster. The absence of a drillmaster in any of
these programs is highly deleterious because Asian languages are so markedly
different from European languages with respect to phonology, morphology, and
syntax. In some cases it obliges the scholar in charge of these programs to func-
tion as his own drillmaster, which we deem a flagrant misuse of his time and
abilities (we feel he should be relieved of routine drillwork in order to devote
more time to supervision, planning, and activities of a more scholarly nature).
In other eases it obliges him to dispense with drillwork in whole or in part, which
operates against the effectiveness of his program by imposing a substandard
methodology and less than maximum course objectives. Moreover, when a scholar
in charge of one of these programs is not a native speaker the absence of a drill-
master deprives students of exposure to native speakers, to which they are
entitled.

One of our most pressing needs, therefore, is for a flexible policy backed by
budgetary resources which will permit the recruitment of drillmasters for all
programs coming under Instructional System IL Among assistants to trained
scholars responsible for programs under all of the systems proposed here we
distinguished (a) informants, i.e. native speakers from whom the phonology,
morphology and syntax of a language can be elicited through proper linguistic
field-methods, (b) drillmasters, i.e. native speakers trained to lead students
through their drillwork, and (c) research assistants, i.e. native speakers of good
education or broad experience who are skilled or amendable to training in the
preparation, under the scholar's supervision, of new instructional materials in-
chiding drills. dialogues. reading selections, and study aids such as glossaries
and dictionaries. Under Instructional System II drillmasters are required for the
normal operation of each program, while research assistants are required for
any substantive improvements in each program. In most cases what we need.
therefore, is research assistance who can function also as drillmasters. For
some languages qualified drillmasters and research assistants are readily avail-
able: for others, even native speakers willing to undergo trajnin q. ar' difficult to
find. Part-time drillmasters can often he found among foreign stucknts at the
'University, including the East-West Center. Occasionally drillmasters not associ-
ated with the University can be found in Honolulu for nart-tinie or full-time
emolovinent. For certain languages however no native speakers are found locally.
and research assistants would have to he recruited outside Hawaii. A related
consideration is the permanence of any such assistance. Experience has shown
over and over again that temporary assistance is inefficient, since a more or less
long period of adjustment and retraining is usually needed before a scholar and
drillmaster en n work together as a team comparable with those mentioned under
Instruetional System I.
Instructional system III: Classroom fieldwork

This system is Impropriate for unconventional language programs using a
methodology consisting of rigorously supervised linguistic field methods of elicit-
ing data from an informant. It is characterised by minimal enrollment. by the
lack of even minimally adequate instructional materials, and by the presence
of n native speaker and a trained linguist who may or may not know the language
under study. encase objeetives may include fa ) learning ns much of the language
as may be feasible in the time allowed or (b) the compilation of descriptive or
Instructional materials. or both.

Thecce-iminditions tVpify the acquisition in the field. by sophisticated lingaistic
methods, of languages for which there is little or no documentation. Similar
eonditions are set up in the classroom in training students of linguistics to ac-
quire inducttiely any language for which informants are available. We see great
benefits to accrue from applying this system to certain Asian and Pacific Ian-
glifl f!PS who would otherwise remain indefinitely inaccessible to our students. It is
applleable to such languages as Balinese. Ratak. Kukla, Minn, various Mi-
cronesian languages, Madurese, Minanglca ban. Sundanese, and Tahitian.
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Instructional system. IV : Directed self-study
This system is appropriate for unconventional language programs which con-

sist preponderantly of document exploitation. Characterized by minimal enroll-
ment, it presupposes (a) the existence of adequate, or at least usable, descriptive
materials and/or textual matter and (b) a scholar instructor with a knowledge
of the language offered sufficient to supervise what is essentially self-study on
the student's part. A modification of the approach developed by Professor Peter
Boyd-Bowman of the State University of New York at Buffalo, this system shares
with Instructional System III objectives which may include (a) learning as
much of the language as may be feasible in the time allowed or (b) the com-
pilation of improved descriptive or instructional materials, or both.

We are aware that this instructional system is at once less efficient and per-
haps more demanding upon student and instructor alike. We nevertheless feel
that it is eminently..suited to well-motivated students with extraordinary lan-
guage aptitude who could profit by working with available materials, who would
be content to minimize Requisition of oral skills, or who would prefer to con-
fine their efforts to developing a reading knowledge of a given language. This
sygent is applicable to such languages as Arabic, Armenian, Chant, Javanese,
Mon, and Old Persian.
Instructional system V: Directed reading programs

This system is appropriate for the advanced levels of instruction in languages
with written literatures. It is characterized by an unconventional methodology
(often no more than occasional guidance by a scholar) adapted to the special
requirements of a limited number of students. Other than the availability of
suitable reading materials, it requires only an interested staff member.

On the advanced levels of many language programs including Chinese and
Japanese the number of students desiring experience in any single field of
specialized reading is rarely large enough to warrant organization of conven-
tional courses. On the contrary, as students advance into the higher levels of
language study their requirements tend' to diversify. This phenomenon is com-
monly seen in Chinese when students who have completed their basic instruction
(through Chinese 402) are eager to begin reading in their own areas of concen-
tration such as the geography or history of China. Inasmuch as virtually all
of the work must he done by the student himself, we have found it possible to
service a respectable number of students by encouraging each to work in his
own field without taking more than an hour or two a week of an instructor's
time.

We feel that development of this instructional system is not only within our
capabilities but necessary to any increase in the depth of our existing programs.
With careful planning it should be possible to answer the needs of increasing
numbers of advanced students by this means. Experiente thus far shows that
instruction of this type is most productive if use is made of materials specially
conceived to accelerate the student's pace in his own discipline, such as the
specialized series initiated under the editorship of John DeFrancis with the pub-
lication of Reading in Chinese Geography by Jack Williams and Yung Teng
Chia-yee. We foresee that publication of similar texts will be emphasized in the
future.

This system is applicable to such languages as Arabic, Balinese, Bengali,
Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian/Malay, Japanese, Javanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao,
Pali, Sanskrit, Tagalog, Tamil, and Vietnamese.
Instructional system VI: Specialized courses

Between some of the conventional fields of language study lie important areas
of contact and overlap to which none of. the foregoing systems applies. Experi-
ments with courses such as Chinese for Speakers of Japanese and Japanese for
Speakers of Chinese point up a need for courses specially designed .to help stu-
dents of an Asian or Pacific language acquire an adjunct language .without in-
vestment of all the time required by conventional programs. Other problem areas
are exemplified by Sino-Korean, Sino-Japanese, Sino-Vietnamese, kantbun (lit-
erature written in Chinese by Japanese), and .by Chinese, Pan and Sanskrit as
written by Southeast Asians. These offer new possibilities of academic. endeavor
that could be opened up by development of new teaching strategies (sometimes
involving the cooperation of two or more instructors) and new instructional
materials. We are presently studying the desirability of requesting the De-
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partinent of European Languages and Literature to develop special reading
courses in Dutch, French, Portuguese and Spanish for our Southeast Asian
language specialists. At the moment, however, we favor coneentrati.-g our effort
on developing (a) Chinese courses oriented to the needs of Japane: c and Viet-
namese specialists, (b) Japanese courses for students specializing in Chinese,
(c) Pali and Sanskrit courses for students of Burmese, Indonesian, Khmer, Lao,
and Thai, and (d) other complementary courses within the Department.

There should be no doubt that while Instructional Systems I and II are appli-
cable to conventional programs of language study, Instructional Systems III,
IV, V and VI apply to programs which are not only unconventional in approach
but manifestly inefficient. Rather than seeking to gloss over the inadequacies
of these latter programs, however, we are advancing the proposition that
languages can; if need be, be taught by less than conventional and less than
optimum means. Two points need to be brought out in this connection.

Firstly, it is our expectation that courses offered under any of the uncon-
ventional systems will attract only a small number of highly motivated students.
Such courses are envisaged expressly with a view to serving the interests of
this student elite, sonic of whom are not content with conventional offerings,
others of whom will be graduate students with special needs.

Secondly, we are not unaware of the risks involved in overemphasizing these
unconventional systems and in any proliferation of hastily-mounted courses
responding to slfort-lived demands. In our own interests as well as those of our
student clientele and the University as a whole, our primary concern is to avoid
any possible lowering of academic standards. We contend that a paradox of
sorts is involved in our pressing for the sini 1taneous implementation of all six
instructional systems. Certainly on one level .ecognition of the unconventional
systems would appear to jeopardize the quality of instruction offered by the
Department; yet on another level recognition of these systems would be au
imaginative, practical way of opening new possibilities of development.

In the first place, we see in the adoption of the unconventional systems an
eminently realistic means of upgrading the Department's latent potentialities.
We have no intention of representing an unconventional language program as in
any sense equivalent to a conventional language program. We nevertheless gee in
the offering Of unconventional programs nn inexpensive, pragmatic method of
expanding our conventional offerings over a period Of Years in order to meet the
concrete needs of serious students, needs which should not be ignored simply
because no one is prepared to meet them in the most desirable manner. Indeed,
it is predictable that our first efforts to teach Hakka or Muong, for example,
will scarcely be praiseworthy. The second time we offer these languages,
however, %Ye shall do better than we did the first tiina'; the third time we offer
them we shall do still better. With each repetition we shall be (n) enlarging
capabilities within the Department that have hitherto been squandered, (b)
better serving the needs of our most ambitions and adventurous students, and
(c) approaching one step closer to the ideal of the University of Hawaii as a
national center of instruction in Asian and Pacific languages. It is to be under-
stood as an essential part of our proposal moreover. that while our four uncon-
ventional systems are not ordered in any hierarchical way certain courses intro-
duced under Instructional Systems III, IV and VI will in time be formalized
and offered under Instructional System I or II.

In the second place, we see in the adoption of the four unconventional systems
a means whereby the Department can exercise greater leadership both locally
and nationally. We have reached a point in onr development where it is no longer
enough for us to serve community and national needs and to service onr sister
departments. We also have an obligation, which must now he fulfilled, to push
hack present academic hbrizons to the best of our ability. From our particular
vantage point we can see possibilities of scholarly endeavor which are either not
visible to or are not acted upon by those outside the Department. In this light
our unconventional instructional systems can be seen as anything but visionary.
Through them we can accomplish more than merely respond to present detilands.
Through them we can levy new demands upon ourselves and thereby open doors
into new fieldS of scholarly activity with a minimumal drain on budgetary
resources.

This while nneonventional systems-may appear to receive disproportionate
emphasis in this proposal, this emphasis is intended to demonstrate a wealth
of. untapped capabilities in the Department which could, under an integrated de-
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velopmental program, be made available to students in some systematic way. The
supplementary financial resources we are soliciting will be devoted primarily to
improving and expanding our conventional programs. The unconventional pro-
grams we have in view constitute our reserve, our promise of continued growth,
and therefore our surety that these resources would be wisely invested.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. GALLAGHER, DIRECTOR OF STUDIES, AMERICAN
U:S.IIVERS1TIES FIELD STAFF

The American Universities Field Staff is a cooperative academie consortium
founded in 1951, which groups together elevm American universities and col-
loge14, as listed on this letterhead. Its purposes, under the terms of its Charter
of Incorporation, are :

To develop, finance, and direct a corps of men to study, mainly at first hand,
the contemporaneous affairs of significant areas of the world and, through re--
ports and their personal services, to make their knowledge available primarily
to universities, colleges, and other educational institutions, with a view to aiding
the American educational system in the diffusion of knowledge necessary to a
better understanding of world conditions."

The Field Staff maintains area specialists throughout the world who report
regularly via articles and reports on the important political, economic, and
fle.ial problems of the regions in which they function as experts. Periodically,

and usually every third year, the area specialists return to lecture at member
university campuses as visiting faculty and make their expertise available to
the academic comniunity, as well as to selected other groups in government,
business, and among the concerned general public.

In addition, the Field Staff has established two regional centers for study
abroad in recent years. One of these is the Center for Mediterranean Studies
in Rome, and the other is the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies in Singapore.
Both renters support institutes which provide facilities for American under-
graduate and graduate students to spend a semester abroad in innovative pro-
grams involving formal study, language training, and individual field research
on contemporary problems in the societies of the respective areas.

The establishment of the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies in Southeast
Asia in 1971 was only one facet of a program elaborated by the Field Staff to
put emphasis on the study of contemporary Asia. It has been evident to many
observers for some time that the success of the Japanese experience in modern-
ization is now being repeated in many ways in a number of other areas in East
and Southeast AsiaKorea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore. and to the extent
that we are able to judge, perhaps in mainland China also. Traditional thought
in much of the Western world, however, has not yet absorbed the implications
of this development, and still tends to look on East Asia somewhat indiscrimi-
nately as part of a generalized developing world, with Japan viewed as an inex-
plicable phenomenon.

It is the opinion of the Field Staff that East Asia and much of its surround-
ing area needs to he viewed holistically, not merely as a variant of so-called
"Third World" development, but by looking at Sinitic society in totality as a
possible alternative model for the ordering of modern life, which may provide
a choice beyond the simple dualistic division of the world, as has prevailed here-
tofore, into a "Developed West" and "Developing Others."

The Field Staff is now planning to operationalize techniques for integrated
task -force writing find reporting on this subject, putting special emphasis on
explaining the difficulties of confronting the modern_ world, given the popula-
tion pressures and the social and environmental problems that arise from them,
as well as some of *lie; unique solutions which have been and are being found to
these difficulties in East Asia. Five or six if its Asian area specialists will par-
ticipate in this program. and a number of workshops, roundtables, and other
meetings, bringing together students a development problems under the aegis
of this overall concept, are planned in Asia, in the United States, and elsewhere.

Another key project in ongoing Field Staff programs concerned with Asia
was begun this year in collaboration with the Asia Society and the Danforth
Foundation. Briefly stated, this is a program, of intellectual exchange among
Asians and between Asians and Americans, to be carried out through a con-
tinuing series of gatherings, approximately three each year, which will bring

r-
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together distinguished Asians of varied specializations, with an emphasis on
younger persons of talent and future promise, with a few of their American
counterparts, for sessions of discussions, interchange of thought, creative
activity, and writing. For these gatherings we are using the Indo-Sanskrit term
asratall, to indicate the infonaut, interpersonal. and reflective nature of the
meetings. These will be In sharp contrast to the formal and too often overstruc-
tnred type of international conferenee with which the academic world in
particular tuts been plagued in recent years. One of the unique features of the
asrama-type gathering will be that at any one session intellectuals, government
officials, businessmen, writers and artists, academies. and other individuals
from a number of countries will find themselves exposed, in conditions of a
tranquil retreat, to the creative ideas and personalities of men from other
walks of life in other lands. The usrama will thus be both multinational and
multidiscipline ry.

Farther, it is our intention to try to maintain a cohesive and continuing cam-
lllllllllll of such individuals after the sessions have ended. by an interchange of
writing and publication, and by re-invitation to subsequent gatherings, so that
there comes into being a corpus of interested alumni in their respective countries
who will continue to benefit from the original experience and its continuity
as they mnture and come to hold positions of greater influence in later life.

In most recent years the American Universities Field Staff has increasingly
been making the University of Hawaii, one of its founding member institutions.
the hub of its expanding Asian programs. The Singapore Study Abroad Program
of the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies is jointly sponsored by the Univer-
sity and the Field Staff. The Director of Studies of the Field Staff is in resi-
dence at the University for consulting and teaching purposes for half of each
academic year. And beginning in November 1971. the Documentary Film Program
of the Field Staff, which is backed by the National Science Foundation, will
establish its headquarters at the Marton campus while preparing documentaries
on social change in rural areas of Asia and the Pacific, In conjunction with
this program a number of distinguished film makers and photographers with
experience in Asia will he spending time at the University on behalf of the AUFS,
and a number of subsidiary programs of instruction and training are expected
to be developed out of these activities.

Although the Field Staff is a fully autonomous organization, it feels that
both its own activities and many of those of the University of Hawaii have bene-
fited through the close cooperation which has developed, and as a result of its
physical presence at facilities offered by the University in support of Field Staff
programs. It is planned to increase this cooperation with particular respect to the
new activities described above. An interchange of ideas. between (mama invitees
and the intellectual community in Hawaii, in all areas and disciplines, is one
strong possibility, and the potential of new Field Staff' programs for bringing a
wide spectrum of visitors to the University as part of their overall interaction in
several dimensions with similar Americans has been much enlarged recently.
Another area for increased collaboration lies in the building of a documentary
film library relating to Asia, crossdivIded into discrete .fields of study. specific
prohlems, and separate countries for purposes of social science comparability via
the audio-visual media.

For these concrete reasons and many other more general ones,, the Ameri-
can Universities Field Staff supports the proposal to establish an Asian Studies
Institute as envisaged by H.R. 6168. and feels, in terms of its own interests as
well as these of Asian Studies as a whole, that its location in Hawaii with links
to the University of Hawaii would he highly desirable. It is our belief that the
efforts now being undertaken by the Field Staff in Asian affairs would he
strengthened by such a step, and that our own programs, and our joint programs
with the University of Hawaii, would in turn give support and added breadth
to those areas of activity which may be initiated by the proposed Institute.

STATElfENT OF TERRY B. GRANDSTAFF. CIRAIDIATE STUDENT IN ASIAN STUDIES,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

My thoughts in coming to the University of Hawaii to do graduate work in
Asian Studies are similar to my feelings ahout the establishment of an Asian
Studies Institute such as this bill provides for. With the increase in communi-
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cation and involvement between nations, it is becoming more and more necessary
to the future of world peace and international cooperation that the citizens of
the United States of America have an increased knowledge and understanding of
other nations and cultures.

Our cultural ties with Europe have long provided us with the means and
motivation to undertake a relatively thorough study of Western cultures and
nations. This cultural affinity has eased our educational processes in many
ways, from the relative ease with which we can learn a European language to
the relative ease with which the funding for such a study may be found. Such
study begins,.at the secondary or earlier and achieves a full flowering at the uni-
versity level.

But the study of Asia in America has enjoyed no such advantages. Not only
does the lack of cultural affinity here take its toll in fewer programs, fewer
specialized institutions, etc., but also in the subject matter itself. The language,
concepts, cultural framework, and a host of other unfamiliarities demand much
more from the aspring student.

Clearly the study of Asia in America is in need of assistance. To bring our
knowledge of Asia to anywhere near apar with our knowledge and understanding
of the Western World would obviously be a gigantic undertaking and would have
to encompass a broad program at the secondary, even primary, levels let alone
the university level. Without such pre-university acclimatization the college
student cannot hope to get very far. An Asian Studies Institute, however, may
be a valuable first step in this process.

(Me state of Hawaii offers a uniquely suitable location for such an institute.
Hawaii's various ethnic groups have already provided the initial climate in
which an appreciation of Asia at the secondary and primary education levels
could become viable. The facilities and expert staff of an Asian Studies institute
here could provide training for secondary and primary school teachers.

At the university level, the University of liftman offers unique resources and
expert staff in Asian studies. The unique loot don of the Islands, the mimic
varitey, and the reputation of the University are already well-known to Asians
and would assist in attracting Asian experts to the institute. These factors would
also provide a climate in which both Asians and American students could best
work in-studying Asia.

The existence of such ..n institution could do much in providing an increasing
number of informed educators who could then be instrumental in increasing the
type of knowledge and awareness of Asia in our country's educational system.
But education Is a slow and difficult process. We have delayed it too long already.
The demands of increasing population, communication, and complexity in the
world will allow us to wait no longer in implementing such programs.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN ?MUER, DIRECTOR, PACIFIC ISLANDS PROGRAM OF TIM
ZAIVERSITY OF HAWAII

At the meeting of the House Select Subcommittee on Education at the East-
West Center un August 24, 1972, questions were raised concerning the activities
of the University of Hawaii related to the Pacific. Islands and the interest of its
faculties therein. Both these matters are extensively dealt with in the appended
"Pacific Islands Program Directory" issued several years ago by the Uttiversity
and it is respectfully submitted for the use of the Subcommittee.

Pacific Islands Program: A cross-disciplinary teaching. service, and coordi-
nating program is maintained by the University to achieve efficient utilization
of the University's resources related to the Pacific Islands in the furtherance of
student education, faculty research, and University service. Under the aegis
of the Program, Pacific Islands related studies are encouraged and, more specifi-
cally, a cross-disciplinary graduate program in Pacific Islands awards the mas-
ter's degree. As of the last academic year (1971-72), 26 different departments
on the 'Hamm campus were offering 69 Pacific-related courses. For those courses
taught in the Fall, 1971, Semester, attendance numbered approximately 1300
students. In the same academic year, a dozen graduate students were partici-
pating in the master's degree program in Pacific Islands Studies.

The Program publishes a semi-monthly "Newsletter" which is distributed to
approximately 300- University faculty members who have expressed an interest
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in being kept informed on current Pacific developments. A periodically supple-
mented census maintained by the Program of these faculty members documents
their extensive field experience in the Pacific, range of Pacific language skills,
mime:lots publications and other data useful to the University in the mustering
of its human and institutional resources in the furthering of Pacific Islands
study, research. and service.

The Hawaiian and Pacific Islands Collections in the University's Sinclair
Library have been declared to he among the best of their kind in the world. The
Program assists in the building of these collections and facilitates communica-
tion between the library and Pacific-interested faculty.

University Research and Service: The wide-ranging institutional research of
the University on Pad Ile-related subjects, including the conducting of field re-
search in Oceania, is described in the Directory, enclosed. These include activi-
ties concerning the life process sciences (Hawaii Agricultural Experimental Sta-
tion. Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Lyon Aboretnm, Pacific Biomedical
Research Center, and the Population Genetics Laboratory), the physical sci-
ences (Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, Land Study Bureau, and the Water Re-
sources Research Center), and the social sciences and the humanities (Economic
Research Center, Education Research and Development Center, Pacific and Asian
Linguistics Institute, and the Social Science Research Institute). Besides this "or-
ganized" research, many faculty members engage in individual Oceania re-
search subjects, as illustrated by the listing in the PIP Newsletters attached
for April 10 and 23, 1072 (Vol. 4; Nos. 14 and 15).

The manifold Pacific-related service activities of the University are performed
both in Hawaii and in the field. They range from the extensive services of the
various institutes of the East-West Center, through the activities of organized
units of the University regularly furnishing such services, to the commitments
of Individual University scholars, as volunteering for the conducting of a train-
ing program during a vacation period. To aid in the coordination of University
service contracts in the Pacific, the Pacific Islands Program maintains regional
committees comprised of representatives from UniVersity departments with con-
tractual commitments in those specific areas. Periodic committee meetings and
frequent communication through informal channels monitor University services
in the field to the end of achieving internal consistency and maximum
effectiveness.

In very brief compass, this outlines the Pacific- related interests and activities
of the University of Hawaii. At numerous junctures this account could be easily
expandede.g., in describing the academic program of the University, it could
be noted that Pacific languages taught include not alone Hawaiian but other
Polynesian (Samoan, Tongan), as well as Melanesian and Micronesian lan-
guages. Should n detniled account of the University of Hawaii's Pacific related
resources and activities be of aid to the Subcommittee, we shall he very happy
to submit it for the use of the Subcommittee.

PACIFIC ISLANDS PROGRAM /DIRECTORY - UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

INTRODUCTION

Situated at the apex of the Polynesian Triangle, the University of Hawaii
has for a long time been interested in the Pacific Basin, its peoples and their
environment. This area interest has encouraged the scheduling of academic
courses, individual faculty members to undertake research and service activities,
and organized units of the University to mount continuing programs on Pacific
Islands subjects. A. cross-disciplinary graduate program in Pacific Islands Studies
has for nearly two decades awarded the master's degree, Hawaiian and Pacific
materials amassed in the University's Sinclair Library constitute one of thearea's most extensive research collections.

The growth of the University over the 62 years since its founding, and partic-
ularly its more recent expansion to 17,500 students and 1,700 faculty, has been
accompanied with a multiphased growth of academic effort which has tended toovershadow this concern with the Pacific. As a consequence, despite their com-
munity of interest, faculty members have found it difficult to maintain contact
over discipline boundaries. Increasingly, Pacific Ocean Basin activity conducted
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in one unit of the University completely escapes the attention of the rest of the
faculty. It thus became apparent that a formal effort at coordination was nec-
essary for facilitating communication and systematizing interaction among
faculty from all disciplines engaged in teaching, research and service related
to the Pacific Islands area.

A census of University of Hawaii faculty with Pacific Islands InterestsInclud-
ing their field experience, language skills, publications, expressed willingness to
participate in interdiseiplivary endeavor, etc. revealed it far more extensive res-
ervoir of Pacific-oriented staff than bad been anticipated. Similar inquiry into on-
going University activity disclosed a wide variety of research and service. This
Directory has been compiled to acquaint University personnel with these human
and institutional resources. as a first step in greater effort at cross-disciplinary
Pacific effort. It is also being made available for the use of all friends of the
University of Hawaii interested in the Pacific Basin.

ENIvEltsITY PACIFIC ACTIVITIES

The scope of the University of Hawaii's interest in the Pacific Islands can at
best only be suggested by this Directory. The twelve organized research units
referred to subsequently provide but mention of formal research projects under-
way or contemplated ; this fails to include what is probably the bulk of the
research being conducted by the University community, Out of individual faculty
members apart from the efforts of organized units. The brief delineation furnished
of the ministers degree program in Pacific Islands Studies lists the various aca-
demic offerings which can be integrated into a multi-disciplinary course of
graduate study ; however, it cannot convey any sense 'of the special emphases
which some academic departments give in instruction, student field training, and
publications to one or more geographic areas of the Pacific. And to identify the
University's breadth of service activities related to the Pacific Basin fs but to
date the specifics delineated in print and slight the new projects meanwhile
commenced.

One phase of the University of Hawaii's Pacific concern Is directed to coopera-
tive effort with other institutions Interested In the Nellie, Some of this effort is
formalized, ms bile the balance Is encompassed within the activities of individual
faculty members, To promote the location and preservation of unpublished manu-
scripts relating to the Paelfle Islands, the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau was estab-
lished In 1908. The University of lin wall sponsored. the Bureau along with
Australia's Mitchell and National Libraries, and the National Library of New
Zealand. The Research School of Pacific Studies of the Australian National Uni-
versity operates PAMBU on behalf of the four libraries. Starting in 1905, under the
auspices of the Bishop Museum, a program Involving researchers at the Universi-
ties of Hawaii, Auckland, and Sidney has been engaged in the total comparison
of the lexicons of the thirty-odd Polynesian languages. The University of Hawaii
Is one of the twenty-six universities forming the management group responsible
for the operation of the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Hawaii per-
sonnel are expected to participate fully in the atmospheric research in the Pacific
which will be staged in the mid-191'0's by NCAR as part of the international
Global Atmospheric Research Program. These are just three illustrations of on-
going cooperative effort.

Another form of the University's Pacific interest is represented by the multi-
faceted activities of the Fast-West Center. This Center was erected on the Mamma
campus under contract with the United States Department to promote interchange
with the peoples of Asia and the Pacific. Scholarships, primarily for graduate
study, are awarded by the Center's Institute for Student Interchange ; its Insti-
tute of Advanced Projects brings together distinguished persons for informal
seminars. research. and writing; while the Center's Institute for Technical
Interchange administers both long and short, ,ernt training projects for tech-
nical participants. For the period 1900-08, almost a thousand persons from the
Pacific Islands participated in these East-West Center programs. (They repre-
sented 0 per cent of all Asian and Pacific participants with the TAP, 7 per cent
with the ISI, and 3-1 per cent with the ITL) Listed by Pacific Island area, they
came from:
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East-West Center Pacific Participants, 196C-66

Country

Institute of Institute for Institute for
Advanced Student Technical

Projects Interns Interns Total

Australia 6 15 38 59
Solomons 10 10
Cook Islands 1 14 15
Tiji 1 16 57 74
Gilbert:Ellice 21 21
Guam 1 38 39
Nauru 1 1

New Caledonia 13 13
New Guinea 1 1 37 39
New Hebrides 17 17
New Zealand 3 15 23 41
Niue 6 6
Samoa, American 6 98 104
Samoa, Western 1 2 58 61
Tahiti 1 2 9 12
Tonga 3 35 U
Trust Territory 20 406 426
Wallis- Futuna... 1 1

Total 13 82 882 977

Bulwarking all of the University's diverse Pacific activities Is the Hawaiian
and Pacific Collection lodged in the Sinclair Library. Containing approximately
55,000 colunies, it is one of the largest of its kind. Important features of the
Collection are the accounts of early voyages and travels, governmental and in
stitutional publications, University of Hawaii materials, and serials of all kinds.
Approximately 900 of the latter are currently received.

The University of Hawaii is fortunate in having access to a number of research
and reference collections all located in Honolulu and reasonably close to the
Manoa campus. Most important to University research, service and teaching are :
Bishop Museum; Hawaiian and Pacific Collection, State Library; Hawaiian
Historical Society ; Hawaiian Mission Children's Society ; Hawaiian Sugar Plant-
ers Association ; and State Archives.

Materials on the Pacific are published and disseminated through a number
of University of Hawaii agencies. Some of the University's organized research
units directly report the results of their investigations on Pacific Islands mat-
ters. In addition, two presses tend to the University's needs.

The University of Hawaii Press now publishes 3 journals and about 15 titles
a year, with the bulk of this effort dealing with the Pacific. Included in the
former are Pacific Science, a multidisciplinary quarterly that makes available
current reserach in the biological and physical sciences of the Pacific region,
1111d Oceanic Linguistics, a semiannual journal devoted to the study of the Aust-
ronesian, Papuan, and Australian languages. In recent years, about two-thirds
of the books published have been written by members and ex- members of the
University faculty, reflecting the close working relationship between the Press
and faculty. Included in the S3 new titles issued by the University of Hawaii
!'mss since its first book in 1948 tire the following works on Hawaii and the
Paci fic

Adler, Jacob, Claus Spreckles: The Sugar Ring in Hawaii (1966)
Adler. Jacob,(ed), The Journal of Prince Alexander Lihollho (1900)
Andy, J. Ralph, (ed.), Public Health and Medical Sciences in the Pacific: A

Forty-Year Review (1904)
Barkley, Richard A., Oceanographic Atlas of the Pacific Ocean (1068)
Becke, Louis, ed. by A. Grove Day, South Seas Supercargo (1067)
Bender, Byron W., Spoken Marshallese (1008)
Bird, Isabella L., Six Months in the Sandwich Tslands (Repr. 1004)
Campbell, Archibald, A Voyage Round the World from 1806 to 1812 (Repr. 1008)
Chariot, Jean, Three Plays of Ancient Hawaii (1963)
Chinch, Jon J., The Great Mahele: Hawaii's Land Division of 1848 (1958)
Christ, J. H., (ed.), Soil Conservation in tile Pacific: A Symposum and a Panel

Discussion (1063)
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Cranwell. Lucy M., e6.), Ancient Pacific Floras: The Pollen Story (1904)
Croeombe, It. 0. and Marjorie (eds.), The Works of Taninga (1968)
Elbert, Samuel II., (ed.), Selections from Formatter's Hawaiian Antiquities and

Folklore (1959)
Elbert. Samuel H. and Torben Monberg, From the Two Canoes: Oral Traditions

of Rennet! and Beliona Islands (1965)
Elbert, Samuel H. and Samuel A. Xenia, Conversational Hawaiian, 5th ed. (1965).
Fanning, Robert J., Pacific Islands Nutrition Bibliography (1951)
Frankenstein, Alfred and Norman Carlson, Angels Over the Altar: Christian

Folk Art in Hawaii and The South Setts (1001)
Fraser, Juliette Mary, Ile Anuenue (1952)
Giles, W. E., ed. by Deryck Scam, A Cruise in a Queensland Labour Vessel to the

South Seas (11168)
Gusline. William A. and Vernon E. Brock. Handbook of Hawaiian Fishes (1960)
Milford. Francis J., 9 Doctors and God (1955)
Handley, Katherine N., Case Studies in Hawaii: Intercultural Problems and

the Practice of Social Work (1961)
Hardy. I). Elmo Insects of Hawaii (Voss 1- 5,1948; vols 6- 8,1058)
Horwitz, Robert H. and Norman Metier. Land and Politics in Hawaii, 3rd ed.

11966)
Judd. Gerrit P.. IV, Dr. Judd, Hawaii's Friend: A Biography of Gerrit Parmele

Judd (1803-1873) (1900)
KuykendalL Ralph S., The Hawaiian Kingdom (Vol. I, 1938; Vol. II, 1953; Vol.

III, 1967)
Lind. Andrew W., Hawaii's People 3rd ed. (1908)
McArthur, Norma, Island Populations of the Pacific (1968)
Metier. Norman. The Congress of Micronesia (1969)
Miller, Carey D., Katherine liazore, and Mary Bartow, Fruits of Hawaii : De-

scription Nutritive Value, and Recipes. 4th ed. (1905)
Murphy, Thomas 1)., Ambassadors lu Arms (11154)
Peterson. Caroline E. and Kenneth Kingery, The Art of Flower Arrangement in

Hawaii (1962)
I'nknl. Mary K. and Samuel II. Elbert. English - Hawaiian Dietionary (1964)
Pukul. Mary K. and Samuel II. Elbert, Hawaiian-English Dictionary, 3rd ed.

(1905)
Pukui, Mary K. and Samuel II. Elbert, Rince Names of Hawaii (11166)
Rolm', Peter. Grasses of Hawaii (1908)
Scam, Deryck, Fragments of Empire (1968)
Schmitt, Robert C.. Demographic Statistics of Hawaii, 1778-1965 (1968)
Schutz, Albert J., Nguna Texts (1069)
.4cent-hanky, J. J. II., Pacific Entomology : Report of the Standing Committee

Chairman (1964)
Tenorio, JoAnn M., Insects of Hawaii (Vol. 11 Supplement. 1909)
Tsuraikl. Stanley M. and John E. Reinecke, English In Hawaii : An Annotated

Bibliography (1966)
Valentin, I'. (cond.). translated by Julius S. Gassner, Voyages and Adventures

of La Perouse (1969)
Yamaguti, Stay% Monogenetic Trematodes of Hawaiian Fishes (1908)
Zimmerman', Elwood, Insects of Hawaii (Vols. 10-11, 1004; Vol. 12, 1965)

The Univorsity_also enjoys the services of the .pnblishing division of the East-
West Center. It is not the function of the Enst-lVest- Center Press to duplicate
the activities of a general university press. but rather to promote mutual under-
standing between East and West through the publication and exchange of
scholarly works. The bulk of its original publications emanate from Center
sponsored research projects. translations, conferences, and seminars. Pacific
region works bearing the East-West Center Press imprint include :
Brake, Brian and Maurice Shadbolt, New Zealand : Gift of the Sea (1964)
Frith, H. j., Waterfowl in Australia (1967)
Graham, J. C. (ed), Maori Paintings by Gottfried Lindnuer (1966)
Ilindwood, Keith, Australian Birds in Colour (1967)
Metier, Norman and James M. Anthony, Fiji Goes to the Polls (1969)
Monntford, Charley P., Ayers Rock: Its People, Their Beliefs, and Their Art

(1966)
Turbott, E. G. (ed.). Bailer's Birds of New Zealand (1967)
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ORGANIZED RESEARCH

Most faculty members interested in the Pacific Ocean Basin are currently
engaged in some form of research pertinent to that area. In addition, a number
of the organized units of the University are also conducting Pacific-related re-
search. In good part the latter are Hawaii-oriented, but have spin-off application
elsewhere in the Pacific. The descriptions which follow are selective in that they
do not include all activities of the research units, but only those which have refer-
ence to Pacific Islands subjects; a unit listed in one category may also have activ-
ities falling under another.
Life Process Sciences (Biological, Medical and Agricultural Sciences)

Ilatoaii Agricultural Experiment Station.The research function of the
University's College of Tropical Agriculture is the responsibility of its Experiment
Station. The majority of Experiment Station projects place emphasis on
research related to Hawaii, as those designed to conserve and develop Hawaii's
natural resources ; protect crops and livestock from insects, diseases and other
and other hazards ; develop new and improved agricultural products and
processes ; and improve efficiency in marketing. Research findings in most cases
have a direct relation to tropical and semi-tropical agriculture in the South
Pacific.

Ibtantii Institute of Marine Biology.Fisheries development, including iden-
tification and elimination of the factors limiting the growth of existing fisheries
and the location and bringing to use of living marine resources currently not
so utilized, constitutes one of the major objects of the Institute. Another is
biological Iveallography, including basic research required for fisheries work,
such as investigations of fish physiology and behavior, and the study of marine
ecology. Illustrative of its activities are National Science Foundation grants for
stillFa-The Marine Toxies of the Tropical Pacific and the Alpheid Shrimp of
Australia.

Lyon Arboretant.Because of its location within an Onlin rain forest, the
H. L. Lyon Arboretum has an environment suitable for most tropical and sub-
tropical plants. They are used in the various fields related to medieine, botany,
agriculture, and other plant sciences. Its extensive taro collections facilitate
the seareli for an allergy-free food, while other researchers studying fruits
and flowers of economic value use its economic plant collection. The facility's .

study on the disappearing endethie plants of Hawaii has transferability to other
tropical islands.

Pacific Biomedical Research. Ccnicr.The Center was established to meet the
need for interdisciplinary biomedical research in Hawaii and the entire Pacific
Basin. Its Laboratory for Experimental Marine Biology devotes its attention to
problems for which marine organisms provide ideal experimental material
and model systems. Research has been undertaken into the chemotherapeutic
value of natural Pacific products and of environmental pollution due to pesti-
cide residues. The Center proposes to sponsor interdisciplinary studies of man-
kind in the Pacific, including detailed studies in human ecology.

Population Genetics Laboratory.The Laboratory is the only one of its kind
working in population genetics. The activities of the Laboratory in observational
genetics lies mainly in the Pacific area. Isolated populations in the Carolines
and New Guinea are being studied with regard to migration, fertility and
selection. The multi-racial population of Hawaii permits special attention
to the occurrence of birth defects and diseases whose incidence varies mark-
edly among racial groups. Genetic structure, using blood groups as biological
markers, are being compared in Pacific Basin area,. Asia and Europe.
Physical Sciences

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics.The Institute was organized to take ad-
vantage of Hawaii's unique location and geophysical environment which make
the state an ideal base for research covering all aspects of the earth sciences
as well as facilitating the study of world-wide phenomena. Study programs have
been started by the Institute in meteorology, solid earth geophysics, astrophysics,
geodesy, coastal geology, and oceanography, including tsunamis, rock, soil, and
volcanic gas chemistry and physics. In cooperation with the Australian Bureau
of 'Mineral Resources an HIG team has studied the geologic structure of New
Britain and New Ireland. NSF grants have financed research in geology on
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the petrology of American Samoa, hi meteorology on the Line Islands, and in
oceanography on mid-Pacific zones and ridges.

Land Study Bureau.As a land research unit, the Bureau compiles and coordi-
nates data on land characteristics and utilization and develops additional infor-
mation to integrate economic and physical data to achieve maximal use of lands.
The Bureau has prepared an Hawaiian lands classification system, published
a series of reports on Hawaii, and has participated in the development of a
land classification program for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and in
land-use programs in other Pacific areas.

Water Resources Research Center.The Center has been given responsibility
for all University research in hydrology. To date, study has been directed almost
entirely to Hawaiian phenomena and problems, organized informally in programs
of engineering hydrology, hydrogeology, hydrometeorology and agrohydrology,
water quality and pollution, water ecology, and water socio-economics. Certain
similarities of Pacific Islands with Hawaiian hydrology and general interest
in the Pacific presage the extension of the Center's programs into the Pacific
Basin.
Social Sciences and Humanities

Economic Research Center.The Center conducts topical, policy-oriented
studies for the Hawaii legislature and other governmental agencies. It also under-
takes long-term basic economic and statistical studies pertinent to the state's
economic welfare. Projected is the broadening of the Center's research scope
to include the role of Hawaii in the economic development of the Pacific Basin.

Education..Research and Development Center.The major purpose of the
--Center is to inquire into fundamental problems of education. Its activities in-

clude research and development focused upon facilitation of school learning,
emphasizing conditions influencing pupil motivation and cultural factors that
affect learning. The Center is intended to serve as the University's research arm
for education in the Pacific.

Pacific and Asian. Linguistics Institute.The Institute is engaged in studying
the key languages of the Pacific and Asian areas. It conducts research in general
theory and specific problems of lexicology, structural semantics, grammatical
descriptions and comparative-historical analyses. Current projects include teach-
ing materials in a number of the languages of the Trust Territory, linguistic
descriptions and dictionaries of Pacific languages as a basis for preparation of
materials to teach English, and experimentation with the use of computers in
dictionary compilation.

Social Science Research Institute.The Institute was established to facilitate
faculty research and to develop and conduct programs in social science research,
especially of an interdisciplinary nature with a focus on Asia and the Pacific.
Institute programs currently include a five-year study of culture and mental
health in the Pacific Basin, the collection of population statistics on Pacific
peoples and the associated establishment of data banks, and the planning of
computer-based, informational retrieval systems on Pacific and Asian archeology
and on mental health in the Pacific.

SERVICE ACTIVITIES

The Pacific research interests of the University of Hawaii merge into its service--
, activities ; frequently; service contracts are symbiotically related to research

projects. Sometimes the service function is performed in Hawaii, other times in
the field. The East-West Center's Institute of Technical interchange furnishes an
excellent illustration of both : in addition to training in business office techniques,
educational administration, surveying nursing, pest control, and countless other
programs mounted in Hawaii, the Institute has conducted 100 in the Pacific
Basin, including environmental sanitation in the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands, English language training on Guam, medical laboratory techniques in
American Samoa, plant . pathology in Western Samoa, agricultural extension
methods in the Cools, rodent control in Tonga, plant pathology in the Admiralty
Islands, educational tools and techniques in ,the New Hebridest and hotel and
travel industry management in .Fiji and New Zealand.

. . _
Commencing in 1959, the Committee for the Preservation and .Study of the

Hawaiian Language, Art, and Culture has administered the University's respon-
sibility of Hawaii:In culture preseiation enjoined by act of the state legislature.

S6-069-72--11
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Projects of the Committee have included surveying and registering archeological
sites. and recording place names, legends, family customs, and chants. Motion
picture films, filmstrips, slide projects, and reproduction of photographs have all
made visual materials available for classroom teaching.

Related to the Committee's interest, the Hawaii Curriculum Center at the Uni-
versity is currently developing curriculum in the literature-of the Pacific as part
of an English Language Project. Beginning with myths, legends, songs, folk
tales, and other forms of the oral and written literature of the Pacific peoples,
units of study are being prepared for Hawaii's schools.

In Micronesia, the University's College of Education is providing teacher edu-
cation assistance under contract to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
The International Health Program of the University furnishes the Trust Ter-
ritory assistance in undertaking a comprehensive health plan and more effective
programmatic services. Similarly, health generalist programs were developed
for Micronesia, Western Samoa, and Tonga under contracts with the Peace Corps.

As in the case of formal research of organized units constituting the most
visible but probably the smaller portion of the total research effort of the
University, so, too, in the case of Pacific service activity. Individual faculty
members, frequently under ad hoc terms, arrange for the providing of personal
services. A faculty group may enter into a contract with the National Science
Foundation to conduct a summer institute in science for school teachers in the
field ; a single faculty member may agree to act as consultant in advising on
political development. The totality of the University community's service in-
volvement in the Pacific remains so extensive as yet to defy complete itemization.

CLASSES IN PACIFIC ISLANDS STUDIES

The University schedules a wide variety of courses focused upon the Pacific
Islands. These cover the gamut from introductory courses designed only for
undergraduates (100-300), those in which . both undergraduate and graduate
students may receive academic credit (400), to post-baccalaureate offerings
(000-800). Instruction is regularly provided in tb, Hawaiian language and
literature, and programs in Hawaiian translation. 'ending upon demand and
availability of staff, directed elementary, interim and advanced language
study is also offered in Fijian, Samoan, Trukese. ..ad other Pacific Islands
languages.

A multidisciplinary master's degree program, primarily based on the humani-
ties and the social sciences, is designed' for graduate students interested in the
Pacific Ocean Bashi. Candidates for the M.A.. in Pacific Islands Studies must
have an undergraduate background (or the equivalent) .of 18 hours, of. credit
dealing with the Pacific in such fields as art, linguistics,- literature, music,
political science, and sociology, including a basic course in' anthropology,
geography, or history of the Pacific. The requisite 24 units of graduate credit
are earned in courses selected in such manner as to provide an integrated
program bearing upon the student's particular concentration of interest. At
least. three departments must be represented in course work and in the coin-
cittee supervising the master's thesis. (Information on admission, tuition, and
fees may be obtained from the 'Graduate Division of the University. Intended
candidates'froin the United States, Asia, and the Pacific are eligible for East-
West Center scholarships ; information on the Center's Student Interchange
Program may be obtained from its Student Selections Office.)

Pacific courses of instruction currently scheduled are listed by title under
their respective departments: (The number in parenthesis signifies the credits
earned, while "arr." shows that the number of credits may vary, being arranged
by the instructor in each instance courses marked with an asterisk may but
do not necessarily focus on the Pacific, and the instructor must therefore be con-
sulted before enrolling.)
Agricultural Economics

625 Economics of Agriculture : Tropical Countries and Asia (3)*
638 Land Use in Developing Countries (3)'
639 Agricultural Development Economics and Development Planning (3)'

Agronomy and Soil Science
201 Principles of Tropical Agronomy (3)*
304 Tropical Soils (4)
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.Anthropology
250 Oceania (3)
450 Regional Cultures of Oceania (3)(1) Hawaii (3) Polynesia(2) Micronesia (4) Melanesia460 Regional Archeology (3)

(1) Asia and the Pacific
090 Directed Research (arr.)
751) Research Seminar (in Oceania) (3).Architecture
621 Seminar on Tropical Architecture (2) *640 Architecture and Planing in Tropical Areas (4) *Art
475 Arts of the Pacific (3)
675 Arts of Hawaii (3)
076 Arts of Indonesia and Melanei4a

Botany
105 Ethnobotany (3)
100 Identification of Tropical Plants (2) *353 Ecology (3)*

English
480 Literature of the Pacific (3)
452 'Narratives of Oral Tradition (3 )*675 Literary Genres and Problems (3) *790 Directed Research (arr.)

Geography
314 Geography of the Tropics (3)*
320 Conservation and Utilization of Natural Resources (3)*339 Geography of Exploration (3)*
301 Geography of Australia and New Zealand (2)305 Geography of the Pacific (3 )
368 Geography of Hawaii (3)
065 Seminar in Geography of the Pacific (3)709 Directed Research .( arr.)

History
421 Australia and New Zealand (3)
422 History of Oceania {3)
424 History of the Hawaiian Islands (3)425 The United States in the Pacific (3)675 Seminar in Pacific History (3)
799 Directed Research (arr,)

Horticulture
101 Plants are for People (3)

Music
401 Ensembles (1)

(78) Oceanic Ensemble
(9S) Oceanic Dance

457 Pacific and Asian Music in Education (2)
471 Music of Non-literate Peoples (3) *
600 Seminar (in Ethnomusicology) (3)*
670 Regional Music (3)

(2) Oceania
691) Directed Research (arr.)

Pacific Islands
699 Directed Research (arr.)
800 Thesis Research (err.)

Political Science
345 Topics in Comvarative Government and Politics (3)*640 Comparative Government and Polities (3 )*
699 Directed Research (arr.)
740 Seminar : Comparatilre Government and Politics (3) *

Psychology
665 Cross-Cultural Psychology (3)*
699 Directed Research-( arr.)

Public Health
664 Infectious Diseases of Man in the Pacific (3)
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Sociology
310 1.232) Community Forces in Hawaii (3)
430 Race Relations in the Pacific (3)
722 Seminar in Group Relations (3) *
799 Directed Research (arr.)

Speech
499 Special Problems (arr.)*
7S4 Seminar in Intercultural Communications (3)*

Zoology-Bota ny
450 Natural Ilislory of the Hawaiian Islands (3)

PACIFIC-INTERESTED UNIVERSITY FACULTY

Sonic members of the University of Hawaii's _faculty focus their academic con-
cerns solely on Pacific Islands subjects ; many more have broader areas of in-
terest, (nib partial's Pacific-related. Almost 200 of the University faculty have
indicated they share a community of interest in the Pacific Islands, whether it
not it be of an exclusive nature, and have expressed the desire to eooperate iii
University efforts directed to furthering Pacilie Islands teaching, research, and
service. The following is a list of who they are, briefly noting the geographic
breadth of Pacific field experience they bring to the University of Hawaii's
Pacific Islands Program; their having published on subjects applicable gen-
erally to the Pacific, or limited to the Melanesian, Micronesian, or Polynesian
(including Hawaii) areas, or to Australia or New Zealand. (It should, of course.
be understood their .publications unrelated to the Pacific are not noted and,
similarly, no reference is made to their field work conducted elsewhere in the
world outside of the Pacific Basin.)

Abbott. Agatin T. Professor, Geosciences. Ph.D. 1953 (Washington). Area :
(7 -120) Geomorphology ; economic geology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam, U.S.
Trnst Territory) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is.) ; Australia ; New
Zealand, Publications: Miertmesia Polynesia.

Adams, Carl W. Assistant Professor, Geoscienees. M.S. 1951 (U.S. Naval Post-
graduate). Area : (7440) Meteorology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam) : Poly-
nesia (Society Is,, Tonga). Publicationg: Pacific (general) ; Micronesia ;
Polynesia.

Adams, William M. Professor, Geophysics. Ph.D. 1957 (St. Loris). Area :
(7499) Seismology. Field Exp..: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory, Wake) ; Poly-
nesia (Midway ). Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Adkins, Dorothy C. Professor/Researcher, Education. (Director, Head Start
Evaluation and Research Center) Ph.D. 1937 (Ohio State). Area : (2025) Test
and measurements: test development. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Am. Samoa).

Alicata, Joseph E. Professor, Animal Sciences. Ph.D. 1934 (George Washing -
ton-);Area : (7509) Parasitology. Field Exp. : Melanesia (Loyalty Is., New
Caledonia, New Hebrides) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Poly-
nesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is.) ; Australia ; New Zealand.
Publications : Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Micronesia; Polynesia ; New
Zealand.

Ashton, Geoffrey C. Professor/Chairman, Genetics. D. Se. 1967 (Liverpool).
Area : (7535) Genetics. Field Exp.: Micro-esia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; "Aus-
tra lia. Publications ; Australia.

Alen, Donald G. Assistant Professor, Education. Ed;D. 1069 (Columbia ). Area :
(2099). Measurement and evaluation; educational administration. Field Exp.:
Micronesia (Guam). Publications : Micronesia.

Backus, Josejih ALAssistant ProfeskorrEnglish. Ph.D. 1961 (California -Ber-.
.) Area : ';

Baker, Gladys E. Professor. Botany. Ph.D.1935 (Washington). Area : (7525)
Mycology. Field Exp.: Polynesia. (Society Is., Tuainotus). Publications : Pacific
(general) ; Polynesia.

Baldwin, Wayne J. Research Associate, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology.
B.S. 1951 (Humboldt State); Area : (7565) Ichthyology ; inshore fishes. Field
Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory). Publications : Pacific (general).

Banner, Albert H. Professor, Zoology. Ph.D. 1943 (Washington). Area : (7565),
Marine toxins and coral reef biology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia,
New Guinea, New Hebrides, Solomons) ; Micronesia-. (U.S.Trust Territory) ;
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Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Cook Is., Ellice Is. Fiji, Line Is., Phoenix Is.,
society Is., Tonga, Tnamotus) ; Australia. Publications: (general) ;
Micronesia; Polynesia.

Bell, Janet E. Curator, Hawaiian and Pacific Collection. B.S.L.S. 1933 (Wash-
ington). Area : (1200). Field Exp. : Polynesia (Fiji) ; Australia ; New Zealand.
Publications; Polynesia.

Bender, Byron W. Associate Professor, Linguistics. Ph.D. 1063 (Indiana).
Area: (1509) Descriptive and applied linguistics; Micronesian languages. Field
Exp. : Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; New Zealand. Publications :
Micronesia.

Benedict, Albert A. Professor/Chairman, Microbiology, Ph.D. 1952 (Califor-
nia-Berkeley). Area : (7545) immunology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Cale-
donia) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Society Is., Tuamotus).

Bennett, Hannah Lou. Director, Hawaii Curriculum Center. M.A. 1047 (Ohio
State). Area : (2030) Early childhood education. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam,
U.S. Trust Territory).

Berger, Andrew J. Professor/Chairman, Zoology. Ph.D. 1950 (Michigan). Area :
(7599) Ornithology. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Midway) ; Australia ; New Zealand.
Publications: Polynesia.

Bess, Henry A. Sr. Professor/Sr. Entomologist, Entomology, Ph.D. 1034 (Ohio
State). Area: (7530) Biological control and ecology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New
Caledonia) ; Polynesia (Fiji) ; Australia. Publications : Polynesia.

Boaz, Thomas L. Teaching Assistant, Geography, B.A. 1964 (Michigan). Area :
(6300) Cultural ; population ; land use. Field Exp. : Melanesia (New Caledonia,
New Hebrides, Solomons) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Poly-
nesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Ellice Is., Fiji) ; Australia ; New Zealand.

Bowers, Neal. M. Professor, Geography. Ph.D. 1951 (Michigan). Area : (6300)
Geography of Asia and Pacific. Field Exp.:- Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust
Territory). Publications : Pacific (general) ; Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Brock, Vernon E. Professor. Oceanography. (Director, Hawaii Institute of
Marine Biology). M.A. 19.44 (Stanford). Area: (7565) Biological oceanography ;
fisheries. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S.
Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Fiji, Line Is., Phoenix Is., Society Is.) Publications :
Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Brown, Frank B. Assistant Professor. Education.. Ed.D. 1967 (Indiana).
Area : (2060) Secondary curriculum. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Ter-
ritory).

Burbank, Nathan C. Professor, School of Public Health. Se.D. 1955 (M.I.T.).
Area : (8065) Sanitary engineeringenvironmental sanitation. laid Exp. : Mi-
cronesia (Guam). Publications: Polynesia.

Bushnell, 0. A. Professor, Tropical Medicine and Medical Microbiology. Ph.D.
1937 (Wisconsin). Area : (5020) Medical microbiology, Publications : Polynesia.

Campbell, J. Frisbee, Jr. Geophysicist, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics. M.S.
1966 (Hawaii). Area : (7430) Geology; geophysics. Field Exp. : Melanesia (New
Guinea, Solomons) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa). Publications: Melanesia ; Poly-
nesia.

Campbell, Robert L. Associate Professor, Curriculum and Instruction. M.Ed.
1951 (Louisiana State). Area : (2050) Science education. Field Exp.: Micronesia.

Cardines, Richard. Associate Health Specialist, School of Public Health. M.D.
1959 (Johns Hopkins) M.P.H. 1967 (Hawaii). Area : (5075) International
health ; epidemiology; tropical diseases. Field Exp. : Melanesia (Solomons)
Micronesia (U.S. Trust. Territory) ; Polynesia (Society Is.) ; Australia.

Char, Donald F. B. Professor, Student Health Service and School of Public
Health. M.D. 1950 (Temple). Area : (5030) Child health. Field Exp.: Polynesia
(Am. Samoa, W. Samoa). Publications-; Polynesia.

Chave, Keith E. Professor, Oceanography. Ph.D. 1952 (Chicago). Area : (7410)
Geochemistry.

Chung, Chin Sik. Professor, School of Public Health..Ph,D.-1957 (Wisconsin).
Area : (7535) Human population genetics: biostatisties.

Clark. Elizabeth. Associate- Professor, School of Public Health. Dr. P.H. 1963
(California-Berkeley). Area: (5075) Health education.

Clarke, William. Associate Professor, Geography. Ph.D. 1963 (California-
Berkeley). Area : (6300) Geography of New Guinea ; cultural ecology. Field
Exp. : Melanesia (New Caledonia, New Guinea) ; Polynesia (Fiji, Society Is.) ;
Australia; New Zealand. Publications :
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Clutter, Robert I. Associate Professor. Oceanography. Ph.D. 1963 (California-
Sall Diego). Area : (7515) Biology ; ecology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust
Territory) ; Australia.

Coraggio, Peter. Instructor, Music. M.S. 1963 (Juilliard). Area : (1004) Pianist
and composer (electronic music).

Cox, Doak C. Professor, Geosciences. (Director, Water Resources Research
Center.) Ph.D. 1905 (Harvard), Area : (7409) Hydrology and geology. Field
Exp.: Micronesia (-U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (W. Samoa). Publications :
Micronesia : Polynesia.

Cox, J. Halley. Professor, Art. M.A. 1937 (California-Berkeley). Area : (1054)
Hawaiian sculpture and petroglyphs: Pacific arts. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New
Caledonia ) ; Polynesia (W. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is.) ; Australia ; New Zealand.
Publications : Polynesia.

Crossley, Tolin IL Professor/Chairman, Educational Administration. FAD.
1950 (California-Los Angeles). Area : (2000) Educational administration. Field
Exp. : Micronesia ( U.S. Trust: 'remit ory ).
Crymes, Ruth H. Associate Professor. English. Ph.D. (Columbia). Area : (1131)

Crymes, Ruth II. Associate Professor, English. Ph.D. 1965 (Columbia). Area :
(1131.) English. Field Exp. : Micronesia (Trust Territory).

Danielson, Edwin F. Professor, Meteorology: Ph.D. 1958 (Washington). Area :
(7440) Synoptic and dynamic meteorology,

Davidson, Jack R. Professor, Agricultural Economics. Ph.D. 1900 (California-
Berkeley ) . Area : (6200) Production and resource economics.

Daws, A. Gavan. Associate Professor, History. Ph.D. 1006 (Hawaii). Area :
(0430) Pacific history (Polynesia). Field Exp.: Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Fiji,.
Society Is.) ; Australia. Publications: Pacific! (general) : Polynesia.

Day, A. Grove. Sr. Professor, English. Pb.D. 1944 (Stanford). Area : (1131)
English and American language and literature, including Pacific. Field Exp. :
Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is.) : Australia; New Zealand. Publications :
Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Micronesia: Polynesia Australia.

Doty, Maxwell S. Professor, Botany. Ph.D. 195.4 ( Stanford). Area: (7525)
:NI:trine botany ; algologist. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) :
Polynesia (Cook Is., Society Is., Tumnotus) ; Australia. Publications; Pacific
(general) ; Polynesia.

Dunn-Rankin. Peter. Associate Professor/Associate Researcher, Billion Hon Re-
search and Development. Ed.D. 1965 (Florida State). Area : (2025) Educational
research and psychology. Field Exp.; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory).

Ekroth, Lauren E. Assistant. Professor. Speech-Communication. Ph.D. 1967
(Minnesota). Area : (1.150) Intercullural communication.

Elbert, Samuel II. Professor. Linguistics. Ph.D. 1050 (Indiana). Area : (1500)
Polynesian languages. Field Exp.: 'Melanesia (New Hebrides, Solomons) ; Micro-
nesia ( U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Ani. Sanwa, W. Samoa, Marquesas).
Publications: Melanesia Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Ellingsworth, Huber W. Professor, Speech-Communication. Ph.D. 1.955 (Florida
Slate). Area : (1150) Interpersonal and mass communication.

Eyde. David II. Assistant Professor, Anthropology. Ph.D. 1000 (Yale), Area :
(6000) Analysis of symbolic systems. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Guinea).
Publications : Melanesia Polynesia. .

Fan, Pow Foong. Assistant Professor. Geosciences. Ph.D. 1965 (California-
Los Area: (7420) Sedimentology and marine geology. Publications :
Polynesia.

Furmuoto, Augustine. Associate Professor/Associate Seismologist, Geoseiences.
Ph.D. 191)1 (St. Louis). Area : (7409) Seismology in volcano physics. Field Exp. :
Melanesia (New Guinea, Solomons) ; Micronesia (U.S, Trust Territory) ; Poly-
nesia (Midway) ; Australia. Publications : Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Gallagher. Brent S. Assistant Professor, Oceanography. l'11.D. 1065 (Scripps).
Area : (7400) Water turbulence.

Gilbert. .Tames C. Professor, Horticulture. Ph.D. 1959 (Hawaii). Area ; (7030)
Vegetable breeding. Publications: Polynesia.

Gill. Sarah. Assistant Professor, Art. Ph.D. 1068 (Columbia). Area : (1056)
Primitive art. Publications : Pacific (general).

Gillett, Dorothy K. Instructor, Music. 5th Yr. 1041 (Hawaii). Area: (1070):
Elementary school music education.
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Glick, Clarence E. Professor, Sociology. Ph.D. 1938 (Chicago). Area : t 09151
Race relations and political sociology. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Fiji) ; Australia ;
New Zealand. Publications: Polynesia.

Grace, George W. Professor/Chairman. Linguistics. Ph.D. 1955 (Columbia ).
Area : (1509) Anthropology ; linguistics. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia.
New Guinea. Solonions) ; Polynesia (Fiji) ; Australia. Publications: Pacific
(general) Melanesia ; Polynesia.

Green,' Roger C. Associate Professor, Anthropology. Ph.D. 1904 (Harvard).
Area : (1080) Prehistory. Field Exp.: Melanesia. (Soloanons) ; Polynesia (Am.
Samoa. IV. Samoa, Cooks, Fiji. Society Is., Tonga Tnamotus) : Australia ; New
Zealand. Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia ; New Zealand.

Grossman, Jerome. Professor, School of Public Health. Ph.D. 1954 (Califonia-. Berkeley). Area : (5075) Health education (community development and organi-
zation). Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory).

Groves, Gordon. Professor. Oceanography. Ph.D. 1955 (California-San Diego).
Area: (7460) Physical oceanography. Field Exp.: Melanesia (Solomous) ; Micro-

s nesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Fiji ; Phoenix Is.).
Gundersen, Kaare H. G. Associate Professor, Microbiology. Ph.D. 1962 (Gothen-

burg). Area : (7545) Marine microbiology. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Society Is.,
Tuamotus). Publications : Polynesia.

Hamilton. Richard A. Professor. Horticulture. Ph.D. 1953 (Minnesota 1. Area :
(7030) Fruit crops. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Guinea. Solomons). Publica-
tions: Polynesia.

Elaramoto, Frank II. Associate. Professor/Associate Entomologist. Entomology.
Ph.D. 1900 (Hawaii). Area : (7530) Acarology. Publications : Polynesia.

Hardy. Elmo D. Sr. Professor, Entomology. Ph.D. 1941 (Kansas). Area : (7530)
Systematics and medical entomology. Field Exp.; Melanesia (New Guinea
Publications: Pacific (general) ; Micronesia ; Polynesia : Australia ; New Zealand.

Harms, Stanley. Associate Professor, Speech - Communication. Ph.D. 1959 (Ohio
State). Area : (1180) Speech communication. Publications: Australia ; New Zea-
land.

Hartman, Richard IV. Assistant Horticulturist, Horticulture. Ph.D. 19:2 (Cali-
fornia -Los Angeles). Area; (7030) Vegetable breeding. Publications: Polynesia.

Hayakawa, John M. Assistant Professor, School of Public Health. M.P.H. 1954
(California-Berkeley). Area : (5075) Public health education; community
organization.

Helfrich, Philip. Associate Marine Biologist. Hawaii Institute of Marine Biol-
ogy. Ph.D. 1958 (Hawaii). Area : (7515) Ecology of coral reefs; biotoxins; tisli
ecology. Field Exp.: Melt, nesia (New Caledonia) ; Micronesia (Guam, Trust
Territory) -; Polynesia Samoa. W. Samoa, Fiji. Line Is., Society Is.. Ton-
motus) ; Australia ; New Zealand. Publications : Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Heyum, Renee. Pacific Curator, Sinclair Library. Diploma 1950 (Library
School, France). Area : (1200) Pacific collection. Publications: Pacific (general).

Hormann, Bernhard L. Professor, Sociology. Ph.D. 1949 (Chicago). Area :
(6919) Sociology of religion; changing peasant society and Hawaii. Publications :
Polynesia.

Hugh, William I. Associate Swine Specialist, Animal Sciences, Cooperative
Extension Service, Ph.D. 1955 (Minnesota). Area : (7010) Swine specialist. Field
Exp.; Melanesia (New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Solomons) ; Polynesia -(Am.
Samoa, Fiji, Tonga). Publications : Melanesia ; Polynesia.

Dutra, Teruo, Director. Foreign Contracts/College of Education. Ph.D. 1959
(Ohio State). Area : (2099) Curriculum ; community college. Field Exp.: Micro-
nesia (Guam. U.S. Trust Territory). Publications: Micronesia.

Ingils, Chester R. Associate Professor, Educational Administration. Ed.D. 1958
(Stanford). Area : (2000) _Educational administration. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(U.S. Territory). Publications: Micronesia.

James. Gary A. Instructor, English Language Institute. M.A. 1968 (Hawaii)..
Area (1140) English as a second language. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust
Territory).

Johnson. Donald D. Professor, History. Ph.D. 1946 (Southern California).
Area: (6430) U.S. diplomacy ; U.S. in the Pacific; Latin America. Field Exp.:
Polynesia (Fiji) ; AuStralia ; New Zealand. Publications: Pacific (general) ;
Polynesia.
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Kaeppler, Adrienne L. Assistant Professor, Anthropology. Ph.D. 1967 (Hawaii).
Area : (6000) Social organization and the arts. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Fiji,

;Society Is., Tonga). Publications: Pacific (general) Melanesia ; PolyneL.
Kaihara, Yasuto. Assistant Curator, Sinclair Library. M.S. 1958 (Illinoi.).

Area : (1')00) Hawaiian and Pacific Collection. Publications: Polynesia.
Kamemoto, Haruyuki. Professor/Horticulturist. Horticulture. Ph.D. 1950

(Cornell). Area : (7030) Genetics and plant breeding. Publications: Polynesia.
Kay, E. Alison. Professor, General Science. Ph.D. 1957 (Hawaii). Area : (7565)

Marine zoology: mollusks. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; Poly-
nesia (Fiji) ; Australia ; New Zealand. Publications: Polynesia.

Korn, Alfons L. Professor Emeritus, English. (Consultant, Hawaii Curriculum
Center). M.A. 1937 (California-Berkeley) ; 1968 (Oxford). Area : 19th century
Hawaiian history ; unwritten literature of Oceanic peoples. Publications : Pacific
(general) ; Polynesia.

Koshi, James H. Dairy Specialist, Animal Seb:.,:e. Ph.D. 1955 (Minnesota).
Area : (7010) Dairy specialist.

Lamoureanx, Charles H. Associate Professor, Botany. Ph.D. 1961 (California-
Davis). Area : .521) Ecology; plant anatomy. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Am. Sa-
moa, Fiji, Johnston Is., Midway) ; New Zealand. Publications.: Polynesia.

La Plante, Albert A. Associate Specialist, Entomology. Ph.D. 1949 (Cornell).
Area : (7530) Economic entomology ; extension teaching. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Fiji, Society Is.). Publications:
Micronesia ; Polynesia.

T.arrila, Sim° H. Professor. Geophysics. Ph.D. 1053 (Institute of Technology,
Finland). Area : (7400) Electronic surveying and mapping: photogrannnety.

Lee. Richard K. C. Dean/Professor. School of Publie Health. M.D. 1933 ('a-
lane) 1)r. P. H. 1935 (Tale). Area : (5075) Public health. Field Exp.: Melanesia
(New Caledonia. New Guinea ) : Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ;
Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji) ; Australia ; New Zealand, Publications;
Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Leib. knios P. Associate Professor, English. (University Marshal.) Ph.D. 1963
(Tnintie). Area : (1131) American, medieval, and Pacific literature. Field Exp.:
Micronesia (Guam) : Polynesia (Am. Samoa. W. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is.,
Tonga) : Australia : New Zealand. Publications : Polynesia.

Luomala, Katharine. Professor. Anthropology. Ph.D.. 1936 (California-Berke-
leyrArea (GOO) Ecology : oral art. Field Exp.: Alicronesia (Gilbert Is.) : Poly-
nesia (Line Ts.. Phoenix Is.). Pnblications: Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Micro-
nesia : Polynesia : Australia : New Zealand.

MacDonald, Gordon A. Sr. Professor. Geosciences. Ph.D. 1038 (California-
Tierkeley). Area :. (720) Geology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam) ; Polynesia
(Am. Samoa). Publications : Polynesia.

MyboneY. Carl T. Assistant Professor. Art and Architecture. A.A. Diploma 11)(T4
(London). Area : (1040) Tropical architeetnre : architectural climatology.

Mahony. Frank J. Associate Professor, Anthropology. Ph.D. 1069 (Stanford).
Area : (0000) Cultural anthropology; Micronesia. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S.
Trust Territory). Publications: _Micronesia.

Malahoff. Alexander. Assistant Professor/Assistant Geophysicist, Hawaii In-
stitute of Geophysics. Ph.D. 1005 (Hawaii). Area : (7430) Geophysics: geology.
Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Hebrides. Solomons) : Polynesia (Fiji. Line Is.) ;
Australia; New Zealand. Publications: Melanesia: Polynesia ; New Zealand.

Manchester, Curtis A., Jr. Professor. Geography. Ph.D. 101-) (Atichigan). Area:
(6300) Historical geography; Pacific and Asian regional geography. Feld Exp.:
Micronesia (Guam. U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Fiji) ; Australia. Pali.
cations: Pacific (general) : Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Mauglinani, Murli II. Professor/Assistant Geophysicist, Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics. Ph.D. 1902 (Montana State). Area : (7430) Geophysics; geochem
istry. Publications: Polynesia.

Monson, Helge H. Associate Professor, Psychology. Ph.D. 1965 (New 'York).
Area : (6740) Social psychology.

Mason, Charles. Director, English Language Institute. Ph.D. 1968 (Southern
Illinois). Area : (1140) '.English as a second language. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(Guam). Publications: 3Iferonesia.

.
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Mason, Leonard. Professor, Lthropology. Ph.D. 1955 (Yale). Area : (0000)
Cultural anthropology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory).
Publications: Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Micronesia Polynesia.

3Intstunoto, Y. Scott. Associate Professor, School of Public Health. Ph.D.
1957 (American). Area : (0000) Population and sociology.

Maukele, Patricia A. Instructor, A.dan and Pacific Languages. Ed.B. 1901)
(Hawaii). Area : (1199) Hawaiian language.

McKaughan, Howard P. Professor, Linguistics. (Director, Pacific and Asian
Linguistics Institute; Associate Dean, Graduate Division). Ph.D. 3957 (Cornell).
Area : (1509) New Guinea descriptive linguistics; Philippines. Field Exp. : Me-
lanesia (New Guinea ) Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Australia;
New Zealand. Publications: Melanesia.

Meller, Norman. Professor, Political Science,. (Director, Pacific Islands Pro-
gram). Ph.D. 1955 (Chicago). Area : (6099) Legislative process; development
administration. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia, New Guinea, New He-
brides, Solomons) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Am.
Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji, Society Is., Tonga) ; Australia ; New Zealand. Publica-
tions: Pacific (general) ; Melanesia; Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Meredith, Donald 8. .Associate Professor, Plant Pathology. Ph.D. 1958 (Cam-
bridge). Area: (7555) international, tropical plant pathology. Field Exp.: Me-
lanesia (New Caledonia) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji, Tonga).
Publications : Polynesia.

Miller, Robert A. Graduate Assistant, English Language Institute, B.A. 1961
(Whittier). Area: (1140) English as a second language. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(U.S. Trust Territory).

Mitchell, Wallace C. Professor/Associate Entomologist, Entomology. Ph.D.
1055 (Iowa State). Area : (Taw) Economic entomology. Field Exn.: Micronesia
(U.S. Trust Territory). Publications: Pacific (general) ; Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Moberly, Ralph M., Jr. Associate Professor, Geosciences. Ph.D. 1950. (Prince-
ton). Nrea : (7420) Geology. Publications: Polynesia.

Morton, NeWton E. Professor/Director, Population Genetics Laboratory. Ph.D.
1955 (Wisconsin). Area : (7535) Population -genetics. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(U.S. Trust Territory). Publications: Melanesia; Micronesia ; Polynesia.

Moy, James Hee. Assistant Professor/Assistant Food Technologist, Food Sci-
ence and Technology. Ph.D. 1965 (Rutgers). Area : (7060) Food and chemical
engineerings ; radiation preservation.

Murphy, Thomas. Professor, History. Ph.D. 1939 (Yale). Area : (6430) British
Empire Commonwealth ; Pacific Islands. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W.
Samoa, Fiji) , Australia ; New Zealand. Publieptions: Polynesia.
-Mytinger, Robert E. Associate Professor, School of Public Health. Dr.P.H.

1905 (California-Los Angeles). Area : (5075) Medical care organization ; health
administration. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Fiji) ;
Australia. Publications : Polynesia.

Nakagawa, Yukio. Associate Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service. B.S.,
1940 (Hawaii). Area : (7030) Vegetable crops. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New
Hebrides, Solomons) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia
(Am. Samoa, W. Samoa). Publications: Polynesia.

Nakasone, Henry Y. Associate Horticulturist, Agriculture. Ph.D. 1960 (Ha-
waii). Area : (7030) Genetics and plant breeding. Publications: Polynesia.

Namba, Ryoji. Professor/Entomologist, Entomology. Ph.D. 1953 (Minnesota).
Area: (7530) Insect transmission of plant viruses; leaf-hoppers. Publications:
Polynesia.

Neil, J. Meredith. Assistant Professor, American Studies. Ph.D. 1966 (Wash-
ington State). Area: (1056) Social history of art, environmental design.

Nelson, Torlef. Professor, Education. (Director, Division of Field Services.)
Ed.D. 1052 (Washington). Area : (2030) History; economics. Field Exp.: Micro-
nesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory), Publications:. Micronesia.

Newhouse, W. Jan. Assistant Professor, General Science. Ph.D. 1967 (Hawaii).
Area: (7527) Ecology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory, Wake) ;
Polynesia (Fiji, Johnston Is., Society. Is., Tuamotus). Publications: Micronesia ;
Polynesia.

Oliver, Douglas. Professor, Anthropology. Ph.D. 1935 (Vienna). Area : (6000)
Social organization; culture history: ecology. Field Exp.: Melnnesht (Nevi?
Guinea, Solomons) ; Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia
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(Society Is.). Publications: Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Micronesia ; Polynesia.
P4Inkiwskyl, Bost A. Assistant Professor, Geosciences. Ph.D. 1904 (Harvard).

Are:: (7420) Geology. Publi,aitions : Polynesia.
Park, Chat Bin. Associate Professor, School of Public Health. Dr.P.H. 1959

(California-Berkeley). Area : (WOO) Biostatistics; demography.
Parker. Clary .1. Assistant Professor, Linguistics. Ph.D. 1904 (Cornell). Area:

(1500) Descriptive and comparative linguistics: Melanesian languages. Field
Exp.: Melanesia (New Hebrides). Publications: Melanesia.

Philipp, Perry F. Professor/Agricultural Economist, Agricultural Economics.
Ph.D. 1951 (California-Berkeley). Area : (6200) Production economics: agricul-
tural economics in developing countries. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Fiji) ; New
Zealand. Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia : Australia ; New Zealand.

Pirie, Peter N.D. Associate Professor, Geography. Ph.D. 1964 (Australian
National). Area : (6300) Population and the Pacific Islands. Field Exp.: Polynesia
(Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji, Tokelau Is.. Tonga) ; Australia ; New Zealand.
Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia ; New Zealand.

Plaister, Theodore H. Associate Professor, English as a Second Language. M.A.
1960 (Michigan). Area : (1140) English as a second language. Field Exp.:
Micronesia (Guam, U.S. Trust Territory).

Pollack, Richard L. Assistant Professor/Economist, Economic Research Cen-
ter. Ph.D. 1967 (Wisconsin). Area : (6210) Public finance; industrial organiza-
tion: economic development. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory).
Publications: Micronesia.

Poyzer, Marvin F. Professor, Education. Ed.D. 195-i (Bradley). Area : (2099)
Vevational, industrial education. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ;
Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Johnston Is.). Publications: Micronesia : Polynesia.

Ramage, Colin S. Professor, Geosciences. D.Sc. 19(11 (New Zealand). Area :
(7440) Tropical meteorology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (Soloinans) ; Micronesia
(Guam) : Polynesia (Fiji) : Australia: New Zealand. Publications: Pacific
general ).
Randall, John, E. Marine Biologist, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology. Ph.1).

1955 (Hawaii). Area : (7515) Marine biology. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Easter Is.,
Society Is.). Publications: Pacific (general).

Reddin. Mary E. Associate Professor. Curriculum and Instruction. Ed.D. 1967
(Indiana). Area : (2030) Language arts; early childhobd education and elemen-
tary education. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory).

Reese, Ernest S. Associate' Professor, Zoology. Ph.D. 1960 (California-Los
Angeles). Area : (7527) Behavior and ecology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Cale-
donia, New Hebrides) ; Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Am.
Samoa. Fiji, Society Is.. Tonga) ; Australia. Publications: Pacific (general).

Resig. Johanna M. Assistant 3licropaleontologist, Geosciences, Dr. rer.nat..
1965 (Kiel). Area : (7470) Micropaleontology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (Solo-
n:nits). Puldleations: Polynesia.

Rielistad, .Tlin A. Assistant .Professor. English. l'h.D. 1907 (Minnesota). Area
(0102) Mass communication in society ; journalism.

Rider. Rieliard. Professor/Chairman. Speech-Communication. Ph.D. 1955 (IIII-
nois)..t rea (1130) Broadcasting; inter - cultural communication ; communication
in innovation.

Ilmnallowski. Roman R.. Jr. Associate Professor. Horticulture. Ph.D. 1961
(Cornell). Area : (7030) Chemical weed control. Publications: Pacific (general) ;
Polynesia.

Rose. John C. Geophysielst. Geoselenees. Ph.D. 1955 (Wisconsin). Area : (7430)
Solid earth geophysics. Field Exp.; Melanesia (New Guinea. Solonions) ; Poly-
nesia (Am. Samoa. W. Samoa, Fiji) ; Australia ; New Zealand. Publications:
Melanesia.

Ross. Edward. Chairman. Fond Science and Technology. Ph.D. 1037 (Cali-
fornia- Berkeley). Area : (7060) Food irradiation; tropical and Interrelated Asian
food products. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa,
W. Samoa. : Australia. Publications : Pacific (general) ; Melanesia ; Poly-
nesia : Australia.

Sadler, :lames C. Associate Meterologist. nensetenees. M.A. 1047 (California-
Los Angeles). Area : (7440) Meteorology. Field Exp.: 'Micronesia (Guam, U.S.
Trust Territory) : Polynesia (Christmas ; New Zealand. Publications: Pa-
cific (general) ; Polynesia.
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Sahara, Tamotsu. Specialist, Laud Study Bureau. L.S. 1iNK (Hawaii). Area :
(7000) Soils; agronomy. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory). Publi-
cations: Micronesia: Polynesia.

Schutz, Albert J. Assistant Professor, Linguistics. Ph.D. 1962 (Cornell). Area :
(1309) Oceanic languages. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Hebrides) ; Polynesia
(Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji) ; Australia. Publications: Melanesia ; Polynesia.

Segleta. Glenn A. Instructor, English as a Second Language. B.A. 1938 (Wash-
ington). Area : (1132) Linguistics. Field Exp.: Melanesia Solonons).

Sherman, G. Donald. Associate Director/Sr. Professor, Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station. Ph.D. 1040 (Michigan State). Area : (7000) Tropical soil
science; tropical crop production. Field Exp.: Australia ; New Zealand. Publi-
cations: Polynesia ; Australia.

Sherman. Martin. Professor/Entomologist, Entomology. Ph.D. 1948 (Cornell).
Area : (7530) Insect toxicology. Publications : Polynesia.

Sinclair, Marjorie P. Assistant Professor, English. M.A. 1037 (3Illis). Area :
1132i Literature; poetry. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Society Is.). Publications:
Polynesia.

Smith. Albert C. Professor, Botany, Ph.D. 1933 (Columbia). Area : (75,25)
Evolution and systematics. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Fiji). Publications: Pacific(general) : Melanesia; Polynesia.

Smith, Barbara B. l'rofessor, Music. M.M. 1043 (Eastman). Area: (1070)
Ethnomusicology (Pacifir nd Asia). Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam, T.S. Trust
Territory). Publications: Pacific (general).

Starosta, Stanley. Assistant Professor. Linguistics. Ph.D. 1907 (Wisconsin).
Area : (1509) 1 lido-Pacific languages: generative grammar.

Stasark. Edward A. Associate Professor, Art. M.F.A. 1050 (Illinois). Area :
(1054) Printmaking and painting. Field Exp.; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa,
Fiji ). Publications: Polynesia.

Street, John M. Associate Professor, Geography. Ph.D. 1990 (California-Ber-
keley). Area : (630)) Bio-geography. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia.
New Guinea, New Hebrides. Solomons); Polynesia (Am. Samoa, IV. Samoa, Fiji,
Society Is.). Publications; Melanesia: Micronesia.

Stroup. Edward D, Associate Oceanographer, Oceanography. M.A. 1958 (Johns
Both:Ins). Area : (7460 ) Descriptive physical oceanography. Field Exp.: Micro-
nev:a (Guam. U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Fiji, Line Is.) ; Australia.
Publications: Pacific (general) : 31eltinesin: Micronesia.

Suehlro, Richard Y. Associate Specialist. School of Public Health. M.P.H.
1002 (Michigan). Area : (6899) Social work; public health (International
Health). Field Exp.: Melanesia. (New Guinea) ; Micronesia (Guam. U.S. Trust
Territory) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji) ; Australia. Publications:
Polynesia.

Sagan. Hiroshi. Instructor. Asian and Pacific Languages. M.A. 1966 (Interna-
tional Christian). Area : (1102) Japanese.

Summers, John M. Gnu:nate Assistant. English Language Institute. RA. 1961
(Indiana). Area: (1140) English as a second language. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(U.S. Trust Territory).

Sutton, George. Professor. Geoscienees. Ph.D. 1957 (Columbia). Area : (7430)
Geophysics; seismology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (Soionions). Publications:
Melanesia.

Totnashlro, Minoru. Associate Professor/Associate Entomologist, Entomology.
Ph.D. 1960 (California-Berkeley). Area : (7530) Insect pathology. Field Exp.:
Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Cook Is.). Publications: Polynesia.

Tanaka. Tokushi. State and Area Specialist. Cooperative Extension Service.
M.S. 1953 (Hawaii). Area : (7099) Poultry. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Cale-
donia, New Hebrides, Solomons) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, Fiji, Tonga). Publi-
cations:Pacific (general).

Taylor, Ronnid C. Assistant Professor, Geosciences. Ph.D. 1968 (Hawaii).
Area : (7440) Tropical meteorology. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Line Is.). Publica-
tions:Pacific (general).

Tester. Albert L. Sr. Professor, Zoology. Ph.D. 1030 (Toronto). Area : (7363)
Behavior of sharks. Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory). Publications:
Pacific (general) : Polynesia.

Townsley, Sidney J. Professor, Zoology. Ph.D. 1954 (Yale). Area : (75(t5)
Ecology. Field Ex.: 31eInnesL: (New Guinea ) ; Micronesia (U.S. Trust Terri-
tory) ; Polynesia (Johnston Is.). Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.
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TrIfoovitch, Gregory J. Sr. Program Officer. Institute for Technical later-
change. B.A. 1900 (Wheaton). Area : (1509) Linguistics and anthropology. rieb1
Exp.: 5licroncsin (Gwen. U.S. Trust Territory). Pub licntions: Micronesia.

Trujillo. Eduardo E. Plant Pathologist. Plant Pathology. Ph.D. 11H12 (Cali-
fon:in-Berkeley). Area : (7555) Plant pathology. Field Exp.: Micronesia (Guam.
U.S. Trust Territory) ; Polynesia (Am. Samna, W. Samoa). Publications: Pacific
(general) : Polynesia.

ehern. Betty K. Assistant Professor. Educntion. M.A. 19713 (New York). Area :
(29a9) Elementary education; Jangling° arts. Field Exp.: Micronesia t

Trust Territory).
Voulgoropoulos. Ell/mewl. Professor. School of Public Health. M.D. 1957

(Louvain) ; M.P.H. 11)62 (Johns Hopkins). Area : (5075) International health:
subspecialty in public health. Field Exp.: Meinnesin (New Caledonia ) : Micro-
nests (Guinn, U.S. Trust Territory) ; l'olynesin (Ant. Samoa, W. Sanwa. El.il,
Tonga). Publications: Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Wenkam, Nan S. Assistant Nutritionist. Food nod Nntritionel Sciences. M.S.
1051 (Chicago). Area : (7100) Food composition and cultural aspects of foods.
Field Exp.: Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory). Publications: Polynesia.

Wiederholt. Ned B. Associate Specialist, School of Public Health. M.M. 1954
(nomad) Imo : (1040) Comprehensive health planning. Field Exp.: Micronesia
(Guam. U.S. Trust Territory) : Polynesia (Am. Samoa. W. Samoa. Fiji).

Wiens. Harold .T. Professor. Geography. (Chairman, Executive Committee for
Asian Studies.) Ph.D. 1949 (Michigan). Area (6300) Geography. Field Exp.:
Micronesia (U.S. Trust Territory) ; Australin ; New Zealand. Publications:
Tactile (general) : Mleronesio.

Winters, Lee E., Jr. Associate Professor, English. Ph.D. 1910 (Californio-
Berkeley). Area : (1131) Comparative literature. Field Exp.: Micronesia (17.S.
Trust Territory).

Wolff. Robert J. Associate Professor, School of Piddle Health. Ph.D. 1953
(Michigan). Area: (6918) Sociology. Field Exp.: Melanesia (New Caledonia) :
Mieronesia (Guam) ; Polynesia (Am. Samoa, W. Samoa, Fiji, Tonga). Publien-
tions: McInnes:in : Polynesia.

Woollerd, George P. Professor/Director, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics. Ph.D.
1937 (Princeton). Area: (7430) Geology; geophysics; oceanography. Field Exp.:
Melanesia (New Caledonia New Guinea, Solomons) ; Micronesia (Gnaw) : Poly-
nesia (Fiji, Johnston Is., Midny) ; Australia ; New Zealand. Publications:
Polynesia.

Worth. Robert M. Professor. School of Public Health. M.D. 105-1 (California-
Snit Francisco) : M.P.IL 1955 (Harvard) : Ph.D. 1902 (Californhi-Berkeloy).
Area : (5075) Epidemiology. Puhlicntions: Micronesia : Polynesia : Anstrelia.

Wright. Joyce M. Director. East -West Center Library. B.A. 1943 (Washington).
Area : (1200) Bibliogrnphy and political history. Field Exp.: Polynesia (Society
Is.) : Aestralin: New Zealand.

'Valentin. Yukihiro. Instructor. Asian and Nellie Lnegunges. 1.A. 1002 (Inter-
national Christian). Area : (1102) Japanese; Philippine languages.

Young. Reginald H. P. Assistant Professor, School of Public. Health. Sc. D.
1067 (Washington). Area : (SW) Environmentol health and sanitary: civil en-
gineering. Field Exp.: Polynesin (Am. Snnuma, W. Samna). Publications:
Polynesia.

Zane, Lawrence. Instructor, Honolulu Community College. Ph.D. 1965 (Mary-
land). Area : (2000) educntion; physics and methematics. Publien-
tines : Pacific (general) ; Polynesia.

Grouping the faculty of the Pacific Islands Program by their code designation
of discipline (or specialty. where time latter has been reeognized by n code desig-
nation) reveals the diversity which they bring to the Pacific area program.
Arts and Humanities

Fine Arts
anon Piano: Cornggio
(1040) Architecture: Mulioney, Wiederholt
(1054) Painting: Cox. Stnstick

Art Mittory. Art Education., Archaeology
(1050) Art History: Gill, Nell
(1070) Music Education: Gillett, Smith
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(10,00) Archaeology : Green

Language and Literature
(1131) English and American : Backus. Crymes, Day, Leib, Sinchdr, Winters
(1140) English as a Floreign Language: James, Mason, Miller, Pia bier. Seglem,

Summers
(1102) Japanese : Swale, Yamada
(1150 Speech : Ekrctlt. Ellingsworth, Harms, Rider
(1199) (ther: Maukele
(1200) Library and Archival Science: Bell, lIeyum, Kaihara. Wright.

Other Bumanitics
(1509) Philology and Linguistics: Bender, Elbert, Grace, 31cKanglian, Parker.

Schutz, Starosta, Trifonovitch
Education
(2000) Educational Administration : Crossley, Inglis
(2025 Educational Psychology : Adkins, Dunn-Rankin
42030) Elementary and Pre-Sehool Education: Bennett, Reddin, tiehara
(2050) Science Education: Campbell
(20(i0) Secondary }Munition: Brown
(20;0) Teacher Training: Nelson
(2090) Voeational Education : I'oyzer, Zane
42099) Other : Men. Mara

Engineering
(5065) Sanitary : Burbank, Young
Medical Science Disciplines
(5020) Medical Microbiology : Bushnell
(5030) Pediatrics: Char
(5075) Public Health, Sanitation : Cardlnes, Clark, Grossman, Ilayakawa, Lee,

Myt Inger, Voulgaroponlos, Worth

Xatural and Physical sciences
Agriculture, Food Science

(7000) Agronomy : Sahara, Sherman
(7010) Animal Husbandry : Hugh, Koshi
(7030) Horticulture: Gilbert, Hamilton, Hartmann, Katnetnoto, Nakagawa, Na-

kasone, Ronuntowski
(701;0) Food Manufacture: Moy, Ross
(7099) Other : Tanaka
(7100) Home Economics: Wenkam

Earth Sciences
(7400) Geodesy : Laarila
(7410) Geochemistry : Claire
(6300) Geography : Boaz, Bowers, Clarke, Manchester, Pirle, Street, Wiens
(7420) Geology : Abbott, Fan, MacDonald, Moberly, Pankiwskyj
(7430) Geophysics: Campbell, Malakoff, Manghnani, Rose, Sutton, Woollard
(7440) Meteorology : Adams, Dabielsen, Ramage, Sadler, Taylor
(7460) Oceanography : Gallagher, Groves, Stroup
(7470) Paleontology : Resig
(7499) Other : Adams, Cox

Life Sciences
(7515) Biology : Clutter, Helfrich, Randall
(7525) Botany : Baker, Doty, Smith
(7527) Ecology: Lamoureaux, Newhouse, Reese
(7530) Entomology: Bess, Ilaramoto, Hardy, LaPlante, Natalia, Sher-

man, Tamashiro
( 7535) Geneties: Ashton, Chung, Morton
(7545) Microbiology : Benedict, Gundersen
(7555) Pathology : Meredith, Trujillo
(7565) Zoology : Baldwin, Banner, Broek, Kay, Tester, Townsley

;(7509) Other: Alicata, Berger
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Social Sciences
(6000) Anthropology : Eyfle. Kaeppler, Imomala, Mahony, Mason, Oliver

Communications
(6102) Journalism, Publishing: Riclistad

Economics and Related Fields
(6200) Agricultural Economics : Davidson, Philipp, Renaud
(621(1) Economic Development : Pollock

History
(6430) Pacific : Daws, Johnson, Murphy

Political Science and Public Administration
(6099) Other : Meller

Psychology
(2025) Educational Psychology : Adkins, Dunn-Rankin
(6740) Social Psychology : Mansson

Social Work and Welfare
(6899) Other : Suehiro

Sociology
(6900) Population and Demography : Matsumoto, Park
( 6915) Social Problems : Glick
(6918) General Sociology : Wolf
(6919) Other : Hormann


